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Preface

This book, and the project it embodies, originated with a chance encounter 
between Naomi Oreskes and Michael Oppenheimer at the annual meeting 
of the American Geophysical Union at the end of 2006. Oreskes has a long 
involvement in questions about the nature of scientific knowledge, from the 
perspective of both a geologist and a science studies scholar. Oppenheimer 
is a climate scientist with a long record of participation in ozone and climate 
assessments, including the then- ongoing Fourth Assessment Report of the In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and he had become intrigued by the 
processes by which experts decide on matters of fact and uncertainty and 
how expert judgment has sometimes gone awry. Both were curious about 
the inner workings of assessments and how scientists arrived at their con-
clusions. Oreskes and Oppenheimer engaged the interest of Dale Jamieson,  
a philosopher of science who had studied the National Acid Precipitation As-
sessment Program. Together the three designed a project to investigate how  
assessments operate in practice— how assessors come to their views and make  
the requisite judgments about the state of scientific knowledge.

International expert assessments have become an approach favored by 
governments  for  obtaining  advice  on  the  science,  economics,  and  policy 
options available  to confront  large- scale environmental problems. Assess-
ments that emerged in the 1970s altered both the policy landscape and the 
practice of environmental science. Understanding how assessments operate 
requires reconstructing the deliberations of expert participants, who reach 
judgments about what is known and what is uncertain in the scientific and 
political context of their times.
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Previous work, such as studies carried out by the Global Environmen-
tal Assessment Project,1  focused on aspects of environmental assessments 
that  render  them effective  in  the policy domain.  In contrast, our  study  is 
about scientific experts and the processes by which questions are framed 
and judgments are rendered within assessments. The focus of our project is 
largely internal to the institutions performing assessments and to the delib-
erations among authors.

Our initial work centered on a series of assessments of the behavior of the 
West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), initiated by the project’s first postdoctoral 
fellow, Jessica O’Reilly, an ethnographer experienced in studying Antarctic 
scientists. Soon the project, dubbed Assessing Assessments, received support 
from the National Science Foundation. Over time, we were joined by three 
additional highly talented postdoctoral fellows: Keynyn Brysse, a historian 
of paleontology who has examined major controversies, including the mass 
extinction debates and the reclassifications of the Burgess Shale organisms; 
Milena Wazeck, a historian of  science and expert on Albert Einstein and 
controversies over the theory of relativity; and Matthew Shindell, a histo-
rian of science with a focus on earth and planetary sciences, and the biog-
rapher of American chemist Harold Urey. Their participation in the project 
allowed us to expand our focus to two additional sets of assessments: the 
National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) and the multiple 
national  and  international  assessments  of  ozone  depletion. Our methods 
consisted of interviews of participants and analyses of archival records.

We  focused  on  these  particular  assessments  for  several  reasons.  First, 
these were all assessments of earth and environmental science (our primary 
expertise and interest) that played a significant role in crucial public policy 
debates of the past 40 years. The various assessments of ozone (chapter 3), 
for instance, contributed directly to the development of international  law, 
including  the Montreal  Protocol  on  Substances That  Deplete  the Ozone 
Layer, which has helped to protect the very existence of life on earth. Con-
versely, some argue that NAPAP (chapter 2) contributed to delay in US pol-
icy on acid rain. While action on climate change to date has not been com-
mensurate with the scale of the problem, there is no question that the WAIS 
assessments we studied (chapter 4) addressed a momentous question: Will 
climate change cause a large part of one of earth’s two remaining ice sheets 
to disintegrate, precipitating a sea  level rise sufficient  to destroy much of 
worldwide coastal civilization?

Second, many of these assessments were very large, engaging hundreds 
of scientists and costing many millions of dollars. Indeed, they comprise a 
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significant fraction of all work in earth and environmental science over the 
past  several decades. The first phase alone of NAPAP,  for example,  lasted 
10 years, cost nearly $600 million, and made major contributions to the sci-
entific understanding of the relationship between industrial pollution, the 
hydrologic cycle, and lakes, forests, and soils. The Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC), discussed here in the context of assessment of 
WAIS, can be seen as the culmination of much of the earlier work in envi-
ronmental assessment. The human and financial resources devoted to the 
IPCC over the past 31 years run into hundreds of thousands of person- hours 
and tens of millions of dollars of direct expenses. While one can argue about 
the efficacy of the IPCC in helping the world to prevent dangerous anthro-
pogenic interference in the climate system, there is no doubt that the IPCC 
represents an important mechanism by which the world has tried to come 
to grips with this difficult, thorny, and potentially existential question and is 
thus worthy of study in its own right. It has also deeply affected the develop-
ment of atmospheric science and related fields. We argue in this book that 
assessments do not just summarize existing knowledge but also create new 
knowledge and frame research agendas beyond the assessment. Scientific 
assessments have become a significant  locus of  scientific knowledge pro-
duction and therefore are important to study along with fieldwork, labora-
tory practices, and other more familiar topics in science studies.

Third, we  focused on  these  assessments  because  the  three  sets  of  epi-
stemic communities involved overlapped to a significant degree, with many 
individuals being part of two and in some cases all three of these communi-
ties  in one capacity or another. Taken together,  these factors helped us to 
avoid the problem of making inferences across widely differing professional 
norms, although the range of expertise within any one of these assessments 
is very broad.

We make no claim that these assessments are representative of all assess-
ments made everywhere in the world. In particular we are aware that there 
is an American bias to our study, both in the cases selected and in the ques-
tions that we have the most interest in addressing.

Our work would not have been possible without the crucial support of 
the National  Science  Foundation’s  Program  on  Science, Technology,  and 
 Society (although the results and opinions presented here are solely those 
of the authors). We are also indebted to the High Meadows Foundation and 
our home institutions over the course of the project: Princeton University; 
New York University; the University of California, San Diego; Harvard Uni-
versity; the College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s University; Indiana 
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University Bloomington; and  the University of Alberta. We owe a  special 
debt to those assessment participants who gave freely of their time to be in-
terviewed, sometimes on multiple occasions. The book was much improved 
as a result of incisive comments by two anonymous reviewers, to whom we 
are grateful. We would like to thank our editors at the University of Chicago 
Press, first Christie Henry and then Karen Darling, for their support of the 
project. Finally, we would especially  like  to  thank Kenneth Belitz, Benja-
min Franta, Leonie Haimson, Neil Harris, Sheila Hellermann, Chunmei Li, 
Gene E. Likens, Elizabeth Lloyd, James McCarthy, John O’Reilly, V. Rama-
nathan, Martin Rees, Geoffrey Supran, Bob Watson, and Chris Whipple.
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AAAS  American Association for the Advancement of Science
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AR4 ipcc Fourth Assessment Report (2007)
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CDAC  US Carbon Dioxide Assessment Committee
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ch

4
  methane

CIAP   Climatic Impact Assessment Program (US Department of 
Transportation)
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CLIMAP   Climate Long- range Investigation, Mapping, and Prediction
ClO  chlorine monoxide
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2
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3

clO
x
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CLRTAP   United Nations Economic Commission for Europe Convention 

on Long- Range Transboundary Air Pollution
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c h a p t e r  o n e

The Need for Expert Judgment

i n t r o d u c t i o n

From ancient shamans, oracles, and diviners to the physicians of the World 
Health Organization and the scientists of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, there have long been individuals and groups with special-
ized knowledge who have been asked to provide judgment on issues that 
ordinary citizens and political and religious leaders felt unable to judge for 
themselves. In the twentieth century, the felt need for expert judgment grew, 
and institutionalized assessments of scientific knowledge for policy became 
a significant part of the landscape of scientific work and discourse. This book 
examines scientific assessments for public policy in the late twentieth and 
early twenty- first centuries. An obvious opening question is, Were there as-
sessments before that time? If so, are recent assessments different? Explor-
ing examples of expert judgment before the twentieth century, this chapter 
considers how assessments in the twentieth century can be distinguished 
from what went before.

t h e  p r e h i s t o r y  o f  a s s e s s m e n t s

A vexing problem of the late medieval period was spirit discernment. Eu-
ropeans in the Middle Ages faced the difficulty of distinguishing saints in-
fused with the spirit of God from ordinary people possessed by demons. 
We might suppose that the two could scarcely be confused, but contempo-
raneous commentators agreed that the physical manifestations of divine 
and demonic possession were distressingly similar. Visions, trances, fren-
zies, levitation, the performance of miracles, feats of superhuman strength, 
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xenoglossy, displays of stigmata, nudity, and other transgressions of social 
convention: these diverse manifestations were common to both. As historian 
Nancy Caciola has explained, the two kinds of spirit possession were “out-
wardly indistinguishable.”1 Moreover, this was no coincidence. As Paul had 
told us (2 Corinthians 11:14), Satan knew how to disguise himself as an 
angel of light.2

Divinely inspired prophets merited veneration, but false saints and de-
moniacs demanded condemnation, so it was essential to determine how to 
differentiate them. The challenge of discerning spirits was thus both episte-
mological and existential: epistemological because it involved questions of 
knowledge, existential because one’s fate could rest upon it. The arduous work 
needed to differentiate between the two called for experts who examined  
cases, created criteria of discernment, and wrote reports, generating a large 
literature on the subject. In the fourteenth century Brigit of Sweden became a 
test case for spirit discernment when she was examined by a six- man panel: 
an archbishop, three bishops, a theologian, and an abbot. A panel of knowl-
edgeable ecclesiastics also examined the case of Catherine of Siena, who 
died in 1380 of self- imposed starvation, and who, like Brigit, was subse-
quently canonized.3

Archbishops and abbots were not scientists— indeed, it would be many 
centuries before the term “scientist” would be coined— but they were indi-
viduals who had specialized knowledge relevant to the problem at hand. In 
that sense, they were experts whose views might inform action, including 
such weighty matters as canonization.

The rise of the modern nation- state brought new concerns and ways of 
constructing expertise. In eighteenth- century France, a group of prototech-
nocratic military engineers proposed a new form of artillery that could be 
produced faster and more cheaply through the use of interlocking and inter-
changeable gun parts. While perhaps less accurate and less durable than the 
heavy cannons they replaced, these new weapons could be quickly moved 
and mobilized, allowing French military strategists to think beyond the es-
tablished rules of siege warfare and improve France’s national security.  This  
change meant rearranging the traditional relationships between the state, 
its armories, and the military. Armories now adopted a “systems” approach: 
 traditional artisans were replaced by managers and planners who could 
 arrange the work of machines and laborers into an organized whole. Social 
relationships were also restructured: titled lords who raised their own troops 
were now replaced by salaried professional officers who trained with desig-
nated artillery troops year round. Military leadership was now a career.4
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A rival group of more traditionally minded military experts challenged 
these reforms. While no doubt motivated at least in part by a desire to protect 
traditional positions and privileges, they argued that the traditional techniques 
were more effective on the battlefield. To resolve this dispute, the minister of 
war convened a blue- ribbon panel of field marshals who had commanded 
French troops during the Seven Years’ War (which raged from 1756 to 1763 
and cost about one million lives). The panel— along with members of the 
public— witnessed a set of field exercises designed to demonstrate the efficacy 
of the new approach. The marshals sided with the reformers, and state policy 
was formulated to embrace the new approach.5 Acknowledged expertise was 
now informing military policy.

t h e  r i s e  o f  t h e  s c i e n t i fi c  a n d  
t e c h n o l o g i c a l  e x p e r t

The nineteenth century witnessed a dramatic increase in activities that we 
now label scientific, as well as the increased visibility and social capital of 
savants who identified themselves by their disciplines— geologists, biologists, 
chemists, and the like. These “men of science” would soon come to be known 
collectively as scientists.6 With the growth of science as a professional activ-
ity, these experts were increasingly called upon to resolve disputes that were 
understood to be both scientific and social and to produce reports of their 
findings. Here we may identify what we might consider to be early forms of 
the modern scientific assessment. Assessment in this context would mean any 
attempt to review the state of expert knowledge in relation to a specific ques-
tion or problem, judge the quality of the available evidence, and offer findings 
relevant to the solution of the problem.7

In France, Louis Pasteur and Felix Pouchet argued about the nature of life 
and the fixity of species, with the latter advocating the theory of spontane-
ous generation and the former challenging it. Pasteur is popularly regarded 
as having debunked the theory of spontaneous generation via a strict adher-
ence to scientific method, but both sides at the time offered experimental 
evidence in support of their claims. The Académie des Sciences deemed it so 
important to resolve this issue that it formed not one but two special com-
missions to judge the two sets of experiments.8 While one Pasteur biogra-
pher bemoaned this approach as unsuitable to resolving a scientific dispute, 
the Académie did, in fact, settle the issue this way, siding with Pasteur and 
awarding him the Alhumbert Prize in 1862 for his experimental refutation 
of spontaneous generation theory.9
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In the late nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century United States, diph-
theria was prevalent in urban areas, and recurrent outbreaks took the lives of 
many thousands of children. Historian Evelyn Hammonds notes that popu-
lar accounts generally suggest that the Pasteurian bacteriological model of 
disease led directly to new forms of medicine, including the use of antitoxins, 
but this is not in fact the case. When confronted with diphtheria epidemics  
in late nineteenth- century New York City, the medical community resisted  
both the bacteriological definition of disease and treatments whose justifica-
tion rested on it. Partly, this was due to the medical profession’s interest in 
maintaining its authority over disease as well as physicians’ financial self- 
interest, but there was an epistemic issue at stake as well: at that time bacteri-
o logists could neither account for nor control nonsymptomatic carriers of the  
diphtheria bacillus.10

Health department statistics showed a marked drop in mortality related 
to the use of diphtheria antitoxin, but many physicians remained skeptical. 
In 1896, the American Pediatric Society formed a committee to investigate 
antitoxin use.

The society’s commission drew upon the clinical experience of 613  
private physicians in its membership. After reviewing 3,384 cases, the 
commission ruled in favor of antitoxin and recommended that it be used  
in all cases as early as possible.11 This still did not solve the problem of  
asymptomatic carriers  but it did resolve the social question of whether phy-
sicians should embrace diphtheria antitoxin treatment, which at this point  
most did.

Vaccination was a major domain of expert assessment in the nine-
teenth century, because of both physician skepticism and public resistance.  
Historians and public health officials have noted that the British Vaccina-
tion Acts of the 1840s and 1850s— which mandated childhood vaccination 
for smallpox and outlawed variolation (the long- standing practice of ex-
posing people to bodily fluids taken from a person with a live case of the 
disease)— were resisted by opponents who saw the acts as infringements  
on civil liberty. This resistance took the form of antivaccination leagues, 
protest, civil disobedience, and even riots. In response, a Royal Commis-
sion was established in 1885 to hear evidence for and against vaccines. The 
commission sat for seven years, during which it held 136 meetings, heard 
testimony from 187 witnesses, and examined two children suffering from 
ill health alleged to have been caused by smallpox vaccination; the final  
report extended to more than 500 pages.12 Among those who testified 
against vaccination was Alfred Russel Wallace, the codiscoverer of the theory 
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of evolution by natural selection, who argued that the recent observed de-
creased smallpox mortality was largely due to improvements in sanitation, 
not vaccination.13

The committee’s charge was to consider both scientific and social ques-
tions regarding vaccination, though it did not sharply distinguish them in 
this way. The committee’s members were scientific men, such as professor 
of anatomy and physiology and fellow of the Royal Society Michael Foster, 
but its chair was Farrer Herschell, a lawyer and lord chancellor of England. 
Scientifically, the committee asked whether there was a theoretical basis for 
believing that smallpox vaccination would be protective and, irrespective of 
theoretical understanding, whether there was sufficient empirical evidence 
to conclude that it is. Socially, the panel recognized the reality of objection 
and noncompliance. To discern and comprehend these social realities, the 
committee solicited extensive testimony from those whose objections were 
moral, philosophical, or personal. This led to a broadly framed discussion 
that included questions of compulsion and penalties for noncompliance. 
Among the topics discussed were the harsh treatment of parents by magis-
trates and the unfairness that ensued when parents who continued to refuse 
to vaccinate their children were repeatedly fined for what was, in effect, a 
single infraction. The commission’s final report concluded that vaccines did 
protect against smallpox but recommended the abolition of penalties for 
noncompliance with the vaccination law. The new Vaccination Act of 1898 
reflected this change and introduced a “conscience clause” allowing parents 
to decline vaccination on grounds of personal belief.14

As we will see in the chapters that follow, in the twentieth century, many 
scientists, legal scholars, and others would argue for a sharp separation be-
tween science and policy, but this distinction was not one about which the 
participants in the vaccination commission were unduly concerned.15 An-
other difference between the vaccination report and most twentieth- century 
assessments is the inclusion of a detailed dissenting opinion. The 1885 Royal 
Commission Report includes a report of over 150 pages by the “dissen-
tients,” W. J. Collins and J. Allanson Picton.16 The former was a physician, 
the latter an independent member of Parliament who had been accused of 
heresy for his unorthodox religious (and perhaps, as well, his radical po-
litical) views. Like Wallace, they were not persuaded that vaccination was 
the principal reason for declining smallpox mortality and therefore argued 
that it would be “unwise to attempt to enforce vaccination on those who 
regard it as useless and dangerous”— a position that the rest of the panel 
essentially accepted, insofar as they recommended abolishing penalties 
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for noncompliance. However, the “dissentients” went further, arguing that 
“it would be simpler and more logical to abolish compulsory vaccination 
altogether.”17

Social problems that required expertise to resolve often involved tensions 
over who had the relevant expertise and authority to lay claim to a par-
ticular domain. In Victorian- era Britain, Franz Mesmer’s theory of animal 
magnetism, popularly known as mesmerism, was fashionable. Mesmerists 
claimed to be able to exert mental control over the minds and bodies of others 
and to use this power to cure psychological illnesses and anesthetize patients 
for surgery, sometimes simply by the laying on of hands. Popular audiences  
welcomed these claims, but they potentially undermined the authority of 
emerging scientific and medical professionals.18 Moreover, the mid- nineteenth 
century was a time when a nonmedical perspective on madness— which saw it  
as a moral defect rather than a brain dysfunction— was threatening the medical  
profession.19 To counter this, doctors were eager to find new theories and 
therapies that could be integrated within their own naturalistic paradigm of 
madness. Phrenology, for example, became one route through which doctors 
could explain moral defects in physical terms.

The acceptance and use of what many would today consider pseudoscience 
by physicians in the service of maintaining their expert authority makes it 
difficult to characterize the mesmerism debate as science versus pseudosci-
ence. In fact, the matter of where to draw the line between science and pseu-
doscience, medicine and quackery, was settled not so much by knowledge but 
by disciplinary boundary work: the drawing of expert boundaries in a man-
ner that relegated mesmerism to the fringe— defining away the mesmerist’s 
expertise.20 Here we see illuminated one feedback dynamic of knowledge 
production (discussed further in chapter 5): professional expertise helps to  
resolve social problems and these resolutions help to define what consti-
tutes pertinent expertise. Socially acknowledged problems become the con-
tested space within which professional groups define their collective iden-
tity, stake their professional claims, and forge agreement on what constitutes 
knowledge.21

As the category of “scientist” became solidified in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, it also became codified as a recognized locus 
of specialized knowledge on which society could draw to help resolve con-
tested questions. Questions regarding madness and normalcy, disease and 
health, and technology and its impacts came to be viewed increasingly as the 
domain of science, and so society increasingly turned to scientists to answer 
questions about them. The industrialized nation- state needed diverse forms 
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of technical expertise in order to run its affairs; experts with knowledge 
were becoming increasingly viewed as important, even essential.22 Scientists 
became the designated experts to help resolve a variety of societal problems, 
many of which were themselves consequences of science-  and technology- 
inspired modernization. In the twentieth century, Lewis Mumford labeled 
these the questions of “technics and civilization.”23

Technics were the focus of numerous commissions in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries in Europe and the United States. Typically, the impetus was 
failure: problems with steam engines, boats, and railroads, and especially 
collapsing bridges. Exploding boilers were a persistent and deadly problem 
in the steamboat industry, and in June of 1830 the newly founded Franklin 
Institute in Philadelphia empowered a committee of its members to investi-
gate the causes of high- pressure boiler explosions. The committee eventually 
received funding from the US secretary of the treasury to support a set of 
experiments (the first grant of its kind) to understand the problem. For six 
years, University of Pennsylvania professor Alexander Dallas Bache directed 
a committee that blew up boilers in a quarry on the outskirts of Philadel-
phia. Based on the results of these experimental explosions, the Franklin In-
stitute committee presented two reports to Congress, recommending guide-
lines on materials, design, construction, and maintenance procedures.24 The 
reports were mostly ignored until President Van Buren urged the passage of 
legislation. On July 7, 1838, Congress passed a weak attempt at regulation, 
including watered- down versions of the reports’ suggested guidelines. In 
1852, Congress passed stronger legislation that established boards of inspec-
tors to investigate infractions and accidents. Under this law, the owners of 
steamboat companies bore legal responsibility for the safety of their vessels. 
Driven to a significant extent by the work of technical experts, the US Con-
gress acknowledged that industrial life required regulation to protect people,  
even if this meant intruding on private enterprise.25

t h e  i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z a t i o n  o f  a s s e s s m e n t

This brief summary is by no means a comprehensive history of expert ad-
vice, but it is sufficient to demonstrate that experts in possession of specialized 
knowledge have long offered advice to those in power, that this advice has been 
both solicited and volunteered, and that, by the late nineteenth century, some-
thing similar to the contemporary scientific assessment had begun to emerge.

This should not come as a surprise: the existence of state- sanctioned hon-
orific scientific bodies such as the French Académie des Sciences, the British  
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Royal Society, and the US National Academy of Sciences was predicated on 
the notion that such bodies not only would enhance the prestige of science in 
their countries but would benefit the state whenever specialized knowledge  
was required.26 What (if anything) is different about the studies we address 
in this volume?

The types of work done by these commissions and committees before 
the twentieth century overlapped with the types of work done later; indeed, 
one might suggest that these early examples helped to establish the relation-
ships we have today between expertise and governance. Moreover, there is 
no doubt that the individuals involved in these analyses performed a similar 
role to contemporary experts: they were seen to be in possession of special-
ized knowledge and were called upon to give advice based on that knowl-
edge. In these respects, we may say that assessment is an old phenomenon, 
and the appeal to expertise in one form or another when faced with thorny 
problems has been persistent.

But there are some significant differences. One is institutional continuity. 
The expert commissions in our early examples were ad hoc: when a partic-
ular question was answered, the group disbanded. No lasting institutional 
apparatuses were constructed; individuals were addressing questions, not 
creating organizations that became bureaucratically instantiated and took 
on lives of their own. Nor had “assessment” been given that moniker. In 
short, while the precedent existed for expert intervention in societal prob-
lems, until the twentieth century no permanent infrastructure had been de-
veloped through which this kind of intervention could be enacted.

Perhaps for this reason, these earlier activities lacked many of the struc-
tural components that we observe in assessments today. Concerns about the 
structure and rules of assessment— including balance of interests and bias, 
conflict of interest, audience, and consensus building— are almost entirely 
absent in these earlier instances. Nor were they subject to peer review. Partici-
pants reviewed evidence, listened to testimony, and in some cases exam ined  
patients or performed experiments of their own and then passed judg ment as 
eminent individuals. Without further historical investigation it is impossible  
to say how these activities were viewed by contemporary onlookers, but it 
appears to be the case that the reliability of the assessment was assumed to 
derive from the distinction of the individuals involved. And the assessment 
was the review; it did not have to be reviewed again.

However, we can discern in the nineteenth- century examples a sugges-
tion of the institutional apparatus that would become formalized in the 
twentieth century. The Royal Commission on Vaccination was ad hoc— its 
members disbanded when the work was done— but they did work together 
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for seven years, issuing five reports prior to their final one, and the idea of 
the royal commission persisted. By the end of the nineteenth century, the 
royal commission was a recognized mechanism for addressing socially im-
portant problems that involved technical expertise.

As assessments became institutionalized, they also grew in size, sometimes 
dramatically. Before the twentieth century, expert studies were typically con-
ducted by a few people— often as few as three, rarely more than a dozen. The 
assessments that we study in this book involve dozens to hundreds of par-
ticipants (and more if reviewers are counted). By the late twentieth century, 
large- scale, organized, and formalized assessments of the state of scientific 
knowledge had become a feature of the scientific landscape, a recognizable 
and regularized form of scientific work.

In the United States, we see a dramatic increase in the range, depth, and 
complexity of assessment after 1945, one that parallels the well- documented 
transformation of American science in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury.27 This transformation included an increasingly close relationship be-
tween scientists and the federal government; a dramatic increase in funding 
for science (funding that among other things facilitated the development of 
the expanded earth and environmental sciences highlighted in this volume); 
a resultant growth of the scientific community overall; and an increased 
alignment of the focus of scientific investigations with the goals of the na-
tional security state, particularly during the Cold War years.28 This period 
also saw increasingly conscious efforts by scientists to organize and direct 
American scientific research and increase science education in American 
schools and universities, through organizations like the newly founded Na-
tional Science Foundation as well as older institutions such as the National 
Academy of Sciences and its National Research Council. The professional 
societies and associations of the various disciplines that had been growing 
and gaining authority since the interwar years also played a part in these 
developments. In short, the rise of assessments— both in fact and in name— 
coincides with the phenomenon that scientists and scholars have labeled 
“Big Science.”29

The growing authority of science in the United States (and, arguably, else-
where) and its organizations intersected with the emergence of what his-
torian Brian Balogh has dubbed the “proministrative state.” According to 
Balogh, the US government emerged from the Second World War a much 
more organized and powerful political actor than it had previously been. 
Not only did the postwar state require networks of expertise to administer its 
wider reach, but it was also now able to shape those networks and, with the 
cooperation of the professions, create and support well- organized groups of 
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experts. This relationship was symbiotic: “Ultimately, it was the resources 
of the state— both financial and managerial— that the professionals could 
not do without; it was the prestige and the problem- solving capability of the 
professionals that tempted the state.”30 Recent studies of science during the 
Cold War have borne out this symbiosis and outlined the important ways in 
which national security concerns and scientific research programs became 
closely aligned during this period.31 One part of that alignment was a grow-
ing allocation of resources to scientific research; another was a growing ex-
pectation on the part of the state that scientists would be available to answer 
important questions about national security and other matters.32

As a result of this rapidly evolving relationship between science and the 
American state during and after World War II, the US National Academy of 
Sciences and its National Research Council began to formalize their assess-
ment activities. As historian Hunter Dupree observed, the academy had at-
tempted to advise the government on scientific and technical matters since 
its formation in 1863.33 Aside from its mobilization in times of war, however, 
these efforts bore little fruit. Moreover, more than a few of the academy’s 
members questioned the wisdom of collectively taking on an advisory role. 
However, the academy’s increased activities in World War II and in the 
postwar period led to a complete reorganization of the National Research 
Council as an operating arm of the academy in its formal relationship to 
the state and its agencies. What was once questioned was now taken for 
granted: that one of the academy’s main purposes was to assess scientific and 
technical matters for the government.34 By the time the assessments addressed 
in this book took place, the council had put in place a structured process that 
drew upon the expertise of scientists, engineers, and experts throughout the 
United States. The academy now touts its “consensus report” process as the 
gold standard in expert advice.

t h e  c a t e g o r y  o f  c o n s e n s u s

With the institutionalization of assessment came an increased focus on con-
sensus. Figure 1.1 tracks the use in English of the terms “assessment” and  
“consensus”: both were scarcely used before the twentieth century, and then 
their use rises dramatically, and more or less in tandem, after World War II. 
Consensus, it would seem, emerged in the mid- twentieth century as a pre-
ferred method for speaking scientific truth to power.35

The cases presented in this book (chapters 2, 3, and 4) show that achieving 
consensus is generally viewed as an important goal of the expert assessment 
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figure 1 .1  Google ngram tracing the relative frequency of “consensus” and “assessment” 

from 1800 to 2000.

process. Consensus appears to provide a way of signaling the agreement of 
experts about what knowledge is important enough and sufficiently settled 
to inform policy making— what Charles Kennel has called “decision- ready” 
knowledge.36 It also allows scientists— or at least discrete groups of scien-
tists— to speak with a collective voice. The unstated suggestion is that if this 
voice is univocal, then the science must be reasonably secure.37 Conversely, 
if scientists cannot reach consensus, this might be viewed as a signal that the 
science is insufficiently settled to inform public policy.

How did consensus come to be a central component of assessment work? 
There are many models of deliberation: scientists could, for example, follow 
the model of the US Supreme Court, voting on decisions and offering di-
verse opinions supporting or dissenting from the majority view. As we have 
seen, the 1885 Royal Commission on Vaccination presented the dissenting as 
well as the majority opinion.

The appeal to consensus may be seen, at least in part, as the product 
of a situation in which governmentally supported science was dramatically 
expanding, not just in the United States but across the globe— yet the rela-
tionship between scientists and their patrons was neither clear nor uncon-
tested.38 In a world in which key relationships are in flux and the commit-
ments of patrons are potentially insecure, it may be helpful not to highlight 
differences and dissent but instead to emphasize points of agreement and 
accommodation. It may also be that a consensus approach to the growing 
fields of expert knowledge (growing in terms of sheer volume as well as 
complexity) was what was most useful to the bureaucratic decision makers 
who came to rely upon expert advice.39 Our findings suggest that scientists 
certainly think this is the case.
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By the time scientists began to assess the scientific evidence regarding 
acid precipitation, stratospheric ozone depletion, and the risk of rapid dis-
integration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, the idea of consensus as a prod-
uct of an assessment was already in place. Nonetheless, consensus did not 
become a “plug and play” technology; the cases presented in the following 
chapters illustrate significant differences in the ways in which consensus 
has been conceptualized. Institutional context determines many of the ele-
ments of assessments. The question of how consensus fits into the assess-
ment process and what it is taken to mean is no exception.40

t h e  r o l e  o f  c o n s e n s u s  i n  o u r  
t h r e e  c a s e  s t u d i e s

In our studies, the issue of consensus appeared most explicitly in ozone as-
sessment, where we see scientists speaking self- consciously about consensus, 
both how it should be achieved and how to represent it to policy makers. 
Scientists involved in ozone assessment argued for the power of univocality, 
striving not just for consensus in any one particular report but also to create 
a single international process that would replace the diverse reports that had 
already been produced by various national agencies and organizations. They 
argued that the diversity of perspectives offered in this multiplicity of reports 
was problematic because it permitted politicians to make mischief: by playing 
up the disagreements between the reports and the limits to scientific knowl-
edge made evident by their comparison, policy makers found an effective tac-
tic for postponing action (chapter 3).

While areas of agreement across multiple reports could, in principle, have 
been taken to indicate a larger consensus than that offered by a single un-
equivocal report— and while scientists did push policy makers to focus on 
the areas of agreement among the several reports on ozone depletion that 
appeared between 1975 and 1985— the differences between the reports were 
used by some policy makers and industry representatives as evidence of a  
lack of consensus and therefore a warrant for delay. It was this observation that 
led Robert Watson, the creator and cochair of the international assessments  
that influenced the Montreal Protocol’s assessment process, to adopt univo-
cality as a central structuring principle. Consensus, along with international-
ity, emerged for Watson and his colleagues as an explicit goal in order to try 
to prevent disagreement from being used as an excuse for delay. The impulse 
toward univocality also arose in the debates on how to characterize the risk 
of rapid disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Scientists involved  
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in that effort believed that it was important for them to come to some kind of 
agreement, despite what were, in fact, substantial differences of opinion about 
the character and imminence of that risk (chapter 4).

Watson wanted ozone assessments to be large, international, and highly 
inclusive, in order to underscore their consensual nature— what Edward 
Parson has called their “authoritative monopoly.”41 This (Watson hoped) 
would prevent skeptics from calling on other experts to support divergent 
claims. However, this inclusivity had its limits; among other things, Watson 
excluded or marginalized scientists who had made strong public statements 
about the need for ozone policy. The conspicuous example of this was F. Sher-
wood Rowland, who later won the Nobel Prize for his ozone work. Rowland 
was excluded from a leadership role in early international assessments because 
Watson worried that his public position on the need for chlorofluorocarbon 
(CFC) regulation might be seen by some stakeholders as compromising his 
objectivity— and therefore the perceived objectivity of any assessment in which 
Rowland participated. Watson’s assessments were structured around not just 
the production of consensus but the production of a particular type of con-
sensus: one that would be perceived as free from bias associated with having 
a public platform.

The exclusion of a world- renowned expert because he had already spo-
ken publicly on the issue at hand raises several problems. First, and most 
obviously, it could exclude some of those most familiar with the problem 
and its potential implications— as it did in Rowland’s case. Second, it might 
discourage scientists from speaking on issues with political implications 
even while not serving on an assessment— lest they later be dis qualified— 
thus preventing scientists from pointing out potentially serious emergent 
problems and denying society information that it should have. Third, ex-
perience shows that simply not including an expert like Rowland does not 
assuage potential critics. Those determined to find a reason to object to sci-
ence will do just that, as they did in the ozone example.42

Moreover, it is not clear how either the authority of a report or the unbi-
ased character of its committee membership would dissuade a policy maker 
from disagreeing or stalling. Political opposition does not recede simply  
because the composition of an assessment is beyond reproach, real or imag-
ined. Historically, there is little evidence to suggest that political actors who 
have opposed environmental regulation have suffered during their own ca-
reers for ignoring expert consensus. Indeed, some have capitalized on it.

The effort to eliminate bias by excluding individuals who have taken a 
public position may lead to a loss of important expertise, as scientists who 
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are very close to the issue, and understand it well, are the ones who are most 
likely to feel compelled to speak publicly about it. This loss of expertise 
may also bias the report and reinforce scientific conservatism in the as-
sessment output— a tendency toward “erring on the side of least drama,”43 
as scientists who have felt motivated or compelled to speak up are going 
to be among those who are most concerned. While some scientists may re-
frain from speaking in public because they are shy, feel uncomfortable in 
the limelight, or worry what colleagues will think if they take on a public 
role, it is also likely that scientists who judge the issue to be less worrisome 
will be less motivated to speak up than those who judge it to be more wor-
risome. Therefore, ceteris paribus, those who do speak up are likely to be 
more alarmed than those who do not, and their exclusion will skew the 
assessment toward underestimation of the severity of the problem. Thus the  
acknowledged need to avoid real or perceived political bias may lead to un-
acknowledged epistemic bias.

a s s e s s m e n t s  a n d  o n g o i n g  r e s e a r c h

Our study of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) assessments suggests that a 
robust research program is necessary for a successful assessment and mean-
ingful consensus (whether the research takes place outside of the assess-
ment, as is typically done, or within the same program, as in the US National 
Acid Precipitation Assessment Program, NAPAP); it also demonstrates that 
this research alone is not sufficient. There must also be a perceived threat 
or an information need that drives the research, assessment, and ultimate 
consensus in policy- relevant directions. This perception of threat is shared, 
at least to some degree, by both scientists and policy makers, and this cre-
ates a shared social space within which areas of uncertainty can be tied to 
information needs, and within which scientists can begin the deliberations 
from which a consensus will be articulated.

In the early years of WAIS assessments, the work of tying scientific un-
certainties and research needs to policy- relevant questions was done by key 
individuals who regularly moved across a porous boundary between science 
and policy, and who had some idea what types of information were useful to 
policy makers. Roger Revelle served in this capacity for WAIS. He had already 
been inducted into the science/policy world through his activities as direc-
tor of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and his involvement in the 
International Geophysical Year, as science advisor to the secretary of the in-
terior, and through his participation on the Governing Board of the National 
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Academy of Sciences/National Research Council. It was Revelle who pushed 
WAIS researchers to prioritize their research needs and tie them directly to 
the timescale of potential WAIS disintegration— what he saw as the policy- 
relevant dimension of WAIS disintegration.

Our WAIS study suggests that the felt need to come to consensus about 
the policy- relevant dimension of a scientific question helps to elucidate ar-
eas of policy- relevant uncertainty and research needs, and this shapes ongo-
ing and future research. It does this not only by directing scientists toward 
these areas of uncertainty and motivating them to reduce the uncertainties 
but also by helping to align their existing research interests with the inter-
ests of policy makers.44 In this way, the assessment process influences the 
direction and focus of research.

In the earliest WAIS assessments researchers came to the consensus that 
WAIS disintegration was not a threat in a politically relevant time frame, but 
there was enough disagreement and uncertainty to keep the issue alive as a 
policy- relevant area of research. Thus stressing uncertainty can be a means 
to keep alive a line of research that might otherwise be dropped. In some 
contexts, a consensus process may lead to a broadening of the research space  
in order to make room for reasonable outlier positions and may be a means 
to placate those who feel that their views— or at least some nuances of their 
views— have not been adequately addressed.

The assessments we studied all gravitated toward the identification and 
closure of “research gaps.” These may be understood as products of efforts 
to come to consensus about what still needs to be known or what knowledge 
could potentially change the current understanding. In the ozone depletion 
assessment, continued research led to a new understanding of mechanisms 
that turned out to be crucial in explaining the appearance of the alarming 
Antarctic ozone hole. In the WAIS assessments, the workshops and group 
efforts to prioritize research needs and improve models led to new research 
and productive arguments that ultimately improved understanding of ice 
dynamics. Argument and debate from one workshop to the next also helped 
to bridge disciplinary compartmentalization. The workshops created a fo-
rum within which subsets of researchers with overlapping areas of exper-
tise, or intellectual territory, were able to learn from one another and to 
address perceived deficiencies in their approaches.

In this sense, assessments may be viewed as examples of what historian 
of science Peter Galison has described as “trading zones”— physical or intel-
lectual domains where researchers, despite their disciplinary differences or 
disagreements on method, can develop a common language and agree upon 
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common concerns.45 They differ from Galison’s trading zones, however, in at 
least one significant way: the common language developed in a “successful” 
assessment— one that impacts policy— has to be such that it can be meaning-
ful outside the assessment as well.46 At the very least the summaries of the 
consensus must be intelligible to the intended audience (policy makers) and 
credible to relevant experts who did not participate in its articulation.

w h e n  a s s e s s m e n t s  g o  “ w r o n g ”

The desire to achieve consensus seems to be implicated in a serious prob-
lem that arose in both ozone and WAIS assessment: that the focus on set-
tled knowledge led to the omission of questions and findings that changed 
the consensus when understood and incorporated in later assessments. In 
ozone assessment, this was the science of heterogeneous reactions, which 
was omitted from early assessments because it was wrongly assumed to be 
insignificant (chapter 3). In WAIS assessment, some modeling techniques 
were excluded because they were new and unverified, but they could have 
led to a better appraisal of future sea level rise (chapter 4). In both of these 
cases, the result was underestimation of the threat: the assessment made the 
problem seem less severe than scientists later concluded it was.

These examples show that a strong focus on consensus as settled knowl-
edge— one that either excludes important but unsettled or controversial 
 science or obscures disagreement over what science should be consid ered— 
can be detrimental. If consensus reports include only that knowledge that  
can be agreed upon by all participants— what we might consider “least com-
mon denominator” knowledge— then at best the stated conclusions may 
be weak, ambiguous, or watered down, and at worst they may be severely 
misleading.

On the other hand, a failure to articulate a significant body of agreed- upon 
knowledge can undermine the value of an assessment. The case in point is 
NAPAP, considered by many to be the least successful of the assessments 
studied here.47 This was a massive interagency effort primarily focused on 
improving the state of knowledge about acid rain, its causes, and its effects 
on the environment, and providing a consensus report to Congress (chap-
ter 2). NAPAP leaders seem not to have taken seriously the task of coming 
to a policy- relevant consensus— or, for that matter, even to have taken much 
interest in integrating the findings of the research programs supported under 
NAPAP. One reason this program has been deemed a failure is that it did not 
provide an official assessment report that influenced policy.
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The institutional context of NAPAP may account for this failure to value 
and achieve consensus. The scientists and agency administrators involved 
in NAPAP were not motivated to articulate the existing consensus on acid 
rain. This may seem surprising, since the general consensus of most experts 
did not change significantly over the course of NAPAP. Scientists working 
outside NAPAP during this time believed the evidence was sufficient for 
policy action and emphasized this consensus, and much of the science that 
led to this conclusion came either directly or indirectly from NAPAP- funded 
research projects and initiatives. Yet NAPAP itself failed to make that case; 
NAPAP reports tended to highlight the unresolved issues and remaining 
uncertainties. This suggests that a research- oriented assessment can become 
focused on highlighting uncertainties at the expense of providing a policy- 
useful product.

c o n c l u s i o n

The rise of consensus as both a category and a goal of assessments is closely 
tied to the history of assessments themselves. Consensus reports emerged in 
the mid- twentieth century as a means by which scientific experts sought to 
give clear and actionable advice to their own governments and the world at 
large. Consensus, as an ideal, has played a key role in notions of efficacy, as 
scientists acted on their belief in the power of univocality. Other approaches— 
such as expressing majority and minority views— were available and in some 
cases considered, but they did not prevail.

In taking the consensus approach, scientists in the mid- twentieth century 
perhaps intuitively perceived what social science research has since demon-
strated: that expert disagreement, or even the appearance of it, can under-
mine public confidence in those experts and the science they are trying to 
communicate.48 Smithson, for example, has demonstrated that conflicting 
estimates from experts generate more doubt and distrust in the minds of 
observers than agreed- upon estimates do, even if the range of the latter is 
as great as that of the former.49 Similarly, Cabantous found that insurers as-
signed higher premiums to risks that were expressed by conflicting estimates 
than to risks that were expressed as consensual but equally uncertain.50

Whether one’s goal is to generate trust in experts offering advice or con-
fidence in the specific advice offered, it appears that univocality is likely to 
support that goal more effectively than polyvocality, however carefully the lat-
ter may be expressed. That said, the concept of consensus as displayed in our 
studies is not easily reducible to simple univocality: consensus appears to have 
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taken multiple forms in various institutional contexts. Despite the emphasis 
assessors and their critics place on consensus, there is no singular established 
definition of consensus at work within assessments nor a universally accepted 
set of rules by which it should emerge. While the consensus report is often 
seen as the product through which a direct relationship between experts and 
policy makers is maintained, assessments may influence decision making in 
diverse ways. They introduce scientists to policy concerns, they help to guide 
research in policy- relevant directions, and they provide scientists and policy 
makers with areas of overlapping concern. Consensus is one element in this 
interaction, but not necessarily the most important.

Today, the US National Research Council produces over 200 assessment 
reports each year,51 and similar reports are produced around the globe. 
Since the mid- twentieth century, various national and royal academies and 
international bodies have produced thousands of assessment reports on 
myriad subjects. As in the nineteenth century, many of these investigations 
have focused on technology— particularly technological failure— but others 
focus on environmental impacts, on the uses of science and technology in 
both the private and public sectors, on education, on public understanding 
of science, on science and the law, and other topics.

In the second half of the twentieth century, assessing science for societal  
decision making became a major form of scientific work. The modern scien-
tific assessment is similar in many ways to earlier attempts by experts to sort 
out troubling issues but is distinguished by its scale— typically much larger— 
and its institutionalization. Yet at its core, assessment remains a kind of dis-
cernment, as experts gather and judge evidence and attempt to discriminate 
among diverse, competing, and sometimes conflicting claims. While we may 
no longer worry about the specific problem of discerning spirits, the general 
problem of discernment is very much with us, and equally existential.
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Assessing Acid Rain in the United States: 
The National Acid Precipitation  

Assessment Program

i n t r o d u c t i o n

NAPAP was created by Congress in 1980 as an interagency program that 
involved 20 federal entities. In 1991, after 10 years of research and more 
than $550 million in funding, the US National Acid Precipitation Assess-
ment Program (NAPAP) published its Integrated Assessment. NAPAP had 
the broadest scope of any analysis of an environmental issue for its time,1 
was probably the longest study and spent more money on research than any 
other acid rain program. (By comparison, the eight- year- long Norwegian 
acid rain research program, Acid Rain— Effects on Forests and Fish (SNSF), 
spent a total of $16 million.) Yet, despite its large size and its wealth of re-
sources, NAPAP’s assessment is widely considered to have been a failure be-
cause its published reports failed to influence policy makers.2 While NAPAP 
formally continues to exist, it had its greatest influence in its first decade, 
and this is the period with which we are concerned.

A broadly held view is that the program focused on advancing knowledge 
about acid rain at the expense of producing a state- of- knowledge assessment 
relevant to policy making. Furthermore, NAPAP’s critics point out that it 
published its results too late— one year after the passage of the 1990 Clean 
Air Act Amendments (CAAA). The literature also points to evidence of man-
agement failures and politicization that surfaced even before the program 
produced its final Integrated Assessment.3 When NAPAP published an In-
terim Assessment in 1987 (already two years behind schedule) that attracted 
much criticism, the Canadian minister of the environment denounced it as 
“voodoo science.”4 NAPAP, its critics argued, failed to protect the scientific 
integrity of the assessment process.
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This chapter argues that the story of NAPAP is more complex than the 
standard view suggests. To better understand NAPAP, we give close attention 
to the historical peculiarities of the program’s development, organization, 
and structure. Between 1980 and 1990, NAPAP had three different direc-
tors: Chris Bernabo, a young and aspiring earth scientist; J. Laurence Kulp, 
a geochemist and senior scientist at Weyerhaeuser; and James R. Mahoney, 
a meteorologist and director at Bechtel Group, Inc. The management styles 
of the three directors differed considerably, as did their conceptions of the 
assessment process and its objectives, as well as their views on the neces-
sity of acid rain legislation.5 NAPAP was further influenced by the agendas 
and expectations of the federal agencies involved, in particular by the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ ), the 
Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Department of Energy (DOE), and 
the Department of the Interior (DOI).

In addition to studying what went on within NAPAP, we also closely exam-
ine the changing political context in which NAPAP operated. NAPAP started 
under the Carter administration, was carried out primarily under the Rea-
gan administration, and published its final assessment while George H. W. 
Bush was president. The expectations of decision makers about NAPAP 
were neither coherent nor consistent over the course of the decade between 
NAPAP’s founding and the publication of its Integrated Assessment.

This chapter explores NAPAP’s peculiar dynamics based on interviews, 
archival documents, and published NAPAP reports. It focuses primarily on  
three questions: First, how did scientists involved in NAPAP come to consen-
sus, given that their assessment developed simultaneously with an overtly  
political debate? Second, how did the relationship between research and 
assessment within NAPAP develop over time? And third, is this relationship 
better understood as one of conflict or mutual support?

We begin with a brief historical overview of how acid rain emerged as an 
 issue for scientific assessments. Then we discuss why and within what con-
text NAPAP was created. We show that from the outset NAPAP was envi-
sioned primarily as a research program, and we explain what factors led to 
the neglect of the as sessment dimension (in the sense of informing policy). 
Finally, we describe the tensions between NAPAP’s research and assessment 
dimensions and analyze the ways in which these tensions affected the pro-
duction of the Interim and Integrated Assessments.

We find that, for much of NAPAP’s existence, there was very little motiva-
tion within NAPAP to produce a final assessment (what we herein refer to  
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as “push”) and likewise no great desire on the part of most policy makers 
for an assessment (a corresponding “pull”). The fact that both push and pull 
were lacking in the case of NAPAP differentiates this assessment from the 
two others discussed in this volume. When the final report came due, pro-
ducing a meaningful assessment proved difficult because of the amount and 
variety of compartmentalized research, a policy framework that was devel-
oped at the last minute, and an inadequate time frame. We also find, how-
ever, that NAPAP’s research program, and even some of its assessment ac-
tivities (in particular some of the modeling tools that it developed), did have 
an indirect and informal impact on the development of the 1990 CAAA and 
on future environmental and natural resource assessments. In the conclu-
sion, we draw from the peculiar story of NAPAP some general observations 
about the factors that shape environmental assessments and their success or 
failure in influencing policy.

h o w  a c i d  r a i n  b e c a m e  a  t o p i c  f o r  
s c i e n t i fi c  a s s e s s m e n t s

Acid Rain as an Environmental Problem

Acid rain emerged as a major environmental problem in the late 1960s. Al-
though acid rain can occur naturally, for instance resulting from the chemi-
cal conversion of sulfur dioxide (SO

2
) emissions from volcanoes into sulfuric 

acid, the term refers predominantly to man- made sulfur dioxide and nitro-
gen oxide (NO

x
) emissions that react in the atmosphere to form sulfuric or 

nitric acid. So defined, the observation of acid rain can be traced back to 
1852, when the Scottish chemist Robert Angus Smith (1817– 1884) related 
damaging effects on materials and health to free sulfuric acid in the air in 
and near the industrial city of Manchester.6 Smith noted “illness elevation, 
or depression of some kind” in relation to breathing air containing chemi-
cals such as sulfuric acid,7 and pointed out several effects on materials in-
cluding the fading of colors, corrosion of metals, and crumbling of stone.8 
Other effects of acid rain that were noticed later in the twentieth century 
include declining fish populations and damage to and death of trees.

Yet acid rain was never a clearly defined topic. The natural acidity of 
rain can vary widely from place to place and over time, and the choice of a 
reference value for determining rain’s acidity depends on the understanding 
of these variations in rainwater pH. Narrower definitions of acid rain, such 
as rain or snow with a low pH value, coexisted with broader definitions of 
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acid deposition, including dry deposition in particulate form, which made 
up a considerable amount of the total acid deposited onto lakes, forests, and 
buildings.

Not only the definition but the conceptualization of acid rain as an envi-
ronmental problem differed over time. In the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries, acid rain was framed as a problem of local air pollution. In 
the 1970s, acid rain was primarily described as a regional problem, occur-
ring in several parts of Europe, Japan, the northeastern United States, and 
southeastern Canada.9 Recently, the US National Atmospheric Deposition 
Program (NADP, a precipitation monitoring program) defined acid rain as 
a global problem,10 noting that pollutants from China can potentially travel 
to the United States.

Acid rain emerged as a regional and international problem in the 1950s 
due to the identification of long- range transport of air pollution as an im-
portant phenomenon. Long- range air pollution transport became prevalent 
due to increased burning of fossil fuels and the invention of tall smoke-
stacks.11 While in 1950 more than 75% of SO

2
 emissions in the United States 

came from smokestacks shorter than 100 meters, by 1980 the number of 
short stacks had been reduced to 5%, and almost 60% of emissions came 
from stacks over 200 meters high.12 Building taller stacks was a policy mea-
sure intended to help reduce pollution close to emission sources, but as 
emissions occurred at higher elevations and were dispersed over a larger 
area than before, pollutants remained in the atmosphere longer, had more 
time to react with other chemical species, and affected areas farther from  
the source.13 Instead of solving the air pollution problem by distributing it 
over broad areas where (it was hoped) it would become diluted, acid deposi-
tion increased and affected more areas.

Acid deposition thus became a regional and international environmental  
problem, requiring not only new measures of abatement and control but also 
new and more complex scientific approaches to address its consequences. 
The changing chemistry of precipitation and its effects on terrestrial and 
aquatic ecosystems became a topic for systematic research in Scandinavia 
around 1955 and in North America around 1966.14 Several disciplines and 
scientific fields such as limnology, agriculture, and atmospheric chemistry 
dealt with aspects of acid deposition, and approaches to acid deposition var-
ied both within and between scientific disciplines. Disciplinary approaches 
to acid rain can roughly be divided into two areas: limnologists, forest ecol-
ogists, and crop scientists focused on the damaging effects of acid depo-
sition in distinct ecosystems, while atmospheric scientists focused on the 
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precursors of acid deposition and the formation of acids in the atmosphere. 
These disciplinary differences led to significant tensions in NAPAP’s inter-
disciplinary assessment.

Systematic monitoring of European air chemistry started in 1947, when 
Sweden set up a number of precipitation measurement stations. During 
the 1950s, the program was extended to 11 other European countries and 
 expanded to include more pollutants. In 1968, a first analysis of data from 
the European Air Chemistry Network demonstrated the annual expansion 
of the extent of areas receiving acid deposition in Europe.15

The Swedish scientist Svante Oden (1924– 1986) played a central role in 
uniting the different scientific branches that deal with aspects of acid depo-
sition. His popular articles and talks brought acid rain to the public’s atten-
tion, first in Sweden, then in Europe, Canada, and the United States. In a 
1967 newspaper article, “Nederbördens Försurning” (The Acidification of 
Precipitation), he described acid rain as “chemical war” between countries.16

The regional character of acid rain influenced how countries responded 
to the problem. The governments of countries that suspected they were 
 receiving substantial amounts of acid deposition from other countries were 
among the first to fund research, conduct assessments, and implement 
con trol legislation. A Swedish proposal adopted in 1968 by the United Na-
tions (UN) General Assembly led to the 1972 UN Conference on the Hu-
man Environment in Stockholm, where the topic of acid rain found its first 
 international forum.17 Norway’s interdisciplinary SNSF research program, 
which ran from 1972 to 1980, was the first large- scale national study on acid 
rain. In 1972, the Organisation for Economic Co- operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) started to focus on long- range transboundary air pollution 
and conducted a five- year study titled “Co- operative Technical Programme 
to Measure the Long Range Transport of Air Pollutants”18 with “special at-
tention being paid to the question of acidity in precipitation.”19

In 1979, the UN Economic Commission for Europe Convention on Long- 
Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) was signed by 34 countries 
(including Canada and the United States as well as many European coun-
tries and the European Community). States recognized “the existence of 
possible adverse effects, in the short and long term, of air pollution includ-
ing transboundary air pollution” and agreed to “endeavor to limit and, as far 
as possible, gradually reduce and prevent air pollution.”20 Protocols to the 
convention, in particular the 1985 Helsinki Protocol on the Reduction of 
Sulphur Emissions or Their Transboundary Fluxes, which came into force 
in 1987, established binding emissions reductions of at least 30% from a 
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1980 baseline. However, while 17 European countries and Canada signed 
the Helsinki Protocol, the United States, the United Kingdom, Poland, and 
Spain, all of which were major emitters, did not.

Early North American and European Acid Rain Assessments

At the time of NAPAP’s creation in 1980, the Norwegian government had 
just published the results of its eight- year study of acid precipitation. Three 
years earlier, the OECD had released its first comprehensive report on 
long- range transboundary air pollution— the culmination of five years of re-
search. Why did the US acid rain program start years later than its European 
counterparts? It was not that US scientists did not know about acid rain in 
the 1960s and 1970s. Precipitation measurements at the Hubbard Brook 
Experimental Forest, established in 1955 as a major center of hydrological 
research in New England, showed very low pH values (i.e., extreme acidity) 
in the 1960s. Papers by Gene Likens, Hermann F. Bormann, and Noye John-
son21 and others pointed out that acid rain posed an environmental problem 
in the United States. The US National Academy of Sciences and the USDA 
Forest Service published several reports that dealt with aspects of acid depo-
sition in the late 1970s,22 and the Multistate Atmospheric Power Production 
Pollution Study published its results in 1979.23 The United States lagged in 
initiating a coordinated acid rain research and assessment program because 
political information needs emerged later in the United States than in highly 
affected countries such as Norway or Sweden.

In the case of acid rain assessments, views differed widely on their ex-
pected contributions to the policy- making process. The SNSF program was 
an “interdisciplinary research program,” and its two objectives were to “es-
tablish as precisely as possible the effects of acid precipitation on forest and 
freshwater fish” and to “investigate the effects of air pollutants on soil, veg-
etation and water, required to satisfy point 1.”24 It did not include policy op-
tions or policy recommendations. NAPAP had the broader task “to identify 
the causes and effects of acid precipitation” and “to identify actions to limit 
or ameliorate the harmful effects of acid precipitation.”25 The first objective 
established a comprehensive research program, and the second called for an 
assessment of the state of knowledge in order to provide policy makers with 
alternative policy options (see figure 2.1).

While NAPAP developed policy options but not policy recommendations, 
the working groups established by the 1980 Memorandum of Intent Con-
cerning Transboundary Air Pollution between the United States and Canada 
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(which also assessed the problem) had, among other objectives, the task to 
provide policy recommendations by “propos[ing] reductions in the air pol-
lutant deposition rates . . . which would be necessary to protect identified 
sensitive areas.”26

In contrast to the assessments of ozone and climate change discussed 
in other chapters, there was no broadly inclusive international acid rain 
assessment; rather, assessments were conducted nationally, binationally, or 
regionally. However, areas of consensus and uncertainty about the causes 
and effects of acid rain existed in North America and Europe in the years 
before NAPAP initiated its research program. If we compare seven acid rain 
assessments (three from the United States, three from Europe, and one from 
Canada) that were published between 1976 and 1981 (see appendix 2.1 for a 
list of issues compared), we see that all assessments agreed that acidic depo-
sition was largely man- made and that long- range transport of air pollutants 
that generate acid rain (precursors) and the acids themselves occurred.27

There was also a broad consensus that there was evidence of damage to 
aquatic ecosystems and of a historical trend in the emissions of SO

2
.  A con-

troversial topic was whether source- receptor relationships could be es-
tablished— that is, whether areas receiving acid deposition could be related 
to specific areas of emissions. The three European assessments28 stated 
that such relationships could be established, while the North American as-
sessments either did not specifically address this issue29 or concluded that 
they did not have enough evidence to establish source- receptor relation-
ships.30 This can be explained to some extent by the fact that the National 
Research Council of Canada and the US National Research Council (NRC) 
assessments focused on effects on ecosystems rather than on atmospheric 
processes— an omission that foreshadowed a bigger controversy during the 
1980s (the “linearity” issue, discussed below).

“(1) to identify the 
causes and effects of 
acid precipitation”

“(2) to identify actions to 
limit or ameliorate the 
harmful effects of acid 
precipitation”

Assessment

Acid Precipitation Act 
(1980)

Research

figure 2.1  The two fundamental goals of NAPAP.
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The most uncertain issue around 1980 was whether acid deposition 
caused substantial damage to forests. All five assessments that addressed this 
issue concluded that there was no or insufficient evidence of adverse effects 
on forests, but they also noted that adverse effects were possible. There was 
no difference in the evaluation of impacts on forests across European and 
North American assessments.

Only one multinational and one US assessment addressed the reliability 
of computer models of atmospheric transport of pollution, but this was con-
troversial. The OECD (1977) regarded them as reliable, while the Interagency 
Task Force (1981) did not. This disagreement about the reliability of available 
models was closely related to the question of whether source- receptor rela-
tionships could be established. It became a more broadly discussed topic dur-
ing the 1980s and emerged as one of the main differences between European 
and Canadian assessments compared to those conducted in the United States. 
Only two assessments31 addressed the question of whether acid rain required 
government action, and both recommended immediate action.

The Differences between European and US Acid Rain Policy

At first glance it seems that acid rain regulation would have been more easily 
agreed upon in the North American setting, where negotiations involved only 
two countries, but the complex political dynamics of the European sys tem 
in fact facilitated the earlier implementation of regulation in Europe. Due 
to the influence of Germany and the United Kingdom, the European Com-
munity (EC) was the main opponent to binding emissions reductions during 
the CLRTAP negotiations. Yet because of the active role of the Scandinavian 
countries, acid rain was on the EC’s agenda. When Germany revised its policy 
in the early 1980s and supported acid rain regulation on an EC level, the po-
litical dynamics changed. Public concerns about forest decline in 1981– 1982 
led the Social Democrat/Free Democrat coalition to adopt emissions regula-
tions for large combustion sources. Since Germany imported more than half 
of its acid deposition, it aimed at tackling acid deposition through the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe and the EC. However, the main 
piece of European acid rain regulation, the large combustion plants directive, 
did not pass until 1988 because the United King dom’s Thatcher government 
had fiercely opposed emissions reductions in the previous years.

The US situation differed significantly. In contrast to Europe, acid rain 
policy in the United States, in addition to being a matter of domestic pol-
icy, became a bilateral issue at the international level, between the United  
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States and Canada. In his second Environmental Message (August 2, 1979), 
President Carter described acid rain as one of the most serious environmental 
problems facing the nation. Carter created the Acid Rain Coordinating Com-
mittee in 1979, in an effort to develop a coordinated federal acid rain program. 
Not only did the Carter administration take initiative on the national level, 
but the United States and Canada started to negotiate over transboundary 
air pollution in October 1978. The 1980 memorandum of intent between the 
United States and Canada had as its major objective the development of a 
bilateral agreement to combat transboundary air pollution.

In the United States, the Clean Air Act (CAA) of 1970 provided the regu-
latory framework for air pollution. The act included provisions for the use 
of technological control devices for new pollution sources, the protection 
of clean air regions, and the regulation of urban air quality.32 However, it 
had not yet been used to address the long- range transport of air pollution 
or any adverse effects other than those on human health. The 1977 amend-
ments to the CAA addressed the problem of interstate air pollution by in-
cluding a provision that the EPA should not approve state implementation 
plans (originally aimed at reducing local health impacts of air pollution) 
that would “prevent attainment or maintenance” of air quality standards in 
another state.33 Section 115 of the CAA dealt with international air pollution. 
States could be required to revise their air quality plans if their emissions 
“cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated 
to endanger public health or welfare in a foreign country.”34 A precondition 
was that the foreign country must give the United States a similar right, 
which Canada did in December 1980.35 In January 1981, EPA administrator 
Douglas Costle stated that there was sufficient evidence that US emissions  
were causing substantial damage in the Canadian environment and that “Sec-
tion 115 authority could appropriately be used to develop solutions.”36

Civil society organizations also supported curbing emissions. Major envi-
ronmental groups such as the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)37 and the 
Natural Resources Defense Council pushed for acid rain regulation. During 
the 1970s, these groups advocated immediate action and filed several law-
suits seeking to curb emissions. While these developments seemed encour-
aging, two events then stifled US action on acid rain. The first setback was 
the oil supply crisis of 1979; the second was the election of Ronald Reagan.

In the context of the oil crisis, energy security moved high on the po-
litical agenda. In response, the administration planned to let power plants 
use more domestic coal (which generally had a higher sulfur content than 
the fuels it replaced) in place of oil or natural gas. Thus the emergence of 
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acid rain on the political agenda became intertwined with energy security. 
Several congressmen raised the issue of increasing acid rain in the lengthy 
negotiations on the Energy Security Act. In this context, Senator Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan (1927– 2003), a Democrat from New York, argued for a 
comprehensive interagency study,38 and political support began to emerge 
for an organized assessment of acid rain. Then, in 1980, Ronald Reagan was 
elected president on a platform of reducing government regulation. In this 
context, some policy makers viewed funding of more research as a useful 
tactic to postpone action, a political strategy that dominated the Reagan ad-
ministration’s position on acid rain.39

The Political and Scientific Forces That Led to NAPAP

NAPAP emerged out of an alignment of interests of two influential groups: 
scientists and decision makers who asked for more research. From the per-
spective of scientists, more research would yield a better understanding of 
the extent of acid deposition in the United States (where nothing compa-
rable to the European Air Chemistry Network yet existed) and its effects on 
aquatic ecosystems such as lakes and terrestrial ecosystems such as forests. 
More research also meant more funding for scientists and for agencies.

While all scientists agreed that more research would contribute to better 
understanding of the extent and effects of acid rain in the United States, they 
had differing views on whether the question of implementing regulation re-
quired more research. Gene Likens and Herbert Bormann argued in several 
articles in the early 1970s that even though data on the extent of acid deposi-
tion in the United States were scarce and “only some of the ecological and 
economic effects of this widespread introduction of strong acids into natural 
systems are known at present,” policy makers should consider these effects 
“in proposals for new energy sources and in the development of air quality 
emission standards.”40 However, other scientists held that more knowledge 
was needed as a basis for regulation. A 1978 assessment prepared by four 
university scientists ( James Galloway, Ellis B. Cowling, Eville Gorham and 
William McFee) at the request of the CEQ emphasized: “Although it is known 
that the acidity of precipitation has increased, the relative contributions of the 
acids causing this increase (sulfuric and nitric) are not known. Until these are 
known, effective control measures will be difficult to establish.”41

The former view— that the state of available knowledge was sufficient to 
act— did not prevail in the political debate. In contrast to several European 
countries where policy makers acted on the basis of the state of knowledge  
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that was available around 1980, the view that regulation required more 
knowledge dominated the US debate (at least among policy makers). The US 
case differed primarily due to the adversarial and legalistic approach to en-
vironmental regulation and the stronger influence of industry on the policy- 
making process. In contrast to the Netherlands, Sweden, and Norway, where 
small groups of scientists and policy makers collaborated closely on acid rain 
regulation,42 US scientists knew that their findings would likely be scrutinized 
in the courts.43 In addition, congressmen from states that were exposed to acid 
deposition, such as New York, where researchers reported on lake acidification 
in the Adirondacks, had an interest in determining more precisely the extent 
of acidification and the patterns of emissions in order to create and imple-
ment regulation. Moreover, Congress decided to create an interagency assess-
ment because it wanted a consensus report from the otherwise independent 
agencies; as NAPAP’s first director (1980– 1985), Chris Bernabo, emphasized:

The problem from a Congressional standpoint was if you had a hearing, you 
would have 12 different federal departments and agencies each having their own 
views and programs because there was no coordination. They were coming for 
funding for the same thing, with competing programs. Having a mandated inter- 
agency program forced them to integrate their efforts and come to consensus.44

n a p a p ’ s  p e c u l i a r  d y n a m i c s

Establishing NAPAP

NAPAP was created to encompass research, monitoring, evaluation of im-
pact, and policy recommendations, the latter largely based on NAPAP re-
search but also including outside research from the United States and else-
where.45 The research and the policy dimensions were supposed to support 
each other, but this hybrid construction ultimately failed.

Congress established NAPAP under the Acid Precipitation Act of 1980 
(Public Law 96- 294), Title VII of the Energy Security Act, which President 
Carter signed into law on June 30, 1980. The act also authorized financial 
support from Congress and established an interagency task force that con-
sisted of 20 members, jointly chaired by the secretary of agriculture, the 
administrator of the EPA, and the administrator of NOAA. Task Force mem-
bers included representatives from the DOI, the Department of Health and 
Human Services, the Department of Commerce, the DOE, the Department 
of State, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the CEQ , the 
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National Science Foundation, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the directors 
of the Argonne, Brookhaven, Oak Ridge, and Pacific Northwest National Lab-
oratories, and four presidential appointees.46

The task force defined NAPAP as a “program of policy- oriented research” 
with a goal “to identify the sources, causes and processes involved in acid pre-
cipitation,” and to evaluate “the environmental, social, and economic effects 
of acid precipitation.” The task force expected NAPAP to issue reports on the 
state of knowledge about acid deposition and its effects but also “recommen-
dations about what policies and actions may be effective for managing acid 
deposition” and suggestions of “strategies for ameliorating harmful effects 
associated with acid precipitation.”47 As outlined in §8903 of the Acid Pre-
cipitation Act, NAPAP had nine main areas of activity:

(1)  identifying the sources of atmospheric emissions contributing to acid 
precipitation;

(2)  establishing and operating a nationwide long- term monitoring network 
to detect and measure levels of acid precipitation;

(3)  conducting research in atmospheric physics and chemistry to facilitate un-
derstanding of the processes by which atmospheric emissions are trans-
formed into acid precipitation;

(4)  developing and applying atmospheric transport models to enable predic-
tion of long- range transport of substances causing acid precipitation;

(5)  defining geographic areas of impact through deposition monitoring and 
identifying sensitive areas and areas at risk;

(6)  broadening impact databases by collecting existing data on water and 
soil chemistry and through temporal trend analysis;

(7)  developing dose- response functions with respect to soils, soil organisms, 
aquatic and amphibious organisms, crop plants, and forest plants;

(8)  establishing and carrying out system studies with respect to plant physi-
ology, aquatic ecosystems, soil chemistry systems, soil microbial systems, 
and forest ecosystems;

(9) providing economic assessments of
(a)  the environmental impacts caused by acid precipitation on crops, forests, 

fisheries, and recreational and aesthetic resources and structures, and
(b)  alternative technologies to remedy or otherwise ameliorate the harm-

ful effects that may result from acid precipitation.

In addition, the act charged the program with documenting and coordinat-
ing federal acid  rain– related research and cooperating with other nations. 
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The task force would manage financial resources committed to federal acid 
precipitation research and development, as well as the technical aspects of 
these activities. This included the establishment of peer review procedures 
and periodic reports to Congress and the agencies.

NAPAP’s Organization

The participating agencies crucially influenced NAPAP— and this influence 
ultimately hampered the assessment. The program’s director had little inde-
pendence from the agencies, the scientists primarily represented their agen-
cies’ missions and not the priorities of the program, and the agencies had no 
strong interest in conducting an assessment.

The highest organizational body of NAPAP, the Joint Chairs Council, 
included EPA, CEQ , DOI, USDA, NOAA, and DOE. The Joint Chairs ap-
pointed the director of the program and signed off on NAPAP’s reports and 
assessments. At the base of NAPAP’s organization were 10 (7 after 1985) task 
groups, each of which dealt with a specific aspect of acid rain and carried 
out “detailed planning and work” in its respective field.48 One agency led 
each of the task groups, but they could include scientists from other agen-
cies. They differed in their size and composition and had no formal mem-
bership. The respective task group leaders decided which scientists should 
be included.49 The task groups’ major responsibilities did not include con-
ducting research but did include integrating the various findings of the dif-
ferent studies funded by NAPAP and compiling the scientific reports. The  
scope of the task groups, along with their composition, changed after NAPAP’s  
reorganization in 1985 (see figures 2.2 and 2.3).

While most of the interviewed NAPAP participants had a positive view 
of the interagency cooperation in this program, some interviewees (e.g., Ma-
honey) reported tensions between some agencies, in particular between 
EPA and DOE:

For the most part I would say that the differences that I would see would be that 
of the personal interests of the agency leaders and not so much [of the agen-
cies]. . . . Well, EPA had the responsibility for the environment so you expect 
them to be, well, protecting the environment, and DOE was pretty strong of 
the other view, but DOE had a lot of very solid environmental thinking people 
too. . . . Sometimes the DOE people were very concerned about people they felt 
were too close to EPA, because they feared they’d be captured by the EPA point 
of view. . . . The sharpest differences were between DOE and EPA, generally 
speaking, not as much between Interior and Agriculture and the like.50
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figure 2.2  NAPAP’s organizational structure before 1985 (reproduced from US General 

Accounting Office, Acid Rain: Delays and Management Changes, fig. 1.2).

figure 2.3  NAPAP’s organizational structure after 1985 (reproduced from US General 

Accounting Office, Acid Rain: Delays and Management Changes, fig. 1.3).
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John Malanchuk, a watershed modeler who joined the EPA in 1984 and 
who later became the deputy director for the Integrated Assessment, also 
reported tensions between DOE and EPA:

Was DOE trying to be scientific and being careful in their analysis and their use 
of uncertainty or were they just trying to get at a level of resolution where they 
could attack everything and pull it apart? And the answer is some of each. DOE 
was definitely doing things like that and on the side of the white knight [EPA], 
there were people doing that as well. . . . Just because that’s the way policy gets 
handed out, I guess.51

The different priorities of the agencies became very apparent when it came 
time to write the chapters for the research reports of the Interim Assessment.

The chapters of the Interim Assessment went through an agency review 
process, and the authors received differing feedback from the respective 
agencies. Malanchuk described the influence of the agency reviews on the 
assessment in the process of compiling the chapter on aquatic effects for the 
Interim Assessment:

You would get into situations all the time that EPA makes a comment on a 
draft that I and Rob [Robert Turner, then at Oak Ridge National Laboratory] 
wrote, and we would make the changes because we didn’t really disagree with 
them. Then the next draft would go out, and DOE would come back, and they 
would specifically make comments on exactly the changes that EPA had made 
on the previous draft. . . . This becomes untenable: you can’t stand it, because 
the only thing that you can do is get people in a room and fight; you can’t do it 
in a vacuum, because I don’t necessarily disagree with what EPA wanted, and 
then when you talk to DOE, then DOE says, “Well, it isn’t most lakes are acidic, 
because most applies to a majority. . . . It’s not even many lakes, it is just some 
lakes.” . . . And do I really care that much? The answer is no. So, OK, I make your 
change. But as soon as EPA sees it, they go nuts! It’s trivial, and it’s not neces-
sarily wrong; it’s more like: who cares the most.52

These tensions affected more than the report writing and review process. 
The different views of DOE and EPA not only challenged the authors of the 
assessment, they also had structural effects upon the program itself. One 
agency oversaw each of the major NAPAP- funded projects, such as the emis-
sions inventory, the National Surface Water Survey (NSWS), or the Regional 
Acid Deposition Model (RADM). More often than not, the lead agency fol-
lowed its own research interests. The agencies considered the compatibility 
of one agency’s NAPAP research with that of another only as a secondary 
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concern. This became a major problem for NAPAP when in 1990 the pro-
gram had to produce its Integrated Assessment (see below).

NAPAP developed its first research plan in 1980 and 1981 but initiated 
research only in 1982.53 Most major NAPAP- funded projects started in the 
years 1982 to 1985. However, in addition to the big research projects such  
as the NSWS, NAPAP funded several hundred smaller research proposals.  
The hundreds of scientists who received research funding through the agen-
cies continued to work at their respective universities, agencies, or labora-
tories.54 While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore the effects 
of this large- scale assessment on the research community, it is likely that 
NAPAP had a substantial impact on US acid rain research through its funding 
decisions.

Inside NAPAP: Research Instead of Assessment

From the beginning, most of NAPAP’s participants envisioned it primarily 
as a research program. This was because the main groups of actors involved 
in the program— the agencies and agency scientists— had no strong interest 
in the policy dimensions. That NAPAP was, by design, a long- term program, 
where the policy evaluation would be based on research findings that had 
yet to be produced, also contributed to this bias toward research.

NAPAP’s first director, however, had a different view on the importance 
of policy and— at least on paper— set NAPAP on a course with a clear policy 
orientation and an ambitious outlook overall. One of the 10 original task 
groups was asked to develop an assessment methodology and conduct the 
assessment. The program was supposed “to construct the means for compre-
hensive benefit– cost assessments,” and the Assessment Task Group planned 
to work toward “a detailed accounting of economic damages.”55 The Assess-
ment Task Group was also in charge of producing the Interim Assessment, 
scheduled for 1985. The 1983 annual report, however, emphasized that, to 
date, “the state of the science will not allow assertive recommendations. 
Trends are weak and evasive. Data are spotty.” The assessment faced un-
certainties related to fundamental questions such as the extent of damage 
caused by acid deposition and its rate of change.56

In 1983, the key questions for the assessment were

1.  What is the physical, biological significance of current and expected ad-
verse or beneficial effects from the deposition of acidic and acidifying 
materials in North America?
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2.  How are the composition and distribution of acid deposition in North 
America linked with emission patterns, and what significance do uncer-
tainties have for control or mitigation strategies?

3.  From what range of strategies for integrated emission control and receptor- 
 oriented mitigation can policy makers choose?

4.  Which strategies show the greatest promise of cost- effectiveness and what  
bounds of uncertainty should be placed around such conclusions?

5.  What specific research would most effectively reduce the physical, bio-
logical, and economic uncertainties that decision makers must face in 
choosing among strategy options for dealing with acid deposition?57

However, in the early years, rather than evaluating the impacts of acid rain 
NAPAP was conducting research on assessment methodology. In the years 
1982 to 1985 the EPA funded several research projects in the areas of “Inte-
grated Assess ment Methodology Development,”58 “Coordination and Inte-
gration,” and “Applications and Policy Analysis.”59 However, NAPAP never 
actually implemented these methods.

A bigger problem was that the EPA, within which the Assessment Task 
Group was based, had no strong interest in developing an Integrated As-
sessment framework. Instead, the agency was primarily interested in pur-
suing new research. Unlike ozone, in which scientists and agencies had a 
strong interest in doing an assessment, the agencies, agency scientists, and 
researchers whom NAPAP funded concentrated on the new research oppor-
tunities at the expense of the assessment: “Did people just take the money 
to do the science they loved to do? And write papers they loved to write? And 
worry about the assessment later? Because they had to in order to get the 
money? Sure, of course,” said Malanchuk in an interview.60

One reason for these differences in the behavior of agencies and agency sci-
entists in the case of the acid rain and ozone assessments could be that, in the 
view of those who conducted the assessments, acid rain did not pose as great a 
threat as ozone depletion. They may also have perceived acid rain as less of a 
global problem and more of a national concern. Moreover, the political climate 
during the Reagan administration supported NAPAP’s research orientation.

NAPAP and US Acid Rain Politics

Although the program was approved under the Carter administration, NAPAP’s 
work started after the Reagan administration came into office in January 1981.

This change in administration altered the political context of NAPAP 
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significantly. The Reagan administration took the position that the scientific 
uncertainties were too large to implement emissions control legislation and 
that the available evidence suggested that acid rain was not a big environ-
mental problem.61 A Domestic Policy Council (DPC) memorandum for the 
president from January 1988 stated that “current US acid rain policy is ad-
equate and that changes would be premature and potentially damaging to 
our economy.”62 In the 1980s, US acid rain politics were mainly reactive. 
Acid rain moved onto the White House’s political agenda when the Cana-
dian government pushed for a bilateral accord or when congressional initia-
tives on acid rain threatened to affect the interests of industry.

NAPAP did not occupy the center of the administration’s attention. In the 
years leading up to the Interim Assessment, White House staff occasionally 
referred to NAPAP as the “multi- million dollar research program.”63 When 
the White House needed information on acid rain, it did not turn to the 
federal acid rain program but set up its own committees and task forces. 
The DPC, the policy forum for acid rain, had its own Working Group on 
Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment. The Cabinet Council on 
Natural Resources and Environment Working Group on Acid Rain Policy, 
established in July 1983,64 had some overlap with NAPAP’s Interagency Task 
Force. In April 1987, the DPC established an interagency group to determine 
costs and economic benefits of NO

x
 and SO

2
 control programs.65

In January 1983, the administration discussed a reform of the Acid Precipita-
tion Task Force, NAPAP’s highest organizational body.  A. Alan Hill, the new CEQ 
administrator, pushed for making CEQ the lead agency in NAPAP: “CEQ should 
be formally designated as the lead agency for acid rain with responsibility to serve 
as the Executive Secretary of the Acid Precipitation Task Force and as the Admin-
istration’s overall acid rain policy implementor and spokesman.” Office of Man-
agement and Budget and EPA administrator Anne Gorsuch and senior staff at the 
EPA concurred. Hill justified this proposal by noting: “There is no one Adminis-
tration appointed official currently overseeing the activities of these lead agencies. 
Coordination of the research program, negotiation process and policy develop-
ment is needed.”66 Edwin Meese, counselor to the president, also supported this 
position. He saw a “growing need for overall policy coordination . . . especially 
with respect to the Acid Precipitation Task Force.” He determined in January 1983 
that the CEQ should be the lead coordinating agency for acid precipitation (as 
it was designated in 1980), with the explanation that it was the only agency in 
the task force not directly involved in research.67 Meese’s remark supports the 
view that the agencies were primarily interested in pursuing their individual 
research projects with NAPAP funding and not in coordinating their research.
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t h e  i n t e r i m  a s s e s s m e n t :  
w h a t  w a s  t h e  c o n t r o v e r s y  a b o u t ?

J. Laurence Kulp and the Interim Assessment

In 1985, Bernabo announced that he would step down as NAPAP director in 
order to work on new projects. The Joint Chairs Council appointed J. Lau-
rence Kulp as director.68 Kulp was a geochemist who had received his PhD 
in physical chemistry from Princeton in 1945. Between 1947 and 1965, he 
had been a professor of geochemistry at Columbia. His main area of  research 
was radiometric dating and radioactive fallout. In 1976, Kulp became vice 
president for research and development at the Weyerhaeuser Company. The 
evidence suggests that William Ruckelshaus, then head of EPA, expected 
senior manager Kulp to tie the multiple NAPAP- funded research projects to-
gether and strengthen the focus of the program in order to get the Integrated 
Assessments under way. Mahoney said:

Bill [Ruckelshaus] thought that Larry would be a perfect fit for this. And it 
was like “Larry is older and kind of a senior manager while Chris [Bernabo] is 
younger and very much a scientist. . . .” Bill’s view was getting somebody who 
was ready to really lay down the law, this is really what we need to do and get 
things done.69

When Kulp became director, the organizational structure of NAPAP 
changed (see figure 2.3). The Assessment Task Group was dissolved, and its 
duties were transferred to Kulp’s newly created role as the director of re-
search. The intention behind the transfer of responsibility was to “achieve 
a higher level of overall program coordination and to assure that NAPAP 
assessment activities reflect a sufficiently broad range of policy concerns 
and issues.”70 According to the 1983 Annual Report, the Interim Assessment 
planned for 1985 should encompass four areas:

First, an assessment of current damages attributable to acid deposition, second, 
an uncertainty analysis of key scientific areas, especially emissions and atmo-
spheric processes, third, the implications of uncertainty in these areas on policy 
alternatives, and, fourth, a description of the framework for the Integrated As-
sessment methodology that should be the basis of the Integrated Assessments 
that were scheduled for 1987 and 1989.71

However, the Interim Assessment that NAPAP actually released, after a two- 
year delay, looked very different.
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Instead of addressing a “broad range of policy concerns and issues,” the  
Interim Assessment focused on NAPAP’s research program and in particular 
on the uncertainties related to acid rain. When Kulp came into office in Sep-
tember 1985, he decided to significantly rework the draft of the assessment 
written under Bernabo. He declared that the report needed to be revised in 
order “to make it substantive rather than speculative.”72 NAPAP repeatedly 
moved back the final draft’s release date, finally publishing it on Septem-
ber 17, 1987.

At the request of John D. Dingell, then chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Energy and Commerce of the 
House of Representatives, the General Accounting Office reviewed NAPAP 
a few months before the Interim Assessment was released. The review, Acid 
Rain: Delays and Management Changes in the Federal Research Program, pub-
lished in May 1987, offered some insights into the changes in management 
when Kulp took over:

The scope of these proposed assessments has been scaled back over the years. 
For example, NAPAP’s plans to include economic analyses in its first assessment 
document have been revised, and it is not clear how much, if any, economic 
work will be included in future NAPAP assessments. Also, NAPAP officials told 
us they are uncertain whether NAPAP will be able to meet its long stated goal 
of producing by 1990 an “integrated” assessment that estimates the costs and 
benefits of various control options.73

Just how much of this delay in producing planned parts of the assessment 
can be attributed to Kulp is unclear.

The General Accounting Office (GAO, now Government Accountability 
Office) review suggested that the power of the agencies severely hampered 
Kulp’s influence. The report stated that Kulp had “no real authority over the 
agency representatives participating in NAPAP.”74 In particular the DOE 
had a substantial impact, evidenced by NAPAP’s extensive and optimistic 
discussion of clean energy technology.75 The DOE further influenced the 
Interim Assessment by introducing the controversial statement that acid 
rain affected not “most” or “many” but only “some” lakes.76 However, Kulp’s 
personal view on acid rain concurred with the DOE perspective. His state-
ments about acid rain after he left the program demonstrate that he believed 
acid rain to be a relatively small problem that would eventually be fixed 
through technological innovations. In his view, the CAAA of 1990 were ex-
pensive and not warranted given the small economic damages caused by  
acid rain.77
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Kulp tried to influence NAPAP’s research program, but he was not able to 
move NAPAP research in directions that the agencies and agency research-
ers did not want to go. The GAO report noted that he had “minimal control 
over the budget, which limits his ability to shape the research program.”78 
Science reported in 1987 that Kulp worked individually with scientists on the 
chapters of the Interim Assessment and that he tried to impose his views on 
specific topics: for example, “Larry is pushing his own beliefs on oxidants” 
(referring to chemicals like ozone that are produced by various pollutant 
precursor emissions, including nitrogen oxides).79 But NAPAP researchers 
strongly resisted Kulp’s efforts to include ozone in NAPAP as a pollutant  
that likely causes damages to forests. This was partly a question of what pol-
lutants should be included or excluded in an assessment of acid rain and 
partly a question of the interests of the NAPAP researchers. For example, 
meteorologist Bruce Hicks stated: “Kulp wanted to include ozone, but the 
chemists wanted to have an independent ozone assessment.”80 By including 
ground- level ozone, Kulp would have redefined and greatly broadened the 
problem. But he would also have shifted the regulatory burden away from 
the sulfur dioxide emissions of electric power plants.

The Interim Assessment and Its Critique

The NAPAP Interim Assessment was published in 1987 in four volumes: an 
executive summary, Emissions and Controls, Atmospheric Processes and Deposi-
tion, and Effects of Acidic Deposition, the latter comprising five chapters deal-
ing with the effects on agricultural crops, forests, aquatic systems, materials, 
and human health and visibility.

NAPAP released its Interim Assessment at a time when the debate over 
whether the United States should impose regulations to combat the effects 
of acid deposition had been going on for years. In 1985, a review of several  
acid rain assessments by seven experts in acid rain research (Charles T. 
Driscoll, James N. Galloway, James F. Horning, Gene E. Likens, Michael Op-
penheimer, Kenneth A. Rahn, and David W. Schindler) had concluded that 
there was a broad scientific consensus on the damaging effects of acid depo-
sition in the United States.81 In 1986, President Reagan and Prime Minister 
Mulroney had endorsed the report by their Special Envoys on Acid Rain, 
which accepted that acid rain was a serious problem. But there was still no 
domestic regulation, and by 1987 the American- Canadian negotiations had 
not made progress on a bilateral accord.

The Interim Assessment sparked a debate about scientific integrity that 
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reached well beyond the realm of academia and led to severe tensions in 
US- Canadian relations. As Congressman James Scheuer noted in his open-
ing statement in a special hearing on NAPAP before the House Subcommit-
tee on Natural Resources, Agriculture Research, and Environment in 1988, 
the Interim Assessment raised “a storm of controversy.”82 The Canadian 
environment minister, Tom McMillan, attacked the assessment as “voo-
doo science” and stated that the document was “awkwardly out of step . . . 
with the prevailing scientific judgment on the subject.”83 The Canadian 
acid rain program, the Canadian Federal/Provincial Research and Moni-
toring Coordinating Committee (RMCC), which included Canadian govern-
ment scientists, criticized the assessment for its “misleading, flawed, and 
incomplete conclusions.”84 Gene Likens characterized the report as “badly 
misrepresent[ing] the general scientific understanding about air pollution 
and acid deposition.”85 The National Research Defense Council called the 
Interim Assessment “nothing more than political propaganda.”86

The trigger for the controversy lay in the Interim Assessment’s conclu-
sion that the effects of acid rain were not serious:

Available observations and current theory suggest that there will not be an 
abrupt change in aquatic systems, crops, or forests at present levels of air pollu-
tion. Some lakes and streams in sensitive regions appear to have been acidified 
by atmospheric deposition at some point in the last 50 years. Available data 
suggest that most watersheds in the glaciated Northeast are at or near steady 
state with respect to sulfur deposition and that further significant surface wa-
ter acidification is unlikely to occur rapidly at current deposition levels. . . . At 
current levels of acidic deposition, short- term direct foliar effects on crops or 
healthy forests are unlikely.87

For the administration, this reaction came as no great surprise. Kulp was 
supposed to testify in Congress about the forthcoming Interim Assessment’s 
conclusions in early July 1987.88 Ralph Bledsoe, special assistant to the pres-
ident, expected that “some of his testimony will likely trigger headlines and 
various types of responses from environmental interest groups.” He wrote to 
Nancy Risque, the cabinet secretary, that “we should be thinking about the 
White House response, if any, that may be required” after the release.89 On Au-
gust 5, EPA administrator Thomas told the DPC that the Interim Assessment 
“should generate much dialogue, as some congressional views of the science 
are likely to differ with the report.”90 Thomas confirmed that the NAPAP  
Interim Assessment, to be released the following month, would be a consen-
sus document by all six member agencies of the Joint Chairs Council.91
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Kulp presented the Interim Assessment in the DPC five days after its 
September 17 release and called it a “scientifically sound effort by the US, 
including Canadian participation.” The minutes of this meeting continued 
that “he felt the criticisms appearing in the press are ill- founded and not gen-
erally supported throughout the scientific community.” The DPC members  
found the briefing “very informative” and “said they would expect the con-
clusions contained in the report to be helpful in developing future acid rain 
and related policies.”92

The administration downplayed the early critique by remarking that 
“some environmental groups and some people in Canada . . . felt it [the In-
terim Assessment] minimized the harmful effects of acid rain.”93 But instead 
of declining after a few days, the criticism became stronger. In December 
1987, the RMCC released a comprehensive critique, and in January 1988 the 
Canadian environment minister wrote to the EPA expressing his disagree-
ment with NAPAP’s conclusions.94

As the Canadian government took initiative, the Reagan administration 
started to pay attention to its acid rain program. The White House wanted 
to make sure that the federal acid rain program got out of the news. Kulp 
quit as director. Unlike the procedure when Kulp became director, the new 
director, Mahoney, not only was interviewed by the Joint Chairs Council but 
also met with Bledsoe:

He [Bledsoe] met with me and we talked for half an hour or 45 minutes, but I 
remember [in] particular what he said before we finished was “the best thing 
you can do for us by far is get this thing out of the newspapers and off the 
television. . . . The administration is being hurt politically with what is going 
on now.”95

This supports the view that the Reagan administration’s acid rain policy was 
mainly defensive.

Different Layers of the NAPAP Controversy

The debate over the NAPAP Interim Assessment involved different actors  
(in particular scientists and policy makers in both the United States and 
Canada and NAPAP officials) and different though related layers: first, a 
scientific layer (What were the scientific findings?); second, a scope layer 
(What did the assessment include and exclude? How was the phenomenon 
defined?); third, a methodology layer (Which sampling techniques were 
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used? What kinds of evidence were brought up to support the conclusions?); 
fourth, a procedural layer (How was the executive summary compiled from 
the findings of the reports? How were the data interpreted? Was there peer 
review?); and fifth, a policy layer (Did the assessment meet its goal in terms 
of providing knowledge relevant for policy making? Was there a hidden 
goal, e.g., stalling political action?).

The following section gives a short overview of the main issues generat-
ing criticism published in newspapers and voiced in letters and congressio-
nal hearings in the weeks and months after the release. This critique came 
mainly from university scientists in the United States and from the Canadian  
government.

Historical Patterns of Acid Deposition

Knowledge of historical patterns of acid deposition is crucial for under-
standing causes and effects. However, data were scattered, and assessments 
concluded that it was difficult or impossible to establish reliable historical 
trends.96 There was a high degree of consensus that SO

2
 emissions had in-

creased in the twentieth century,97 but the joint report of NAPAP and the 
RMCC98 and the NAPAP Integrated Assessment both pointed to a declining 
trend in recent years.

NAPAP’s data on the historical patterns of emissions were not contro-
versial, but the way in which the executive summary presented the data 
was criticized. The executive summary noted that “after peaks during World 
War II (24 million metric tons/yr) and the early 1970s (about 30 million 
metric tons/yr), sulfur dioxide emissions in 1985 (21 million metric tons) 
were about the same as in the late 1920’s.”99 In fact, as a result of the CAA 
of 1970, emissions declined during the 1970s. The critique focused on both 
the presentation and the interpretation of the data: even if emissions had 
declined since the early 1970s, they were still high. McMillan illustrated the 
consequences of the way in which historical trends were presented: “The 
Executive Summary could have stated that US SO

2
 emissions have increased 

by more than 200 percent since 1900.”100

The Extent and Definition of Impacts on Aquatic Ecosystems

Damage to aquatic ecosystems caused by lake acidification was one of the 
best- documented effects of acid rain and had been investigated in the United 
States and Canada since the early 1970s.101 The evaluation of aquatic effects 
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in the executive summary of the Interim Assessment is an illustrative ex-
ample of how phrasing suggested that the effects of acid deposition were of  
minor importance: “Some lakes and streams in sensitive regions appear to have 
been acidified by atmospheric deposition at some point in the last 50 years.”102 
The same basic claim can also be found in the research chapter on aquatic ef-
fects in the Interim Assessment (“Acidic deposition has contributed to the acid-
ity of some northeastern and midwestern acidic lakes”) and in the Integrated 
Assessment (“Acid deposition has caused some surface waters to become acidic 
in the United States”).103 In contrast to the executive summary, however, 
these two reports discussed the extent of acidification in more detail and did 
not include qualifying words such as “appear to” and “at some point in the 
last 50 years.”

Reviews of the Interim Assessment widely rejected the statement that 
acid deposition affected only some American lakes. In particular, scientists 
contested the reference value of pH 5 for an acidic lake, used in both the 
NAPAP executive summary and the aquatic effects chapter of the Interim 
Assessment, stating that scientists had observed damages at pH values above 
5.6 and even above pH 6.104 In its document A Critique of the US National 
Acid Precipitation Assessment Program’s Interim Assessment Report, the RMCC 
 asserted that not “some” but “numerous” lakes had been acidified.105

Why did NAPAP and the RMCC come to different conclusions? There 
were several differences between the RMCC and NAPAP assessments that 
accounted for the fact that the extent of aquatic damage appeared to be 
much smaller in the NAPAP reports. While the RMCC set the pH refer-
ence value at 6, the NAPAP Interim Assessment chose pH 5 as the reference 
value. One step down on the pH scale means a tenfold increase in acidity 
and significantly decreases the number of lakes recognized as acidified. In 
its response to its critics, NAPAP noted that validating the “general state-
ment that serious damage begins to occur at pH 6.0” required detailed as-
sessments and that “the Interim Assessment states that biological responses 
can occur at pH levels above 5.5.”106 The NAPAP authors argued that their 
aim was “to inventory ‘acidic’ lakes; i.e. reflecting the status of lakes rather 
than any implications about the source of acidity, the date of its origin, or 
the presence or absence of biological change at other pH levels.” However, 
the choice of pH 5 was in no way a value- free choice to “inventory” acidic 
lakes. The disagreement was about the pH level at which “damage” occurs, 
in contrast to “changes” that might not qualify as “damage.” This became 
clear when the NAPAP authors noted in their response that “it should not 
be assumed that all variations in aquatic chemistry and biology are due to 
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acid deposition, or that chemical and biological variability is synonym[ou]s  
with damage.”107

Another difference was in the presentation of the numbers. The RMCC gave 
the total number of affected lakes— which was a large number— while NAPAP 
gave the percentage of lake area affected— which was a small number. Likens 
has pointed out that the adequate measure for the extent of lake acidification 
is not the percentage of acidified lake area compared to the overall lake area  
in the United States but the impact in “affected areas. Stating a fraction on the 
basis of the entire world or the universe would even further minimize the im-
pact!”108 The RMCC further criticized NAPAP for only focusing on US lakes and 
not on the effects of US emissions on Canadian lakes (see table 2.1).

The NAPAP executive summary concluded that “most watersheds in the 
glaciated Northeast are at or near steady state with respect to sulfur depo-
sition” (i.e., their acidification status was not changing) and that further 
acidification “is unlikely to occur at deposition levels.”109 McMillan, the 
RMCC, and Likens responded that this hypothesis was not supported by 
sufficient evidence.110 The RMCC noted that many studies indicated that “sen-
sitive lakes in the Northeastern part of the continent are not in steady state  
with respect to current levels of emission/deposition and that chemical and 
biological deterioration is continuing.”111

Another point of criticism was that NAPAP concentrated on absolute pH 
values rather than changes in pH values and that the assessment did not in-
clude a discussion of the sensitivity of lakes to acidification.112 While this was 
true for the executive summary, it did not apply to the National Surface Water 
Survey or the aquatic effects chapter. Both the aquatic effects chapter and the 
NSWS gave results for different pH reference values (5.0, 5.5, and 6.0) and 
investigated the sensitivity of lakes (i.e., their acid- neutralizing capacity). The 
aquatic effects chapter, however, defined an “acidic lake” as a lake with a pH  
of 5.0 or lower, as did a report from the US Office of  Technology Assessment.113

Different conclusions as to whether “some” or “numerous” lakes had 
been acidified resulted from decisions about which reference value (pH 5.0, 
5.5, or 6.0) should be used and which reference framework should be cho-
sen (only sensitive areas, all US lakes, or all North American lakes) and thus 
from judgments about what qualified as a substantial damage, which in turn 
reflected the bureaucratic and political priorities of agencies.

Terrestrial Effects— Forest Decline

Scientists first noticed forest decline in East and Central Europe in the late 
1970s, and it became a broadly discussed topic in the early 1980s. While 
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t a b l e  2.1. NAPAP and RMCC assessments of the effects on aquatic ecosystems (emphasis 

added).

Assessment Aquatic Effects

NAPAP, NAPAP Interim 

Assessment

“Some lakes and streams in sensitive regions appear to have been 

acidified by atmospheric deposition at some point in the last 

50 years.” (1:I- 8) “Lakes and streams that appear to have been 

acidified, at least in part, by atmospheric deposition represent a 

small fraction of the surface water in the United States.” (1:I- 9)

RMCC, A Critique of the US 

National Acid Precipitation 

Assessment Program’s 

Interim Assessment Report

“The omission of Canadian modelling and survey results leads 

to an under- estimation of the severity of acidification of surface 

waters. For example, there are 700,000 (approximately) lakes 

in Eastern Canada below the 52nd parallel. Canadian surveys 

indicate that, of these, 16% in Quebec (72,000) and 23% in 

Ontario (29,000) have pH’s below 6. Compare this with the total 

population of 33,500 lakes in the Adirondack region (11,000), 

Florida (9,000), and Western U.S. (13,500), combined.” (24)

NAPAP, NAPAP Analysis of 

the Canadian RMCC Cri-

tique of the NAPAP Interim 

Assessment

“NAPAP recognizes that acidic deposition has contributed to the 

acidity of some Canadian lakes. . . . The Canadian lake estimates 

(when expressed as a percentage of the total population of lakes) 

are generally similar to results from northeastern regions in the 

US Eastern Lake Survey. The percentage of lakes with pH less  

than 5.0 ranges from 1 to 10 percent in subregions of both 

eastern United States and eastern Canada, with an average of 

about 2 percent in eastern Canada.” (14)

NAPAP, 1990 Integrated 

Assessment Report

“Within acid- sensitive regions of the United States, 4% of the 

lakes and 8% of the streams . . . are chronically acidic. Overall 

263km2 (2%) of the 12,000km2 of lake area in the NSWS  

was acidic and 1,310km2 (11%) had ANC ≤ 50 meq/l. . . . Acid 

deposition has caused some surface waters to become acidic in 

the United States.” (11)

most scientists were convinced that air pollution played an important role 
in forest damage and decline, it was not clear whether acid deposition was 
involved or, if it were, how acid deposition related to other potential damag-
ing effects caused by oxidants like ozone or hydrogen peroxide.

There were several competing hypotheses to explain forest decline due to 
acidic deposition. A review article from 1985 distinguished among aluminum 
toxicity theories, gaseous pollutant (principally ozone) theories, foliar nutrient 
deficiency theories, the general stress hypothesis, and the nitrogen hypothesis.114  
The increasing importance of the issue in the United States was evidenced by 
a substantial increase of funding: in 1984, NAPAP’s forest research budget was 
less than $1 million; this amount increased to over $10 million in 1985, and to 
over $18 million in 1986 before decreasing slightly in 1987 to $16 million.115
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During the 1980s, the state of knowledge improved and most assess-
ments concluded that the evidence showed effects from acid deposition on 
terrestrial ecosystems (see table 2.2). Only two116 of the eight assessment 
reports from the years 1982 to 1990 that discussed this issue concluded that 
no evidence for these effects existed; one of these was NAPAP’s Interim As-
sessment. The joint report by NAPAP and RMCC included two different po-
sitions. Canadian and US scientists referred to the same studies on seedlings 
but came to different conclusions. The Canadian position was that treatment 
with rain that had a pH ≤ 4.6 induced “significant growth reduction and 
morphological changes,” while the US interpretation was that “except at pH 
of 2.6 there were no significant effects on cumulative germination, survival 
or above ground biomass. Effects on some morphological characteristics 
were ambiguous at pH 3.6 and 4.6.”117

NAPAP’s executive summary stated that “negligible effects” of acid depo-
sition on forests had been found and that it was unlikely that regional sulfur 
dioxide was causing damage to forests and crops.118 Evidence for this conclu-
sion came from experiments in which seedlings were exposed to simulated 
acid rain. As no damage was observed down to pH 3.5, and, allegedly, be-
cause rainfall rarely fell below pH 4.1, both the executive summary and the 
research report chapter of the Interim Assessment concluded that damage 
was unlikely.119 These conclusions were broadly criticized; most of the crit-
ics pointed out that seedling experiments have only limited significance for 
statements about real forests, that the pH of rainfall is often below pH 4.1,  
and that the effects of combined stresses are important. Scientists argued 
that— contrary to NAPAP’s conclusions— abrupt changes to forests do oc-
cur, and acid rain can cause damage to unhealthy trees or where trees are 
exposed to various natural and pollutant stresses.120

While the reports agreed that there was substantial uncertainty related 
to forest effects, they differed in the ways they framed this uncertainty and 
weighed available evidence. The discussion about damage to forests is in some 
respects similar to the discussion of aquatic effects. For aquatic effects, scien-
tists disagreed about reference values and thus on the definition of substantial 
damage; for forest effects they disagreed about approaches to measure envi-
ronmental damage. Today there is a consensus that acid rain contributes to 
some cases of forest decline but is only one of many causes.121

Atmospheric Processes

Differing views of the science of atmospheric processes determined how 
the reports described the formation and transport of acidic substances in the  
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Assessment Forest Effects

NAPAP, Annual Report to the 

President and Congress (1983)

“Some forests in North America and Europe are showing 

environmental stress, the causes of which are a topic of 

scientific debate.” (2)

NAPAP, Annual Report, 1985 “As yet, no scientific consensus exists in the United States 

to link acid deposition with apparent changes in forest 

condition at the regional level.” (79)

RMCC, Assessment of the 

State of Knowledge on the 

Long- Range Transport of 

Air Pollutants and Acid 

Deposition: Part 1: Executive 

Summary

“The evidence to date suggests that air pollution, including 

acidic precipitation is most likely involved on a long- term 

basis in the decline of forests in several parts of the world. 

Direct association is not readily demonstrated since forest 

ecosystems are subject to multi- stress including air pollutants, 

insects, disease, adverse weather, and climate.” (1- 13)

NAPAP, NAPAP Interim 

Assessment

“At current levels of acidic deposition, short- term direct 

foliar effects on crops or healthy forests are unlikely. Acid 

deposition may have a cumulative effect on trees growing 

on certain low- nutrient soil, but this effect is expected to 

be gradual and has not been reported in the United States. 

It is unlikely that regional sulfur concentrations are causing 

damage to crops or forests.” (1:I- 8)

RMCC, A Critique of the US 

National Acid Precipitation 

Assessment Program’s Interim 

Assessment Report

“There is no mention [in the NAPAP Interim Assessment] of the 

unexplained dieback of low elevation hardwood forests in the 

northeastern USA and southeastern Canada in recent years, 

particularly the extensive dieback of sugar maple in Quebec. 

This dieback is located in the region of heaviest deposition and 

may be a phenomenon in which acid deposition plays a major 

role.” (4)

“The [NAPAP Interim Assessment] report dismisses the 

present damage in the forest environment.” (21)

NAPAP, NAPAP Analysis of 

the Canadian RMCC Critique 

of the NAPAP Interim 

Assessment

“The forestry section of the Executive Summary [NAPAP 

Interim Assessment] is process- oriented and does not 

specifically mention any of the unexplained forest diebacks 

in North America. . . . This section [chapter 7.2.6 of the 

Interim Assessment Research Reports] notes that soil 

effects from acid depositor resulting in sugar maple decline 

might be occurring but have not been intensively examined or 

demonstrated at this point.” (20)

NAPAP, 1990 Integrated  

Assessment Report

“There is no evidence of widespread forest damage from 

current ambient levels of acid rain (pH 4.0– 5.0) in the 

United States. Localized areas of forest decline . . . do occur, 

however, as a result of the combined action of multiple stress 

factors. . . . Acid deposition can increase the total stress on 

the forest system.” (45)
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atmosphere as well as how they derived statements about relationships between 
emissions and deposition. The question of whether these relationships were 
linear, so that a reduction in emissions would lead to a proportionate reduc-
tion in deposition, or were basically nonlinear, so that a cut in emissions would 
not necessarily lead to a proportionate reduction in deposition, became a key 
question for science and policy making in the United States. The paragraph 
on source- receptor relationships in the NAPAP executive summary highlighted 
the various factors that accounted for nonlinear relationships and stated that 
although a reduction of deposition would occur when emissions were reduced, 
“the magnitude and extent of the reduction (of deposition) is uncertain.”122

NAPAP’s assessment of source- receptor relationships was one of four “seri-
ous omissions”123 that the RMCC found in the report. In particular the RMCC 
criticized the executive summary for emphasizing the nonlinear relationships 
between emissions and wet deposition but not mentioning that dry deposi-
tion (which accounts for a considerable amount of overall deposition) behaves 
linearly. RMCC concluded that “Canadian studies have shown that reducing 
sulphur dioxide emissions will result in a proportional reduction in sulphur 
loading over large areas.”124 RMCC reviewers further stated that this chapter 
omitted work on cloud chemistry and raised doubts about whether the Re-
gional Acid Deposition Model would be available in time to provide a state- of-  
the- art answer to the linearity question. RMCC called NAPAP’s development of  
RADM an “obsession” that was “inexplicable in scientific terms”125 and criti-
cized it because “the extensive trajectory analysis work carried out by various 
workers, and the evidence for source- receptor relationships provided by this 
work, is omitted.”126

Thus on the question about the nature of source- receptor relationships, 
the RMCC and NAPAP openly disagreed. In August 1988, NAPAP published 
a reply to the RMCC critique. It emphasized that “the analyses conducted to 
date provide a scientific foundation, sufficient to concern policy analysts, that 
nonlinearity exists” and that RADM had to be developed in order to evaluate 
the role that nonlinearity played.127 However, while this statement made it 
seem as though NAPAP scientists had a clear position regarding the existence 
of nonlinearity, not all NAPAP scientists were convinced that nonlinearity 
played an important role. Even within NAPAP the debate was ongoing.

The Impact of the Interim Assessment Debate

The controversy over the Interim Assessment report quickly came to focus 
on Kulp. Congressman Scheuer remarked:
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This [the executive summary] was a personal achievement of Dr. Kulp’s. He  
must have gone into the attic and written this 35- page report on his own because 
there was no peer review, there was no involvement of the Interagency Scientific 
Committee, as Congress certainly expected would happen. This was an individual 
creation of Dr. Kulp, and he quit within days after it was released.128

Mahoney and other NAPAP officials, however, stated that the executive 
summary was scientifically backed by the findings in NAPAP’s research re-
ports, and they defended the Interim Assessment in two responses to the cri-
tique.129 When asked in a 1988 congressional hearing on NAPAP about “the 
reason for such a stark difference between the two items” (i.e., the scientific 
reports and the executive summary), Mahoney answered:

I honestly believe that . . . the executive summary is not as distant from the under-
lying science as it is often characterized as. What I think I see . . . is a difference in 
emphasis, a difference in issues covered. It is hard to find something in the execu-
tive summary that you could call inaccurate based on what is in the document.130

In fact, almost all of the text in the executive summary was copied verbatim 
from the conclusions of the respective chapters of the Interim Assessment 
and did not contradict the results published there. But if the task of assess-
ments is to paint the broad picture, it is precisely the difference in emphasis 
and the selection and presentation of the science that matter.

The Presentation of Science:  
Facts and Values in the Interim Assessment Debate

This difference in emphasis from other (Canadian, European, and US) acid 
rain assessments became particularly clear in the “major conclusions” sec-
tion of the executive summary of NAPAP’s Interim Assessment report. 
Conclu sion I.3.1.2, “Probability of Changes in Effects at Current Emis-
sions Levels,” began with the statement “Available observations and current 
theory suggest that there will not be an abrupt change in aquatic systems, 
crops, or forests at present levels of air pollution.”131 Chapter 7 of the Interim 
Assessment (written by Kulp), in contrast, began with a statement about the 
importance of healthy forests and pointed out that the impact of air pollu-
tion on forests had been recognized on a local scale in the 1970s. However, it 
also stated that the impact of air pollution on a regional scale was unclear.132 
Conclusion I.1.3.3, “Relationship between Emissions and Acid Deposition,” 
emphasized nonlinearity and uncertainty in the first few sentences, stating,
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In the northeastern United States, the formation of sulfuric acid in cloud water 
from sulfur dioxide and hydrogen peroxide appears to be limited by the avail-
ability of hydrogen peroxide in winter and perhaps in other seasons as well. 
This means that a reduction in the emissions of sulfur dioxide in the northeast-
ern quadrant of the United States in winter is unlikely to result in a proportion-
ate decrease in the formation and subsequent deposition of sulfuric acid over 
the northeastern United States. The magnitude and geographical extent of this 
so- called “nonlinearity” have not yet been evaluated.133

The matching chapter of the Interim Assessment also emphasized non-
linearity by highlighting the role of multiple sources, meteorological condi-
tions, and the influence of local abundance of other pollutants that would 
account for the fact that “a change in sulfur dioxide emissions does not 
always lead to the proportional change in sulfur deposition at a receptor”134 
and by pointing out that in- cloud oxidation processes “can lead to non-
linear relation” between emissions and deposition because of the limita-
tion of hydrogen peroxide (i.e., insufficient amounts of hydrogen peroxide, 
the oxidant that converts sulfur dioxide into sulfuric acid, may be present). 
While this chapter acknowledged that gas- phase chemistry was likely linear 
because the supply of oxidants was sufficient to convert the amounts of sul-
fur dioxide present, it noted that the relative importance of gas- phase versus 
aqueous- phase chemistry was not known.135

Conclusion I.1.3.4, “Estimated Economic Impacts of Acids and Ozone,” 
began with the optimistic outlook that “at current deposition levels, there is 
no detectable effect of acidic deposition on crop yield; however, there may be 
a net fertilizer benefit from nitrogen deposition on the order of $100 million 
per year.”136 The conclusion of chapter 6 in volume 4 of the Interim Assess-
ment determined more precisely the scope of this statement by stating, “The 
available information from scientific research has established no measurable 
and consistent crop yield response from the direct effects of simulated acid 
rain at ambient levels (pH 3.8– 5.0).”137 Conclusion I.1.3.5, “Multiple Stresses 
on Forests,” emphasized in the first sentence that “all forests are subject to 
variable natural stresses, causing periodic growth suppression and/or visible 
injury” before admitting that “air pollution can add an additional element of 
stress.”138 The corresponding chapter in the Interim Assessment, written solely 
by Kulp, stated in its introduction that

the possible existence of air pollution damage to forests at a longer regional 
scale is supported by the earlier point source cases, known agricultural ef-
fects . . . , and recent reports of widespread unexplained injury and/or reduced 
growth from some forest areas in Europe and North America.139
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It also noted that results from seedling experiments “cannot be directly 
equated to the mature tree.”140

The discussion of the critique of the Interim Assessment showed that 
much of the debate was about the interpretation and presentation of facts. 
Did the assessment conclude that acid rain was a serious problem and that 
actions for abatement were required? The Canadian environment minister 
pointed out that Canada’s concerns “go beyond the question of science to the 
overall thrust and intent of the document. The Executive Summary portrays 
the problem of acid rain as neither serious nor in need of any intervention.”141

The structure of the RMCC critique illustrated that Canadian government 
scientists were not only criticizing statements that could actually be found in 
the executive summary but were also addressing possible interpre t ations of 
these statements. The RMCC critique opened with a discussion of five “ba-
sic conclusions” of the NAPAP Interim Assessment that— according to the 
RMCC— were suggested by the executive summary:

I. The effects of acid rain are neither widespread nor serious.
II.   There will be no abrupt changes in the effects of acid rain for the next 

several decades.
III.  Emission levels of sulphur dioxide have been nearly constant since the 

1920’s, are currently stable, and will decrease substantially over the next 
three or four decades through the application of new technologies due 
to market forces.

IV.  The effects of acid rain are less than were anticipated ten years ago.
V.  Sufficient uncertainties remain to preclude whether abatement action is 

needed or the nature of this action.142

These conclusions were not explicitly made in the assessment but were de-
rived from the statements made in the executive summary. The RMCC then 
responded to these suggested basic conclusions with five “facts”: first, “The 
effects of acid rain are already widespread and serious”; second, “The effects 
of acid rain are worsening”; third, “The US SO

2
 emission pattern has changed 

profoundly over the past decades and emission levels will not decrease in the 
foreseeable future”; fourth, “The acid rain problem is worse than it was an-
ticipated ten years ago”; and fifth, “What is known about the nature, causes, 
and effects of acid rain is sufficient to design effective abatement programs.”143

Both NAPAP assessments— the Interim Assessment and the Integrated 
Assessment— had a stronger inclination to assess a particular issue as uncer-
tain or not documented than other US and Canadian assessments. From the 
beginning, NAPAP reports did not talk about substantial damage to aquatic 
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ecosystems but stated that “some lakes” are affected (see table 2.1). In con-
trast, the NADP/CEQ report from 1978 described the aquatic effects in the 
United States as “catastrophic”144 and the 1981 NRC report talked about a 
“severe degradation of many aquatic ecosystems.”145 Brysse et al. have argued 
that rather than alarmism, a more prevalent and perhaps systematic bias in 
environmental assessments is “erring on the side of least drama.”146 Within 
NAPAP, this tendency seems to have been particularly strong. This suggests 
that the bias toward “erring on the side of least drama” may be strengthened 
in instances when scientific knowledge is likely to be contested in political 
debates. Since agency scientists conducted NAPAP, their awareness of the 
political context of the assessment— namely the awareness of the position of 
their respective agencies— was strong. All of the interviewed agency scientists 
stated that they certainly represented their agency’s position.

NAPAP did not take up the general critique made by the RMCC, stating 
instead that it would refrain from responding to “generalized critical state-
ments,” “policy issues,” and the “suggested basic conclusions . . . since NAPAP 
does not agree that these reflect the statements in the Interim Assessment.”147 
NAPAP thus restricted the discussion about the Interim Assessment to dis-
agreement about facts and excluded the interpretation and meaning of this  
information from its discussion of the Canadian critique. The attempt of  
NAPAP scientists to stay away from value questions reflected their view of 
what was required for objectivity, and a clear attempt to demarcate science 
from values that was present throughout the program. However, policy rel-
evance is one of the central characteristics of an assessment, and decisions 
about relevance are inherently normative and include value judgments.

NAPAP’s position— as expressed in NAPAP documents— regarding its role 
in policy making changed significantly during the course of the program. In 
the very beginning, NAPAP’s Interagency Task Force affirmed the congressio-
nal assignment “to identify actions to limit or ameliorate the harmful effects 
of acid precipitation”148 by stating that NAPAP would develop policy recom-
mendations.149 However, in the following years, the same Interagency Task 
Group adhered to the view that NAPAP’s task was to provide scientific and 
technical information (the research program established by the Acid Precipi-
tation Act) as well as an evaluation of scientific knowledge for decision mak-
ing (the assessment established by the Acid Precipitation Act) but that making  
suggestions for policy and control strategies was beyond NAPAP’s scope.  
NAPAP documents insisted on a “rigorous separation of science and policy 
along with close coordination.”150

In its 1983 Annual Report NAPAP addressed the “intensified” acid rain debate 
and the “emotionalism” surrounding the issue of acid rain and stated that while 
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addressing “these urgent demands for information,” it would maintain “the es-
sential objectivity that is central to its scientifically- oriented, policy- neutral man-
date.”151 “Policymakers,” the report emphasized, “not researchers, must decide 
when scientific information is adequate for decisionmaking.”152 How much of 
this debate reflected genuine differences over what assessments should do and 
how much reflected agency exigencies and the political context is unclear.

But if the demarcation between science and policy was clear in NAPAP’s 
statements about the roles of scientists and policy makers, in practice the 
line was blurred. In the Interim Assessment, for example, choices of refer-
ence values and geographic scopes were decisions that were bound up in 
judgments about how to define and determine environmental damage. The 
arrangement of facts in the executive summary blurred this line further by 
emphasizing what was not known instead of what was known and by pre-
senting acid rain as a minor problem.

t h e  i n t e g r a t e d  a s s e s s m e n t :  
“ p i e c e -  w i s e  n o n -  i n t e g r a t i o n ”

The public controversy over the Interim Assessment had a noticeable impact 
on the program: “NAPAP was pretty much in flames,” noted Jeremy Hales, an 
atmospheric scientist at the DOE’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.153 
Because of the controversy, Kulp resigned shortly after the report’s publica-
tion. Mahoney took on the directorship and introduced major changes in the 
program by setting up comprehensive assessment procedures. The scientists 
who had to prepare the final Integrated Assessment had to cope with four 
challenges: first, they had to create a framework for the Integrated Assess-
ment; second, they had to integrate the research that had been done in vari-
ous unrelated NAPAP- funded projects; third, they had to produce the report 
under high time pressure; and fourth, they felt insufficiently supported by the 
agency scientists, the agencies, and the administration. The following section 
analyzes the influence of these different challenges on the final report by fo-
cusing mainly on RADM, which became, as Malanchuk phrased it, “the weak 
link in everything.”154

Challenge 1: Development of the Assessment Framework

The Integrated Assessment Framework

Until 1987, NAPAP did not have a functioning Integrated Assessment frame-
work. Two Interim Assessments were originally scheduled for 1985 (Interim 
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Assessment) and 1987 (Interim Integrated Assessment), but due to the two- 
year delay of the Interim Assessment, the Interim Integrated Assessment re-
port was never written. Mahoney spent his first month in office setting up a 
framework for the Integrated Assessment, starting almost from scratch. Nei-
ther NAPAP managers nor the scientists involved in the program had a com-
mon understanding of what the assessment should do or even of what an 
assessment was in the first place. In the first five years, NAPAP emphasized 
economic assessments. In Mahoney’s account of what an assessment was, 
he emphasized that science had to be used for scenarios and for projections 
that lay out clearly what the different outcomes of different choices would 
be. This included an economic dimension but it was broader than just this:

One of the big troubles with assessment work like this is often you do these in-
dividual studies— and you can say that’s what Chris [Bernabo] was doing too— is 
like “We need better studies in all these areas,” but if that’s all you do with it, then 
this is not really an assessment. An assessment should be a decision analysis pro-
cess at the end of the day. You advance your underlying scientific understanding, 
but then you use your science also to make projections, and of course projections 
have uncertainties, so you have to factor those into the consideration, but the big 
issue . . . at the end of the day is how would you examine possible future scenarios 
and say what would be better or worse with a different scenario. I remember I  
often talked with staff and the key agency representatives about the specific ques-
tion of “Does it make any difference if you impose one kind of control?” Well,  
you take the policy things that actually happened, in terms of reducing the emis-
sions of SO

2
 from power plants, but not addressing other sources, does it make 

any difference if you make it for those compared to something else or would you 
get about the same results? . . . What is the metric for effects anyway? . . . Can 
we monetize at the end of the day? What is the cost of the damage? In a perfect 
science world you want to put everything on the same metric, which might be 
dollars.155

Although NAPAP made efforts toward an economic analysis, the ambitious 
plans from the beginning of the program were only very modestly realized.

wazeck:  How strong was cost- benefit analysis in the final assessment?
mahoney:  Slightly better than weak. “Weak” would really be quite weak. It 

was a little bit more than just that, but not much.156

One of the first things Mahoney did after beginning his directorship was 
to send memos to the hundreds of scientists involved in NAPAP explaining 
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that they would make a fresh start and that the first thing they would need 
was a common understanding of the assessment:

The idea was, you can’t just assume that everybody knows what is in an assess-
ment, because everybody can have some view on this. . . . Central to the whole 
plan of the assessment plan itself was agreeing on the questions that would be 
addressed in the assessment. . . . When I got this group together, the first morn-
ing I was outlining that there is all this good work and that it is my responsibil-
ity to know this work in the various areas well enough to be pretty up on the 
sciences, but the question was: How does this fit together?157

Mahoney describes here the key problems for NAPAP’s Integrated Assess-
ment: research had been conducted in an extensive number of fields and on 
a high variety of subjects, the major NAPAP- funded research projects had 
each often been in the hands of one agency, there was a substantial lack of 
interaction and communication between the different research endeavors, 
and consequently, integration turned out to be difficult when the program 
was approaching its end (see the section “Challenge 2: The Integration of 
Research” below).

In October 1988, NAPAP issued a 130- page draft of the Plan and Schedule 
for NAPAP Assessment Reports that included the guidelines for the assessment 
on which all agencies had agreed:

•	 It must be credible, both to scientific reviewers and to the users of the 
assessment information. Therefore, the development of the assessment 
must be open to public review, and the underlying information must be 
fully peer reviewed.

•	 The assessment must be comprehensive, by examining the entire range of 
plausible causes, effects and control approaches.

•	 It must be critical, endorsing hypotheses that are supported by scientific 
research and rejecting unsubstantiated hypotheses.

•	 It must define scientific confidence levels for its findings, reflecting the un-
avoidable scientific uncertainties in complex environmental research.

•	 It must be comparative, evaluating alternative strategies to define a range 
of future effects likely to result under various scenarios.158

The assessment was structured around five questions:

What are the effects of concern and what are the relationships between acidic 
deposition/air pollutant concentrations and effects? . . . What is the relationship 
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between emissions and acidic deposition/air pollutant concentration? . . . What 
is the sensitivity to change? . . . What are projections of future conditions based 
on illustrative future scenarios? . . . What insights can be drawn from compara-
tive evaluations of illustrative future scenarios?159

These questions partly overlapped the earlier assessment questions, but the 
last two, addressing the use of scenarios, were new.

NAPAP’s 1990 final report consisted of two parts: The first part was the 
27 State of Science/Technology (SOS/T) reports in four volumes (volume 1:  
Emissions, Atmospheric Processes, Deposition; volume 2: Aquatic Processes and 
Effects; volume 3: Terrestrial, Materials, Health, and Visibility Effects; volume 4: 
Control Technologies, Future Emissions, and Effects Valuation), altogether total-
ing more than 6,000 pages. The SOS/T reports were “comprehensive analy-
ses and discussions of relevant technical information prepared for specialist 
readers.” The second part was the Integrated Assessment report, “a structured 
compilation of policy- relevant technical information presented in a form 
suitable to assist policy makers and the public in evaluating the key ques-
tions concerning acidic deposition causes, effects, and control strategies.”160

The Integrated Assessment concentrated on the development of future sce-
narios, in particular future emission scenarios. These scenarios were meant 
to provide the inputs for the linked models that would then provide results 
for comparison. (Why this integration largely failed is discussed below.) Sce-
narios considered mainly reflected different SO

2
 emission changes to a 1980 

baseline. Examining SO
2
 reduction scenarios of 12, 10, and 8 million tons, the 

report suggested that, when compared to the 10- million- ton reduction, the 
benefits would be only “marginally greater” with the 12- million- ton reduction 
and only “marginally smaller” with the 8- million- ton reduction. Comparing 
scenarios embodying a 10- year versus 30- year delay of policy implementation 
showed that “timing of changes in average deposition and air quality will 
generally coincide with the timing of changes in emissions.”161 Half or more 
of sulfur deposition came from sources not more than 500 km away from 
sensitive ecosystems, and reducing emissions from a mix of sources rather 
than from industrial sources alone would have “little effect” on large- scale 
deposition patterns.162

Dealing with Uncertainty

For the Integrated Assessment, NAPAP required a system for dealing with 
uncertainty. For most of its life, NAPAP had no formal way of handling 
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uncertainty. In 1988, the “star system,” a system occasionally referred to 
as the “restaurant rating guide,” was devised.163 This system expressed the 
relative confidence of experts in each finding with stars: zero stars: no ba-
sis for an answer; one star: some information but major uncertainties and 
knowledge gaps; two stars: adequate information but generally large and ill- 
defined uncertainties; three stars: ample information with well- defined but 
sometimes large confidence intervals; four stars: substantial amount of con-
sistent information. The task groups were responsible for assigning stars to 
statements, and there was pressure to achieve a star distribution that would 
“look good”164 in the final report.

Malanchuk stated that the star system’s qualitative way of dealing with 
uncertainty was “probably the best that we could do,” but, he admitted,

it wasn’t really very satisfying at the end, because then you get into some of 
the task group[s], and you would have these discussions about “Well, we spent  
10 years, and you don’t have a single four- star conclusion? How many one- star 
conclusions do you have?” . . . In order to get the highest level of confidence, you 
had to have some statement that was completely stupid. But you had to have a 
mix of— it had to look good.165

Indeed, there were star ratings in the Integrated Assessment that expressed 
a high level of confidence in the uncertainty rather than in the occurrence of 
an event. For example, the statement “Although [emissions] trading provi-
sions are projected to result in reduced costs, the impact with regard to what 
states or regions will be buying or selling emissions reductions is highly un-
certain”166 was ranked as having a high level of confidence (four stars). Sci-
ence reported skepticism about the star system among NAPAP researchers:

Researchers were asked to estimate (using expert judgment) the quality of the 
information based on a scale of zero to four stars— as if they were reviewing res-
taurants. “Is a famous scientist’s estimate of one star worth the same as a young 
guy’s three stars?” asks one obviously skeptical NAPAP participant. “What if 
one expert ranks a hypothesis with two stars, but another ranks the opposite 
hypothesis with two stars? Should you rank the net at zero? How do you com-
bine a one- star estimation and a four- star? Do they honestly expect Congress to 
think this means anything?”167

The approach to uncertainty was refined in later assessments, including 
IPCC’s, but NAPAP did not achieve a comprehensive uncertainty analysis 
for the Integrated Assessment.
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Challenge 2: The Integration of Research

Models and the Integrated Assessment

“Going for Broke on a Mega Model,” read a 1991 headline in Science; the ac-
companying article went on to say that “in a sense . . . RADM epitomizes the 
best and the worst of NAPAP.”168 RADM was praised for its accomplishment 
in modeling of atmospheric processes using an approach “at the forefront 
of scientific capabilities,” but it was the source of major difficulties when 
adopted for the purposes of the Integrated Assessment. RADM was the 
NAPAP- funded research project in which the structural tension between 
research orientation and assessment orientation became most apparent.169

RADM converted alternative emissions scenarios into geographic and tem-
poral patterns of acidic deposition. These patterns became inputs to models 
that generated estimates of acidification impacts on lakes, forests, materials 
like building surfaces and infrastructure, visibility, and health. These esti-
mates would be used as inputs for economic models projecting the economic 
costs and benefits of different scenarios (see figure 2.4).170

The development of RADM started in 1983 in order to answer a question 
at the center of the US acid rain debate in the 1980s: What was the rela-
tionship between sources of emissions and receptors of deposition? Source- 
receptor relationships were one of the most controversial issues, among 
both scientists, for whom it was a scientifically highly complex issue,171 and 
policy makers, for whom a key question was whether regulations should be 
regionally applied or source specific.

In a 1985 congressional hearing on NAPAP, EPA administrator Lee M. 
Thomas described atmospheric processes as one of the “major uncertainties” 
related to acid rain and emphasized the importance of improved knowledge 
about source- receptor relationships:

What are the current patterns of emissions and deposition, not just wet deposi-
tion but, as indicated, dry deposition in this country? [This is] a basic question that 
needs answers in this regard. How would deposition patterns change with changes 
in emission patterns? We’re talking about long- term, long- range emissions. We’re 
talking about long- range effects. Included in that is atmospheric and chemical 
transformations, major uncertainties and questions associated with deposition pat-
terns and with emissions patterns associated with and related to that.172

Would a reduction in emissions lead to a proportionate reduction in de-
position? Where should emissions be reduced in order to decrease deposition 
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at specific sensitive sites? Would it make a difference whether 10 or 12 tons 
of sulfur dioxide were taken out of the air? These specific information needs 
dominated the policy debate in the mid- 1980s, but (as shown below) in the 
end, they did not play a role in designing the CAAA.

The Science of Source- Receptor Relationships

The damaging effects of acidic pollution near sources such as smelters had 
been known for a long time,173 and relationships between emission sources 
and effects in the nearby environment were relatively easy to establish. 
However, it proved much more difficult to establish source- receptor re-
lationships over long distances in the atmosphere, where pollutants were 
subjected to complex transport and chemical transformation processes. As 
pollutants emitted from tall smokestacks remain for a long time in the at-
mosphere, chemical reactions can take place over a longer time period and  

figure 2.4  NAPAP’s Integrated Assessment Framework (adapted from National Acid Pre-

cipitation Assessment Program, Models Planned For Use in the NAPAP Integrated Assessment, 
figs 2- 2 and 2- 3).
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in faraway regions.174 In addition, reactions are complex; not only is the 
formation of sulfuric and nitric acid related to the presence of SO

2
 and NO

x
 

in the atmosphere, but the existence of NO
x
 also affects the formation of 

sulfuric acid. Furthermore, the formation of both sulfuric and nitric acid is 
related to the presence of ozone and hydrocarbons in the atmosphere. The 
amount of sulfuric acid that resulted from a certain amount of SO

2
 in the 

atmosphere could thus be higher or lower, depending on the amount of NO
x
 

and other pollutants in the atmosphere.175

Meteorological processes were a further complication. It had been dem-
onstrated that source- receptor relationships were linear with regard to SO

2
- 

to- sulfate gas- phase reactions. However, scientists had noticed in the late 
1970s that the aqueous reactions, for instance when SO

2
 reacts in clouds or 

rain, involved nonlinear effects, as did dry deposition of SO
2
 on surfaces.176

While the early European studies on long- range transport and acid rain177 
did not specifically address the question of linearity versus nonlinearity, they 
implicitly assumed that nonlinearities had no significant overall effect on 
acid deposition. In the technical meetings of the US- Canadian memorandum 
of intent working groups in the early 1980s, it had been acknowledged that 
chemical processes leading to acid deposition were likely nonlinear.178 The 
key question was whether nonlinearities at the molecular scale were impor-
tant to the overall pattern of deposition. In 1983, the NRC published an as-
sessment proposing that the answer was no:

On the basis of currently available empirical data and within the limits of un-
certainty associated with the data and with estimating emissions, we therefore 
conclude that there is no evidence for a strong nonlinearity in the relationships 
between long- term average emissions and depositions in North America.179

This finding was based on certain key assumptions, including that the 
amount of other chemical species in the atmosphere remained unchanged 
and that long- term average emissions and deposition were the main con-
cern. These assumptions were considered by other assessments to be too re-
strictive to permit a generalized statement in favor of linearity. The differ-
ing perspectives derived from whether the assessments concentrated on a 
long- term ecosystems perspective or a short- term chemistry perspective and 
whether or not they viewed the uncertainty related to chemical reactions in 
the aqueous phase as decisive (see table 2.3).

NAPAP’s assessment of whether source- receptor relationships were linear 
changed over the course of the program. The annual report concluded in 
1983— with some restrictions— that there was likely “a near one to one (lin-
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ear) relationship between sulfur dioxide emissions and sulfate deposition” 
in eastern North America.180 This statement was probably influenced by the 
NRC report that came to the same conclusion earlier that year. Both assess-
ments referred to averages on broader time scales and geographic areas, thus 
taking the perspective of ecosystem scientists.

EPA senior scientist Robin Dennis, former leader of the Task Group on 
Atmospheric Transport, noted that NAPAP scientists had largely settled the 
question of nonlinearity by 1985. It was shown for the gas- phase oxidation 
of SO

2
 that there was no strong, but only a slight, nonlinearity.181 However, 

this only held for gas- phase chemistry and not for aqueous- phase reactions. 
Chapter 4 of the 1987 Interim Assessment suggested that the scientific evi-
dence indicated the importance of nonlinearity: “Complex interdependen-
cies among chemical formation, chemical reaction, and removal rate pro-
cesses of pollutants” as well as “variable weather patterns . . . are likely to 
impose nonlinearity into the SRR’s [source- receptor relationships] for sul-
fur and nitrogen pollutants.” It further announced that NAPAP would pur-
sue more studies on the role of nonlinearity and concentrate its efforts on 
cutting- edge modeling.182

The Integrated Assessment also emphasized nonlinearity, as the “trans-
port, chemical, and scavenging processes in the atmosphere are generally 
nonlinear. This means that the relationship between changes in emissions 
and changes in exposure can vary for different emission levels.”183 In the 
SOS/T report 2, however, much more space was given to a discussion of the 
circumstances under which linearity and nonlinearity may be important, 
and the report concluded with an emphasis on the importance of linearity 
when larger time spans and regions are considered.184 Why did NAPAP’s as-
sessment of linearity change?

Disciplinary Differences

In interviews, several NAPAP authors stated that the different disciplinary 
approaches to the issue strongly affected the debate over linearity. While 
chemists were focusing on nonlinear chemical reactions that occurred within 
short time spans of seconds, hours, and days, ecologists were focusing on 
larger seasonal averages and effects of acid deposition. Malanchuk explained 
the viewpoint of a systems ecologist on the linearity question:

Sometimes the more nonlinear they [ecological systems] are, the more linearly 
they behave, so couldn’t we just forget all this stuff and use a linear representation 
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t a b l e  2.3. Relationship between emissions and acid deposition (emphasis added).

Canada/United States 

Coordinating Committee,  

United States– Canada 

Memorandum of Intent on 

Transboundary Air Pollution: 

Final Report, vol. 2

“Over the shorter time and space scales, all of the important sulfur 

dioxide chemical conversion processes are non- linear.” (11.15)

NRC, Committee on 

Atmospheric Transport and 

Chemical Transformation 

in Acid Precipitation, The 

Acid Deposition: Atmospheric 

Processes in Eastern North 

America

“There is no evidence for a strong non- linearity in the relationships 

between long- term average emissions and deposition.” (7)

US EPA, Acid Deposition 

Phenomenon and Its Effects: 

Critical Assessment Review 

Papers, 2, vol. 1

“In a fresh plume with high concentrations of SO2, OH level is 

significantly controlled by SO2 itself, and the oxidation of SO2 is 

a nonlinear process. . . . If there are no further fresh injections of 

SO2 into this plume, the formation of OH will be governed by the 

NOx- HC chemistry in the plume and by entrainment from the 

background of OH itself and of other reactive species contributing 

to OH formation. The direct dependence of plume NOx- HC 

chemistry on local SO2 concentration is very weak in this stage 

of plume transport. Consequently, one commonly finds in the 

published literature explicit or implicit statement[s] about linear 

sulfur chemistry under such conditions.” (4- 72)

NAPAP, Annual Report to 

the President and Congress 

(1983)

“Based on the limited information available, it appears that when 

averaged over the entire eastern half of North America for a year or 

more, a nearly one- to- one (linear) relationship exists between sulfur 

dioxide emissions and wet deposition of sulfate. Over smaller time 

and space scales, though, this relationship may not hold.” (2)

RMCC, Assessment of the 

State of Knowledge on the 

Long- Range Transport of 

Air Pollutants and Acid 

Deposition: Part 1:  

Executive Summary

“Over the past few years, simple linear transport models have been 

refined to the point that wet deposition of sulphur over a one- year 

period is reasonably well simulated, indicating that the non- linear 

character of sulphur chemistry in the atmosphere is not critical in 

this application.” (1- 8)

NAPAP, NAPAP Interim 

Assessment

“A reduction in the emissions of sulfur dioxide in the northeastern 

quadrant of the United States in winter is unlikely to result in a 

proportional decrease in the formation and subsequent deposition 

of sulfuric acid over the northeastern United States. The magnitude 

and geographical extent of this so- called ‘nonlinearity’ have not 

yet been evaluated. Thus, although reducing the emissions of sulfur 

dioxide in any season is likely to result in the reduction of dry and 

wet deposition of sulfur compounds, the magnitude and extent of 

the reduction are uncertain.” (1:I- 8)

NAPAP, 1990 Integrated  

Assessment Report

“Current emissions and deposition data show a relationship 

between the region of large SO2 emissions and regional sulfate wet 

deposition.” (167)

“Model results indicate that when the total annual SO2 emissions 

are reduced by 50%, total annual sulfur deposition attributed to those 

emissions are reduced by nearly the same amount.” (168)
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of all these nonlinear processes? And I think you probably could have. But (the 
chemists) would say: no, it does not accurately reflect the science.185

Bruce Hicks, a meteorologist who was head of the Atmospheric Processes 
Task Group and lead author for the SOS/T report 2 that dealt with the ques-
tion of source- receptor relationships, pointed to another important disci-
plinary difference: the difference between a focus on effects and a focus on 
chemical reactions: “If you look at receptors, it [nonlinearity] doesn’t matter 
that much: differences, yes, but within the measurement error. Scientific 
disagreement will likely persist.”186

The scientific disagreement was not about whether nonlinearity existed 
but about whether it mattered for the assessment. Scientists from different 
disciplines accepted that the chemical reactions were often nonlinear. How-
ever, whether or not nonlinear reactions needed to be taken into account 
in order to make statements about deposition patterns and acid deposition 
effects became a disputed question among NAPAP scientists. Hales noted in 
an interview: “The linearity versus nonlinearity was sometimes a passionate 
debate. We didn’t really understand enough of the problem to really tell if 
nonlinearity was an important aspect or not.”187

The question of how important nonlinear reactions were for assessing 
transport patterns and effects of acid deposition was a scientific question 
that was extremely close to the political question of how much certainty was 
required to take action and how detailed knowledge had to be in order to 
provide a basis for regulation. And yet, as much as the scientific debate was 
shaped by the different disciplinary approaches to the issue, the scientists’ 
views on linearity cannot be reduced to whatever political views about acid 
rain regulation they may have held.

The Development of RADM

Two different motivations supported the development of RADM: atmo-
spheric chemists and modelers wanted to develop a model that could include 
the nonlinear chemical processes that they considered to be important for 
an evaluation of regional deposition patterns, and agency officials wanted a 
model they could use to respond to policy makers’ assessment needs.

The main objective of RADM was the development of “a model that incor-
porates all known major physical and chemical atmospheric processes related 
to acidic deposition to provide a scientific basis for estimating the change in 
deposition due to major changes in precursor emissions.”188 The model repre-
sented mathematically the nonlinear processes of oxidant formation (discussed 
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above) from precursor emissions of NO
x
 and hydrocarbons, gas- phase conver-

sion of SO
2
 to sulfuric acid by reaction with oxidants, atmospheric transport 

of all of these pollutants over long distances, and the nonlinear processes in 
the response of wet deposition of SO

2
 to a change in emissions.189

RADM seemed to be everything that US policy makers would need in or-
der to make decisions on acid rain regulation: its objectives were to calculate 
the changes in deposition over the eastern United States and southeastern 
Canada that would result from changes in emissions over this region in the 
next 25 to 50 years, to use projected changes in seasonal and annual total de-
position to assess the effectiveness of different emissions control options, and 
to provide input into models that would calculate the effects of different levels 
of acid deposition on ecosystems. In addition, RADM could be used to give 
estimates of how much the emissions in one region contributed to acid depo-
sition in another.

In November 1989, the GAO emphasized RADM’s relevance for mak-
ing political decisions about a 10-  or 12- million- ton reduction of SO

2
 emis-

sions being debated in Congress at that time “without scientifically sound 
knowledge of the extent to which, and where, actual deposition would de-
crease as a result of such controls.”190 These high expectations for RADM’s 
policy relevance did not come to fruition. In the end, neither RADM re-
sults nor NAPAP scenarios had any substantial influence on policy makers’ 
decisions about how many tons of sulfur needed to be removed from the  
atmosphere.

Linkage of the Models

The ambitious linkage of RADM and models that simulated effects of acid 
deposition on, for instance, aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems did not happen. 
In its comprehensive report on the use of models for the final assessment, 
NAPAP reported “some important spatial and temporal mismatches” between 
RADM outputs and the inputs needed for the effects models.191 There were 
attempts to overcome these mismatches, but these were only partially success-
ful, as many of the scientists in the task groups focused on their respective 
areas of expertise and were not primarily interested in facilitating the assess-
ment. There was no “push” from the side of the researchers involved in doing 
the assessment in making the data compatible, as Malanchuk noted:

It was difficult to get this done because we had a lot of people who . . . were in-
terested in emissions when they were in the Emissions Task Group but they 
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were less [concerned about] what went on in the Aquatic Task Group, and we 
go into some of these meetings and we say, “Do you realize that some of the 
outputs of the emissions model isn’t the same as the input to the atmospheric 
model? Doesn’t that bother you somehow?” And they would say, “Hell no, 
doesn’t bother us.”192

Another reason the linkage of models proved to be highly difficult was 
model uncertainty. As Hales explained, “We never really did get a good han-
dle on the uncertainties of our models and that was probably one of the key 
weaknesses.”193 In particular, the coupling of models would have increased 
the uncertainty tremendously, as Malanchuk pointed out:

If you would hook the various models together and look at the uncertainty that 
was generated, you would have no confidence in anything. . . . We had a person 
on the NAPAP staff whose purpose it was to sort of do the uncertainty analysis 
of the integrated model. Never happened. Because the uncertainties were just 
so huge.194

NAPAP’s Scenarios and the Question of Facts and Values

The scenarios that would be produced with the linked models were to be 
NAPAP’s key contribution to policy making. The scenarios were also the 
area where the question of the difference between providing policy- relevant 
knowledge and making policy recommendations became most visible. For 
the development of the scenarios, many value- laden decisions had to be 
made, ranging from decisions about which processes should be included in 
the models to decisions about what energy supply and consumption would 
look like in the next decades. How did the scientists handle the question of 
producing knowledge that is relevant for policy makers without suggesting 
specific policies, and what did they actually do when they produced the 
scenarios?

A common view on the role of science in policy making is that “if science 
is to be trusted and have an impact on the national scene, scientists must  
make a concerted effort to separate fact from policy judgment.”195 Yet this ap-
parently clear separation can easily become blurred. Where precisely should 
the line between “fact” and “policy judgment” be drawn? The choices that 
scientists had to make in order to develop the models, and in particular in 
order to develop the scenarios for NAPAP’s final assessment, provide an ex-
ample of how these two objectives can become intertwined.

In his account of how the scenarios for the Integrated Assessment were 
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developed, Malanchuk relates that the scientists were well aware of the pol-
icy implications of the choices they had to make about what to include in or 
exclude from the scenarios:

They were doing the prescriptive stuff in their head even if they weren’t talking 
about it because they were looking at it and saying, “Oh boy, the implications of 
that scenario aren’t really very good.” . . . At that point in time things that had a 
huge influence was what emissions scenarios were you going to run. What was 
the world going to be like in the future? . . . Were people being genuine or were 
they angling for their preferred scenario because they knew it would produce 
their preferred result? And did the scientists get manipulated and somehow 
used in this scenario to help one side or the other by using their science to get 
them to say one thing or another?196

One particularly controversial question was how emissions would change 
in the future. The answers depended heavily on assumptions about future 
energy scenarios (for instance what the lifetimes of existing high- emitting 
plants are, to what extent clean coal technologies would be used in the fu-
ture, and how high the percentage of non– fossil fuels in the energy mix 
would be), but also about demographic developments and changes in energy 
demand. In its 1989 review of RADM, the GAO mentioned a disagreement 
between EPA and DOE over the extent to which clean coal technologies 
would be adopted by the utility industry in the future.197

In hindsight, as EPA scientist Robin Dennis noted, NAPAP’s base- case 
scenario against which the different control scenarios were evaluated was 
“tremendously optimistic.”198 The scenario assumed that in the absence of 
legislation, SO

2
 emissions would increase moderately until 2005 and then 

decrease rapidly to the year 2030. It assumed the gross national product 
would grow 2.56% per year until 2010, followed by more moderate growth 
of 1.65% per year until 2030. The lower growth rate for gross national prod-
uct led to the assumption of lower energy use and emissions. The base- case 
scenario made similarly optimistic assumptions about the future energy 
mix, the lifetimes of power plants, the retirement rates of plants, and the 
adaption rates of low- emission technologies. For example, the scenario as-
sumed that by 2010, highly efficient integrated gasification combined cycle 
(IGCC) plants would produce 73,000 MW of energy.199 In 2012, however, 
there were two operating IGCC plants in the United States, supplying 250 
and 262 MW of energy to the electricity grid, respectively.200 The costs of the 
CAAA emissions reductions, however, have been lower than those estimated 
by NAPAP. These reductions are now projected to be $1– $2 billion dollars 
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per year,201 while NAPAP had calculated $2.5– $3.5 billion per year for this 
scenario.202

Challenge 3: Time Pressure— Who Is Doing the Assessment?

Throughout the assessment, it was often unclear who was in charge or even 
what an assessment was. While it may seem odd that questions as funda-
mental as these were not well defined, this disconnect can be attributed to 
the hybrid construction of NAPAP as a research program and an evaluation 
of impacts and policy options. While there was consistency in the former, 
there was no consistency in the handling of the latter. In the beginning, the 
Assessment Task Group was in charge of the assessment, but there was little 
motivation to do it, in part because research results had yet to be produced. 
When Kulp took charge of NAPAP, he scaled evaluation back drastically. 
Finally, a core group at NAPAP’s headquarters in Washington were primar-
ily concerned with getting the pieces for the Integrated Assessment together 
rather than with writing the report.

So who was doing the assessment in the end? The authors of the Inte-
grated Assessment were the same scientists who were writing the SOS/T 
reports.203 The idea behind having the same people do the survey on the 
science and then the policy- relevant evaluation of this science was to 
guarantee the scientific integrity of the final document. There were 67  
contributors to the Integrated Assessment, all of whom were authors of 
the SOS/T reports. That the scientists in NAPAP produced two different 
documents largely at the same time led to confusion about what NAPAP’s 
“assessment” actually was. Bruce Hicks, a task group leader, stated: “A big 
topic was ‘What is an assessment?’ At the task group level, people thought 
it is an assessment of the science. The policy assessment was above the task 
group level . . . done by the people in Washington.”204 The “people in Wash-
ington,” however, had decided that “the task groups would have the re-
sponsibility to produce their chapter in the Integrated Assessment” (see  
figure 2.5).205

In 1990, the question of who should be responsible for doing the Inte-
grated Assessment was a major issue of concern. NAPAP’s Oversight Review 
Board (ORB) evaluated NAPAP before the Integrated Assessment was pub-
lished. Milton Russell and Kenneth J. Arrow, chairman and member of the 
ORB, respectively, were concerned about whether NAPAP could meet its 
timeline for producing not only the SOS/T volumes but also the Integrated 
Assessment. Arrow wrote to Russell on March 2, 1990:
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You spoke of the time pressure on the researchers who are both going to com-
plete the SOS/T documents and write the assessments and summaries. Is it too 
late to bring in other personnel to help with the latter two? This might have the 
additional advantage of fresh perspectives which would introduce the policy- 
oriented wisdom you have found so lacking.206

Russell was skeptical about this arrangement. He reported to the ORB 
from the final international NAPAP conference that took place at the Hyatt 
Regency Hilton in South Carolina on February 12, 1989:

This Friday morning integrated findings session was a great disappointment to 
me. With few exceptions, the presenters simply talked about relatively narrow 
scientific issues on which there was either agreement or disagreement. They did 
not relate to the broader themes that are relevant to public policy. There was no 
indication that these persons are thinking in terms of the “wisdom” that must 
come out in the Integrated Assessment, nor were they thinking of the hierar-
chy of questions that would be addressed in the Integrated Assessment itself. 
Unfortunately, these are the persons who have the responsibility of drawing the 
Integrated Assessments together.207

Russell’s observation indicated that even at the end of the project, many 
researchers were focusing much more on the SOS/T research reports than 
on the Integrated Assessment.

figure 2.5  Conflicting views on NAPAP’s goals.
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Challenge 4: “Push and Pull”— Who Wants the Assessment?

According to Malanchuk, scientists’ focus on the research reports led to de-
lays in handing over research results, which in turn led to a significantly 
shortened time frame in which to complete the Integrated Assessment:

You have to have the work done at such or such a date in order to do the In-
tegrated Assessment, and you just run out of time. . . . All the scientists are 
saying, “My future is on the state of the science reports, not on the assess-
ment, and I don’t care anything about the assessment, I don’t care about policy- 
relevance, I only care about doing good science.” So they, these several hun-
dred scientists, were mostly interested in the SOS report; they weren’t at all 
interested in doing an Integrated Assessment. And when it came time to do the 
Integrated Assessment, there wasn’t enough time; the scientists weren’t turning 
it over to the Integrated Assessment team unless they were involved, and so 
everything got pushed, so doing a real Integrated Assessment at the end never  
happened.208

The high- level officials in the agencies were not pushing for the Inte-
grated Assessment, although for a different reason than the agency scien-
tists. Mahoney experienced this lack of interagency support as the main ob-
stacle to getting the Integrated Assessment thoroughly done:

In my own view on the years that I worked with the program there was one 
major shift in the views that I perceived, which was that everybody was very 
supportive at the beginning, that we do the right kind of things, we get the 
science back on track, so I had no dispute about that, but after a year, maybe  
18 months when it was time to start really looking at alternate scenarios . . . more 
agency representatives started expressing great concern, almost fear, about 
[doing] anything like that. It was like: “Go play your science game, but don’t 
come in here with something that sounds like you are giving us answers.” . . . I 
wouldn’t say that this was universal, but I was starting to get a lot of cautionary 
feedback from these high- level people in the agencies, not the working scien-
tists so much. . . . To my mind, the biggest limitation and disappointment for 
me in what we were able to get done was the limitation about really moving 
forward with doing comparative analysis, because I didn’t have the support on 
an interagency basis to do those cases. . . . There was a lot of ground- breaking 
research . . . a lot of good work, but the idea of putting it all together was scar-
ing a lot of people.209

This lack of agency support for the Integrated Assessment, present at NAPAP’s 
beginning, severely hampered the success of NAPAP in the end.
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It is not entirely clear why the agencies did not support the comparative 
analysis of different scenarios. In the beginning of NAPAP, they did not sup-
port policy- relevant analyses because the Integrated Assessment was years in 
the future and the program operated in a regulation- hostile political envi-
ronment. This was no longer the case when the report came due. The reason  
for this lack of support at the end of the program could be that at the time when 
NAPAP started to compare the effects of different emissions reduction sce-
narios, the 10- million- ton SO

2
 emissions reduction that was finally envisioned 

in the CAAA was more or less already decided. If NAPAP had published  
results that indicated that other amounts of emissions reductions, the inclu-
sion of other pollutants, or a reduction on a different time scale than indi-
cated in the CAAA would lead to better outcomes (both in terms of costs and  
in terms of environ mental benefits), this would have left policy makers with a  
big problem.

The Impact of NAPAP’s Final Assessment

There is considerable disagreement whether NAPAP as a whole was a suc-
cess. This disagreement partly reflects whether or not people were involved 
with NAPAP but also results from different understandings of what counts 
as a success. In what follows, we do not attempt to measure NAPAP’s suc-
cess. Rather, we discuss what different actors understand by success and in 
which different ways assessments can be linked to policy.

We found general agreement among the NAPAP participants and also in 
the secondary literature that NAPAP was a success in terms of its research 
program. NAPAP advanced the scientific understanding of acid rain; exam-
ples of important NAPAP research results emphasized by the interviewees 
and in the literature include the direct- delayed response hypothesis in the 
area of aquatic effects research,210 the RADM, the NSWS, and the Paleoeco-
logical Investigation of Lake Acidification.211 However, we also found agree-
ment among interviewees and the literature that NAPAP did not fundamen-
tally change the basic scientific understanding of acid deposition. Of course, 
it was not within NAPAP’s original task to “greatly [change] the world view 
of acidic precipitation,” as Schindler implies.212 Yet the question of whether 
NAPAP substantially advanced knowledge about acid deposition included, 
often implicitly, another question— namely, whether or not the development 
of acid rain regulation required the knowledge NAPAP accumulated.213

NAPAP was not a research program but an assessment based on a research 
program. This leads us to ask: Were the scientific advances fostered by 
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NAPAP related to NAPAP’s policy relevance and, if so, in what ways? When 
it came to the question of whether NAPAP was a successful assessment, 
the views of the interviewees were more negative, with one important dif-
ference: NAPAP scientists (in interviews and in their published accounts 
of NAPAP) had more positive and differentiated views on NAPAP’s policy 
relevance than did the general literature, which concluded in large part  
that, as an assessment, NAPAP was a failure.214 We argue that this difference 
in views resulted mainly from differing understandings of what counts as 
success, while also taking into account the often positive bias of scientists 
(or anyone else) toward an assessment (or any other activity) in which they  
took part.

When NAPAP published its final assessment in 1991, the CAAA had al-
ready been passed (November 1990). Does this mean NAPAP was not suc-
cessful? This negative view was expressed by Edward Rubin, Ralph Perhac, 
and the ORB of NAPAP.215 However, this sentiment reflects only one specific 
definition of success: the clear and visible impact of an assessment’s end 
results on legislation. According to this view, science and policy are clearly 
separated areas. The linkage of the two arenas works through the reciprocal 
communication of scientific results and political information needs. Con-
sequently, proponents of this view see science- policy linkages primarily as 
communication problems (see figure 2.6).

This traditional view of the assessment- policy linkage is restrictive, as it 
does not take other forms of influence into account. In particular, this view 
neglects any formal or informal communication that may take place before 
the release of a final report. A more complex view, however, acknowledges  

figure 2.6  The traditional view of the science- policy linkage.
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that science and policy are not clearly separated. Rather, the two have a 
 semipermeable boundary through which knowledge and information needs, 
in ways both formal and informal, may “seep” (see figure 2.7). In this way, sci-
ence is always influenced to some degree by its political context, and the politi-
cal context likewise is affected by the knowledge that seeps through various 
channels into political debates.

Not only were NAPAP results widely distributed before the publication of  
the Integrated Assessment but NAPAP director Mahoney had provided in-
put during the negotiations for the CAAA:

wazeck:  Some people argue that NAPAP failed because the Final Assess-
ment appeared after the CAAA passed. How do you see the relation be-
tween NAPAP’s final assessment and the legislation?

mahoney:  Doesn’t make any difference. Actually, there was plenty of com-
munication; you don’t need the written word in the report. . . . I attended 
many of the informal, but very pointed, domestic policy council discus-
sions in the shaping of this bill [the CAAA]. . . . I was very well heard in 
all of these things.216

Similarly, several other interviewees pointed out that NAPAP’s influence on 
policy making was to be found in its piling up of evidence and not in any 
major breakthrough in acid rain research. For example, Malanchuk said:

figure 2.7  The semipermeable science- policy linkage.
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I can’t say that there was one of these eureka moments, because of the science 
the policy result became crystal clear; that didn’t happen, but I would say that 
there was a weight of evidence that basically said, . . . “OK, we know that this 
sulfur dioxide wasn’t in the air to begin with, we really ought to get it out.” We 
could have done that in 1983 or 1982 and the 10 or 7 or 8 years of research more 
or less provided the weight of evidence for us to go along with this scenario and 
we would say, “OK, is it 5 million, or 10 million, or 15 million, and at the end of 
the day we’d say, well, the most we can possibly get any political support for to 
get the CAAA passed would be 10 million tons. You can’t get more than that.” . . . 
Was that wrong? No. I don’t feel bad about 10. And I felt that NAPAP helped 
support the decision about 10.217

When the CAAA passed, many saw it as a major accomplishment in ad-
dressing the problem of acid rain.218 The CAAA provided the basis for a 
10- million- ton reduction of SO

2
 emissions and introduced a cap- and- trade 

system for emissions. Mahoney tried to convince policy makers to opt for a 
12- million- ton reduction by 2002, but “everybody can understand 10 million  
tons by 2000, so that became the only policy prescription that came out of 
the acid rain things at the end of the day.”219 Malanchuk likewise supported  
Mahoney’s statement that the 10- million- ton reduction was a political deci-
sion, pointing out that it was based on political rather than scientific con-
siderations: “Why 10? It wasn’t because of any scientific analysis. I have 
heard people say, ‘We have to have a two- digit number to make the Canadi-
ans happy.’ ”220 However, it is worth noting that even though the selection of  
10 million tons was due more to political than to scientific considerations, the 
number was nonetheless scientifically defensible given the state of knowl-
edge of the time.

RADM, which had been developed to provide policy- relevant knowledge,  
had no practical influence on the formation of policy. RADM results were 
not instrumental in the decision about how many tons of sulfur dioxide 
should be taken out of the air. Jay Messer noted that the 50% reduction tar-
get for sulfur emissions that NAPAP supported “was exactly what was en-
visioned in a 1981 National Academy of Sciences report.”221 The eventual 
irrelevance of RADM’s results became a major point of criticism; as David 
Hawkins said: “It might be a feat of computation, but who cares, from a 
policy standpoint?”222

Of course, policy makers did care in the years before. Mahoney pointed 
out in 1991 that “the extraordinary effort that went into RADM was justified 
because the model was designed to answer a vexing— and critical— question: 
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Whether a reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions would lead to a similar 
reduction in acid rain.”223 But when the administration changed and politi-
cal priorities shifted, policy makers made a political decision. Herrick and 
Jamieson also emphasized the importance of changing political priorities, 
pointing out that the conventional NAPAP critique “presumes that policy 
makers will define the problem in the same terms; that their ‘needs’ are 
transparent and remain constant as time, circumstance, and political for-
tune change.”224 In the case of acid rain regulation, the political dynamics— 
namely that a new president, George H. W. Bush, and Senator George J. 
Mitchell pushed the legislation— had a more significant influence than did 
the reduction of scientific uncertainty. The new administration acted on the 
basis of knowledge about acid rain that was not significantly different from 
what was available a few years earlier. What had changed was the policy 
makers’ view on the sufficiency for action of this state of knowledge.

A more indirect way in which an assessment can be successful is by hav-
ing a positive influence on future assessments. This can occur when tools 
developed in one assessment can be applied in other assessments. In this 
vein, Malanchuk suggested that NAPAP may have helped to establish natu-
ral resource assessment:

This may be a little too ambitious, but I would say that NAPAP helped ad-
vance economic modeling for environmental contamination. A lot of things got 
funded to do the economic analysis of the costs and benefits of acid rain that 
have helped advance that whole notion of natural resource damage.225

This influence can also occur when scientists from one large- scale as-
sessment later become involved in another assessment, bringing with them 
their prior experience. Mahoney, for example, was from 2002 to 2006 the 
first director of the Climate Change Science Program. His NAPAP experi-
ence had a “very big” impact on how he steered that program’s assessments 
(see table 2.4).226

c o n c l u s i o n

From NAPAP’s beginning, the program suffered from a structural tension 
between its research and policy dimensions. Different actors— agency heads, 
agency scientists, and policy makers in the late Carter and early Reagan 
administrations— all put a strong emphasis on research and showed less 
concern with policy.
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t a b l e  2.4.  Different understandings of a successful assessment.

Focus Direct Success Indirect Success

Assessment Assessment fulfills its task as 

stated in its program

Assessment influences other 

assessments

Participants gain experience 

in how to do assessments

Policy Assessment directly influences 

legislation

Assessment results diffuse 

through different channels 

during the course of the 

assessment

Assessment serves as a  

reference point for the  

policy discourse

Science Assessment advances the state 

of knowledge

Assessment sets new 

reference points for research

Assessment fosters 

communication between 

scientists

On the basis of different motivations— researching the topic, providing 
a solid knowledge basis for policy, and delaying regulation— policy makers 
and others involved in government in the United States in the late 1970s 
and 1980s perceived acid rain as an important research topic but (with some 
important exceptions) not as a priority for immediate action. This was par-
ticularly true for the agencies and agency scientists who conducted NAPAP. 
The actors involved in NAPAP exerted no “push” to focus on the assess-
ment aspect. In addition, NAPAP’s changing political context accounted for 
the weak focus. While created by Congress under the Carter administration, 
NAPAP carried out most of its research and assessment activities under the 
Reagan administration, where acid rain regulation was not a priority. Con-
sequently, neither the administration nor high- level agency officials exerted 
any significant political “pull” for NAPAP to focus on the assessment dimen-
sion.227 The “pull” only emerged after NAPAP released its Interim Assess-
ment, stirring a controversy that involved the Canadian government and, 
consequently, the White House. Then the administration showed a keen 
interest in getting the NAPAP controversy out of the news and ensuring 
that NAPAP would publish an uncontroversial and scientifically sound final 
report.

In order to get the Integrated Assessment done, the scientists at NAPAP 
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headquarters had to deal with substantial problems: first, they had to estab-
lish assessment procedures and an assessment framework; second, they had 
to make enormous efforts to integrate into a final report the various pieces 
of research that NAPAP projects had produced; third, they had to produce 
the assessment report under high time pressure; and fourth, they had to do 
so with insufficient support from the agency scientists, the agencies them-
selves, and the administration.

Although the group around Mahoney and Malanchuk at NAPAP headquar-
ters spent considerable time and effort attempting to combine the research 
results from 1988 onward, the final report did not integrate the compartmen-
talized research. NAPAP had established the assessment framework too late, 
and the strong research orientation within the program still prevailed. The 
integration of data provided by the different major NAPAP research projects 
and the linkage of models crucial for producing the different scenarios in-
cluded in the final report proved to be particularly difficult.

In order to investigate the consequences of this research orientation for 
the final assessment, this chapter put special emphasis on the study and 
modeling of the relationship between sources of emissions and acid depo-
sition at specific sites— a scientifically challenging issue that was a core area 
of NAPAP’s activities and that was at the center of the US policy debate 
on acid rain in the 1980s. The Regional Acid Deposition Model was one 
of the major NAPAP- funded research projects, and it was supposed to elu-
cidate source- receptor relationships. RADM became both the center and 
the bottleneck of the final Integrated Assessment: it was unclear whether  
the model would be usable on time, whether the data necessary to run the 
model could be provided, or whether RADM could be linked to models of 
acid deposition effects. In hindsight, RADM, which was supposed to deliver 
the answer to the most relevant policy question of acid rain regulation in the 
1980s, turned out to be irrelevant for the 1990 CAAA. Yet it did substantially 
advance atmospheric modeling; today, European and Canadian scientists 
also use RADM- type models.

The relevant aspect of NAPAP’s Integrated Assessment was not that it 
was published too late— there was considerable informal communication 
when the CAAA regulations were designed— but that it produced answers 
to questions that turned out not to be decisive in the design of regulations. 
Policy making on acid rain was substantially influenced not by the new evi-
dence NAPAP provided but by changes in political priorities. This raises the 
question of what precisely is the role of scientific assessments in the forma-
tion of environmental policy. The history of NAPAP suggests that this role is 
complex, difficult to measure, and potentially indirect.
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Compared to other US and Canadian acid rain assessments, NAPAP had a 
stronger inclination to assess the extent and effects of acid rain in the United 
States conservatively. It concluded more often that specific issues were uncer-
tain, and framed the evidence in ways that suggested that acid rain was not a 
major environmental problem. This particularly strong inclination to “err on 
the side of least drama” can be traced back to the influence of the agencies, 
particularly the DOE, on NAPAP reports, and to the awareness of scientists 
who took part in the program of the likelihood that their conclusions would 
be drawn into political debates. Although we have not studied what influences 
affected Canadian or European scientists in their respective assessments, these 
could have been present and operating in a different direction.

Much of our analysis has dealt with NAPAP’s peculiarities. However, an 
understanding of the factors that shaped NAPAP’s development may pro-
vide more general insight into the factors that influence the performance 
of environmental assessments. Specifically, our analysis suggests that atten-
tion should be given to the interests of the actors in doing the assessment 
(push), the interests of policy makers or the public in receiving the assess-
ment (pull), and the changing information needs and political priorities that 
can change both the external relevance of an assessment and its internal 
dynamics. The history of NAPAP shows how the political context of an as-
sessment may influence how the involved scientists define research priori-
ties, as well as the ways in which they evaluate scientific uncertainty.

a p p e n d i x  2 . 1 .  k e y  i s s u e s  c o m p a r e d  
a c r o s s  a s s e s s m e n t s

1.  Historical trends in acid deposition: Does there appear to be a historical 
increase in the trend of quantity or intensity of acid deposition in North 
America?

2.  Historical trends in SO
2
 emissions: Does there appear to be a historical 

increase in the trend of quantity or intensity of SO
2
 emissions in North 

America?
3.  Future trends: Are increases in acid deposition or its precursors predicted 

for the future?
4.  Sources: Do anthropogenic sources account for a major amount of emis-

sions of acid rain precursors?
5.  Dry deposition: Is the damage resulting from dry acid deposition compa-

rable to that of wet?
6.  Aquatic effects: Is there evidence that acid deposition substantially dam-

ages aquatic ecosystems?
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7.  Terrestrial effects: Is there evidence that acid deposition substantially dam-
ages terrestrial ecosystems?

8.  Health effects: Is there evidence that acid deposition substantially affects 
health?

9.  Materials effects: Is there evidence that acid deposition substantially dam-
ages materials?

10.  Long- range transport: Can the precursors of acid deposition, or the re-
sulting acids, be transported long distances from their point of origin?

11.  Point sources: Can damages to specific areas be attributed to point sources  
of emissions?

12.  Source- receptor relationships: Is it possible to establish relationships be-
tween regions with high emissions and regions receiving acid deposition?

13.  Linearity: Is the relationship between emission sources and acid deposi-
tion linear?

14.  Models: Are transformation and transportation models precise enough 
to serve as the basis for the development of control strategies?

15.  Political action: Are actions to reduce acid deposition required? Should 
governments act now?

a c i d  r a i n  t i m e l i n e

1950s– 1970s

•	 Acid rain gradually defined as a problem, first regionally, then internationally 
(especially with growth of tall smokestacks toward the end of this period)

•	 US Clean Air Act passed in 1963, 1970

1972

•	 UN Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden
•	 Norway’s SNSF acid rain research program begins; runs to 1980

1977

•	 OECD Programme on Long Range Transport of Air Pollutants: Summary Re-
port published

•	 Major amendments to the US Clean Air Act

1979

•	 President Carter establishes the Acid Rain Coordinating Committee to 
develop a coordinated US federal acid rain program
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•	 UN Economic Commission for Europe Convention on Long- Range 
Transboundary Air Pollution signed by 34 countries, including the United 
States and Canada

1980

•	 Norwegian SNSF final report published
•	 Memorandum of Intent Concerning Transboundary Air Pollution estab-

lished between United States and Canada
•	 NAPAP created by US Congress (first director: Chris Bernabo)

1981

•	 National Research Council report calling for prompt action to reduce 
atmospheric emissions

1985

•	 Helsinki Protocol establishes binding emissions reductions of at least 
30% from a 1980 baseline

•	 Canada and many European nations sign the Helsinki Protocol, but 
United States does not

•	 Bernabo steps down; J. Laurence Kulp appointed new director of NAPAP

1987

•	 Helsinki Protocol comes into force
•	 NAPAP Interim Assessment Report published; Kulp’s executive summary 

criticized for downplaying or even misrepresenting the report’s ac-
tual findings; Canadian environment minister denounces it as “voodoo 
science”

•	 Kulp resigns; James Mahoney appointed new director of NAPAP

1990

•	 Clean Air Act Amendments passed, providing the basis for a 10- ton re-
duction of SO

2
 emissions and introducing a cap- and- trade system for 

emissions

1991

•	 NAPAP Integrated Assessment Report published
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Assessing Ozone Depletion

i n t r o d u c t i o n

The Montreal Protocol to limit ozone- depleting substances (ODSs) in the 
stratosphere is often touted as a model of successful science- based policy.1 
ODSs are versatile chemicals involved in a range of industrial and commer-
cial applications and processes, and the international agreement to limit 
their production and release antedated the full development of commercially 
viable alternatives. Environmental law and policy scholar Edward Parson 
has argued that “the ozone issue highlighted the crucial policy influence of 
official scientific assessments, as distinct from scientific results themselves.”2 
Former ambassador Richard Benedick also concluded that scientific assess-
ments were crucial in influencing ozone policy.3 To paraphrase Benedick, 
scientific theories and discoveries alone were not sufficient to influence pol-
icy, but scientific theories and discoveries as articulated and expressed in 
assessments went hand in hand with, and played an essential role in, in-
forming and building policy.

Parson and Benedick have both written eloquently about the influence 
of assessments on ozone policy, but what do we know of the assessments 
themselves? What did scientists actually do to assess the science? How did 
they understand what they thought they were doing? By reviewing the work 
done by scientists involved in the ozone assessment process, this chapter at-
tempts to answer these questions.

We begin by tracing the development of ozone science and the emergence 
of scientific concern over the possibility of ozone depletion. We then track the 
evolution of scientific assessments of ozone, beginning with the national as-
sessments of the United States and United Kingdom and continuing with the 
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international assessments that provided the groundwork for the adoption of 
the Montreal Protocol. We then discuss the ongoing assessment process that 
has influenced the continuing updating of the Montreal Protocol and high-
light some of the general themes that emerge from this investigation.

As the story unfolds, we see the importance of what gets put in and what 
gets left out of assessments, particularly when substantive aspects of the 
science are still in flux, and how this matters when policy decisions are at 
stake. We also see the importance of who participates in the assessment 
and how decisions are made regarding the appropriate experts to author an 
authoritative report. We also note how ozone scientists from various disci-
plines came to favor a consensus approach to assessment. This influential 
choice has contributed to forging a close relationship between ozone assess-
ment and policy but has also imposed some important limitations.

h o w  o z o n e  b e c a m e  a  t o p i c  f o r  
s c i e n t i fi c  a s s e s s m e n t

Ozone Science

Ozone is a gaseous molecule composed of three oxygen atoms bound to-
gether (O

3
). It occurs naturally in the stratosphere— the middle layer of the 

earth’s atmosphere— at an altitude of approximately 15 to 50 km. Ozone 
is highly reactive, and it is constantly destroyed and created in the strato-
sphere through a series of chemical reactions driven by ultraviolet (UV) ra-
diation from the sun and the presence of other molecules with which ozone, 
elemental (O) and molecular (O

2
) oxygen can react.

The nature of these reactions explains why ozone is found where it is: 
sufficient UV radiation to break down oxygen molecules does not penetrate 
much below 15 km while ozone is destroyed too quickly above 50 km. In 
fact, most stratospheric ozone is found at altitudes between about 20 and 
30 km. This “ozone layer” acts as a natural shield protecting humans from 
skin cancer, cataracts, and other conditions and protecting all life on earth 
from the sun’s harmful UV- B radiation. A threat to ozone is a threat to most 
life on earth.

The initial awareness of human potential to damage the ozone layer 
arose in the 1960s when the United States, France, and the United Kingdom 
began to consider building a fleet of supersonic transport (SST) airplanes. 
These aircraft fly at a higher altitude (up to 20 km) than conventional com-
mercial jets, and some scientists and environmentalists expressed concern 
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that water vapor and nitrogen oxides (NO
x
) in the exhaust from SSTs might 

damage the ozone layer.4 While scientific work suggested that there could 
be a threat, plans to build the proposed large fleets of SSTs were scrubbed 
for a variety of reasons before scientific consensus was reached on this ques-
tion. The SST controversy did, however, raise awareness of potential harms 
to the ozone layer, and paved the way for later scientific work that took 
these harms into consideration.

A 1974 paper by US National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) scientists Richard Stolarski and Ralph Cicerone proposed a gas- 
phase catalytic cycle or chain reaction in which oxides of chlorine (ClO

x
), if 

found in sufficient quantities in the stratosphere, could destroy significant 
amounts of ozone.5 The reactions can be summarized as follows:

(1) Cl + O
3 
→ ClO + O

2

(2) ClO + O → Cl + O
2

(3) O3 + O → 2O
2

In reaction 1, chlorine atoms (Cl) react with ozone (O
3
) to form chlorine 

monoxide (ClO) and oxygen molecules (O
2
). In reaction 2, the chlorine 

monoxide created in the first reaction combines with free oxygen atoms 
(O, produced from the breakdown of oxygen molecules high in the strato-
sphere exposed to UV radiation) to produce chlorine atoms and oxygen 
molecules. Reaction 3 shows the net effect of the preceding two reactions: 
catalyzed by the chlorine, ozone and oxygen atoms are converted to mo-
lecular oxygen, while the chlorine atom is left free to participate in reaction 
1 once more. In this way, chlorine atoms can be recycled over and over to 
catalyze the destruction of vast quantities of ozone. (The chlorine eventu-
ally gets tied up in the form of hydrochloric acid [HCl] and chlorine nitrate 
[ClNO

3
], both of which react very slowly in the gas phase and so can be con-

sidered chlorine reservoirs. We will meet these reservoirs again later in this  
chapter.)

While Stolarski and Cicerone mentioned several potential sources of chlo-
rine, including sporadic volcanic eruptions and exhaust from solid fuel rock-
ets (such as NASA’s new space shuttle), at that time there were no known 
large, human made sources of stratospheric chlorine. Stolarski and Cicerone 
thus concluded their paper by calling for “a careful reevaluation of all possible 
chlorine sources.” Meanwhile, two chemists at the University of California, 
Irvine, had discovered a major source of stratospheric chlorine. Mario Mo-
lina and his postdoctoral advisor F. Sherwood Rowland published a paper 
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in Nature the same year in which they showed how it was possible for Cl to 
reach the stratosphere in quantity via chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), where it 
could participate in exactly the sorts of reactions that Stolarski and Cicerone 
had anticipated.6

CFCs had many applications; the best known and most important were 
as coolants in refrigeration and air conditioning, as aerosol propellants, and 
as cleaning solvents. When first developed, they were prized for their inert-
ness, nonflammability, and nontoxicity: they do not easily catch fire or react 
with other substances. This very inertness, however, is also their Achilles’ 
heel, because CFCs released into the atmosphere are not destroyed, altered, 
or washed out but instead make their way to the stratosphere, where they 
eventually are broken down by the only thing that does destroy them: the 
sun’s UV radiation. In this way, chlorine is released from CFC molecules 
into the stratosphere, where— through several chemical reactions including 
the gas- phase catalytic chain proposed by Stolarski and Cicerone— they de-
stroy the protective ozone layer. When Rowland and Molina’s paper was 
published in the early 1970s, close to one million tons of CFCs were being 
manufactured worldwide every year.7

Stolarski and Cicerone ended their paper on the ozone- depleting chlo-
rine catalytic chain reaction with the suggestion that “the next stage of 
stratospheric chlorine calculations should include a careful reevaluation of 
all possible chlorine sources and possible sinks such as adsorption on aero-
sols [meaning natural/aerosol/particles, not aerosols from spray cans].”8 
Molina and Rowland made a similar point, writing, “Our calculations have 
been based entirely on reactions in the gas phase, and essentially nothing 
is known of possible heterogeneous reactions of Cl atoms with particulate 
matter in the stratosphere.”9

The scientists were suggesting that one needed to understand both sources 
of chlorine to the atmosphere and reactions and processes that might remove 
it from the atmosphere— so- called sinks. One possible sink would be the ad-
sorption and reaction of the chlorine- containing compounds on solid par-
ticles or droplets in the stratosphere, such as sulfate particles, which would 
be “washed out” or “rained out.” These types of reactions are called “hetero-
geneous” because they occur among more than one phase of matter— in this 
case, gases reacting on solid particles.

The early scientific work and early national assessments on ozone deple-
tion in the mid-  to late 1970s took the question of heterogeneous rainout 
seriously and investigated this possible sink. Ozone depletion might not be 
a problem if there was major rainout of chlorine compounds but could be 
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a huge problem if there was little or no rainout. A 1976 assessment report 
produced by the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) included an ap-
pendix on this subject that concluded “that inactive removal of CFMs [a 
class of CFCs] from the stratosphere by heterogeneous processes is not at 
all significant,” and “heterogeneous removal of ClO is negligible when com-
pared with the homogeneous ozone catalysis processes.”10 In other words, 
significant rainout of chlorine was not likely, which left the chlorine avail-
able to participate in ozone depletion.

Today heterogeneous reactions are viewed as crucial for understanding 
ozone depletion. Rather than providing a mechanism for protecting the 
ozone layer, it is now established that heterogeneous reactions involving 
particulate matter including ice crystals are what makes ozone depletion 
rapid. Why were heterogeneous reactions dismissed in this early report?

Scientists and assessment authors were right in their judgment that the 
rainout of chlorine compounds (and other ODSs) on stratospheric aerosol 
particles was unlikely. There were several reasons to believe this, among 
them the fact that stratospheric aerosol particles are literally few and far 
between. The only significant occurrence of particles throughout the global 
stratosphere is the Junge layer, a thin layer of sulfate particles injected 
into the stratosphere by volcanic eruptions. This layer of sulfate aerosols  
occurs at an altitude of about 16 to 30 km. Ozone depletion was expected 
to occur mainly at an altitude of about 40 km, where UV radiation was 
sufficient to stimulate key chemical reactions. Scientists therefore concluded 
that the particles of the Junge layer would play very little role in ozone  
depletion.

Particles also occur in clouds, but they were also considered unlikely to 
be significant. Cambridge University chemist Tony Cox explained:

It was generally held that the heterogeneous reactions in the atmosphere were 
largely confined to liquid water droplets in clouds where you have got a large 
body of condensed material, and it was limited to the types of reactions that 
would operate in cloud water.11

Clouds are generally phenomena of the troposphere (the lowest layer of 
the earth’s atmosphere). Even the highest of these clouds are far below the  
40 km level at which scientists thought ozone depletion would occur. So if 
heterogeneous reactions happened in clouds (or on the particles of the Junge 
layer), and where ozone is depleted there are no clouds (or Junge layer), 
then heterogeneous reactions would not be significant in ozone depletion.
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Moreover, if these heterogeneous reactions did occur, they would have 
a minor effect, and scientists understandably wanted to focus on what was 
major. According to Cox, “The atmosphere is complicated enough, so I felt 
that you didn’t really want to complicate it any more by worrying about mi-
nor effects.”12 Neil Harris, another Cambridge chemist, agreed, noting that 
scientists had enough to do trying to figure out the gas- phase chemistry in-
volved with ozone depletion before considering other types of reactions: “It 
[the gas- phase chemistry] wasn’t well known, so you certainly don’t go to 
heterogeneous until you know the gas phase.”13

This pragmatic approach to ozone chemistry was typical and widespread. 
It was a form of Occam’s razor: keep your analysis simple unless you have 
evidence to justify making it more complex. Few scientists at the time 
seem to have objected very much, if at all, to this approach. So they were 
shocked to discover in the mid- 1980s that a different type of heterogeneous 
reactions did play a critical role. But this realization came only after the 
effects of these reactions had been detected, in the form of the Antarctic  
ozone hole.

The Antarctic Ozone Hole

Elaborations of the original Rowland- Molina hypothesis, as well as the gas- 
phase chlorine catalytic chains proposed by Stolarski and Cicerone and oth-
ers, suggested that ozone depletion would occur gradually, constantly, glob-
ally, and chiefly at an altitude of about 40 km.14 Field scientists, laboratory 
workers, and computer modelers did a great deal of work in the 1970s and 
1980s to try to predict how much ozone depletion would occur and when it 
would become detectable. Although predictions of ozone depletion evolved 
with changing scientific data, theories, and models, by the mid- 1980s scien-
tists generally expected to see 5% depletion of the global ozone layer many 
decades in the future, assuming CFC production and use continued un-
abated at 1974 levels.

In May 1985, however, the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole changed 
the situation dramatically. Announced by members of the British Antarctic 
survey,15 the “hole” was a geographically limited circumpolar area of major 
ozone depletion (up to 60% in total column ozone, i.e., the total amount 
of atmospheric ozone above any particular area on earth), occurring in the 
austral spring. Instead of slow, steady, gradual global depletion, scientists  
had discovered a specific region of radically depleted stratospheric ozone, 
occurring at one particular time of year. Existing theories provided no 
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explanation for the spatial and temporal focus or for the alarming degree of 
depletion.

NASA scientists mounted three expeditions to investigate the Antarctic 
ozone hole: the National Ozone Expedition (NOZE) in August– September 
1986, and NOZE II and the Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment (AAOE) 
in August– September 1987. Three main competing theories had been pro-
posed to explain the hole: a dynamic theory in which ozone- poor air was 
drawn up from the Antarctic troposphere into the stratosphere; a solar 
theory in which increased solar activity produced large quantities of solar 
particles that bombarded oxygen and nitrogen, forming ozone- depleting 
NO

x
; and a chemical theory involving reactions of anthropogenic chlorine, 

nitrogen, and/or bromine.16 Although the results of these expeditions were 
not published in peer- reviewed journals until 1989, the initial findings of 
the AAOE were released on September 30, 1987. These findings supported 
the chemical theory, strongly suggesting that the ozone hole was caused by 
perturbed chlorine chemistry involving anthropogenic chlorine, facilitated 
by the unusual meteorological conditions known as the Antarctic polar vor-
tex, a circular stratospheric flow swirling around Antarctica.17

Yet the so- called Blue Books,18 a major international assessment pub-
lished in 1986 (almost a year after the discovery was announced) said al-
most nothing about the ozone hole, because its announcement came while 
the assessment was being finalized and scientists were still struggling for 
its explanation.19 As a sort of placeholder, the following paragraph was in-
cluded: “The article [i.e., the 1985 paper by Farman, Gardiner, and Shanklin 
reporting the ozone hole]20 has not yet been assimilated by the modeling 
community, and it is premature for this report to do more than to note it 
with great interest and to recommend that it be given close attention in the 
near future.”21

Within two years, scientists had determined that anthropogenic chlorine 
compounds were reacting on the surfaces of icy particles in polar strato-
spheric clouds, which form each polar winter. These very high- altitude 
clouds form only at temperatures below −77°C and are variously composed  
of water, nitric acid (HNO

3
), and sulfuric acid (H

2
SO

4
). Scientists concluded 

that when sunlight returns to the South Pole in the spring, it sets off a chain 
reaction in which the chlorine, freed from an inert reservoir by reactions on 
cloud particles, catalytically destroys most of the ozone in the polar strato-
sphere.22 In other words, heterogeneous reactions on polar stratospheric 
clouds, involving a solid phase— complex ice crystals— play a key role in the 
chemistry of polar ozone depletion.
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Polar Stratospheric Clouds and the Return of Heterogeneous Reactions

Antarctic explorers had observed polar stratospheric clouds, also called 
noctilucent, nacreous, or mother- of- pearl clouds, for decades; there are re-
cords of their observation from Robert F. Scott’s British expedition to the 
South Pole in 1910– 1912.23 The scientists who went to Antarctica in the In-
ternational Geophysical Year (1957– 1958) also observed these clouds. One  
of them was Joseph Farman of the British Antarctic Survey, who, almost 
thirty years later, would announce his team’s discovery of the Antarctic 
ozone hole.

Farman was a geophysicist, and chemical reactions, heterogeneous or 
otherwise, were not his area of expertise. Nor was it the expertise of other 
scientists who knew about polar stratospheric clouds. Likewise, chemists 
studying ozone depletion did not know about polar stratospheric clouds. 
Indeed, the only source of stratospheric aerosols they knew of was the Junge 
layer— and some, like Rowland, had not even heard of that.24

Scientists tended to be segregated by disciplinary specialization. Chemist 
Neil Harris noted that “there was a division of communities, so the atmo-
spheric chemists, unless they were interested meteorologically, would not 
have known particularly that there were polar stratospheric clouds.”25 And 
those who knew about polar stratospheric clouds, like Farman, would not 
have realized their significance for ozone depletion.

An important role of the assessment process is to bring specialists from 
diverse areas together, as the ozone assessments in the 1980s began to do. 
But even as they did, these specialists did not necessarily respect each other’s 
knowledge and expertise. Farman explained:

In those days, we all lived in our little cocoons of our professional work. I 
knew about clouds in the Antarctic, but I wasn’t a chemist, and certainly the 
chemists had no idea what the real world was like. To them it was glass little 
tubes in laboratories, and that’s got nothing to do with the free atmosphere 
either, in a sense. I mean the number of times in the early stages we had people 
come along and say, “Here are the new rates,” and then later, well yes, their 
rates didn’t have anything to do with what goes on. It’s amazing how long that 
sort of thing takes to break down, all these built- in things you require in your  
operating.26

One group of chemists who knew about the Junge layer, Richard Cadle, 
Paul Crutzen, and Dieter Ehhalt, were an exception to this.27 In a 1975 pa-
per they presented the results of a computer model including a reaction of 
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liquid water, carried by the sulfate particles, with nitrogen pentoxide (N
2
O

5
, 

a gas).28 The model predicted that the heterogeneous reaction of liquid water 
and N

2
O

5
 could play a role only in the lower stratosphere, below approxi-

mately 25 km altitude. Since most ozone depletion was thought to occur at 
an altitude of about 40 km, where the sulfate particles would be very sparse, 
homogeneous reactions there would swamp the slower, less common het-
erogeneous reactions.

The results seemed to indicate that the heterogeneous component was 
unimportant. Crutzen explained: “Because the N

2
O

5
 plus water reaction on 

the surface of [sulfate] particles was supposed to be slow— which was wrong, 
but it was supposed to be slow— then the whole credibility that heteroge-
neous reactions could play a role in stratospheric chemistry was negated.”29 
Moreover, sulfate particles would only be present in significant quantities 
after a major volcanic eruption. Therefore, Crutzen and his colleagues con-
cluded that “heterogeneous ozone decomposition in the stratosphere is pos-
sible but not established as being important.”30 Others working on the topic 
agreed that “studies indicate a negligible contribution of the heterogeneous 
chlorine atom reactions compared to the Cl- CH

4
 homogeneous reaction.”31

In April 1982, when the Mexican volcano El Chichón erupted, sending 
large quantities of particles into the stratosphere, Sherwood Rowland recon-
sidered, thinking that chlorine nitrate (ClNO

3
) or hydrochloric acid (HCl)  

from volcanoes might react with water or ozone on the surfaces of the volca-
nic particles. Working with Haruo Sato and others, he found in the labora-
tory that these reactions occurred almost instantaneously on any and every 
available surface.32 Rowland explained:

This was a small container and we repeated the experiment with the inert mate-
rials like paraffin— there are a set of inert materials that gas phase kinetics peo-
ple have worked out over a period of time which they put . . . on the surface of 
the inside [to prevent heterogeneous reactions]— and we tried all of the known 
ones that made inert surfaces and got the same reaction rate. . . . It went as soon 
as you opened the stopcock. . . . Chlorine nitrate was a known compound, but 
one which is very hard to handle, because in a vacuum line if there were any 
trace of moisture, it immediately went to nitric acid and HCl.

Were there enough surfaces in the stratosphere to catalyze the reactions? 
Rowland still did not think so, believing at the time that “in the stratosphere, 
there are no surfaces.”33

Meanwhile, Rowland’s former postdoctoral fellow Mario Molina was 
also studying chlorine nitrate in the mid- 1980s (having moved to the Jet 
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Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California). Molina’s work focused 
on reactions with HCl, not water. In a paper published one month after 
the ozone hole discovery, Molina and colleagues discussed experiments in 
which they remeasured the rate of the homogeneous reaction between HCl 
and ClNO

3
, a reaction that could release Cl from its reservoirs. When some 

of their results showed a very rapid reaction, they explained these anoma-
lous results as a laboratory artifact, writing, “The occurrence of this reac-
tion has been noted by other investigators as well, with results that are also 
most likely explained by surface effects.” Finding a likely culprit in Teflon 
surfaces in the laboratory apparatus, they concluded:

Our experimental results do not rule out the occurrence of [this reaction] in the 
stratosphere as a heterogeneous process. However, given the relatively small 
collision rates with particulates . . . and considering that both reactants have to 
be on the surface, we feel that it is not likely for such a heterogeneous process 
to contribute significantly to the release of Cl from HCl.34

In hindsight, one might say that Molina and colleagues had actually dem-
onstrated that chlorine reactions happen very quickly in the presence of 
surfaces to catalyze them, but that is not how they interpreted their results 
at the time. Rather, knowing of no such surfaces in the stratosphere— or 
at least knowing of none present in the quantities needed— they dismissed 
their own results. Rowland and colleagues had similarly recognized that 
chlorine nitrate hydrolysis would occur rapidly in the presence of surfaces, 
but again, knowing of no available surfaces, they dismissed the importance 
of the effect.

A few scientists did test for heterogeneous reactions on ice particles 
(rather than sulfates), but this work was fraught with difficulty too. In this 
case, the validity of the heterogeneous reaction of HCl and ClNO

3
 would 

depend on the solubility of HCl in the ice. This was thought to be very 
low, based on laboratory measurements dating back to the late nineteenth 
century. After the Antarctic ozone hole discovery, chemists noted that the 
solubility measurements had been done on ice only just below freezing— 
nowhere near as cold as the ice particles in polar stratospheric clouds. When 
Molina and colleagues repeated the tests at temperatures approaching −78°C 
(the temperature of polar stratospheric clouds), the solubility was found to 
be significantly greater, which would facilitate the heterogeneous reaction.35 
But it did not occur to anyone to conduct experiments at such low tempera-
tures— at least not until the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole.
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o z o n e  a s s e s s m e n t s  i n  t h e  u n i t e d  
s t a t e s  a n d  u n i t e d  k i n g d o m

By 1975 there was already enough concern about protecting the ozone layer 
for the first scientific assessment to be conducted. Over the next decade there 
were more than a dozen assessments, undertaken by both national govern-
ments and international organizations. In this section we consider several 
early ozone assessments sponsored by national governments: the US De-
partment of Transportation’s Climate Impacts Assessment Program (CIAP), 
1971– 1975; a two- part ozone assessment produced by the US NAS in 1976; 
and two reports by the UK Department of the Environment (see table 3.1).

t a b l e  3.1. Some early assessments related to ozone depletion.

Ozone Report Title Year Country and Institution

Series of 5 monographs: I: Panel 

on the Natural Stratosphere; 

II: Propulsion Effluents in the 

Stratosphere; III: The Stratosphere 

Perturbed by Propulsion Effluents; 

IV: The Natural and Radiatively 

Perturbed Troposphere; V: Impacts 

of Climatic Change on the Biosphere

1975 US Department of 

Transportation, Climatic 

Impacts Assessment Program

Halocarbons: Effects on  

Stratospheric Ozone
1976 US National Academy 

of Sciences, Panel on 

Atmospheric Chemistry

Halocarbons: Environmental Effects 

of Chlorofluoromethane Release
1976 US National Academy of 

Sciences, Committee on 

Impacts of Stratospheric 

Change

[various reports] 1977– 1985 United Nations Environment 

Programme Coordinating 

Committee on the Ozone 

Layer

Chlorofluorocarbons and Their  

Effect on Stratospheric Ozone,  

Pollution Paper no. 5

1976 UK Department of the 

Environment

Chlorofluorocarbons and Their  

Effect on Stratospheric Ozone  

(Second Report), Pollution  

Paper no. 15

1979 UK Department of the 

Environment: Part 1—  

Directorate of Air, Noise  

and Wastes; Part 2— 

 Stratospheric Research 

Advisory Committee
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The US Department of  Transportation Climate Impacts  
Assessment Program (1975)

Sponsored by the US Department of Transportation, CIAP was formed in 
1971 to evaluate the risks posed by the development of a large fleet of SST 
aircraft. CIAP involved work by over a thousand university, government, 
and industry scientists from 10 countries and contributed enormously to the 
state of knowledge of atmospheric science and modeling.36 In 1975, CIAP 
scientists concluded that the exhaust produced by the proposed SST fleet 
would pose a serious threat to the ozone layer.

However, in January 1975, two months before the full report was made 
public, the credibility of CIAP was undermined by an executive summary 
(and accompanying press release) that seemed to suggest the opposite. The 
executive summary effectively changed the subject, dwelling mostly on the 
relatively negligible effects of a small and near- term projected SST fleet (30 
or so aircraft), and downplaying the possible effects that scientists predicted 
of the long- term projected fleet of 200 or so aircraft. The effects of this large 
SST fleet were cast as preventable through future unspecified technology yet 
to be developed. The overall effect of the tone and wording of this executive 
summary, Parson noted, was to “suggest that CIAP’s results had refuted, 
rather than largely confirmed, the initial ozone- depletion concerns” raised 
about SSTs— a suggestion that was entirely erroneous. Indeed, “A wire ser-
vice report of the press conference made this misinterpretation explicit and 
was widely repeated, in some cases with scathing attacks on the scientists 
who had raised the alarm.”37

Several scientists who had participated in CIAP came forward to object, 
noting that the executive summary had been rewritten by the CIAP man-
ager, Alan J. Grobecker of the US Department of  Transportation, and his  
staff, without the knowledge of the scientists and without distributing the 
draft for their consideration. The rewritten executive summary reordered, 
reworded, or omitted a number of the scientific conclusions and precise 
wordings that were used in the report that had already been written and 
approved by CIAP scientists. That report suggested that CFCs could damage 
the ozone layer.

US National Academy of Sciences 1976 Reports

In 1976, funded by NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Fed-
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eral Aviation Administration (FAA), the NAS produced a pair of reports. The 
first, by the academy’s Panel on Atmospheric Chemistry, was called Halo-
carbons: Effects on Stratospheric Ozone and focused on science.38 The second, 
produced by an ad hoc Committee on Impacts of Stratospheric Change 
(CISC), was called Halocarbons: Environmental Effects of Chlorofluoromethane 
Release and was charged with making policy recommendations based on the 
science presented in the first.39

Although the reports were presented separately, an executive summary 
included with the committee’s report presented the conclusions of both the 
panel and the committee. Moreover, the chair of the panel also served on 
the committee, two other members served on both the panel and the com-
mittee, staff members in charge of both reports were the same, and the 
panel and the committee held some joint meetings. In the preface to the 
committee’s report, its chair, the distinguished statistician John W. Tukey, 
explained the relationship between the charges of the committee and the  
panel:

A panel . . . was established in April 1975 to study the question of whether 
the chlorofluoromethanes [the first class of CFCs examined as ozone- depleting 
substances] would destroy ozone, and if so, what the magnitude of the ef-
fect would be and what uncertainties were associated with such a prediction.  
The panel was also asked to identify critical research needs to reduce the un-
certainties. The CISC meanwhile considered the question of biological and cli-
matic effects of ozone reduction and the appropriate policy consequences of 
both our present knowledge and the knowledge we are likely to have in the 
future.40

The panel focused on Freon 11 and Freon 12 (the two CFCs first identified 
as ozone depleting) and concluded that if they continued to be released at 
then current rates, they would eventually cause 2%– 20% depletion of the 
world’s ozone layer, with the most likely steady- state value around 7%. How-
ever, they cautioned that a better understanding of the presence and ac-
tion of chlorine nitrate (ClNO

3
 or ClONO

2
) in the stratosphere could change 

ozone depletion estimates significantly.41

This was not just a routine caveat; uncertainty over chlorine nitrate led to 
delaying the publication of the reports by several months. Chlorine nitrate, 
a reservoir compound that ties up both chlorine and nitrogen, was origi-
nally thought to dissociate quickly in sunlight; in the laboratory, chlorine 
nitrate broke up as quickly as it formed. If it behaved the same way in the 
stratosphere, then it would do little to prevent chlorine and nitrogen from 
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depleting ozone. However, in early 1976 Rowland and colleagues presented 
work suggesting that chlorine nitrate might persist for some time under 
certain atmospheric conditions. The original ozone depletion calculations 
they reported in their 1974 paper were based on other scientists’ published 
laboratory results regarding the behavior of chlorine nitrate. However, those 
fast laboratory reactions in which chlorine nitrate broke up as quickly as it 
formed were heterogeneous ones— occurring on the surfaces of laboratory 
apparatus— and it was not clear whether the same reactions, at the same 
speed, would happen in the stratosphere. Using an updated value for the ex-
pected lifetime of chlorine nitrate, Rowland and colleagues now found that 
it might persist long enough to significantly reduce the amount of ozone 
depletion caused by chlorine and nitrogen.

The academy delayed the report to work on this point. The best estimate 
the academy proffered— 7% ozone depletion— took into account the most 
up- to- date information on chlorine nitrate, but the authors cautioned:

If ClONO
2
 proves to be less important [i.e., less active in tying up chlorine 

and nitrogen] than indicated by the present data, the ozone reduction could be 
larger than the stated values by a factor of up to 1.85.42

The basic science was still in flux, and scientists warned that ozone deple-
tion might turn out to be twice as bad as their present best estimate.

In this unsettled state of scientific affairs, the committee seized on a state-
ment by panel scientists that in two years’ time the scientific community 
might be able to gain a better overall understanding of the key parameters 
controlling ozone in the stratosphere and “significantly reduce the possibil-
ity of subsequently finding an unidentified factor that has a major effect on 
predictions of ozone reduction by the CFMs.” The panel also suggested that 
it would be able to improve the relevant models and reduce uncertainties 
overall. On that basis, the committee recommended delaying CFC regula-
tion for two years.43

Presumably reflecting a difference of opinion and interpretation within 
the committee, the recommendation was presented in the executive sum-
mary in two similar but not identical ways. Recommendation 1 said:

As soon as the inadequacies in the bases of present calculations are significantly 
reduced, for which no more than 2 years need be allowed, and provided that 
ultimate ozone reductions of more than a few percent then remain a major 
possibility, we recommend undertaking selective regulation of the uses and re-
leases of CFMs on the basis of ozone reduction.44
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Here it seems that the committee was recommending regulation within two 
years or perhaps sooner unless it was demonstrated that “ultimate ozone 
reductions of more than a few per cent” are not a “major possibility.” Rec-
ommendation 6, however, seems to recommend against regulation, while 
suggesting that the question be revisited in “a year or two” when measure-
ments would be better. It states:

In view of the present inadequacies in the bases of our calculations, in view of 
the reduction in these inadequacies promised by ongoing measurement pro-
grams, and in view of the small changes in ozone reductions following from 
a year or two delay, we wish to recommend against [a] decision to regulate at 
this time.45

These recommendations are consistent in that both express the expecta-
tion that the “inadequacies in the bases of present calculations” would be 
reduced soon, neither suggests regulation now, and both suggest that a solid 
scientific basis for regulation will be available within two years. On the 
other hand, the tone of the recommendations is different. The first clearly 
recommends regulation after a short delay; the second is more ambiguous 
as to what the ultimate outcome will be.

These differences in tone and emphasis presumably reflect different lev-
els of concern, different views of the uncertainties, and perhaps different at-
titudes toward regulation and precaution. At this point no one had actually 
observed ozone depletion; scientists were grappling with predictions, based 
on uncertain and incomplete information, about something that might 
prove to be very damaging but as yet had not actually done damage— at least 
so far as they knew.

In the context of what we know about the assessment process— wherein 
diverse individuals are trying to come to agreement on specific findings 
and recommendations— it is easy to conclude that the committee was grap-
pling with how both they and policy makers should respond to the fact that 
substantive portions of the science were still in flux (but expected to be 
resolved soon). At the time, however, it was easy to see recommendation 1 
as recommending regulation and recommendation 6 as declining to do so. 
Not surprisingly, advocates and opponents of regulation applied different 
portions of the text in support of their views. Supporters of regulation took 
the committee report to mean regulation would be needed in two years at 
most, while opponents (including CFC industry officials) took it to mean 
the science was so unsettled that we should wait at least two years before 
considering regulation. The media reflected this division. The day after the 
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release of the reports the New York Times ran the headline “Scientists Back 
New Aerosol Curbs to Protect Ozone in Atmosphere,” while the Washington 
Times headline claimed “Aerosol Ban Opposed by Science Unit.”46

Science writer Sharon Roan has argued that the main reason for the 
“waffling” in the report was the panel’s and the committee’s discomfort with 
their explicit policy mandate.47 Edward Parson concurs, noting that several 
national governments and “regulatory agencies resisted calls for immediate 
action by saying they were awaiting the Academy reports to act,” putting con-
siderable pressure on them to work wisely and well.48 Panelist Harold Schiff 
later stated that the panel expected that regulatory decisions would be based 
on its findings, and this “made us a bit more cautious, perhaps, in phrasing 
and drawing conclusions because I think we were responsible enough to 
realize we were fooling with a fairly major industry.”49 Evidently, at least 
some of the scientists involved felt nervous, perhaps even intimidated, by the 
thought that their conclusions might on the one hand drive significant public 
policy and on the other invoke the wrath of a powerful industry.

Parson has judged the academy harshly for attempting to make policy 
recommendations, arguing that the reports “established a harmful model 
for scientific assessments and weakened the credibility of subsequent Acad-
emy reports on the issue.”50 But he ignores the fact that the committee was 
formed and asked to make policy recommendations by the White House 
Office of Science and Technology Policy. Given that the academy was cre-
ated to respond to requests for advice from the federal government, it is 
hard to imagine a plausible scenario in which they would have declined this 
request or a plausible argument that they should have.

UK Department of the Environment: 1976 and 1979

In 1976 and 1979 the UK Department of the Environment published re-
ports, both entitled Chlorofluorocarbons and Their Effect on Stratospheric Ozone. 
These are of particular interest because of the way they managed the rela-
tion between science and policy in contrast to the NAS reports.

These UK reports were fundamentally government policy documents 
based on assessments of the current science, and their structure reflected 
that. The lengthiest part of each report was an assessment of the science 
prepared by a committee of government, university, and industry scientists 
whose members were largely the same in both reports (in the 1976 report 
the scientific assessment was the “appendix,” and in the 1979 report it had 
graduated in nomenclature to “Part 2”). Preceding the scientific assessment 
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was a relatively short report written by government officials that summa-
rized the scientific assessment and made policy recommendations. Preced-
ing this in the report was a one- page foreword by the secretary of state for 
the environment declaring the position of the government of the day. The 
foreword to the 1976 report consisted of six paragraphs; the foreword to the 
1979 report consisted of five numbered paragraphs.

The 1976 report was in part a response to a 1974 report by the inde-
pendent Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, which expressed 
strong concern about ozone depletion.51 The appendix to the 1976 report 
drew on a British model that predicted 8% global ozone depletion after a 
hundred years. The main body of the report noted that if these models were 
correct, then action would “need to be taken long before the ozone reduc-
tion reaches any internationally agreed critical levels and indeed possibly 
before any measurable decrease can be detected at all.”52 It went on to em-
phasize uncertainties, to suggest that earlier concerns about building a fleet 
of SSTs had been “exaggerated,” and to note the supposed benefits (as well 
as harms) to people of UV radiation. In the section titled “Conclusions and 
Recommendations” these government officials wrote:

The consequence of the eventual 16% increase in UV radiation predicted assum-
ing continued production of CFCs at 1973 rates is no worse than the increase 
currently experienced in moving from the north to the south of England. Such 
an increased level will not be reached for about 100 years and although regu-
latory action may be needed long before this, there appears to be no need for 
precipitate action.53

In the foreword to the report, Anthony Crosland, Labour Party politician 
and secretary of state for the environment, emphasized scientific uncer-
tainty and the international dimensions of the problem. He wrote:

The problem, if it exists, is not specific to the UK nor to Europe. It concerns all 
industrialized nations. If therefore there is a need for action, this can only be 
effective on an international basis.

He concluded that “in two or three years’ time we shall be better informed 
to make decisions about the continued use of chlorofluorocarbons.”54 He 
added that in the interim, “prudence demands that attempts should be made 
to seek alternatives which meet the needs of the public and of industry but 
which do not pose the same potential threat to the stratosphere.”55

By 1979, the UK secretary of state for the environment was Michael 
Heseltine, a prominent figure in Margaret Thatcher’s new Conservative 
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government, whose main interest in this role was in promoting a policy that 
allowed residents of public housing to buy their apartments (“right to buy”). 
His foreword to the 1979 report repeated much of the substance and even 
language of Crossland’s 1976 foreword but in a more skeptical tone:

This theory [that CFCs cause ozone depletion with “possibly adverse conse-
quences for human health”] has been the subject of controversy since it was 
first propounded in 1974. . . . The validity of the hypothesis is still in doubt but 
if it is right and if emissions were to continue at the earlier levels the threat 
would increase slightly with each passing year. . . . The problem, if it exists, is 
not specific to the UK or to Europe— it is a global issue.56

While the ministers’ forewords had tread water or even retreated from 
1976 to 1979, the science had continued to develop, and this was reflected 
in the scientific assessment that constituted part 2 of the report. Indeed, 
chapter 1 of part 2 is called “The Chlorofluorocarbon Problem.” While al-
lowing that more work was needed, particularly more observations of the 
stratosphere, it emphasized the general agreement in the scientific com-
munity that should CFC emissions continue, ozone depletion would occur. 
There was also general agreement as to the range of expected depletion— 
5%– 20%— although the report did point out that consensus did not equate to 
truth, and “the fact that a number of independent workers who used these 
same assumptions calculate eventual ozone depletion in the same range . . . 
does not prove that the true figure would lie in this range.”57 Still, the overall 
conclusion was clear enough: ozone depletion was a real concern, and there 
were “no marked differences between results derived by modelers in the UK 
group and those from overseas research centres.”58

The much shorter policy portion of the report (only 26 pages, compared 
to over 200 pages for the science) written by UK Department of the Envi-
ronment officials, concluded that the uncertainties in the scientific findings, 
particularly the “discrepancies between model calculations and measure-
ments[,] brings into question the validity of the models presently used to 
predict ozone perturbations,” suggesting that these discrepancies indicated 
a “lack of understanding of stratospheric processes.”59 The authors also sug-
gested that the problem might correct itself without government interven-
tion; given how cautious people were starting to feel about CFCs, especially 
in nonessential aerosol propellant uses, “The amount of CFCs used in aero-
sols in the UK will decline to about 70% of the 1976 volume over the next 
three years,” a reduction that “appears to be adequate pending further re-
search.” They concluded that “strict regulation is not warranted at present.”60
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In these early reports, American and British scientists were in broad 
agreement about both the risks of ozone depletion and the scientific uncer-
tainties, although their tone was sometimes different. Even the positions of 
their governments were not as far apart as sometimes supposed. The British 
government was committed to supersonic transport, having launched regu-
larly scheduled flights of the British/French Concorde in 1976. However, 
elements of the US government also supported SSTs during this period. In 
1978 an American carrier began flying the Concorde from Dallas to Wash-
ington, and NASA continued to fund SST research throughout the 1970s.61

What was profoundly different was the background understandings of 
the relationships between the science and policy in these reports. The Brit-
ish reports were fundamentally policy documents issuing from the govern-
ment of the day, and officials made statements in these reports that went 
beyond and in some cases seemed antithetical to what the scientists were 
saying in the reports. The American reports were seen as fundamentally 
scientific assessments or an explicit request for scientists to make policy rec-
ommendations. When US government officials were viewed as compromis-
ing or distorting what the scientists were saying, this provoked controversy 
and even outrage.

i n t e r n a t i o n a l  o z o n e  a s s e s s m e n t s

In 1977 the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) formed the 
first international committee to address ozone depletion. The Coordinating 
Committee on the Ozone Layer (CCOL, which remained in existence until 
1986) was charged with a range of tasks, including the coordination of and 
reporting on global scientific research. After its initial meeting, members 
consisted of all interested countries and organizations involved in ozone- 
related research. Nongovernmental organizations not conducting their own 
research could not participate, but the CFC industry– supported Chemical 
Manufacturers Association’s Fluorocarbon Panel did.62 The process con-
sisted of weeklong annual meetings, during which assessment reports would  
synthesize scientific research from around the world.

There was no agreement within CCOL as to whether it should examine 
the socioeconomic aspects of ozone depletion, such as projected CFC emis-
sion rates, replacement chemicals and technologies, and policy options. In 
the first report the committee addressed only the physical science aspects. 
The next two reports made limited policy- relevant statements, but CCOL 
was soon overshadowed by other institutions and assessments.
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Robert Watson, who would emerge as a major figure in international 
ozone assessment and chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, has said that the time allowed was too short to permit a compre-
hensive review, the budgets too small, and the people involved chosen too 
bureaucratically without sufficient regard to scientific expertise:

Each country that had research in ozone depletion was allowed to send one or 
two people to a meeting in Nairobi once every couple of years, roughly. . . . At 
the same time we would write a very, very brief assessment, all in a week. So 
totally it’d have to be superficial, basically, compared to what was needed. And 
not every country sent the right person. I think because EPA was the normal 
link to UNEP for the US, the delegation was actually headed by a guy called 
something like Wisener or Whizner [Herb Wiser]. . . . He headed the delegation, 
and the US EPA budget was peanuts compared to the NASA/NOAA budget. 
After a couple of these, I got put on; I said, “This is bloody ridiculous. You’ve 
almost got no budget, and you don’t know what the hell you’re talking about.” 
(I said it a bit more kindly, but not much more.) . . . He didn’t have the budget 
to do it properly. . . . These little reports would be written in a one- week period, 
which is not the way to do them. Most of them were government bureaucrats 
going [to the meetings], of course (which I was by then, you could argue), far 
from getting the best scientists in the world.63

Watson received a PhD in chemistry at the University of London in 1973, 
worked as a scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Califor-
nia, from 1976 to 1987, and from 1980 to 1987 also served as acting program 
scientist at NASA. In the beginning, Watson’s research, measuring the rates 
at which chlorine, bromine, and fluorine atoms react with ozone in the labo-
ratory, did not seem to have immediate application to the real world. How-
ever, he soon realized that it had huge relevance in a world facing the threat 
of ozone depletion.64 As the specter of ozone depletion came to scientific 
attention, Watson and others realized that more work on chemical reaction 
rates was badly needed.

Watson believed that modelers needed a unified standard from which 
to choose the best reaction rates to put into their models. This would help 
to ensure that the most accurate and up- to- date scientific information was 
used in the computer models and permit model comparison. Otherwise, if 
different models produced different forecasts of ozone depletion, it would be  
hard to discern the sources of disagreement.

In the late 1970s Watson and others formed the Committee on Data for 
Science and Technology Task Group on Chemical Kinetics (CODATA), ini-
tially part of the US National Bureau of Standards.65 Through laboratory mea-
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surements they would establish and publish the best and most current rates 
for various chemical reactions relevant to ozone depletion, along with uncer-
tainty estimates for each reaction.

Watson was also involved with the international standardization of 
balloon- borne sounding systems, which measured ozone as well as aircraft- 
based measurements. It was often difficult to discern whether variation in 
results indicated actual fluctuations; were the result of having been mea-
sured at different times, places, and altitudes; or just reflected instrumental 
variability. According to Watson,

[I] pulled a whole bunch of these balloon and aircraft intercomparison cam-
paigns together where you put all the instruments measuring the same bloody 
thing at the same time. So you could see instrument- to- instrument compari-
son, so when they measured it then in different parts of the world, you could 
tell whether it was the instrument variability or was there really a change. . . . 
[These] were the things that sort of led to us having some confidence in— about 
what we were talking about.66

Watson believed that large- scale international assessments could perform 
a similar role. Rather than policy makers from each country organizing their 
own assessments and having to decide which of several available assess-
ments provided the best summary of the current science and most reliable 
predictions of the future, they could all refer to a single assessment that had 
been produced with broad participation. In a world of multiple assessments 
from different countries and institutions, it was easy for those who opposed 
CFC regulation to seize on the differences among them as proof that the sci-
ence was unsettled and regulatory decisions should therefore wait. A single 
international assessment would make this harder to do.

Meanwhile, Watson was working on US ozone assessments. The US 
Clean Air Act (1977) required NASA, along with FAA and NOAA, to perform 
biannual assessments of ozone depletion. For this purpose, NASA formed 
the Upper Atmosphere Research Program; Watson became its head in 1980, 
having organized the first two (1977 and 1979) assessments. While plan-
ning for the third NASA assessment, Watson approached fellow CODATA 
Task Group member Adrian Tuck. Then at the UK Meteorological Office, 
Tuck was a panelist on the 1979 British ozone assessment. Tuck declined to 
participate in Watson’s assessment. According to Watson,

He [Tuck] said, “Oh, I’d love to, but it’s a US government assessment. I clearly 
can’t be part of it because if indeed it comes out with some conclusions that are 
inconsistent with the UK position it would be very awkward saying, ‘Look, this 
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British scientist working for the British government . . . is part of an American 
assessment.’ ” I said, “This is just silly, Adrian. We’ve got to get past these na-
tional assessments.”67

Tuck tells the story in a similar fashion: “I said [to Watson], ‘We’re going 
to have this international head- butting until we have international assess-
ments.’ That’s how the WMO assessment started.”68

Watson didn’t just want the particular expertise of Adrian Tuck in the 
upcoming ozone assessment; he wanted to increase the authority of the re-
port and the credibility of the process by involving scientists from around 
the globe:

The whole reason for doing the first [international, i.e., 1981] assessment was 
to get one single assessment done. That was the whole rationale. . . . That ef-
fectively you need one assessment, but it must be open and transparent and 
involve experts from all countries. Otherwise it isn’t open and transparent and 
you can’t expect other people to use it. The whole philosophy of going to an 
international assessment was bringing everyone together so there weren’t five 
reports or six reports in two years. That was the whole philosophy.69

The World Meteorological Organization (1981)

Soon after his conversation with Tuck, Watson approached Narasimhan 
Sundararaman, a colleague who had just been placed in charge of the ozone 
program at the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), to enlist his 
support.70 Sundararaman agreed that the WMO would co- sponsor the as-
sessment if NASA provided the funding. The result— The Stratosphere 1981: 
Theory and Measurements— was sponsored by NASA, NOAA, FAA, and WMO. 
Seventy- five percent of its authors came from outside the United States, in-
cluding Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Norway, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom (see table 3.2).

The Stratosphere 1981 was a single- volume report with a preface and an in-
troduction but no executive summary. The authors divided themselves into 
working groups corresponding to the various chapters and appendixes of 
the assessment. The working groups developed “position papers” and then 
held five “pre- meetings” to begin to work these position papers into a co-
herent whole before convening for a final five- day workshop to produce a 
finished product. In the report preface, they explained their process:

Prominent scientists active and expert in stratospheric and mesospheric stud-
ies were asked to prepare position papers to cover selected topics of research. 
In addition to the prepared position papers, pre- meetings . . . were held to 
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t a b l e  3.2. International ozone assessments sponsored by the World Meteorological Organiza-

tion (among other bodies).

Publication

Date Title of Assessment Chair or Cochairs

Sponsoring 

Organizations

1982 The Stratosphere 

1981: Theory and 

Measurements

Cochairmen Robert 

D. Hudson, Rumen 

D. Bojkov; executive 

council: Marvin 

Geller, Edith I. 

Reed, Richard S. 

Stolarski, Narasimhan 

Sundararman, Robert 

T. Watson

WMO, UNEP, NASA, 

FAA, NOAA

1986 Atmospheric Ozone 

1985: Assessment of 

Our Understanding 

of the Processes 

Controlling Its Present 

Distribution and 

Change (3 vols.) 

(unofficially 

known as the Blue 

Books)

Overall chairman 

Robert T. Watson

NASA, FAA, NOAA, 

UNEP, WMO, EC, 

BMFT

1990 Report of the 

International Ozone 

Trends Panel 1988 

(2 vols. and 

separate executive 

summary)

Chair Robert T. 

Watson; vice chair 

Richard Stolarski

NASA, NOAA, FAA, 

WMO, UNEP

1990 Scientific Assessment 

of Stratospheric 

Ozone: 1989  

(2 vols.)

Assessment cochairs 

Daniel L. Albritton 

and Robert T. Watson

NASA, DOE, NOAA, 

UNEP, WMO1

1992 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

1991

Assessment cochairs 

Daniel L. Albritton 

and Robert T. Watson

NASA, NOAA, DOE, 

UNEP, WMO1

February 1995 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

1994

Assessment cochairs 

Daniel L. Albritton, 

Robert T. Watson, and 

Piet Aucamp

NOAA, NASA, UNEP, 

WMO1

February 1999 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

1998

Assessment cochairs 

Daniel L. Albritton, 

Pieter Aucamp, 

Gérard Mégie, and 

Robert T. Watson

NOAA, NASA, UNEP, 

WMO, EC1

(continued )
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March 2003 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

2002

Assessment cochairs 

Ayité- Lô Nohende 

Ajavon, Daniel L. 

Albritton, Gérard 

Mégie, and Robert T. 

Watson

NOAA, NASA, UNEP, 

WMO, EC1

February 2007 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

2006

Assessment cochairs 

Ayité- Lô Nohende 

Ajavon, Daniel L. 

Albritton, and Robert 

T. Watson

NOAA, NASA, UNEP, 

WMO, EC1

March 2011 Scientific Assessment 

of Ozone Depletion: 

2010

Assessment cochairs 

Ayité- Lô Nohende 

Ajavon, Paul Newman, 

John Pyle, and  

A. R. Ravishankara

NOAA, NASA, UNEP, 

WMO, EC1

Note: Publication dates, where available, are from the sources themselves and/or from WorldCat. 

Organizations are listed in the order in which they are presented in the assessments themselves. 

Abbreviations are as follows:

BMFT: Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie (Germany)

DOE: Department of the Environment (UK)

EC: European Commission (or Commission of the European Communities)

FAA: Federal Aviation Administration (US)

NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (US)

NOAA: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (US)

UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme

WMO: World Meteorological Organization
1Assessment produced under the official mandate of the Montreal Protocol.

t a b l e  3.2. (continued )

Publication

Date Title of Assessment Chair or Cochairs

Sponsoring 

Organizations

assemble some of this material into a cohesive report. The position papers and 
these prepared reports were furnished to the participants before they came to 
the workshop. An important aspect of this work was that the modeling groups 
agreed on a common set of scenarios to study so that realistic model compari-
sons could be made at the workshop.71

The CCOL reports were also international, but there were several significant 
differences between them and this new international assessment. First, all the 
participants in producing The Stratosphere 1981 were scientists active and ex-
pert in disciplines relevant to stratospheric science and ozone depletion— no 
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bureaucrats or policy makers were involved. Second, participants met much 
more often; CCOL members had to produce their entire report during a single 
weeklong meeting. Third, a significantly greater amount of preparatory work 
went into the 1981 assessment, in the form of the “position papers” prepared by 
some but read by all, before any of these meetings took place. Like the CCOL 
reports, The Stratosphere 1981 made no policy recommendations. The authors 
also stressed in the preface that they had not attempted to produce a “consen-
sus document.” Wherever “more than one conclusion could be maintained by 
the scientific data, then both of these conclusions have been quoted.”72

The “Blue Books” (1986)

The 1981 effort set a template for future international ozone assessments, 
the first of which, chaired by Bob Watson and sponsored by NASA, WMO, 
UNEP, and various other national and international organizations, was pub-
lished in 1986. The authors included over 150 scientists from 11 countries. 
The resulting three- volume report, Atmospheric Ozone 1985: Assessment of Our 
Understanding of the Processes Controlling Its Present Distribution and Change 
(known informally as the Blue Books for the color of the covers) is generally 
regarded both as the first truly international ozone assessment and as an 
unparalleled success in terms of its influence on global policy.73

The process followed was similar to that used to produce the 1981 report 
but expanded. It began with a weeklong meeting (in Germany, in June 1984) 
of 80 scientists, who reviewed the current state of scientific knowledge and 
chose working group chairs, and thereby chapter lead authors. At the next 
meeting, additional authors for the various groups were chosen. The work-
ing groups met periodically over the next year. More than 30 chapter meet-
ings took place in all. Draft chapters were presented for review at a week-
long workshop in July 1985 in Les Diablerets, Switzerland. The drafts were 
reviewed not only by other attending chapter chairs but also by a panel of 
outside scientific experts. Final versions were submitted in November and 
December of 1985, and the report was published in 1986.74

Like The Stratosphere 1981, the Blue Books did not have an executive sum-
mary. There was, however, a 25- page “Introduction and Science Summary” 
that presented (in a series of numbered lists ranging from half a page to two 
pages) the “Major Conclusions and Recommendations” from each chapter 
of the report. Its format consisted of introducing the topics each chapter 
was going to cover, rather than presenting the major conclusions from the 
assessment in a concise and easy- to- read fashion.
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In the Blue Books, the scientists had managed to produce something like 
a textbook on a subject for which there was no actual textbook and was not 
yet taught in most schools and universities, but about which people outside 
of the scientific community needed to know. As Bulgarian physicist (and 
author) Rumen Bojkov explained, “The blue books really read like a text-
book, which you can use to get a comprehensive introduction to the field.” 
In addition to summarizing the prevailing scientific view of the time, it also 
“provid[ed] the detailed background necessary to support the view.”75

While steering clear of explicit policy questions, the Blue Books did pres-
ent some sobering conclusions. Among these were the results from one-  
and two- dimensional models that were programmed with various values 
for CFC emissions and ozone- depleting reactions, results that appeared 
far more worrisome than the 7% column depletion suggested by the 1976 
NAS panel report. Consider this statement highlighting local depletion at  
one altitude rather than the column depletion that averages over all altitudes: 
“All models with all scenarios predict that continued release of CFCs 11  
and 12 at the 1980 rate will reduce local ozone at 40 km by ~40% or more.”76 
The implications of this conclusion were easily grasped. Parson writes that 
“the authority of the [Blue Books] assessment was so strong, its involve-
ment of the top researchers in the field so nearly total” that it was able to  
avoid

being attacked and . . . diminishing its authoritative standing. The most im-
portant such statement— that significant ozone loss was likely under CFC 
growth . . . — became the principal means by which the 1985 assessment subse-
quently exercised decisive policy influence.77

With the Blue Books, scientists may have achieved political credibility 
and scientific authority, but something was still missing. They had discussed 
serious ozone depletion as something that would occur in the future, but 
they soon discovered that it was already under way. Just as the Blue Books 
were nearing completion, British scientists announced their discovery of 
the ozone hole. Scientific expeditions were soon mounted to study this phe-
nomenon and determine if it was indeed caused by chlorine from anthropo-
genic CFCs. One 1986 expedition suggested that this was the case. A second 
expedition the following year confirmed it. The question that then emerged 
was whether this was a global phenomenon or one restricted to the unique 
atmospheric conditions of the Antarctic. This became a matter of intense 
scientific research.
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The Report of the International Ozone Trends Panel (1988– 1990)

The International Ozone Trends Panel (OTP) was formed in 1986, under 
Bob Watson’s leadership and sponsorship from NASA, NOAA, FAA, WMO, 
and UNEP. The report’s executive summary was released in 1988, although 
the full two- volume report was not released until 1990.78 The report might 
have simply been an expansion and extension of what had been done be-
fore, except for the urgency introduced by the discovery of the ozone hole.

The 1985 discovery, with its confirmation in 1986 and 1987, was highly 
publicized, garnering huge media attention and generating great public 
concern. But evidence of serious ozone depletion was not entirely new. In 
1981, and again in 1985, NASA scientist Don Heath had announced the de-
tection of significant global ozone depletion by the Nimbus- 7 NASA satellite 
via solar backscatter ultraviolet measurements.79 However, various scien-
tists dismissed these results as spurious. It was well known that the dif-
fuser plate on the ozone measuring apparatus was slowly deteriorating over 
time.80 This deterioration introduced an artificial reduction in the amount 
of ozone detected by the satellite instruments— a reduction that had to be 
compensated for in any calculations made with those measurements. If this 
degradation were not properly taken into account, then ozone levels would 
seem to be declining even when they were not.

Meanwhile, Rowland had been reexamining the history of ozone mea-
surements from a station in the Dobson network in Arosa, Switzerland.81 He 
had noticed a possible decline in ozone levels at that station, as well as at two 
other stations located at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Wanting 
to find out if this was a statistical anomaly or a genuine signal, he asked Neil 
Harris, at that time a graduate student working on his PhD under Rowland’s 
supervision, to analyze the data. Rowland recounted instructing Harris:

When I look at the ozone results from Arosa, it looks to me as though it’s go-
ing down in the last few years. But everybody who is looking at it says no, the 
statistics shows there is not [an] effect, or that it is actually increasing. What I 
want you to do is to figure out where my eyes disagree with their statistics.82

Harris began this work around the same time the OTP was forming, and 
Watson decided to include Rowland and Harris’s work on the ground- based 
ozone data as part of the analysis. Rowland recalled a discussion at a meet-
ing of the American Geophysical Union in San Francisco in 1985: “[Wat-
son] put together the whole business [i.e., Heath’s satellite data plus their 
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reevaluation of the ground- based data] and turned to me at one point and 
said, ‘Since you’ve been evaluating the ground- based occurrence, why don’t 
you take that subcommittee?’ ”83

As its name suggests, the Ozone Trends Panel was charged with analyz-
ing recent satellite-  and ground- based reports of downward trends in global 
ozone levels (the panel eventually also took on the task of analyzing the 
reports of severe Antarctic ozone loss). The panel set out on a massive cam-
paign to reanalyze all of the relevant data.

The panel’s report concluded that while Heath’s results overestimated ob-
served ozone depletion, other studies had underestimated it. Taken together, 
the studies suggested a small but observable downward trend in global 
ozone levels. One reason this trend had been difficult to detect, as Harris and 
Rowland now realized, was that scientists working with the ground- based 
measurements had been averaging their data, annually and globally, and giv-
ing more weight to the less variable (and therefore presumably more reli-
able) data from the summer months. However, when the data were analyzed 
on a month- by- month and station- by- station basis, significant nonpolar  
ozone depletion could be detected, particularly in the austral winter. Watson 
explained:

What people had actually done [prior to the Ozone Trends Panel] was they 
took all the ozone data from all the stations across the world and they did an 
annual average of it, and said, “Is ozone decreasing globally?” No real signal. 
Why would you bring all the stations together at one time? Well, you’ve got 
more data, and if there’s a small trend, the more chance of seeing it, the more 
data you got. But what it masked completely . . . was that the ozone depletion 
varies with latitude. . . . So what Sherry Rowland had noticed, and some others, 
was if you looked to some of the individual stations, they seemed to be show-
ing ozone depletion, but when you put all of it together, they didn’t seem to be 
showing depletion. But . . . you know, you can’t rely on a single data [sic] and a 
single station; it’s noisy, etc.84

Because the effect varied with latitude and season, when the data were 
grouped, the effect was masked.

The OTP undertook an original in- depth analysis and comparison of both  
ground- based and satellite ozone readings, applying new statistical methods 
to raw data in a way that hadn’t been done before. It did so in response to 
scientists’ conviction of need, a concern that something important had per-
haps been missed in previous work. The executive summary noted:

This report is different from most previous national and international scientific 
reviews in that we did not simply review the published literature, but performed 
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a critical reanalysis and interpretation of nearly all ground- based and satellite 
data for total column and vertical profiles of ozone. To aid in the interpretation 
of the results of this re- analysis we also performed a series of theoretical calcu-
lations for comparison with the reanalyzed ozone data. In addition, a uniform 
error analysis was applied to all the data sets reviewed that contained informa-
tion on the vertical ozone distribution.85

The result of this research was the finding that ozone depletion had oc-
curred not just over the South Pole but globally. Though the global levels 
of depletion were not as dramatic as that over Antarctica, in some ways the 
results were more alarming, since few people lived in Antarctica. For the 
first time, significant ozone depletion had been detected over the highly 
populated Northern Hemisphere. Furthermore, the OTP directly attributed 
the depletion to atmospheric concentrations of ozone- depleting substances 
that “continue to increase on a global scale because of human activities.”86

The reanalysis of the data was crucial for detecting the depletion, and 
crucial to the reanalysis was the inclusion of Sherwood Rowland, who had 
looked closely at the Arosa data and decided to follow up on it. Although 
Rowland was a key figure in ozone research— he would later share the No-
bel Prize for this work— he was not often asked to participate in ozone as-
sessments. Rowland attributed this to his early and outspoken support for 
CFC regulation: “I was always eliminated from being a panelist because I 
had expressed my opinion,” he concluded.87 Watson agreed, at least as far as 
the prospect of Rowland taking a leadership role:

In my opinion, and it is a personal opinion, you couldn’t have Sherry [Rowland] 
ever chair one of these international assessments. He was already on record on 
what he would do with the CFCs [from repeated congressional testimonies, in-
terviews, and guest lectures], so therefore those that actually had a counterview 
to Sherry, if you’d have allowed Sherry to chair an international assessment, 
people would have said he was just talking [sic] the results to fit his precon-
ceived ideas.88

Why, then, did Watson ask Rowland to be a lead author on the Ozone  
Trends Panel report? Despite his reservations, Watson’s stated reason for 
involving Rowland is straightforward: “I did get him involved in a very vis-
ible way in the Ozone Trends Panel. He is a world- class scientist.”89 Watson 
evidently judged the value of Rowland’s contribution, as a lead author if not 
a chair, to outweigh the “taint” of his known policy leanings.

Whatever some people may have thought about Rowland’s public state-
ments on ozone regulation, the OTP was broadly viewed as extremely im-
portant, credible, and effective, and its conclusions had a major impact on 
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policy. It rode a wave of success created by the Blue Books as well as a wave 
of urgency and public concern. As a result, industry and policy makers took 
its conclusions very seriously.90

On March 18, 1988, three days after the Ozone Trends Panel released 
its executive summary, DuPont (the leading US manufacturer of CFCs) an-
nounced that it would stop manufacturing the chemicals within 10 years— an 
announcement that stood in stark contrast to DuPont CEO Richard Heck-
ert’s statement only two weeks before (on March 4, 1988) that there was as 
yet no evidence that CFCs posed a significant threat.91 Although one DuPont 
scientist, Mack McFarland, had served on the OTP, panel members were 
sworn to secrecy, and there is no specific evidence that McFarland revealed 
the findings of the OTP to DuPont executives before the March 15 press re-
lease. (If he had, Heckert might have rethought his March 4 comments.) On 
the other hand, the OTP announcement did not come as a complete surprise. 
DuPont had scientists of its own working on the issue, who were aware of 
the progress in this area. Moreover, although OTP members were not free 
to discuss the panel’s findings in public before the March release of the 
executive summary, their results were available months earlier in various 
reports by NASA. The results were also presented at the Dahlem Workshop 
on Antarctic ozone, held the previous November in Berlin. Still, the release 
of the OTP executive summary was public in a way that this other work was 
not. That its release was followed so closely by DuPont’s decision confirmed 
scientists’ views that the assessment was a success. This helped to make the 
structure they had used in the OTP a model for future assessments.

Ongoing Assessments under the Montreal Protocol

The Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer (a 
protocol promulgated by the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the 
Ozone Layer) was agreed to on September 16, 1987, and entered into force 
on January 1, 1989. It is an international treaty designed to protect the ozone 
layer by phasing out the production of numerous substances that are re-
sponsible for ozone depletion. It has been revised by amendment five times 
and by adjustment thirteen times. Former United Nations secretary general 
Kofi Annan called it “perhaps the single most successful international agree-
ment to date.”92

The Montreal Protocol requires periodic assessments of ozone science as 
a basis for future adjustments and amendments to the protocol. Annex VI 
of the protocol, “Assessment and Review of Control Measures,” holds that
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beginning in 1990, and at least every four years thereafter, the Parties shall 
assess the control measures provided for in Article 2 on the basis of available 
scientific, environmental, technical and economic information. At least one year 
before each assessment, the Parties shall convene appropriate panels of experts 
qualified in the fields mentioned and determine the composition and terms of 
reference of any such panels. Within one year of being convened, the panels 
will report their conclusions, through the secretariat, to the Parties.93

Following the exact wording of annex VI, four panels were created: scientific, 
environmental, technical, and economic; later the third and fourth were 
merged to form the Technical and Economic Assessment Panel. The official 
duties of the Panel for Scientific Assessment included selecting internation-
ally recognized experts chosen both for expertise and geographical balance; 
preparing a report reviewing new scientific information; and preparing an 
executive summary of the scientific report “written in a style understand-
able and useful to policy makers.”94

Two years earlier, UNEP had established four panels to “review the current 
scientific, environmental, technical, and economic information relative to pos-
sible amendments of the Montreal Protocol”95 as part of the pending US ozone 
assessments sponsored by NASA and spearheaded by Watson, then director 
and chief scientist of the Science Division of NASA’s Mission to Planet Earth.  
Watson recalled a conversation with Mostafa Tolba, then the executive director 
of UNEP and heavily involved in the Montreal Protocol negotiations. Watson 
argued that the process he and others had begun on a national scale, with the 
NASA panels and assessments, should be broadened to an international scale:

“Look . . . we’ve [i.e., NASA and a group of lead authors selected by Watson] 
already started . . . I’ve already got the authors lined up; I’ve already agreed the 
script.” “Not a problem, Bob. . . . I’ll say this looks like exactly what we need and 
we’ll get it embedded with no changes.” So that actually was really the way the 
thing got started.96

In this way, the panels that had been formed, the group that Watson had assem-
bled under NASA auspices, and the chapter outlines they had already agreed 
upon became the framework not only for the next NASA assessments but also 
for the first international assessments under the Montreal Protocol. The duties 
of the four assessment panels were officially defined in annex VI to the Pro-
tocol, and Watson was asked to chair the assessment—in essence to continue 
officially and internationally in the role he had already unofficially taken on.

Scientific Assessment of Stratospheric Ozone: 1989, the report of a panel 
cochaired by Watson and Dan Albritton, a NOAA scientist, contained four 
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chapters: “Polar Ozone,” “Global Trends,” “Theoretical Predictions,” and 
“Halocarbon Ozone Depletion and Global Warming Potentials.”97 It had an 
executive summary, released separately and also published as part of the 
assessment. Following the mandates of the protocol, international scientific 
assessments have followed every four years, now under a standardized for-
mat and title, Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion.98

Beginning in 1994, it had a new section: “Common Questions about 
Ozone,” and in 1998 “Frequently Asked Questions about Ozone” was added 
and then renamed and expanded in 2002 into “Twenty Questions and 
Answers about the Ozone Layer.” Since 2002, the lead authors on these 
“Twenty Questions” have been US physicist David Fahey of NOAA and 
Swiss physicist Michaela Hegglin. In a 2009 interview, Fahey said that he 
was asked to do the Twenty Questions section by Dan Albritton: the official 
purpose was to answer the questions an educated person might ask if he 
or she knew nothing about ozone. Fahey agreed that this was needed: most 
available ozone information was either high science or at a grade- school 
level. However, another implicit but understood function of this section 
was to address “stupid” questions, erroneous views, and deliberate disin-
formation: Weren’t CFCs too heavy to rise up to the stratosphere? Wasn’t 
stratospheric ozone actually being damaged by chemicals from volcanoes?99 
Watson agreed, joking:

What we wanted to call it was “Twenty Dumb Questions” . . . Aren’t . . . volcanoes 
doing it? Aren’t the fluorocarbons too heavy so they can’t get into the atmo-
sphere? They’re really dumb questions. . . . But it turned out to be very policy- 
relevant and very useful.100

These were not just “dumb” questions. After all, why would an ordinary 
person even think that volcanoes caused ozone depletion or have any idea 
how heavy (or light) CFCs were? In fact, industry groups and think tanks 
had promoted these erroneous views, challenging the scientific evidence 
for political, economic, and ideological reasons.101 By including a corrective 
section, scientists were (albeit implicitly) addressing these disinformation 
campaigns.

t h e  e v o l u t i o n  o f  o z o n e  
a s s e s s m e n t s

The treatment of some important themes has changed as ozone assessments 
have evolved.
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Participation

From the beginning, extrascientific considerations structured the choice 
of participants in ozone assessments. Communication skills, the ability to 
work in a team, and geographic balance all came to the fore. In time, it 
became generally accepted that lead authors not only had to be recognized 
experts in their respective scientific fields but must also possess strong com-
munication and team- building skills.102 It also became conventional wisdom 
that chapter teams needed balanced representation of men and women and 
of scientists from developed and developing countries.103

The issue of real or perceived bias also influenced who was invited to 
participate, but in interesting and not necessarily obvious or consistent 
ways. Sherwood Rowland was considered problematic because of his pub-
lic stance on the need for stringent CFC regulation. It was not that his col-
leagues feared that he would bias the assessment. On the contrary, Rowland 
was widely admired by his colleagues for his judicious manner and even 
temperament. Rather, the worry was that anyone who wanted to dismiss the 
conclusions of a particular assessment would use Rowland’s participation as 
an excuse to do so. Watson explained:

You’ve got to get these assessments owned by everybody. Those on Sherry’s [i.e., 
Rowland’s] side would say, “Of course, this is great. Sherry chaired it— of course 
I believe it.” Those who opposed it would say, “Damn it, we already know where 
he’s coming from.” So one has to be very careful.104

Yet sometimes participants— those from industry in particular— were in-
volved precisely because they were seen as representing interest groups that 
had a stake in the outcome of the assessment. In some cases they were in-
cluded to counter potential claims of anti- industry bias and to provide an 
information conduit to industry. Mack McFarland, for example, is a chemi-
cal physicist and was a contributing author to all the international ozone 
assessments beginning with the Blue Books. He was also a chief scientist for 
DuPont— one of the world’s leading manufacturers of CFCs. McFarland re-
ported that several people had told him that “[I am] valuable on these things 
because I taught the decision makers in industry.”105

Watson’s own role as author has also been affected by such consider-
ations: he did not participate in the 2006 assessment but was asked by the 
other cochairs to let them keep his name on it in order to stave off potential 
political interference, lest it appear that the process was in flux and vulner-
able to manipulation:
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My name is at the front of this one [2006], and I’m embarrassed because I actu-
ally didn’t do much on this one. . . . I did almost nothing and I actually told them 
they should take my name off because I was embarrassed by that. But there was 
a political reason not to change while the [George W.] Bush administration was 
there. If it seemed to be redesigned, the Bush administration might try to put 
someone else on there that may not have been the right person. So they said, 
“Bob, even if you don’t do anything, just allow us to use your name.”106

John Pyle, a member of the steering committee on the 2006 assessment, 
confirmed that cochair Dan Albritton asked Watson to “stick around . . . be-
cause we don’t know who might replace you.”107

Finally, the issue of real or perceived bias has influenced lead authors’ 
views on what type of person is the best person to participate in an assess-
ment: an expert, yes, but one not too vested in promoting his own point of 
view. John Pyle, a modeler and chemist with the University of Cambridge, 
who has been a lead author on both ozone and Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) assessments and was a cochair on the most recent 
ozone assessment (Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 2010), suggested 
that some scientists are too focused on promoting their own research and 
interpretations: “They want to push their particular agenda, push their re-
search agenda or whatever: ‘Here’s my bit of work. I want to get it in the 
assessments.’ ”108

Selection criteria are weighted heavily in favor of scientists who are 
viewed as not too invested in a particular position— and who therefore will 
be open- minded, flexible, and willing to learn— but this can conflict with the 
very notion of expertise, since an expert often has a good deal invested in 
his or her expertise. As Bob Watson explained,

You want the people to be highly knowledgeable, but you often did not want 
the person that may have published the most results in that area because they 
might conceivably only promote their own work. So the choice of lead authors 
is rather crucial: highly knowledgeable, but not necessarily the authors that 
have done the most work in that field because otherwise they may be slanted 
or biased to their own work. And you actually want people to defend their own 
work but be open to [the idea that] it may not be right.109

Similarly, Guy Brasseur, the director of the Climate Service Center in Ger-
many, noted:

Some of the authors are very fair, while others [might act like] “Oh, I’m going to 
report on my stuff and show what I did since I’m the best.” OK, sometimes there 
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might be disagreement over a very, very delicate issue. Let’s say some people 
were talking about trends. One person measured a trend going up; another 
person measured no trend. Then the report needs to say something about that. 
So the report would say, “We think there’s a trend. We think the other observa-
tions are wrong for that and that reason.” The guy would come to the meeting 
and say, “Wait a minute. You’re wrong! I can show you.” So sometimes there’s 
a fight.110

Generally speaking, scientists are not paid to participate in assessments, 
yet many willingly agree to do so. Most proffer that they benefit profession-
ally, qua scientists, because participating in an assessment is an efficient 
means to get a view of a scientific domain that is both broad and deep, which 
can be helpful to both one’s research and one’s position in the research com-
munity. Several ozone scientists describe assessment participation as the 
opportunity to get “up to date over a wide range of science,” particularly on 
“prepublication” research.111 Pyle said, “It’s a good way of keeping in touch 
with everything that’s going on. Things are synthesized for you.”112

Tony Cox, a member of the CODATA panels with Watson and a par-
ticipant in all the international ozone assessments except 2010, suggested 
that the assessment process is important in stimulating new knowledge: 
“Whenever you get experts together, grappling with a problem [in] which 
everybody recognizes we don’t know what’s going on here . . . people stimu-
late each other and learn about the thoughts of others.” The ideas generated 
in this process “won’t necessarily be in that assessment, but probably by the 
time the next bloody assessment comes, people have gone away and thought 
about it and had a paper published on it. Then it’s fair game for putting in 
the assessment.”113 Many participants agree that being part of an assessment 
is scientifically stimulating and can influence one’s own future research in 
productive ways.

Bob Watson stressed both the social and the intellectual benefits that 
come from meeting experts in other fields whom one might otherwise not 
know, particularly since these are “the best” people in the world— and there-
fore people one really wants (and perhaps needs) to know:

Why do people take part in these? Well, first, they meet their other colleagues. 
If you’re a modeler, you meet all the other modelers. But even more important, 
you interact even closer with the experimentalists, etc., so you’re meeting with 
the best people in the world right across the issues. . . . Especially scientists from 
developing countries have a real opportunity to meet the best from the US or 
the UK. The reason people keep doing this is threefold. One, they want to get 
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their science reflected in this. Two, they find it exciting working with other sci-
entists and learning things they hadn’t learned on issues they might not spend 
much time on. And three, their science is influencing policy.114

Watson’s third reason why scientists participate in assessments— “their sci-
ence is influencing policy”— was not mentioned by many other interview-
ees. One might think that scientists would welcome the opportunity to make 
a difference in the world by connecting their scholarly work to matters of 
public policy, yet few scientists mentioned and none emphasized it. Rather, 
they emphasized the ways in which participation helped them qua scientists. 
Perhaps it is simply that as scientists they are most motivated by scientific 
activities; problems of public policy are not their priority. (An assessment 
involving economists might be a different matter.) Or perhaps this is related 
to the desideratum of perceived objectivity. A scientist who actively wants to 
influence public policy may be seen as not acting like a scientist. One who ac-
tively tries to influence policy— as Rowland did— might be considered biased. 
A scientist who wanted to participate in future assessments might consider 
it best not to express the desire to influence policy— or at least not to express 
it too strongly.

Disagreement

One question that emerged early in the ozone assessments was how to han-
dle disagreement. Watson recalls:

In the late 1970s there was a whole series of ozone assessments [and] certain 
politicians asked what were the differences between them rather than asking 
what the similarities were between them. A guy called Guy Brasseur115 was once 
asked to write a short paper on the differences between them, which I thought 
was singularly unhelpful.116

Watson pushed for a single, comprehensive international assessment in part 
to counter any possible claim that any particular assessment was biased to-
ward the policy position of its country of origin, and he wanted to focus on 
the areas of agreement, not disagreement, for fear that people or govern-
ments would use those differences as an excuse for inaction.117

Watson was certainly right that disagreement could be used as an argu-
ment against action, insofar as industry groups, particularly in the United 
Kingdom, were at that time pushing hard against aggressive action.118 Un-
derstanding the areas of scientific agreement is crucial for evaluating where 
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scientific knowledge provides a stable basis for decision making. But articu-
lating areas of disagreement is important, too, since these may reveal areas 
where scientific knowledge is still in flux, as at that time it was.119 Moreover, 
one might suppose that an assessment that clearly laid out the varying views 
of scientists, without enforcing consensus but giving full and free expres-
sion to whatever diversity of opinions existed, would have been easier to 
defend against accusations of bias than a report that attempted to present a 
“unified front.”120

Because they interpreted the problem of bias primarily as a question of 
nationalism and the impact of the pluralism of national policy preferences, 
Watson and his colleagues opted for a single, international voice. Rightly or 
wrongly, their perspective on the political dimensions of the problem— that 
a single voice would be more defensible than a multiplicity of voices and 
therefore more effective in moving policy— structured the manner in which 
they designed their assessment.

One strategy for achieving a single voice was through the use of execu-
tive summaries. The first two major international ozone assessments, The 
Stratosphere 1981 and the Blue Books (Atmospheric Ozone 1985), did not have 
executive summaries, an omission that Watson described as “a monstrous 
mistake.”121 The Report of the International Ozone Trends Panel had an execu-
tive summary, but it was published almost two years before the report itself 
and was not included in the full report once it finally became available. 
Since then, all of the international ozone assessments have included execu-
tive summaries as part of the assessment document. Watson described these 
as “absolutely critical,” believing that the executive summary is the only 
part of an assessment likely to be read by policy makers.122 Some scientists 
worried that policy makers don’t even do this much but rely instead on  
underlings to condense the summary still further.123 To these scientists, it is 
essential that the summary present the critical take- home conclusions as con-
cisely and clearly as possible.

Watson and Albritton adopted a particular style for the ozone assessment 
executive summaries, designed to ensure that if they only had a couple of 
minutes to speak to a policy maker, they would be able to communicate the 
assessment’s major conclusions and implications:

We would just take all the bolds [i.e., bold points from each chapter of the as-
sessment] put them together, print them out and say “Does this give you the 
ten most important messages?” In other words, if you had a minister or a major 
person from the business sector, and you were going up in the elevator [with 
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him or her], all you would have time for is these bolds. Do they make a consis-
tent story? Have we grabbed all the key information, the key messages? Have 
we forgotten any? . . . [In short] we don’t waste any time. . . . [The executive 
summary] is absolutely focused on the major conclusions.124

Uncertainty

While scientists involved in ozone assessments grappled with boundary  
issues— whom to include, whom to exclude, what to include, what to ex-
clude— they also grappled with the question of uncertainty: how to evaluate 
it and how to express it. Uncertainty is at once an internal and an external 
problem for scientists. Internally, understanding uncertainty— particularly 
in the form of error estimates— is a standard part of scientific practice and 
often considered part of scientific ethics. Scientific honesty includes being 
forthright about the limits of your knowledge, the uncertainties of your es-
timates, and the measurable errors in it. Uncertainty also has an external 
dimension, made manifest by the assessment process: if decisions are being 
structured in part by the knowledge expressed by the assessment, policy 
makers need to know how secure that knowledge is. If those decisions are 
designed to avoid future adverse effects, then uncertainty is part and parcel 
of the decision- making process as well as the expression of the knowledge 
on which it is (at least in part) based.

Scientists understand uncertainty primarily in terms of error bars— in-
cluding the familiar statistical measures of means and standard deviations— 
but uncertainty may also take forms that are not readily measured, includ-
ing areas in which relevant knowledge does not exist or is incomplete, areas 
in which available data do not permit conventional probabilistic statistical 
analysis, and areas in which scientists— for whatever reason— do not agree.

The international ozone assessments have never had a formalized proce-
dure for handling uncertainty. Scientists working in recent years on climate 
change— where the handling of uncertainty has been formalized— have sug-
gested that ozone was a simpler problem, less riven by uncertainty than 
climate change. For example, Brian Toon, an atmospheric physicist known 
for his work on nuclear winter who was also involved with several ozone 
assessments and the 1987 Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment, has ar-
gued that in comparison to climate change assessment, ozone was easy. Cli-
mate, he noted, to a large extent involves trying to predict things that have 
never been observed (such as ice sheet collapse); ozone, so he said, is more 
concrete, immediate, and certain. After the Antarctic ozone hole had been 
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discovered, “the uncertainty of the ozone hole problem was more a matter 
of what did happen,” so “one of them [climate change] is a prediction and 
the other one [ozone depletion] is something you observe.”125

But the qualifier “after the Antarctic ozone hole had been discovered” 
is significant. In the early years of the assessments, ozone depletion was a 
prediction for which there was no observable evidence. Contrast this with 
the empirical evidence for climate change, which was already beginning to 
emerge when the IPCC was created. Indeed, when severe ozone depletion 
was observed, many scientists at first disbelieved their own data. Once they 
did come to believe it, they went scrambling back to their drawing boards to 
figure out how it had happened, since the existing models had not predicted 
it and could not account for it.

University of Cambridge atmospheric scientist Michael McIntyre ex-
pressed a view similar to Toon’s. He noted, in a discussion of uncertainty 
treatment in assessments,

The ozone problem is a much easier case than the climate problem. [With] 
the ozone problem, you can say quite a lot of things without bothering with 
numbers because they’re practically certain. . . . You can say some things on the 
climate problem, but you can’t say very much in terms of predicted scenarios.126

This was not how scientists viewed it at the time, however. The actual 
history of ozone assessments shows that uncertainty was a major issue in 
evaluating the threat of ozone depletion. Ozone may seem easy in retrospect 
because it is viewed today as an issue that has been largely resolved, but it 
did not seem simple to the scientists who worked on it in the 1970s and 
1980s. Nor did the science seem certain to the chemical industry, which for a 
time pushed back strongly, or to the media, which reported the issue as one 
that was highly contested. The very fact of multiple assessments before the 
adoption of the Montreal Protocol, and the requirement of ongoing assess-
ments to support it after its adoption, stand as testimony to the uncertain-
ties. Multiple assessments were deemed necessary to cope with the complex, 
changing state of scientific knowledge.

As science policy scholar Henry Lambright has observed, the Montreal 
Protocol’s provision for future revisions according to periodic assessments 
was an adaptive management framework, intended as a means to handle 
uncertainty:

The MP [Montreal Protocol] included measures for subsequent review and 
amendment based on further scientific research. The policy makers understood 
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that they were making policy and setting rules to contain CFCs under condi-
tions of uncertainty. The delegates virtually invited the scientific community to 
reduce uncertainties in order to guide policy.127

Similarly, in a 1997 presentation celebrating the 10th anniversary of the 
Montreal Protocol, Dan Albritton referred to the iterative assessment pro-
cess as “a crucial part of the structure of the Montreal Protocol,” in which 
“the best opinion is given at the moment and the best decisions are made 
and revisited some years later.”128

Metrics

The development of new metrics for conceptualizing ozone depletion has 
been an important part of the development of the science, a strategy for 
taming uncertainty, and a tool for helping policy makers glimpse the future.

As we saw earlier in this chapter, by 1988 scientists were confident that 
the Antarctic ozone hole was largely caused by heterogeneous reactions oc-
curring on the surfaces of polar stratospheric cloud particles. But measure-
ment difficulties continued to inhibit experiments aimed at characterizing 
those reactions, making it difficult to incorporate them into models used 
to predict future ozone depletion. (This remains a challenge today.) Scien-
tists addressed this difficulty by developing a series of metrics for ozone 
depletion that in effect served as surrogates for predictive photochemical/
dynamical models (see table 3.3).

These metrics were originally developed to give scientists and policy 
makers a way to gauge the relative risk associated with various ODSs (rela-
tive to each other in terms of their chemical properties and also relative to 
their respective emissions profiles). However, after the ozone hole discovery, 
they also served as a useful device for facilitating predictions of future de-
pletion levels while avoiding the complexities associated with incorporating 
the heterogeneous reactions into models.129

The first ozone metric developed was ozone depletion potential (ODP),  
proposed by atmospheric modeler Don Wuebbles in 1983 and first appear-
ing in an ozone assessment in 1989.130 The ODP incorporated information 
about the composition and atmospheric lifetime of a given ozone- depleting 
substance; results were presented relative to the action of an equal mass of 
CFC- 11 (i.e., CFC- 11 was arbitrarily assigned an ODP of 1). With the recog-
nition of the importance of additional ozone- depleting compounds (par-
ticularly those containing bromine), as well as the role of heterogeneous 
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t a b l e  3.3. Metrics for estimating ozone depletion.

Ozone Metric Calculated By Interpretation of Results

Ozone depletion potential 

(ODP)

How much ozone 

depletion a fixed quantity 

of a given substance will 

cause, over its entire 

atmospheric lifetime, 

relative to the same 

amount of CFC- 11

Need to combine 

calculated ODP with 

actual quantity released 

to estimate actual ozone 

depletion from this 

chemical

Chlorine loading potential 

(CLP) or bromine loading 

potential

How much chlorine (or 

bromine) a fixed quantity 

of a given substance 

will deliver from the 

troposphere to the 

stratosphere relative to 

the amount of chlorine 

delivered by the same 

quantity of CFC- 11 over 

their respective lifetimes

Need to combine CLPs 

for all ODSs with actual 

quantities of all ODSs 

released to figure out 

actual ozone depletion

Equivalent effective 

stratospheric chlorine 

(EESC)

Estimates the total 

number of chlorine (and 

bromine) atoms delivered 

to the stratosphere, over a 

given time period

EESC is proportional to 

the amount of chlorine 

(and bromine) available in 

the stratosphere from all 

ODSs in a given period; 

allows easy calculation 

of indirect (cooling) 

contribution to the global 

warming potential of 

these ODSs

chemistry, ODPs were supplemented by another proxy metric: the chlorine 
loading potential, or CLP.

The CLP, which first appeared in a July 1988 report of the US EPA and was 
also used in the 1989 ozone assessment, represented how much chlorine (or 
equivalent ODS such as bromine) from a given halocarbon would be delivered 
to the stratosphere.131 By measuring an intermediate step in the ozone deple-
tion process, the CLP obviated the need to work out all the reactions through 
to the end point of the ozone- destroying step. Parson has credited this move as 
highly effective from a policy perspective: “Stopping the analysis [of projected 
ozone depletion by a given substance] at the intermediate step of chlorine load-
ing avoided all the complexity, uncertainty, and controversy associated with 
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the actual ozone- loss processes.”132 In other words, it was a scientifically de-
fensible and quantitative means for dealing with the severe uncertainties still 
hovering around the actual ozone- destroying reactions themselves.

In 1994, a third metric was introduced: the equivalent effective strato-
spheric chlorine (EESC). Resembling the concept of “CO

2
 equivalent” now 

used in estimating the effect of diverse greenhouse gases in climate change, 
the EESC provided an estimate of the total amount of ODSs delivered to the 
stratosphere that was available to destroy ozone at a given time. In addition 
to serving as an easily interpreted measure of a particular chemical’s contri-
bution to halogen loading and ozone depletion in the stratosphere during a 
period of decreasing production of ODSs, the EESC had another purpose: 
it provided a means of incorporating into the global warming potential for 
a substance the indirect radiative (cooling) effect of ozone depletion caused 
by a chemical.133 With this new metric, policy makers could establish the 
net contribution of a given ozone- depleting chemical to climate change— a 
concern that, by the early 1990s, had risen to prominence and which, at 
the behest of the governments involved, the assessments began to consider 
alongside ozone depletion.

Since 1998, most of the assessments’ graphical predictions of strato-
spheric chlorine levels under various emissions scenarios have been pre-
sented in terms of EESC. The EESC projections of ozone depletion agree 
very well with results from recent models, which embody a relatively com-
plete understanding of ozone chemistry. In particular, the EESC- based pro-
jections are in good agreement with the full models with respect to the pe-
riod when the ozone layer will return to “normal” levels over Antarctica. In 
essence, scientists combined the EESC with actual observations of the size 
of the ozone hole in recent years to project future ozone losses while avoid-
ing the need for a detailed understanding of the chemistry.

c o n c l u s i o n

Ozone assessment changed over time. It became large, international, and 
inclusive, and these characteristics helped to drive out an earlier model of 
nationally or institutionally based assessments. This shift occurred as some 
influential scientists came to believe that a single, inclusive international as-
sessment would be more authoritative and responsive to the needs of policy 
makers than a multiplicity of smaller, exclusive ones.

As ozone assessment developed, scientists became increasingly self-  
conscious about the boundary between science and policy, promoting the 
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idea of “policy- relevant but not policy- prescriptive” information, a distinc-
tion that lives on explicitly in the policies and practices of the IPCC.

Watson saw this distinction as critical. There are two reasons, he argued, 
for scientific assessments to avoid making policy prescriptions. First, if 
you do present policy recommendations, “you can always be viewed as [if ] 
you’re advocates and you’ve preselected the information [in the assessment] 
to support your policy position.” Second, he noted that policy decisions are 
based on more than science:

Scientific knowledge . . . [is] only one input to a policy decision. There are other 
factors. There is the economy in the broad sense of the word, there’s employ-
ment, there’s distributional issues. . . . So for scientists to believe that they know 
what the answers are is a little bit— arrogant is too strong of a word— but it fails 
to recognize the other dimensions of a policy decision.134

Other scientists agreed. Acknowledging the limits of scientific expertise (and 
perhaps implicitly acknowledging the complex character of democratic de-
cision making), Tony Cox stated that “policy options are not just scientific. 
They include all sorts of other things in them.”135

Recognizing this, Watson and Albritton sought instead, in later ozone 
assessments, to present scenarios and state what the likely outcome of each 
one would be:

The one golden rule of all of these ozone assessments and climate assessments 
and biodiversity assessments [i.e., all the assessments Watson has managed] is 
never to be prescriptive. My most favorite of all statements I’ve ever written in 
my life was one that Dan Albritton and I wrote at probably three o’clock in the  
morning, which of course we took back to all the other scientists. . . . It was basi-
cally on polar ozone, Antarctic ozone, and the statement went along the lines of, 
“Unless there is a 100% elimination” (or some words like this, or complete elimi-
nation) “of all long- lived chlorine-  and bromine- containing compounds into the 
atmosphere, the Antarctic ozone hole will be with us forever.” . . . So it didn’t tell 
governments what to do, but it told the consequences of not doing something. It 
was totally nonprescriptive, and yet it was really saying, “You’ve got to get rid of 
it [i.e., the anthropogenic chlorine and bromine compounds] if you want to get  
rid of the ozone hole.” . . . We’ve used a lot of “if- then.” “If you want to achieve 
this, then these are the options.” Well, you can do the reverse: “Without doing 
this, then. . . .” The if- then approach is a very powerful approach because it’s not 
prescriptive. If you do this, these are the consequences. If you want to achieve 
this, these are the options. . . . But the if- then is a very powerful approach. Tell-
ing governments what to do is not very useful. They tend to rebel against it.136
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This view— that scientists do best by presenting options or scenarios rather 
than recommending policy— is now widespread, even dominant, in the sci-
entific community.

However, different scientists have different understandings of what this 
distinction means in practice. Albritton stresses that the role of scientists is 
to present a small number of sharply distinct options: “We . . . learned that 
in talking to policy makers, rather than presenting fifty choices, present four 
choices, spread wide enough that there is no doubt that the science is ro-
bustly saying that one is different from the other.”137 Modeler Don Wuebbles 
(who developed several ozone metrics and participated in many of the as-
sessments) argues that scientists have a role to play in evaluating options as 
well as presenting them:

Why shouldn’t we be involved with talking with policy makers about potential 
impacts and various options? I think in the assessments, we want to be very 
careful to not prescribe for them exactly what things they should do, but I think 
it is useful to tell them and ask those “What if?” questions. If you did this, the 
impact it would have on ozone, based on our best knowledge.138

Jonathan Shanklin, a British meteorologist and one of the discovers of the 
Antarctic ozone hole, has expressed the view that “what you have to do 
is give policy options and the consequences, and then the politicians can 
choose from a menu as to what they see as the least worst from their per-
spective.” However, other participants in the seminar in which Shanklin ex-
pressed these views challenged his use of the phrase “policy options.” Atmo-
spheric scientist Michael McIntyre queried, “That’s getting the two things 
tangled, isn’t it? The scientists should say what the facts are as far as we can 
tell; the policy makers should look at policy options.” As a friendly amend-
ment, he proffered: “I think . . . in scientific assessments, [we should say] if 
you do this, then we think the range of possibilities is that. End of story.”139

The development of ozone metrics was tuned to this project of providing 
policy makers with scenarios and options in the face of uncertainty. Metrics 
were originally designed to inform decisions on trade- offs between limiting 
production of one ODS versus another by how much and when. Assess-
ments subsequently repurposed them to allow projection of future ozone de-
pletion absent models that were adequate to the task.

But while scientists were developing metrics useful to policy makers, the 
natural world offered up a surprise: the discovery that matters were worse 
than scientists had imagined. Assessments inevitably leave things out, not 
just for political or social reasons, but also for scientific ones, and what gets 
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put in and what gets left out scientifically is a major issue affecting the sta-
bility, robustness, and ultimately the reliability of the conclusions of the 
assessment. In scientific research, difficult problems are often set aside on 
grounds of intractability, with the hope or assumption that progress can 
meanwhile be made in other areas.

Simplifying assumptions are part of scientific research, as they were in 
this case.140 In the history of ozone assessment, heterogeneous chemistry 
was omitted from serious consideration until the unexpected discovery of 
the Antarctic ozone hole forced scientists to reexamine their views. In this 
case, it was not the assessment itself but discoveries in the natural world that 
forced that reexamination. In other cases, the pressure on assessments to ex-
plain unexpected results surely contributed to a sense of the necessity— the 
urgency— to reexamine previous assumptions to determine what, in those 
assumptions, might have been incorrect. As we shall see in the next chap-
ter, assessments are sometimes unable to reconcile such issues satisfactorily. 
The history of ozone assessment reminds us that assessments are not the 
same as— and not a substitute for— continued basic scientific research. In-
deed, it underscores the imperative of continued direct engagement with the 
natural world.

o z o n e  t i m e l i n e

1974

•	 Stolarski	 and	 Cicerone	 paper	 shows	 a	 chlorine	 chain	 reaction	 in	 the	
stratosphere	could	destroy	ozone

•	 Molina	and	Rowland	paper	shows	chlorine	from	CFCs	is	reaching	the	
stratosphere,	discusses	various	catalytic	cycles	destroying	ozone

1976

•	 First	US	NAS	(panel	and	committee)	ozone	reports	released
•	 First	UK	Department	of	the	Environment	report	published

1977

•	 Ozone	protection	amendment	added	to	the	US	Clean	Air	Act

1979

•	 Second	US	NAS	ozone	report	released
•	 Second	UK	Department	of	the	Environment	report	published
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1985

•	 March:	Vienna	Convention	for	the	Protection	of	the	Ozone	Layer	adopted
•	 May:	British	scientists	publish	first	paper	identifying	the	Antarctic	ozone	hole

1986

•	 July:	“Blue	Books”	assessment	(Atmospheric Ozone 1985)	published
•	 August–	September:	NOZE	expedition	to	study	Antarctic	ozone	hole

1987

•	 August–	September:	NOZE	II	and	AAOE	expeditions	to	study	Antarctic	
ozone	hole

•	 September	16:	Montreal	Protocol	on	Substances	That	Deplete	the	Ozone	
Layer	agreed	to

•	 NASA	et	al.	release	initial	findings	of	Antarctic	expeditions,	showing	con-
vincingly	that	the	ozone	hole	is	caused	by	chlorine	chemistry

1988

•	 March	15:	Ozone	Trends	Panel	Report	executive	summary	released,	dem-
onstrating	small	but	noticeable	global	ozone	depletion	(in	addition	to	the	
Antarctic	ozone	hole)

•	 March	 18:	DuPont	 announces	 it	will	 stop	manufacturing	CFCs	within	
10	years

1989

•	 January	1:	Montreal	Protocol	enters	into	force;	mandates	ongoing	ozone	
assessments	at	least	every	four	years,	beginning	in	1990

1990

•	 Scientific Assessment of Stratospheric Ozone: 1989	published,	the	first	scien
tific	assessment	published	under	the	Montreal	Protocol
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Assessing the Ice: Sea Level Rise  
Predictions from the West Antarctic Ice 

Sheet, 1981– 2007

i n t r o d u c t i o n

In May 2014, the New York Times reported, “A large section of the mighty 
West Antarctica ice sheet has begun falling apart and its continued melting 
now appears to be unstoppable.”1 Based on papers published that month in 
Science and Geophysical Research Letters, the article suggested that the retreat 
of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) had passed its tipping point. Since 
the late 1970s, scientists had feared the loss of the ice sheet as a result of 
climate change; now that fear was being realized. Seasoned WAIS geologist 
Richard Alley, who had long known that WAIS disintegration was possible, 
was quoted as saying, “It shook me a little bit.”

The New York Times story privileged two points in the history of studying 
the WAIS: a 1978 prediction of its collapse and the present- day assertion 
that collapse was now inevitable. This might have seemed to suggest that 
scientists had been expecting this news— that their early expectations were 
now being fulfilled. But this was far from the case. For more than three 
decades, a substantial number of glaciologists had interpreted the available 
evidence as indicating that the WAIS was relatively stable and would remain 
so for centuries or even millennia. They did not see its possible collapse as a 
threat that policy makers needed to consider seriously. Yet at the same time, 
a significant number of glaciologists worried that collapse might occur far 
sooner and that the threat was something that policy makers did need to 
heed. The scientific finding that WAIS disintegration was now unstoppable— 
and might unfold within the foreseeable future— could therefore be under-
stood either as an overall reversal of scientific opinion in response to new 
evidence or as a perhaps temporary triumph of one unproven view over 
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another. Either way it raises the question: Why did many glaciologists for so 
long judge the WAIS to be stable until they decided that it wasn’t?

Historically, the WAIS has puzzled glaciologists trying to understand its 
behavior and future. As a marine ice sheet in contact with warming ocean 
waters, it is inherently vulnerable to long- run disintegration. Scientists al-
ready understood in the 1960s that if it were to disintegrate, it would raise 
global sea level by three to six meters.2 However, as far as glaciologists were 
able to judge at that time, WAIS did not appear to be disintegrating; if any-
thing, it was growing. Any possible disintegration seemed to be a very dis-
tant threat, especially remote when measured against political time frames. 
However, by the early 2000s, as the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was under way, it had be-
come apparent that the WAIS was less stable than previously thought; in fact, 
some areas of the ice sheet already showed evidence of rapid change. These 
findings led scientists to reexamine previous sea level rise projections for 
the twenty- first century.3 This major change in scientific understanding led  
to a comparable shift in the level of concern about rapid disintegration as a 
socially significant impact of global warming.

In the 1950s and 1960s, a few key US scientists dominated the discus-
sion of anthropogenic climate change, and the future of earth’s ice sheets 
was among the issues that they highlighted. In the 1970s and early 1980s, 
major differences of opinion emerged as to how climate change would af-
fect the WAIS, in particular whether a rapid disintegration in the near term 
(i.e., less than two centuries) was possible. This motivated WAIS scientists 
to organize workshops to sort out the varying views and attempt to define 
a policy- relevant research agenda. As the science grew and became more 
diverse and more complex, changes detected in the cryosphere and in global 
sea level inspired interest and concern among a much larger group of scien-
tists. These scientists and the early workshops they instigated shaped many 
of the questions still pursued by the research community and addressed by 
scientific assessments today.

This chapter traces the history of the WAIS assessment process, an in-
tricate story of epistemic shifts in which the evolution of scientific knowl-
edge was closely intertwined with its assessment. We follow its evolution 
from small- scale, informal workshops and single- authored reports to the 
elaborate, international, and formal assessments produced by the IPCC. 
We focus on US and European WAIS assessments up to the fourth IPCC 
report, comparing pre-  and post- IPCC WAIS assessments and the shift in 
scientific characterizations of WAIS. In particular, we try to illuminate how 
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scientists evaluated the potential threat of a rapid WAIS disintegration, why 
a majority of them for so long judged that threat to be modest, and how 
they have recently come to view the matter differently. Over time, WAIS 
assessments became subsumed by the IPCC assessment process as part of 
the lar ger project of evaluating and projecting the effects of climate change. 
Because computer models of future climate were unable to fully account for 
observable changes in WAIS, models came to be regarded as inadequate to  
project future changes in WAIS. But rather than fully exploring alternatives 
to mechanistic modeling, IPCC’s Fourth Assessment refrained from estimat-
ing WAIS’s twenty- first- century contribution to sea level rise. As often oc-
curs in areas of unsettled knowledge, assessment authors seemed anchored 
to “erring on the side of least drama.”4

e a r l y  o b s e r v a t i o n s  o n  t h e  w e s t  
a n t a r c t i c  i c e  s h e e t

The International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957– 1958 focused scientific 
 attention on global data gathering in far- flung locales, including Antarctica. 
Under the aegis of the IGY, glaciologists began multiyear research on the 
characteristics and behavior of WAIS. Scientists participating in the IGY also 
put in place a system of stations around the world, including in Antarctica, 
that continue today as part of the Long Term Ecological Research network, 
which compiles significant data on the state of the planet’s various ecologi-
cal zones.5

For American scientists, the formation and formalization of  National Ant-
arctic Programs around the same time streamlined logistics and research 
funding, a welcome change from the sporadic and mostly territory- oriented 
expeditions of the previous era. The growth of the US National Science 
Foundation (NSF), which took on a leadership role in Antarctic research in 
the 1960s, further strengthened American Antarctic research.

The United States established several small, temporary bases during the 
IGY but then focused primarily on building a large base that could han-
dle continental- scale logistics. Near the location where British naval cap-
tain Robert F. Scott had begun his ill- fated attempt to reach the South Pole, 
the United States established McMurdo Station. The scale of infrastructure 
at McMurdo, which grew considerably over the course of the IGY, sim-
plified the always costly and difficult logistics of managing deep- field sci-
entific research—work conducted in remote areas far from stations. (Today, 
McMurdo boasts a summer population of 1,100, with multiple bars, a church, 
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ATMs, a January music festival called Icestock, state- of- the- art laboratory 
facilities, several landing options for aircraft, and other amenities.)

US scientists also established Palmer Station, a small base on the Antarc-
tic Peninsula, the most northerly and warmest part of the continent. The 
relatively diverse populations of plants and animals attracted biologists and 
ecologists to the peninsula; the station also supported some deep- field re-
search. A third station at the South Pole was developed primarily for atmo-
spheric and astronomical research. Having a base at the South Pole, which 
every Antarctic territorial claim save one included, also carried symbolic 
significance during the Cold War and beyond.6

One of the United States’ key deep- field research programs was the study 
of the Ross Sea sector of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. It spanned several 
decades, included various research teams from diverse universities, and con-
sumed a significant portion of NSF’s Antarctic research funding. The prin-
cipal investigator of the early US- funded WAIS projects was Charlie Bentley 
of the University of Wisconsin. Following the IGY, Bentley spent the 1970s 
working on the Ross Ice Shelf Geophysical and Glaciology Survey and the 
1980s with the Siple Coast Project. He also chaired the National Research 
Council (NRC)’s Polar Research Board, and by the end of his career had 
become the elder statesman of WAIS research.7

The first systematic, US- funded exploration of the ice sheet was a series 
of seismic traverses.8 Considered the key US Antarctic project under the 
IGY, these traverses, undertaken in Sno- Cats, sought to measure the thick-
ness of the ice sheet and, indirectly, the topography of the continent under-
neath (see figure 4.1). Bentley led several of them, stopping every three miles 
to collect measurements.9

But scientists did not just want to know how thick the ice sheet was; 
they wanted to understand how the ice flows in a dynamic landscape. A 
large team led by Barclay Kamb and Hermann Engelhardt from the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology (Caltech) conducted fieldwork immediately 
after Bentley’s pioneering traverses and focused on ice streams— regions of 
the sheet that seemingly flowed toward the ocean between areas of rela-
tively static ice, analogous to rivers flowing through a hilly landscape. This  
was very challenging work. The only other glaciological team on the ice 
around the same time was that of Ian Whillans, who was surveying Ice 
Stream B, later to be renamed Whillans Ice Stream.10 In an interview, 
 Engelhardt noted the difficulties of studying a location about which scien-
tists knew so little, in terrain so treacherous that their research team lost an 
airplane in a  crevasse.11 Kamb had to ship his heaviest drilling equipment 
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down to the ice by boat a year in advance because it was too heavy to be 
flown down.

Besides the incredibly complicated logistics, the scientists confronted the 
challenge that the landscape they surveyed literally shifted as they attempted 
to track it. The basic surveying work, which remains incomplete (though  
much improved), was conducted during Engelhardt’s tenure on the ice; ae-
rial surveys helped the Caltech team determine what parts of the Ross Ice 
Shelf were most active. The Kamb/Engelhardt Caltech team undertook to drill 
into a slowly moving ice stream now named for Kamb. Ice drilling was itself 
an emerging technology, and the group worked in their Pasadena lab to con-
struct hot- water drills that could descend to the bottom of the stream, carrying 

figure 4.1  Antarctica and the Southern Ocean. Map ©Commonwealth of Australia, by the 

Australian Antarctic Division, Australian Antarctic Data Centre.
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equipment to photograph and collect samples along the way. Through this 
project, they were able to map the dynamic, fluid terrain underneath the 
ice, which included areas of flowing water, points where the ice was lodged 
against rocks or ridges, and areas that flowed slowly. Kamb and Engelhardt 
were also able to characterize some of the local sub- ice behavior of the West 
Antarctic Ice Sheet and the ground and water it rests on.

Glaciologist John Mercer from Ohio State University was known in the Ant-
arctic scientific community as a bit of an oddball; stories trickled back from 
Antarctica about him conducting research in the nude.12 In a conference 
paper in 1968, Mercer was the first to link atmospheric warming with the 
potential rapid disintegration of WAIS. The conference paper received very 
little attention; a decade later, he repeated his message in a paper with a dra-
matic title: “West Antarctic Ice Sheet and CO

2
 Greenhouse Effect: A Threat 

of Disaster.”13 The use of the term “disaster” in the title was uncharacteris-
tic of scientific writing, and it may have unsettled some of his colleagues, 
but the paper anchored virtually all subsequent scientific reviews— as well 
as disaster scenarios— of the subject. Mercer’s speculation was based on evi-
dence that global sea level was about six meters higher during a warm period  
125,000 years ago, and lake sediments suggesting that WAIS had temporarily 
disappeared sometime in the past million years or so.

The argument gained support from Johannes Weertman’s theory that 
WAIS and other marine ice sheets that are bounded by sea water and based  
on bedrock below sea level are potentially unstable. Their “grounding lines,” 
demarking the boundary where land- based or “grounded” ice slips into the 
sea forming floating ice shelves and contributing to sea level rise, are suscep-
tible to rapid retreat when the abutting ocean warms. Although ice shelves 
float, they are often stuck against surrounding cliffs or rocky rises in the sea 
floor, restricting their forward motion and hindering outflow of the grounded 
ice behind them. As ocean water warms, ice shelves melt more quickly, reduc-
ing this buttressing and allowing rapid disgorgement of grounded ice into 
the sea. This process could end with the entirety of  WAIS being transferred 
from land to ocean.

e a r l y  u s  w a i s  a s s e s s m e n t s

The Orono Conference: 1980

Mercer’s 1978 Nature paper inspired the first consolidated, multidisciplinary 
overview of the state of WAIS science, held at the University of Maine, 
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Orono, in 1980. The Orono conference was jointly sponsored by the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the US Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) and anchored by University of Maine professors 
Terry Hughes and Jim Fastook.14 A 558- page verbatim transcription of the 
formal proceedings provides a written record of both the presentations and 
the question- and- answer sessions that followed each presentation and con-
cluded the workshop.15

Charlie Bentley organized the presenters. The distinguished oceanogra-
pher Roger Revelle, although not in attendance, wrote the charge letter out-
lining the intended product of the conference: a research proposal. Roger 
Revelle was an early player in American climate science.16 He was instru-
mental in securing funding for Charles David Keeling’s atmospheric moni-
toring project during the IGY, which led to the famous Keeling Curve (the 
graph that clearly depicts an anthropogenic increase in atmospheric carbon 
dioxide), and he continued to promote scientific and policy interest in climate 
change throughout his career.17

In the charge letter, Revelle focused on the need for the conference to 
articulate a research agenda:

The report of this meeting should describe each research issue as explicitly as 
possible, what are the questions that need to be answered, what is the most 
 productive way of approaching the task, what resources will be needed.18

The list of meeting presenters reads as a veritable Who’s Who of West Ant-
arctic Ice Sheet research: John Mercer, Terry Hughes, Jim Fastook, Bill Budd, 
Charles Raymond, Ian Whillans, Craig Lingle, Bentley, and many other glaci-
ologists whose contributions to WAIS science continue to be influential today.

Welcoming remarks were given by Dr. David Burns from AAAS. At the 
time, AAAS and the DOE were putting together a research program to 
guide US climate research— and, in particular, establishing the National Cli-
mate Program and participating in the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO)’s World Climate Program. Reinforcing Revelle, Burns reminded 
participants that the papers that emerged from the meeting should not be 
“scientific papers in the usual sense of presenting new information or results 
of experiments or data” but should summarize what was known and outline 
what needed to be known. He explained:

There are two primary audiences for the product. . . . One is yourselves and  
your colleagues in the field of glaciology and Antarctic research and the paper 
or the research plan would be an indication to them of— of research that [it] is 
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felt would be useful and would be a guide in effect to writing proposals. The 
other audience for the product of this meeting would be the bureaucrats and 
the administrators who will be receiving such proposals and will use your de-
liberations and the written result of it as a guide to funding research.19

Burns addressed the policy significance of future sea level rise, discussing 
an article by climate modelers Stephen Schneider and Robert Chen in the 
context of a recent congressional hearing:

I can assure you that the possibility of a rise in sea levels and the loss of produc-
tive land are taken quite seriously. I don’t know whether they [Schneider and 
Chen] were grabbing for headlines or not, but they were asking questions. We 
are now doing things about energy we are producing, we are making decisions 
about shale, we are making decisions about fossil fuel. These decisions will have 
results and if the hypothesis of carbon dioxide warming and climatic change 
is correct, the decisions we are making today about energy may have conse-
quences that would be costly or unpleasant for human activities. So, I think that 
there is an urgent need to consider what the mechanisms and the likelihood 
of this occurring [are], and your deliberations will tell us how we can go about 
finding out what we need to know.20

It was not unusual for a government agency to sponsor a research confer-
ence to summarize the state of the science; what made this conference an 
assessment was the explicit recognition that a policy response to the science 
might be required.

Bentley reiterated the idea that the meeting was different from the  
usual scientific meeting or workshop: “We’re in serious danger, I think, of 
going on in a very enjoyable discussion of scientific results, which is not 
the purpose for which we are here.”21 Instead, he stressed, the participants 
should carefully follow Revelle’s charge: “While it may be necessary to in-
clude some retrospective material, the paper should not emphasize what 
we know now, but rather what we need to find out and how we should go 
about it.”22

In articulating a research agenda, the scientists would have to address 
their different views about how WAIS might contribute to sea level rise and 
how imminent a threat that might be. Bentley’s published research sug-
gested little likelihood of rapid WAIS disintegration in the coming centuries, 
but Mercer, Revelle, and Hughes had offered data and scenarios that could 
put disintegration into play much sooner, within the next 100– 200 years.  
Perhaps for this reason, Bentley kicked off the formal presentations by in-
troducing Mercer with a small joke: he facetiously gave Mercer’s speaking 
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slot the title “The Threat.” Mercer responded to Bentley in kind: “Okay, 
Charlie, yes, I had to expand that title a bit, I didn’t see it until a few days 
ago, ‘The threat reconsidered in the light of new climatic events during the 
last interglacial.’ ”23

Terry Hughes discussed CLIMAP (Climate Long- range Investigation, 
 Mapping, and Prediction), an ambitious effort to produce a map of climate 
conditions during the Last Glacial Maximum. CLIMAP researchers had re-
constructed prehistoric episodes of disintegration and retreat of  WAIS toward  
the center of the continent and modeled potential future retreat. Hughes’s 
presentation generated a long discussion about the equations he used and 
the specific ice sheet locations he described; one unidentified speaker sug-
gested that the evidence Hughes had used to describe future disintegration 
actually hinted more clearly at near- future WAIS stability.24

Jim Fastook’s presentation on the CLIMAP reconstruction, particularly 
the retreat that had occurred in the Pine Island Bay area, also generated 
significant interest. Bill Budd pressed for alternative strategies for depicting 
dynamic retreat.25 The Pine Island Bay glaciers (which continue to be one of 
the most dynamic regions of WAIS today) featured prominently in discus-
sions about possible disintegration scenarios explored by the CLIMAP team. 
Bentley pressed for an actual time scale for WAIS disintegration suggested 
by the CLIMAP model of the ice sheet’s behavior. Fastook responded that a 
fast disintegration would take about 1,000 years, while a slower one might 
take place over 18,000 years.26 Fastook also made clear the limitations of the 
CLIMAP model, focusing particularly on the model’s inability to link the 
calving rate (the rate at which icebergs break off the edge of the ice sheet as 
it disintegrates) with the overall rate of ice retreat:

At this point I don’t have any way to verify [the model]. That’s one of the hopes 
of tying the calving rate in some way to the ice velocity across the grounding 
line. I’d be happy with an empirical relationship between the calving rate and 
ice velocity, something— just something that I could use to take the parameter 
out of it, so to speak, and allow it to vary through the course of retreat.27

Fastook shared his findings and projections but acknowledged them as im-
perfect and puzzling— making clear that he saw this work as a step in the 
right direction but a partial one at best. Other participants were similarly 
open about the limitations of their work.

After lunch, the tone of the conference shifted markedly. Dave Drewry 
of the Scott Polar Research Institute opened his talk by saying, “Maybe I 
should start off with three very simple words,” which were “I don’t agree.”28 
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His findings in the Ross Sea area contrasted strongly with the CLIMAP re-
sults. In Drewry’s description, ice sheets were not configured so as to be 
vulnerable to warm ocean water, as suggested by Weertman, and this in-
formed his opinion that WAIS was stable. After the presentation, the dis-
cussion of what WAIS grounding lines could look like (in reality as well 
as in models) and whether a true grounding line could even exist took up 
more time than had the presentation. This conversation eventually turned 
to the observational, geological research that would improve the modelers’ 
work. Drewry summed up these research needs in the pithy incantation 
“We need more core, we need more core.”29 The modelers had a long list of 
locations about which they wanted to know more. The discussion continued 
with the presentations of Bill Budd, Uwe Radok, and Charlie Raymond, who 
complicated the CLIMAP model and offered observations to support, foil, 
and challenge the predictive work that WAIS modelers had just begun to  
perform.

The day closed with Burns returning to the policy implications of the work. 
Should WAIS concern policy makers? It all depended on the time scale:

If you’re quite certain that the time scale of disintegration of the Antarctic ice 
and the possible rise in sea level is a very, very long time scale, thousands of 
years, then I think that the policy people are going to lose interest quite rapidly. 
But if there is still quite a good possibility that it’s much shorter than that, then 
I believe that the research would be supported, because ultimately the research 
is very simply to determine what our fossil fuel policies will be.30

On day two the scientific presentations continued, with each followed 
by lively debate. For example, following Ian Whillan’s presentation, he and 
Dominique Raynaud disagreed on a fundamental question: Was the cur-
rently observed thinning of parts of WAIS a very short- term phenomenon 
or a longer- term process with a historical component, such as a past sea 
level change with effects only now reaching the interior?31 Whillans and 
Mercer debated the length of time needed for WAIS to respond to sea level 
changes.32 Bill Budd and others pointed out errors in Whillan’s model, and 
so on. The workshop participants collegially and meticulously scrutinized 
the shortcomings of one another’s work as well as their own. Budd, for ex-
ample, noted that Bentley’s and Whillan’s findings conflicted, and Bentley 
responded by saying, “I’m looking at the whole area and he’s talking about 
one flow line,” suggesting that Whillan’s smaller scale caused the contradic-
tory findings.33 However, later in the day, glaciologist Kenneth Jezek con-
tradicted Bentley’s assessment of a positive mass balance for WAIS (WAIS 
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gaining ice) with new observations of a negative mass balance (WAIS los-
ing ice) in the Ross Sea sector.34 In these cases, WAIS glaciologists found 
themselves grappling with primitive models of a feature that did not be-
have uniformly in all locations or at all scales, and accumulation data (e.g., 
snowfall amounts) that sometimes had not been updated since the IGY, 
as well as the question of how to include uncertainty calculations in their  
predictions.

The postpresentation discussions circled back to the goals of the meet-
ing— that is, to figure out what research trajectories were needed to under-
stand WAIS more completely and predict its future behavior. Bentley divided 
the participants into smaller groups to hash this out. Then the workshop 
participants convened one last time on the morning of April 30, 1980. After 
a final set of research presentations, they laid out plans for the morning’s 
small group discussions. Before they split up, British glaciologist Charles 
Swithinbank noted that some of the calls for satellite remote sensing might 
“price ourselves right out of the business” of WAIS research, particularly 
among scientists who came from less wealthy nations.35 He suggested that 
they brainstorm some less expensive options.

Ironically, the workshop proceedings did not include a list of research 
priorities, only documentation of the presentations and group organization 
that facilitated its creation. However, an edited list of research priorities 
agreed to at Orono showed up in Roger Revelle’s papers at the Scripps In-
stitution of Oceanography (SIO) archives as an appendix to an SIO WAIS 
workshop held two years later:

VII. PRIORITIES
Projects and parts of projects are divided into three groups. There is no 
priority ordering within groups.

Top:

Satellite altimetry
Satellite monitoring of Antarctic sea ice distribution
Amundsen Sea drainage basin study
Interaction between ice shelves and ocean
Grounding line studies (including ice rumples)
Drilling on ice rises and ice domes
Deep drilling in East Antarctica
World- wide sea level and ocean volume changes— last interglacial
Ocean, sea ice, and precipitation modeling using global circulation 
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models
Numerical modeling of ice sheet response
Technique for surface mass balance from satellites
Radar profiling of ice shelves for bottom balance rate
Radar mass balance on ice shelves
Oceanographic monitoring along barrier
Instrumental emplacement deep in ice shelf for bottom balance rates
Marine coring for evidence from last interglacial and Holocene retreat 
record
Tide gauge studies

Second:

Ross Sea drainage basin study
Satellite studies of ice margins
Ice thickness mapping
Development of laser ranging capabilities
Marine coring for evidence of extent of last major ice advance

Third:

Weddell Sea drainage basin study
Bellingshausen Sea drainage basin study
Study of existing cores
Shallow coring
Antarctic Holocene sea level changes
Monitoring temperature change
Monitoring accumulation rates on stake networks36

Was this what Burns wanted, given his focus on providing a time frame 
for policy makers? Or did the list enumerate what scientists would have 
done anyway? The length of the list suggests that scientists were not so 
much thinking about answering critical policy- relevant questions as they 
were thinking about all the scientific components needed to truly under-
stand WAIS.

One key difference between Orono and later assessments and workshops 
was the openness of the dialog during the meeting. That a record was made 
for public consumption is itself noteworthy. There were certain presenta-
tions and conversations where the reporter noted that the group had gone 
off the record. Still, the text recorded a great deal and provides a close look  
at how professional glaciologists struggled with this massively difficult 
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 prob lem. The participants were open and collegial and joked with one an-
other but not without being critical or questioning, and well aware of the 
gaps,  partialities, and uncertainties in their research.

Revelle, Bentley, and Changing Climate: 1983

In his papers, Revelle kept a 1981 special publication called “Carbon Di-
oxide Proliferation: Will the Ice Caps Melt?” from the Institute of Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineers Power Engineering Society. The meeting that 
produced this publication included participants from both government and 
academia. It featured meteorologist Dr. Joseph O. Fletcher, who served as 
the meeting’s expert on CO

2
 warming in the polar regions; he had spent 

much of his research career in the Arctic, had served as the head of the 
NSF’s Office of Polar Programs from 1971 to 1974, and at the time of the 
workshop was the acting director of the Environmental Research Laborato-
ries at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Fletcher had a large task at this workshop— discussing all of the ice in 
the polar regions, not just WAIS. When it came to WAIS, Fletcher’s message 
was that the ice sheet would not pose a problem in a warming world. He 
claimed that if the ice sheet disintegrated, it would simply refreeze when it 
hit the water.37 Fletcher also discussed the probability of surges in the rate 
of WAIS disintegration, offering two possible scenarios. First, he discussed 
the warming air temperatures and restated his claim about refreezing. The 
second scenario envisaged a warming ocean interacting with the ice sheet’s 
edge. Here he claimed that “it is not likely that a warmer sea would occur, 
even with the warming by CO

2
,”38 because the severe cooling effect of the 

winds off the Antarctic land mass, combined with the hypercooled Antarctic 
Bottom Water, would keep the ocean from warming even if the atmosphere 
warmed as much as 8°– 10°C over the Antarctic.39 This was an extremely con-
servative, perhaps even complacent view of the possibility that WAIS would 
respond to warming, but he argued that it was warranted given the doubtful 
reliability of model results. “I hate to be such a skeptic,” he claimed, “but 
I do think that although the modeling experiments are powerful tools, we 
have to interpret them with a great deal of caution.”40

In 1982, Revelle reviewed the state of the science for Scientific American in 
a paper entitled “Carbon Dioxide and World Climate.” Revelle said that the 
answer to the question of whether anthropogenic climate change was under 
way was “probably yes.”41 Bentley, who focused only on ice, saw this issue 
as far off in the future, but Revelle— who was very close to the modeling 
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and empirical results and thus concluded that anthropogenic warming had 
likely already begun— saw the potential impacts on WAIS as a nearer threat.

In 1982 Revelle chaired an informal workshop at SIO, “CO
2
, the West 

Antarctic Ice Sheet, and Global Sea Level.” Revelle was now emeritus direc-
tor of SIO; the directorship of SIO was in the hands of physicist William 
Nierenberg. Nierenberg was also chair of the National Academy of Sciences 
Carbon Dioxide Assessment Committee (CDAC), which the US government 
had charged with putting together the climate science assessment Changing 
Climate, published in 1983. The results of the SIO workshop would inform 
Revelle’s contribution to Changing Climate, a single- authored chapter enti-
tled “Probable Future Changes in Sea Level Resulting from Increased At-
mospheric Carbon Dioxide.”42

Twelve people participated: two notetakers; one government liaison 
from the Department of Energy; Bill Nierenberg (representing CDAC); 
and eight expert scientists— Revelle, Bentley, Arthur Bloom (Cornell), Wal-
lace Broecker (Lamont- Doherty Geological Observatory at Columbia Uni-
versity), Edward Epstein (NOAA), Robert Etkins (NOAA), Vivian Gornitz 
(Goddard Institute), and Richard Wetherald (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory at Princeton). Bentley was the only link between the Orono and 
SIO events, but he strongly advocated for the research needs articulated in 
Maine.

The workshop was organized around the question of threat: “How rap-
idly could the present WAIS disintegrate?”43 In the opening remarks (and 
after briefly describing CDAC’s mission), Revelle plunged into a discus-
sion of his definition of rapid disintegration: “If [WAIS] were to disinte-
grate over several hundred years, we could no doubt adapt. But if significant 
rises in sea level took place in 100 years or less, there would be real prob-
lems.”44 Revelle also noted that “the WAIS could be monitored directly, but, 
this is not yet being done and there is no agreement yet on what are the 
most important measurements.”45 This introductory statement went di-
rectly to the question of what information was policy- critical and what was  
superfluous.

Wetherald was the first presenter, and he discussed the applicability of 
numerical climate models to WAIS. The models of the time showed an intact 
continental ice sheet at atmospheric CO

2
 levels up to four times the current 

amount. But were they right? He noted that the CLIMAP “model was poor 
for Antarctica.”46 The oceans did not circulate, the polar surface air tempera-
tures were too warm, the clouds did not change in response to changing CO

2
 

levels, and sea ice and ice shelves were not differentiated.
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Bloom presented on paleoclimate and the history of global sea level. A 
hundred and twenty thousand years ago global sea level was six meters 
higher, making it likely that WAIS had disappeared during that time.47 He 
discussed the complexity of determining prehistoric sea level, in that scien-
tists had to consider tectonic uplift in relationship to changing sea level. The 
workshop reporter charmingly noted that “the discussion on proving 6 m 
higher sea levels about 125,000 years BP survived the break for lunch.” The 
discussion apparently hinged on a debate between Broecker and Bloom, 
with Broecker arguing that the dates of this period of high sea level, called 
the Eemian,48 were unproven; Bloom disagreed.49

Etkins and then Epstein presented on contemporary sea level rise. Etkins 
dis cussed differentiating the polar ice contributions to sea level rise from 
the thermal expansion component. Epstein described how he extrapolated 
warming- related sea level rise in contrast to that resulting from changes in the 
earth’s rotational inertia (causing the ocean to bulge in places) and suggested 
that satellite altimetry might be the only reliable check on his WAIS data. The 
presentation spurred a conversation about whether researchers were gather-
ing reliable global temperature data at all, since some findings, such as James 
Hansen’s, seemed to be at odds with the data used by Epstein and others.

Gornitz— the only woman present— gave a presentation on tide gauge data 
based on an article she had recently published in Science.50 Gornitz’s findings 
suggested a recent sea level rise of 1 mm/year, less than Ken Emery’s 3 mm/
year. This ended the formal presentations for the first day of the workshop.

Bentley kicked off day two with a primer on dynamics focused on the 
logistics of how, when, how fast, and where a WAIS disintegration might 
occur. He described the ice sheet as in balance: “The sum of the thickening- 
rate at the margin and the bottom melt is zero.”51 He also insisted that while 
WAIS was unstable, there was “no way” that it could disintegrate in the next 
century.52 Broecker, who tended toward rapid disintegration, asked Bentley 
if it looked like WAIS was “setting up for a surge [into the sea]”; Bentley did 
not think so. He also noted that by looking at the flow lines in the ice, one 
could conclude that there had not been a fast surge in 1,500 years.53 Nieren-
berg, who tended toward thinking any threat was very remote, suggested 
that Bentley’s data allowed for a positive ice thickness gain of up to 20–  
30 mm/year due to accumulation.

Broecker also asked about the mechanics of a warming Southern Ocean 
sending a warming signal up the Pine Island Glaciers, potentially triggering 
a very rapid disintegration once the ice became unhinged from its island 
pinning points. Bentley revisited this after lunch, to the point of belaboring 
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the answer that “with a rise in temperature, chances of eventual disappear-
ance of the WAIS are good, but that chances of its disappearance in a couple 
of hundred years are not good.”54 In his view, the 100- year interval for disin-
tegration was impossible and the 200- year interval nearly so.

In a set of final remarks, Revelle staked out the possible WAIS contribu-
tions to sea level rise:

•	 Ablation [ice melt, from the continent overall] might furnish ≤ 3 mm/yr
•	 Pine Island increased ice motion ≤ 3 mm/yr sea level equivalent
•	 Retreat of ice margin in Pine Island Bay resulting in widening front  

≤ 3 mm/yr
•	 Increased calving in Pine Island Bay due to thinning ice from widening 

front and bottom melt ≤ 3 mm/yr
•	 Ronne- Filchner shelves increased velocity 10 km/yr over a 1000- mile 

front ≤ 15 mm/yr.55

The sum of these contributions was equivalent to 27 mm/year, or 5.4 m of 
sea level rise in 200 years— assuming that disintegration would start at full 
speed.56 Summarizing, the reporter wrote: “The sense of the meeting was 
that it was most unlikely that disintegration of the WAIS could result in a sea 
level rise as great as six meters in 100 years, but that there is an upper limit 
possibility that, including all the shelves (Pine Island, Ross, and Filchner- 
Ronne) a three meter rise could occur in 200 to 250 years.”57 Though this 
statement seems out of line with Bentley’s views, there is no record of assent 
or dissent from Bentley at this point.

The workshop summary ended with the sentence “Revelle then listed 
the needed research as given in the summary.”58 Bentley furnished this list, 
attached as an appendix: an edited version of the list already generated at 
Orono. In this way, the as- yet- unpublished results from Maine made it into 
the proceedings of the SIO WAIS workshop and would influence Revelle’s 
chapter in Changing Climate.

However, the SIO workshop participants did not simply repeat the Orono 
research priorities; they recrafted this list, removing the prioritization but 
adding more specific detail about certain measurements and data needed, as 
well as the locations where they should be obtained:

1. Satellite observations of surface elevation of the WAIS with laser altim-
etry at most sensitive spots
a. Inflection points of ice- streams
b. Grounding lines of shelves
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c. Above them, away from the ice streams
d. Snow accumulation rates from microwave measurements
e. Profiles in ice streams

2. Measuring bottom melt underneath ice shelf
3. Drilling through WAIS to determine oldest ice in Siple Dome, Crary Ice 

Rise, Roosevelt Island
4. Mass balance study of drainage basins

a. Amundsen Sea, Pine Island, and Thwaites Glaciers
b. Ross Sea
c. Weddell Sea (FRG [Federal Republic of Germany] and UK)

5. Improved worldwide sea- level measurements by more and better con-
trolled tide gauges

6. Improved southern hemisphere GCM’s [Global Climate Models] and mod-
eling of ice sheet and ice shelf dynamics

7. a. Paleological, geological, and geochemical determination of possible 
disappearance of the WAIS during the Eemian interglacial (bottom cores, 
coral island drilling records, better data, geophysical correlation)
b. Detailed examination of coral reef cross- sections to determine rate 
of construction of the 5m Eemian terrace

8. Modeling of inland ice sheet and ice shelf dynamics
Deep drilling at the south Pole to determine paleo- elevation and  
paleo- temperatures.59

The SIO workshop produced a tighter and more precise report than the 
wide- ranging scientific presentations at Orono did. The SIO report also men-
tioned the Eemian period: this would become a critical research question 
over time, as scientists began to use climate events of the Eemian, the earth’s 
most recent interglacial period, which saw temperatures comparable to what 
is now predicted for the mid-  to late twenty- first century, as an analog for fu-
ture climate. Perhaps this reflected convergence in priorities as the research 
community became a little more focused. Or perhaps Revelle, needing infor-
mation for his upcoming chapter in a major assessment, worked to keep the 
workshop focused. As host of the workshop as well as the ultimate author 
of the sea-level rise chapter in Changing Climate, Revelle had hand- selected 
the SIO participants. Debates certainly made it into the formal workshop re-
cord, but having fewer participants limited the range of debate. Furthermore, 
while the Orono workshop seemed to invite participants with conflicting 
perspectives to spur such debates, the small group of scientists at SIO kept 
that workshop short, to the point, and with less unwieldy, tangential, or ir-
resolvable discussion.
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The WAIS stability problem was mooted again at a climate conference in 
September 1982 in Berkeley Springs, West Virginia.60 Here, Bentley’s posi-
tion seemed to harden: he now argued that if there was any evidence of 
change, WAIS was growing, not shrinking. The ice sheet was “healthy” and 
he expected it to be around for centuries; even in a warming world it would 
take 500 years to melt.61 Drawing on models from Weertman, Budd, and 
B. J. McInness, Bentley argued that Hughes’s estimate that WAIS could col-
lapse in 200 years was wrong. He did allow that a relatively near- term disin-
tegration of WAIS “might barely be possible,” but by that he meant a mini-
mum of 500 years.62

In response Hughes focused on how to improve and refine WAIS models. 
He agreed with Bentley that the Weertman and Budd and McInness models 
had problems, but he nonetheless rebutted Bentley’s conclusions. Bentley 
said that surface melting could not cause rapid disintegration; Hughes dis-
agreed because the meltwater does not stay on the surface of the ice but 
drains into crevasses near the grounding line and/or ice streams, making 
it less stable. Bentley also stated that the removal of ice shelves would not 
cause surges; Hughes again disagreed (and was later proven correct with  
the 2002 collapse of the Larsen B ice shelf and the resulting surges by sev-
eral abutting glaciers).63 Hughes also critiqued a formula that Bentley relied 
upon; when Hughes ran his correction, he found that the model predicted 
a rapid disintegration in 200 years. Indeed, Hughes thought WAIS disinte-
gration had already begun and that CO

2
- induced warming would accelerate  

this process.64 In conclusion, Arnold L. Gordon from Lamont- Doherty submit-
ted his “Comments about the Ocean Role in the Antarctic Glacial Balance,” 
in which he pulled back from the technical arguments between Bentley and  
Hughes and analyzed the global implications of this debate.65 The conference 
report was framed as an adversarial exchange between Bentley and Hughes 
with Gordon’s cooler head encouraging readers to expand the scope of the 
debate past scientific wrangling and to consider the massive implications  
if the collapse predicted by some came to pass.

How did Revelle summarize this debate in his chapter in Changing Cli-
mate? He began by taking a long (100,000- year) perspective on sea level, 
remarking that “the present is a time of quiet sea level compared with the 
violent oscillations that occurred during most of the last 100,000 years.”66 
Within a shorter time scale, he noted that “the present rate of 10– 20 cm per 
century [of sea level rise] is small compared with the average rate of 1 m 
per century over the past 15 millennia and very much smaller than the in-
ferred maximum rise of perhaps 5 m per century immediately following the 
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glacial period.”67 The introduction set the tone for a chapter that would im-
ply that while changes were occurring, they were still modest when placed 
in a longer- term, pre– human civilization context.

Nonetheless, Revelle offered numbers that suggested near- term sea level 
rise would be neither negligible nor inconsequential: his prediction for 
global sea level rise through 2100 was about 40 cm through land ice to sea 
transfer and another 30 cm due to thermal expansion, bringing the total to 
70 cm.68 He gave these estimates large error bars of ±25%, but noted that 
there were uncertainties that could bring about much more. This included 
the potential disintegration of WAIS.69

To set the local, present- time Antarctic scene, Revelle depended on Bent-
ley and captured the present state of affairs very briefly:

Estimates of the mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Bentley, 1983) suggest 
that the mass is stable and perhaps even increasing, but the noise level of the 
estimates is so high that a small net loss corresponding to a rise in sea level of 
0.5 mm per year is not forbidden.70

Revelle gave WAIS its own section, titled “Possible Disintegration of the 
West Antarctic Ice Sheet,” which served as the capstone for the chapter. Rev-
elle was not shy about the potential five to six meters of sea level rise that 
might occur:

The oceans would flood all existing port facilities and other low- lying coastal 
structures, extensive sections of the heavily farmed and densely populated river 
deltas of the world, major portions of the state of Florida and Louisiana, and 
large areas of many of the world’s major cities.71

The implications for humanity were clear.
Revelle invoked Bentley to characterize the rate and likelihood of WAIS 

disintegration. As already noted, Bentley, contra Fletcher, had argued that 
the warming ocean caused thinning at the edges of the ice shelves that but-
tressed the ice sheet, allowing the upland ice streams to start flowing rela-
tively rapidly into the ocean.72 Revelle cited Bentley that a discharge span-
ning 200 years would require “unreasonably high” glacier speeds, though 
one quarter of WAIS ice could be discharged from Pine Island Bay in that 
time frame, and half could be in 400 years.73 According to Bentley’s stud-
ies, “During this period [of 400 years] the Ross and Filchner- Ronne ice 
shelves could have disappeared, and all the ice could be discharged within 
500 years.”74
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The chapter concluded with a discussion of WAIS research needs. De-
spite following Bentley in the bulk of the text, here Revelle emphasized 
that the “disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet would have such 
far- reaching consequences that both the possibility of its occurrence and 
the rate at which disintegration might proceed must thoroughly be re-
searched.”75 The odds might be low, but the consequences were high. Rev-
elle gestured to the Orono workshop recommendations but then spelled out 
his specific priorities for special emphasis:

Possible change in the mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet; interaction be-
tween the Ross and Filchner- Ronne ice shelves and adjacent ocean waters; ice 
stream velocities and mass transport into the Amundsen Sea from Pine Island 
and Thwaites Glaciers; modeling of the ice sheet response to CO

2
- induced cli-

mate change; and deep coring of the ice sheet to learn whether it in fact disap-
peared 125,000 years ago.76

He also strongly supported satellite- monitoring projects for WAIS and deep- 
core drilling for both the Greenland Ice Sheet and WAIS.

Revelle’s chapter was remarkable in that its tone changed abruptly in the 
WAIS section. The chapter’s opening paragraphs, which put contemporary 
sea level rise into a global context, were written in a conventional scientific 
manner. But once Revelle started to write about WAIS, the message was 
alarming: a veritable collapse of society as we know it. WAIS became the 
key— a massively uncertain one, but one with tremendous implications.

The Changing Climate report was controversial; some of this controversy 
stemmed from conflict between Revelle and Nierenberg. Revelle’s approach, 
tone, and findings contrasted with Nierenberg’s and with the report’s ex-
ecutive summary (which Nierenberg had farmed out to NRC staff member 
Jesse Ausubel). Indeed, the summary ignored Revelle’s findings almost en-
tirely. Revelle made a strong argument about a serious threat from WAIS in 
a warmed world, but the executive summary of the report did not.

US Environmental Protection Agency: 1983

In 1983, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published Projecting Fu-
ture Sea Level Rise: Methodology, Estimates to the Year 2100, and Research Needs,  
an assessment chaired by John Hoffman (EPA), Dale Keyes (a consultant), 
and James Titus (EPA). The assessment included contributions from Sergej 
Lebedeff, Gary Russell, Andrew Lacis, and James Hansen of the Goddard 
Institute for Space Studies; Robert Thomas and David Thompson of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory; and William Emmanuel of Oak Ridge National 
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Laboratory. It used a broad, sweeping perspective to introduce the relation-
ship of anthropogenic warming and sea level rise, to discuss its potential 
impacts on society (with an emphasis on the United States), and to call for 
further research. It also offered a detailed and nuanced appraisal of the state 
of the science.77

The assessors identified two mechanisms by which global warming’s 
effects on the cryosphere could lead to sea level rise— melting land- based 
snow and ice; increasing the rate of flow of land- based ice sheets toward 
the sea— and one by which it might lower it— causing the atmosphere to 
carry more moisture to cold areas in the form of snow, increasing snowfall 
accumulation and decreasing sea level. It then provided specific numerical 
estimates for the potential maximum contributions to sea level rise: 70 me ters 
from Antarctica, 7 meters from land- based ice in the Arctic region including 
Greenland, and 0.3 meters from high- altitude regions such as the Himala-
yas.78 (Their calculations did not separate West and East Antarctica, although 
a footnote explained that WAIS provided about 10% of the total figure, while 
the East Antarctic Ice Sheet— thought to be less prone to instability upon 
warming— made up the remainder.)79 As in previous assessments, the scien-
tists stressed that a key uncertainty was how ice sheets disintegrate:

Accurate estimation of the partial deglaciation of the West Antarctic, East Ant-
arctic, and Greenland ice sheets for the next 120 years will require detailed 
studies of the specific ice sheets. Such studies should consider such factors as 
the predicted temperature of the upper surface of the ice, surface precipitation 
rates, ocean water temperatures, melting of ice shelves from the bottom, speeds 
of ocean currents and their ability to remove ice, the specific topography of the 
“gates” (narrow areas that constrict the flow of ice), and the specific location of 
grounding lines (land on which marine ice sheets rest). These factors will de-
termine the speed of discharges. Unfortunately, such studies have not yet been 
made for deglaciation in the next century.80

The concern about the “gates”— such as those found in the Pine Island 
Bay region— echoed the findings of earlier scientific workshops. The asses-
sors noted that governmental support was completely lacking for this av-
enue of research: “A comprehensive well- funded effort . . . is still not on 
the research agenda of any federal agency.”81 Understanding snow and ice 
transfer (to the sea) was one of the key research priorities; understanding 
of both the basic physics of ice and models of behavior of the ice sheets as 
a whole needed to be improved.82 Despite these uncertainties, the assessors 
offered numerical estimates for sea level rise by 2100: between 144.4 and 
216.6 cm.83
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Melting ice, including WAIS, contributed heavily to these predictions, 
but since the rate of melting was so difficult to calculate (because ice melts 
in a nonlinear fashion), they chose to estimate it as either equal to ther-
mal expansion or twice thermal expansion. These assumptions were sup-
ported with model inputs from previously published reports, historical 
records (noting the problems with continuing historical rates into the fu-
ture), “process models” (those models containing accurate physics of how 
ice behaves), and “judgment” (the subjective assessment of the information  
at hand).84

This 144.4– 216.6 cm range was extremely high compared to other sea level 
rise predictions of the time, particularly those offered by Hughes (200 years)  
and Bentley (500 years) as WAIS deglaciation projections. The authors of-
fered the caveat that “although both estimates were made in the absence of 
detailed information about melting rates, sea ice retreat, and ocean and air 
temperatures, the possibility of a complete disintegration in 200 to 500 years  
cannot be ruled out.”85 The Reagan administration would use this difference 
to dismiss the EPA report as alarmist and consciously sought to direct atten-
tion to the much lower predictions in the Changing Climate report.86 There 
was now overt political pressure on the scientific community not to be alarm-
ist, but no comparable external pressure not to be complacent.

National Research Council: 1985

In 1985, the NRC published the report of a workshop titled “Glaciers, Ice 
Sheets, and Sea Level” held in 1984 in Seattle. This was a relatively large 
workshop, including many key players in WAIS and climate research. The 
report read like a single- authored book, unified in tone and language. An ex-
ecutive summary was followed by a multiple- chapter report explaining the 
basic scientific basis, data on sea level changes in the past 100 years, “prob-
able land- ice and ocean exchanges during the next 100 years exclusive of 
Antarctica,” a section on Antarctic work, and a summary with recommenda-
tions.87 Following the formal report, each of the research presentations from 
the workshop was attached, written up as research articles.

These scientists suggested that there was little if any contribution to sea 
level rise from the ice sheets at present, but they allowed that in the future 
that might change. In the executive summary, they wrote:

The consensus of this Workshop is that sea level is rising, but the rate of rise 
is uncertain by a factor of 2; wastage of mountain glaciers and small ice caps 
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contributes to this rise; probably very little if any sea- level change is caused by 
wastage of the Greenland Ice Sheet; and the Antarctic Ice Sheet is most likely 
growing, taking water out of the sea. The rate of change of mass of the ocean 
cannot be distinguished from zero. Whether the present rise in sea level can be 
adequately accounted for by just thermal expansion of ocean water is an open 
question. Future projections suggest that, in spite of increased participation, 
wastage of small glaciers and the Greenland Ice Sheet will add mass to the 
ocean; the resulting sea- level rise due to this cause likely will be a few tenths 
of a meter by year 2100. The sea- level rise due to changes in Antarctica is more 
uncertain; most likely it will be small, but a rise of an appreciable fraction of a 
meter by 2100 due to increased discharge of land ice to the sea is not beyond 
the realm of possibility.88

“A few tenths of a meter” by 2100 was much lower than EPA assessment 
figures. So how had the authors reached their conclusions? Had the science 
changed that much in two years?

In the report section on Antarctica and sea level change during the past 
100 years, the assessors restated their understanding that the continents’ ice 
sheets were virtually within mass balance, neither gaining nor losing much 
ice. However, in a subsection on the Ross Sea sector of West Antarctica— 
one of the “best known” areas of WAIS due to extensive measurements 
taken in the 1970s— they noted that the mass balance of that area “may be 
slightly positive”— that is, accumulating mass.89 But, they also noted, “Even 
in this well- studied region the evidence is equivocal,” and “the ice shelf [the 
floating part of the ice sheet] is capable of noticeable changes in its dynam-
ics on a time scale of a century or two.”90 Moreover, in other areas, they 
noted, the Antarctic Peninsula was losing mass (but was a small total area 
of WAIS overall). The Filchner- Ronne Ice Shelf was accumulating at a quite 
high rate (0.40 meters per year), but the shelf was melting at its base even 
faster: 1.0 meters per year.91 And the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers “may 
have the potential for rapid ice- sheet disintegration,”92 since there was little 
buttressing by the ice shelves at these sites. In other words, the situation was 
complex and poorly understood:

There are several research questions that badly need attention if better esti-
mates of present- day Antarctic mass balance and predictions for the future are 
to be obtained. What are the factors that determine ice- stream flow with slid-
ing? . . . What is the role of the West Antarctic ice streams [fast- flow sections 
of the ice sheet] in the ice- sheet dynamics; how and why do they play that 
role? What is the basal mass balance under the ice shelves, and how can it 
be predicted from oceanographic data? How can changes in thickness of the 
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ice shelves be measured separately from measurements of basal melting rates? 
What is the iceberg calving rate around the Antarctic at present, and how can 
the effect of a changing environment on the calving rate be determined? What 
are the time scales for variability in accumulation rate and iceberg discharge?93

These questions fell into two general categories: observations needed to im-
prove understanding of contemporary behavior of the ice sheet and physical 
understanding needed to improve the rudimentary ice sheet models in use 
at the time. The other subsections of the report also concluded with research 
needs, albeit not as lists of questions but rather as declarative statements of 
what measurements were needed or what work should be undertaken in 
upcoming research trips or satellite missions.

In the chapter devoted to the future of Antarctica, the assessors expanded 
on the research concerns they had listed as questions. Fundamentally, they ar-
gued, there was no way to build reliable ice sheet models if there were no reli-
able direct observations or models that could mimic direct observations.94 The 
chapter authors used Bill Budd’s early continental ice sheet models as their 
premise, particularly when describing the mechanics of the slowly sliding sec-
tions of WAIS ice.95 They used the ice stream models of D. R. MacAyeal and 
R. H. Thomas, Fastook, and Lingle to describe the more dynamic ice stream 
behavior.96 These models represented competing frameworks for estimating  
the potential rate of disintegration of the ice sheet. There were at that time 
too few observations to determine which behavior, fast or slow, would domi-
nate loss of ice to the sea as the world warmed. In their analysis, the authors 
made apparent that these models helped the glaciologists work through some 
of the key questions about WAIS but that these questions were far from set-
tled. The authors wrote:

It is clear, then, that we make no prediction of a rapid rise in sea level. It is pos-
sible that accelerated discharge of land ice from Antarctic will cause a modest 
rise in sea level in the next century. It is also possible that any accelerated dis-
charge will be offset by increased snowfall on the continent, leading to a small 
contribution of sea- level change that could either be positive or negative.97

Both of these possibilities were modest and small scale, but the first noted the 
possible significant global impacts that could occur due to WAIS. This muted 
tone contrasted with the concerned tone of Revelle’s Changing Climate chapter.

Because the assessors could not state with confidence what sea level rise 
might occur, they offered a set of tables predicting sea level rise based on 
various sources and under various scenarios. Most significant, the assessors  
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tried to make numerical estimates of sea level rise “by ice wastage” (i.e., 
melting and iceberg formation) under climate change. In these, the estimates 
for the Antarctic Ice Sheet were particularly unwieldy. Both negative and  
positive contributions were noted, both under conditions identical to the 
present moment and in 100 years (with increasing levels of CO

2
). Follow-

ing the table, the workshop participants wrote a section on future research 
needs. This began with a general list: improve climate models, determine the 
present- day global change in sea level more precisely, and determine to what 
extent the rise in sea level is due to volume expansion of the ocean.98 They 
underscored their general list with more specific recommendations that 
were expanded upon in great detail. In descending importance: investigate 
Southern Ocean circulation near Antarctica, ocean/ice shelf interactions, ice 
streams, and detection and prediction of future changes.99 To reduce key un-
certainties, there would have to be substantial additional research in West  
Antarctica.

In these six years (1980– 1985) of workshops and conferences, we see an 
ebb and flow in the debates over the future of WAIS. In some contexts, sc i-
entists’ views seemed to have been relatively consistent, while in other con-
texts they seemed to be divergent. However, most experts during this period 
did not view rapid WAIS disintegration as likely to happen anytime in the 
next few centuries. The exceptions were Mercer, Revelle, and Hughes, whose 
different views kept the discussion alive and helped to justify more research.

e u r o p e a n  a s s e s s m e n t s

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis: 1981

In 1981, the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), 
based in Austria, published Life on a Warmer Earth. This report was based on 
research conducted by Hermann Flohn on the “interaction between energy 
and climate,” jointly funded by IIASA and the United Nations Environment 
Programme. Flohn was a leading German climatologist who had helped to 
develop the theory of atmospheric circulation. The IIASA report offered a 
different story of the origin of interest in anthropogenic climate change than 
the one typically told about the Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius. Instead, 
it focused on Arrhenius’s American contemporary Thomas Chamberlin:100

The interest in global warming, like the problem itself, simmered awhile before 
boiling. In 1899, the American geologist Thomas Chamberlin sounded an early 
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alarm. A frequent contributor to the Journal of Geology— best known for his hy-
pothesis that the planets had spun off from the sun— Chamberlin attempted in 
one article to identify an atmospheric basis for glacial epochs and noted almost 
in passing that carbon dioxide released in the process of burning fossil fuels 
could warm the lower atmosphere and the surface of the earth.101

The authors’ history was flawed— Chamberlin’s planetesimal theory was the 
opposite of claiming that the planets had spun off from the sun— but they 
were right that the possibility of anthropogenic climate change had been 
known for some time.

Using evidence from the paleoclimatic record, the report contained plen-
tiful discussion of past ice accumulation and deglaciation in Antarctica, al-
though the paper was not focused on only WAIS or even the Antarctic. The 
authors noted:

The formation and melting of polar sea ice is a major internal climatogenic 
process. Historical variations in Arctic sea ice and in the Antarctic continental 
ice sheet have been considerable. The Antarctic ice is now probably partially un-
stable, which eventually could cause catastrophic ice surges or deglaciation of 
western Antarctica. Global atmospheric circulation is asymmetrical because of 
the contrast between the Arctic ocean’s thin cover of drift ice and the Antarctic 
continent’s heavy glaciation.102

The report suggested that there was time for five to ten more years of vigor-
ous research before policy action had to be taken and also suggested a CO

2
 

threshold for disintegration of WAIS at 550– 750 ppm. Discussing how long 
the polar ice caps had been present and at what rough intervals the ice sheets 
had expanded and contracted, they noted that the West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
appeared to be different from and less stable than the East Antarctic Ice Sheet:

A central core of Arctic Ocean [sea] ice has existed for at least the last 700,000 years  
and probably for more than 2 million years. Since ice caps became well estab-
lished at both poles, they have expanded and contracted in a strikingly regu-
lar pattern. Over the last million years, northern hemisphere ice has peaked 
roughly every 100,000 years, and the western Antarctic ice sheet has generally 
kept pace. By contrast, ice sheet changes in the eastern Antarctic have been 
relatively minor, and they may not have coincided with northern hemisphere 
glaciations.103

Given this, the East Antarctic Ice Sheet was not viewed as a threat, despite 
its large volume. Instead, it was viewed as the stable, land- based counter to 
the unpredictable WAIS.
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The IIASA assessors were interested in what might cause polar land ice 
melting and resulting sea level rise, including theories outside the realm of 
anthropogenic warming. Here is one:

An unorthodox ice- age hypothesis was proposed in 1964 by A. T. Wilson, a geo-
chemist from New Zealand. He assumed that a combination of pressure from 
above and geothermal heat flow from below would cause a sufficiently thick 
body of ice to melt at the bottom. This would make it possible for the Antarctic 
ice to move forward catastrophically on all sides, forming a quasipermanent 
ice shelf of 20– 30 million km2. The result of such a gigantic ice slide would 
be a general cooling of the earth and the sudden spread of glaciation on the 
continents of the northern hemisphere. While the bulk of the eastern Antarctic 
ice is stable and well above sea level (except for a few small meltwater lakes), 
the smaller ice dome of western Antarctica rests on bedrock below sea level. 
Indeed this ice may not be stable. It has been suggested that it has disappeared 
in the geological past, and there is some risk that this could happen again in the 
foreseeable future.104

Wilson’s account looked at the ice sheet not only as a feature that could 
cause global sea level rise but as one that could cool the planet. While it is 
well documented that atmospheric circulation keeps the cool Antarctic air 
locked over the continent, Wilson suggested that a displacement of the ice 
sheet could cause chilled air to spread over a larger region.

The IIASA report summarized the relationship among the ice sheets, the 
warming earth, and potential sea level rise directly from Flohn’s research:

The amount by which sea levels might rise as a result of global warming can 
only be put in round numbers. When drift ice melts, sea level stays the same, 
just as the water line in a drink stays the same as an ice cube melts. Within the 
next 100 years a significant worldwide rise in sea level could only be caused by 
large- scale surges of the Antarctic ice cap. As a rough gauge, each 100,000 km3 
of ice slide could be expected to raise sea level 25 cm, and a slide of less than 
100,000 km3 would probably not affect sea level significantly. The most recent 
ice slide of sufficient size to raise sea level may have occurred during the last 
interglacial period, when an Antarctic ice surge of some 2 million km3 could 
account for a 5- m rise in sea level at that time. Flohn says the risk of such an 
event recurring as a result of a 4°C increase in global warming is not great dur-
ing the next century or so. Nor does he consider it likely that the continental ice 
caps of the Antarctic and of Greenland would melt soon after the North Pole. 
Even with an ice- free Arctic, Greenland would get more winter snowfall due to 
increased cyclone activity and probably retain the bulk of its glaciation. But the 
risks of rising sea level should not be completely disregarded, even though, as 
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we have just seen, the risks of a large- scale shift of climatic belts due to global 
warming are far greater.105

On the basis of Flohn’s research, the assessors considered sea level rise due 
to rapid ice sheet disintegration to be a relatively low risk, at least in contrast 
to the other predicted changes that would be brought about by the forecasted 
anthropogenic warming over the next century. What is noteworthy, however, 
is the assessors’ willingness to talk about the fate of the ice sheets in the next 
hundred years. Most reports did not touch 100- year predictions, perhaps be-
cause of Bentley’s argument that he considered WAIS stable in a 100- year 
time frame and only conceded a slight possibility of any disintegration what-
soever in a 200- year time frame. Flohn’s work suggested that the risk of even 
a 25-cm increase over the next 100 years due to deglaciation was “not great.” 
The IIASA report demonstrated an interest in idiosyncratic as well as main-
stream ideas, showing that assessors were uncertain even about what glacio-
logical theories could be considered fanciful and which were more plausible.

International Energ   y Agency: 1982

In 1982, International Energy Agency (IEA) Coal Research released Carbon 
Dioxide— Emissions and Effects.106 The IEA was founded by Organisation for 
Economic Co- operation and Development member countries in 1974, and it 
aims to provide critical reviews of interest to “countries interested in mini-
mizing their dependence on imported oil.”107

The IEA report concluded that CO
2
- induced climate change was a major 

environmental issue that needed more study before effective legal mecha-
nisms could be designed. The authors noted that “because of uncertainties 
of present knowledge, the development of a management plan for control 
of CO

2
 levels in the atmosphere or of the consequent impacts on society is 

premature.”108

The IEA report included a fairly substantial section discussing WAIS in 
relation to ice and sea level.109 Despite the group’s openly pro- coal bias, their 
as sessment presented a fairly standard overview of WAIS knowledge:

The question of the disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet is still open 
but it is not likely to surge or breakup in the next century or two. A complete 
retreat of this ice sheet, which would probably take more than four centuries, 
would cause a rise in sea level of about 5 m.110

By concluding that a disintegration would take over 400 years, the IEA 
aligned itself closely to Bentley’s conservative estimate of 500 years. Overall 
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this assessment took a wait- and- see tone, advocating more, better, clearer, 
and stronger scientific research before the implementation of climate man-
agement policies and actions.

w a i s  i n  i n t e r g o v e r n m e n t a l  p a n e l  
o n  c l i m a t e  c h a n g e  a s s e s s m e n t s

With the creation of the IPCC in the late 1980s, climate assessments began 
to shift from being independent, ad hoc affairs to becoming systematic and 
institutionalized. The first IPCC report has similar language, sources, and 
general methodological approach to climate assessments as earlier assess-
ments. However, over time, as the IPCC has sharpened its focus and its guid-
ance to authors, the resulting reports have become much more structured 
and display a higher level of standardization. In many areas, IPCC scien-
tists have also reported increasing confidence in their findings. In particu-
lar, IPCC scientists have expressed steadily increasing confidence in their 
judgment that anthropogenic climate change has occurred. However, this 
is not the case for their judgments about WAIS.111 Scientists still struggle to 
increase their confidence in their understanding of WAIS and its relation to 
potential sea level rise in a warmer world.112

IPCC: The First Assessment Report

In the IPCC’s First Assessment Report (FAR),113 the assessors used many of 
the same data and models— or at least updated versions of those data and 
models— that assessors in the 1980s had used. WAIS was addressed in the 
chapter on sea level rise (chapter 9), chaired by Richard Warrick, a New 
Zealander climate modeler, and Johannes Oerlemans, a Dutch glaciologist. 
Today coordinating lead authors must be nominated by a government, but 
in the first assessment it was a “different process,” as Oerlemans recalled:

A few scientists were asked [by the IPCC secretariat] if we were willing to pre-
pare a chapter, but the scientists could organize this by themselves. So we could 
just invite a few people and have a workshop. Now this is all totally different.114

To Oerlemans, coordinating the sea level rise chapter for the IPCC assess-
ment was much like coordinating any of the previous sea level rise work-
shops. In his view that was a good thing:

I think altogether it’s a fairly unique exercise that you do this on a global scale 
as a United Nations enterprise and— but I must confess that I liked it in the 
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beginning more because it was more driven and done by the scientists. It has 
become much more political, but that is inevitable.115

Oerlemans’s evaluation of working on the FAR compared to later IPCC 
assessments was that “it was more direct. The process was easier.”116 The 
initial stage of writing was completed relatively quickly; an argument 
only broke out once he circulated the draft outside of his workshop. In par-
ticular, while 2 of 13 scientists listed as contributors to the chapter were 
from the United States, Oerlemans recalled that scientists from the United 
States were not as enthusiastic about the IPCC assessment as those from 
Europe were. This may have been because the US scientists were conduct-
ing their own national climate assessments around the same time, and indi-
viduals did not have the time to devote to more than one major assessment. 
US researchers would later come to play a major role in IPCC assessments, 
however.117

According to Oerlemans, he had invited a prominent American glaciolo-
gist to the workshop, but the glaciologist had declined. So Oerlemans sent 
the American scientist the chapter draft for review, and he received scathing 
comments in reply:

He didn’t want to come. I wonder if an American was there anyway in this 
[recording unclear]. I don’t think so. They were really missing. Then when we 
send him out the draft, he came with a huge response and document. It was 
all wrong and it should be much more about the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Of 
course we kind of said, “Yeah. Hello, boy. We will of course look at this but you 
should realize that you were not there and it would have been so much more 
easy if you would have attended the workshop,” but in the end I’m sure we 
wrote something about the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.118

The authors then passed their draft into the formal review process, which 
included both governmental reviews and further expert review. In the pub-
lished product, the authors discussed uncertainties surrounding Antarctic 
ice sheets this way:

As to the possible causes and their specific contributions to past sea level rise, 
the uncertainties are very large, particularly for Antarctica. However, in general 
it appears that the observed rise can be explained by thermal expansion of the 
oceans, and by the increased melting of mountain glaciers and the margin of 
the Greenland ice sheet. From present data it is impossible to judge whether the 
Antarctic ice sheet as a whole is currently out of balance and is contributing, 
either positively or negatively, to changes in sea level.119
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The authors also mentioned rapid disintegration of WAIS as they detailed 
the “key findings” for their chapter, concluding that a disintegration in the 
IPCC’s primary predictive time scale (to the year 2100) was unlikely:

On a decadal time scale, the role of the polar ice sheets is expected to be minor, 
but they contribute substantially to the total uncertainty. Antarctica is expected 
to contribute negatively to sea level due to increased snow accumulation associ-
ated with warming. A rapid disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet due 
to global warming is unlikely within the next century.120

WAIS also appeared in the report’s Summary for Policy Makers, again 
primarily as a source of uncertainty:

Although, over the next 100 years, the effect of the Antarctic and Greenland 
ice sheets is expected to be small, they make a major contribution to the un-
certainty in predictions. . . . the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is of special concern. 
A large portion of it, containing an amount of ice equivalent to about 5 m of 
global sea level, is grounded far below sea level. There have been suggestions 
that a sudden outflow of ice might result from global warming and raise sea 
level quickly and substantially. Recent studies have shown that individual ice 
streams are changing rapidly on a decade- to- century time- scale; however this 
is not necessarily related to climate change. Within the next century, it is not 
likely that there will be a major outflow of ice from West Antarctica due directly 
to global warming.121

While the assessors acknowledged the rapid changes observed in some ice 
streams, in the absence of convincing data they were reluctant to attribute 
such changes to a systematic, ice- sheet- scale response to global anthropo-
genic warming.

IPCC: The Second Assessment Report

In 1996, the IPCC published its Second Assessment Report (SAR). In the Work-
ing Group I Summary for Policy Makers (SPM),122 the authors stated that “the 
balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global cli-
mate.”123 Using a “business- as- usual” emissions scenario developed by IPCC,  
the assessors projected a global sea level rise of 50 cm by the year 2100, with 
a range of 20– 86 cm.124 This estimate was 25% less than the FAR’s projection 
of 66 cm for the same scenario. The SAR’s projected temperature increase 
by 2100 was also lower, which affected the sea level rise projection. After 
the FAR, models had begun to incorporate the effect of particulates in air 
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pollution on earth’s temperature, which had the effect of reducing projected 
warming.

Antarctica received more specific treatment in the SAR sea level rise chap-
ter than it had in the FAR, while maintaining the consensus that by 2100  
the continent’s ice sheets would accumulate more ice on a warming earth, 
because more water would evaporate from the ocean and fall as snow on 
the ice sheets. The authors also noted that “the observational evidence is in-
sufficient to say with any certainty whether the ice sheet is currently in bal-
ance or has increased or decreased in volume over the last 100 years.”125 The 
polar ice sheets were considered a “major point of uncertainty,” and the as-
sessors wrote about the possibility of a WAIS “surge,” noting that

our current lack of knowledge regarding the specific circumstances under 
which this might occur, either in total or in part, limits the ability to quantify 
the risk. Nonetheless, the likelihood of a major sea level rise by the year 2100 
due to a collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is considered low.126

Very little observational data suggested anything but an ice sheet in balance or 
accumulating slightly. Later in the chapter, they wrote that “our ignorance of 
the specific circumstances under which West Antarctica might collapse limits 
the ability to quantify the risk of such an event occurring, either in total or 
in part, in the next 100 to 1000 years.”127 However, they believed, “Given our 
present knowledge” that “if collapse occurs, it will probably be due more to 
[the residual effect of ] climate changes of the last 10,000 years rather than to 
greenhouse- induced warming.”128 The authors concluded by making a strong 
plea for satellite altimetry studies of the ice sheet and model improvements.

IPCC: The Third Assessment Report

The 2001 Third Assessment Report (TAR) provided a much more detailed and 
complicated picture of WAIS. In the Summary for Policy Makers of the TAR 
Synthesis Report,129 the assessors again asserted the likelihood that the Ant-
arctic Ice Sheet as a whole would have a positive mass balance through 
2100. However, based on new observational data, they now suggested the 
Greenland Ice Sheet would lose mass.130 Projecting beyond 2100, they sug-
gested that “the Antarctic ice sheet is likely to increase in mass during the 
twenty- first century, but after sustained warming the ice sheet could lose 
significant mass and contribute several meters to the projected sea- level rise 
over the next 1,000 years.”131

The Working Group I Summary for Policy Makers devoted considerable 
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space to outlining future sea level rise scenarios. The paragraph- long cap-
tion to its figure 5 began, “The global climate of the 21st century will depend 
on natural changes and the response of the climate system to human activi-
ties,”132 and stressed the continued uncertainty surrounding potential dynam-
ical changes (i.e., changes in the flow of ice toward the sea) in the WAIS:  
“Note that the warming and sea level rise from these emissions would con-
tinue well beyond 2100. Also note that this range does not allow for uncertainty re-
lating to ice dynamical changes in the West Antarctic ice sheet, nor does it account 
for uncertainties in projecting non- sulphate aerosols and greenhouse gas con-
centrations.”133 The TAR assessors then left rapid twenty- first- century WAIS 
disintegration and other uncertainties out of their numerical estimates of fu-
ture sea level rise, a move that would also be made in the fourth assessment.

The TAR authors also discussed the prospect for a growing Antarctic Ice 
Sheet: “The Antarctic ice sheet is likely to gain mass because of greater pre-
cipitation, while the Greenland ice sheet is likely to lose mass because the 
increase in runoff will exceed the precipitation increase.”134 However, even 
as they told this “positive mass balance” story— one that was scientifically 
plausible and had been told for decades, partly as a counter to more dire 
scenarios— it was beginning to be questioned as scientists collected and ana-
lyzed more detailed satellite data. The TAR authors echoed the broader cli-
mate science and policy community’s increasing concern over the exclusion 
of rapid dynamical flow but nonetheless continued to say that rapid loss in 
the near future was unlikely:

Concerns have been expressed about the stability of the West Antarctic ice sheet 
because it is grounded below sea level. However, loss of grounded ice leading 
to substantial sea level rise from this source is now widely agreed to be very 
unlikely during the 21st century, although its dynamics are still inadequately 
understood, especially for projections on longer time- scales.135

In this passage, the assessors vascillated between two time scales— the year 
2100 mark for which the IPCC assessments try to make predictions and  
the longer time scale over which anthropogenic climate commitments will 
occur. While not officially charged to do so, the WAIS assessors in this case de-
cided to make a numerical prediction for the longer- term fate of the ice sheet:

Current ice dynamic models suggest that the West Antarctic ice sheet could 
contribute up to 3 metres to sea level rise over the next 1000 years, but such 
results are strongly dependent on model assumptions regarding climate change 
scenarios, ice dynamics and other factors.136
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A three- meter rise would only occur with dynamical ice flow, so the asses-
sors were evidently considering that plausible over the longer time frame. 
However, even this figure does not point to a total disintegration of WAIS 
but only a partial— albeit significant— one.

IPCC: The Fourth Assessment Report

In the 2007 Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), assessors working on WAIS took 
a step back from the estimates published in the TAR, and the numbers they 
produced were highly controversial. Environmental groups suggested that 
the lower estimates could be perceived as erroneously minimizing or re-
versing concern about climate change, and some scientists thought that the 
implications of the most recent research had not been adequately taken into 
account.137

New research was pouring in that was at odds with the conventional 
wisdom both of a stable- for- now WAIS and of an Antarctic Ice Sheet with a 
near- term modestly increasing mass balance.138 Satellite observations, some 
based on new instrumentation like the Gravity Recovery and Climate Ex-
periment (GRACE), seemed to suggest that not only was the entire Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet losing mass, but in some places— particularly in West Antarc-
tica and on the Antarctic Peninsula— the loss seemed to be accelerating.139 
Several relatively small floating ice shelves around the Antarctic Peninsula 
were disintegrating dramatically and rapidly, and the glaciers on the land 
behind one were accelerating seaward with the loss of the buttressing ice 
shelf. In addition, new calculations from semi- empirical models that pro-
jected sea level rise based on past observations— published after the deadline 
for inclusion in the assessment— suggested that sea level rise could occur 
at a rate much faster than other models were projecting, although the abil-
ity of these studies to properly account for future ice sheet behavior was  
questioned.140

Besides these new scientific developments, the IPCC Working Group I 
leadership had decided to try a new approach to characterizing sea level rise. 
Instead of giving sea level rise its own chapter, aspects of it (and therefore 
of  WAIS) were analyzed in each of four chapters: chapter 4 (“Observations: 
Changes in Snow, Ice, and Frozen Ground”); chapter 5 (“Observations: Oce-
anic Climate and Sea Level”), chapter 6 (“Paleoclimate”), and chapter 10 
(“Global Climate Projections”). As a result, the past, present, and future of 
WAIS (and of sea level rise in general) were each discussed separately. This 
chapter reorganization made it difficult to tell a coherent story about WAIS 
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through time, thus making it difficult to determine what epistemic shifts with  
regard to WAIS had actually occurred.141 Indeed, more than one message 
about WAIS could be found in the report.

In the Summary for Policy Makers discussion entitled “Projections of 
Future Changes in Climate,” the assessors emphasized uncertainty, stressing 
the lack of knowledge concerning large swaths of basic ice sheet science, 
which in turn led to serious insufficiencies in their models:

Models used to date do not include uncertainties in climate- carbon cycle feed-
back nor do they include the full effects of changes in ice sheet flow, because a 
basis in published literature is lacking. The projections include a contribution 
due to increased ice flow from Greenland and Antarctica at the rates observed 
for 1993 to 2003, but these flow rates could increase or decrease in the future. 
For example, if this contribution were to grow linearly with global average tem-
perature change, the upper ranges of sea level rise for [the] scenarios shown in 
Table SPM.3 would increase by 0.1 to 0.2 m. Larger values cannot be excluded, 
but understanding of these effects is too limited to assess their likelihood or 
provide a best estimate or an upper bound for sea level rise.142

The assessors were hedging: their statement was consistent with the con-
ventional wisdom about WAIS but left open the possibility for the ice sheet 
to behave in an unpredicted and possibly unpredictable and catastrophic 
way.

This was an interesting move. The report essentially reiterated the con-
servative view of WAIS offered in previous IPCC reports, while alluding to 
the new research that challenged that view. Indeed, a hotly contested debate 
over WAIS was simmering behind the scenes as the scientists were prepar-
ing AR4. The wording nodded to both sides of the debate without coming 
down on either side, although the numbers the authors published ended 
up consistent with the traditional view. These assessors did similar rhetori-
cal work a few pages later, writing that “current global model studies proj-
ect that the Antarctic Ice Sheet will remain too cold for widespread surface 
melting and is expected to gain in mass due to increased snowfall. However, 
net loss of ice mass could occur if dynamical ice discharge dominates the ice 
sheet mass balance.”143 The caveats of catastrophic ice loss were tacked onto 
very incremental ice contribution predictions, so that the numbers that were 
offered were consistent with the conventional view, even while the words 
suggested that something else might occur.

By comparison, in chapter 4 (“Observations: Changes in Snow, Ice, and 
the Frozen Ground”), Working Group I assessors did more to challenge 
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the conventional view. They noted that at least since 1993 the Antarctic Ice 
Sheet had been detected to have negative rather than positive mass balance, 
and they concluded that the Antarctic Ice Sheet, along with the Greenland 
Ice Sheet, had been losing mass and contributing to global sea level rise:

Taken together, the ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica have very likely been 
contributing to sea level rise over 1993 to 2003. Thickening in central regions of 
Greenland has been more than offset by increased melting near the coast. Flow 
speed has increased for some Greenland and Antarctic outlet glaciers, which 
drain ice from the interior. The corresponding increased ice sheet mass loss 
has often followed thinning, reduction or loss of ice shelves or loss of floating 
glacier tongues. . . . The recent changes in ice flow are likely to be sufficient to 
explain much or all of the estimated Antarctic mass imbalance, with changes in 
ice flow, snowfall and melt water runoff sufficient to explain the mass imbal-
ance of Greenland.144

In short, the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets had contributed to recent 
sea level rise, and that contribution seemed to be accelerating. But was this 
just a short- term fluctuation or the beginning of an ongoing, even rapid, loss 
of ice to the sea?

The assessors did not answer this question, restating the observed recent 
accelerations of ice loss as well as the uncertainties surrounding these ac-
celerations; the uncertainties made the future of the ice sheets unknowable 
and unpredictable at this time:

Results summarised here indicate that the total cryospheric contribution to sea 
level change ranged from 0.2 to 1.2 mm yr−1 between 1961 and 2003, and from 
0.8 to 1.6 mm yr−1 between 1993 and 2003. The rate increased over the 1993 
to 2003 period primarily due to increasing losses from mountain glaciers and 
ice caps, from increasing surface melt on the Greenland Ice Sheet and from 
faster flow of parts of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets. Estimates of 
changes in the ice sheets are highly uncertain, and no best estimates are given 
for their mass losses or gains. However, strictly for the purpose of considering 
the possible contributions to the sea level budget, a total cryospheric contribu-
tion of 1.2 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 SLE [sea level equivalent] is estimated for 1993 to 2003 
assuming a midpoint mean plus or minus uncertainties and Gaussian error  
summation.145

The assessors struggled to find a way to incorporate the new direct observa-
tions showing rapid changes in parts of WAIS, which countered the stan-
dard assessment of little to no change for WAIS through 2100:
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The ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica are the main reservoirs capable of 
affecting sea level. Ice formed from snowfall spreads under gravity toward the 
coast, where it melts or calves into the ocean to form icebergs. Until recently 
(including IPCC 2001) it was assumed that the spreading velocity would not 
change rapidly, so that impacts of climate change could be estimated primarily 
from expected changes in snowfall and surface melting. Observations of rapid 
ice flow changes since IPCC (2001) have complicated this picture, with strong 
indications that floating ice shelves “regulate” the motion of tributary glaciers, 
which can accelerate manyfold [sic] following ice shelf breakup.146

The newer observations of quick- flowing ice streams raised questions about 
both the models considered most trustworthy and the story that WAIS re-
searchers had been telling for two decades. The Mercer- like “threat” now 
seemed to be credible, but while there was enough information to hint at a 
reversal to the story, the assessors did not feel they had enough information 
or time to rewrite the story by the deadline for the assessment report.

One of the key controversies of WAIS in AR4 centered around a table that 
was published in the Synthesis Report and in the Working Group I Sum-
mary for Policy Makers.147 This table showed sea level rise estimates with 
the caveat “model based range excluding future rapid dynamical changes in 
ice flow.” The authors explained this using bullet points dispersed through-
out the Synthesis Report’s Summary for Policy Makers. These included

•	 The projections do not include uncertainties in climate- carbon cycle 
feedbacks nor the full effects of changes in ice sheet flow, therefore the 
upper values of the ranges are not to be considered upper bounds for 
sea level rise. They include a contribution from increased Greenland and 
Antarctic ice flow at the rates observed for 1993– 2003, but this could in-
crease or decrease in the future. {3.2.1}148

•	 Current global model studies project that the Antarctic ice sheet will re-
main too cold for widespread surface melting and gain mass due to in-
creased snowfall. However, net loss of ice mass could occur if dynamical 
ice discharge dominates the ice sheet mass balance. {3.2.3}149

•	 Risks of large- scale singularities. There is high confidence that global warm-
ing over many centuries would lead to a sea level rise contribution from 
thermal expansion alone that is projected to be much larger than ob-
served over the twentieth century, with loss of coastal area and associated 
impacts. There is better understanding than in the TAR that the risk of 
additional contributions to sea level rise from both the Greenland and 
possibly Antarctic ice sheets may be larger than projected by ice sheet 
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models and could occur on century time scales. This is because ice dy-
namical processes seen in recent observations but not fully included 
in ice sheet models assessed in the AR4 could increase the rate of ice  
loss. {5.2}150

Working Group I’s Summary for Policy Makers was clear about the con-
founding effect of the new research on providing assessments for WAIS and 
ice contributions to sea level rise in general:

New data since the TAR now show that losses from the ice sheets of Greenland 
and Antarctica have very likely contributed to sea level rise over 1993 to 2003 
(see Table SPM.1). Flow speed has increased for some Greenland and Antarctic 
outlet glaciers, which drain ice from the interior of the ice sheets. The corre-
sponding increased ice sheet mass loss has often followed thinning, reduction 
or loss of ice shelves or loss of floating glacier tongues. Such dynamical ice loss 
is sufficient to explain most of the Antarctic net mass loss and approximately 
half of the Greenland net mass loss. The remainder of the ice loss from Green-
land has occurred because losses due to melting have exceeded accumulation 
due to snowfall. {4.6, 4.8, 5.5}151

While the assessors felt confident in noting the shifts in recent research, 
they felt unable to translate these shifts into numerical predictions about 
rapid dynamical ice flow in the near-  or long- term future.

Our data collection and period of analysis ended with the Fourth Assess-
ment Report. However, in its 2014 Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), IPCC revisited 
these questions but changed its approach. Based on the outcomes of improved 
modeling and additional observations of ice sheets and sea level, it projected 
the contribution of Antarctic ice flow to twenty- first- century sea level rise for 
the first time. That and other adjustments led to an increase of about 60% in 
estimated sea level rise by 2100. More research is needed to understand how 
assessors chose to calculate sea level rise estimates in AR5, but we notice both 
a shift toward diverse types of models and more reliance on expert judgment 
along with continuing hesitation to fully assess the question of rapid disinte-
gration in light of its scientific uncertainties.

c o n c l u s i o n

Why did scientists involved in assessing WAIS believe for so long that it 
was stable and represented no policy- relevant threat? One answer to this 
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question involves the problem of consensus, or what we call “univocality.” 
Scientists participating in assessments often feel the need to achieve agree-
ment in order to send a clear message to policy makers.

This offers a significant point of contrast with science undertaken in 
academic contexts: in the latter, there is no particular pressure to achieve 
agreement at any given moment or by any particular deadline (except per-
haps within a lab group, in order to be able to publish findings or write a 
grant proposal). Moreover, in academic life scientists garner attention for 
their work and sometimes prestige by disagreeing with their colleagues, 
particularly if the latter are prominent. The reward structure of academic 
life leans toward criticism and dissent; the demands of assessment push to-
ward agreement. These differences in reward structure may have epistemic 
consequences.

The impulse toward univocality arose strongly in debates over how to 
characterize the risk of rapid disintegration of WAIS. Scientists believed 
that it was important for them to come to some kind of agreement— even a 
very modest one— despite substantial differences of opinion about the char-
acter and imminence of that risk. This led to a “least common denomina-
tor” finding, the minimum conclusion that everyone could agree upon. For 
WAIS, it was the conclusion that it would lose most of its ice in the very 
long run with sufficient warming (nearly all experts agreed on this) but not 
in the short run (because experts did not agree on that). This outcome was 
“conservative”— where “conservative” was defined by scientists as under-  
rather than overestimating the threat. In hindsight it appears to have been 
incorrect.

The pressure for univocality need not necessarily lead to an underestima-
tion of a threat, but in this case it is clear why it did. Everyone agreed WAIS 
might disintegrate in 500 years or more; not everyone agreed that it could 
disintegrate sooner. So the area of overlap was on the “less worried” side. 
One could imagine a situation where the opposite was true, where scientists 
overlapped on the more worried side. But there is more to the problem  
than that.

Elsewhere we have documented a pattern we label “erring on the side of 
least drama.”152 By this we mean that scientists often have a tendency to avoid 
dramatic findings, because drama is associated with emotion, feelings, irra-
tionality, and even femininity, qualities that have traditionally been viewed 
as at odds with scientific rationality. We have shown that in several domains 
related to climate change, scientists’ estimates of various threats— CO

2
 emis-

sions, Arctic sea ice loss, sea level rise— have tended to be low relative to actual 
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outcomes. Scientists considered such underestimates to be “conservative” be-
cause they are conservative with respect to the question of when to sound an 
alarm or how loudly to sound it. (It is of course not conservative when viewed 
in terms of giving people adequate time to prepare.) The history recounted 
here is consistent with this finding: that WAIS assessments underestimated 
the threat of rapid ice sheet disintegration, because most of the scientists who 
participated were more comfortable with an estimate that they viewed as 
“conservative” than with one that was not.

The history of WAIS assessments also illustrates how the demand for 
assessment can shape a research agenda. Throughout the history recounted 
here, we see scientists consciously defining research agendas in terms of 
what needs to be known in order to answer what is perceived to be the key 
policy- relevant question: Is the WAIS at risk of rapid disintegration in a 
policy- relevant time frame? Many of the topics addressed would no doubt 
have been of interest to glaciologists with or without the pressures and in-
centives of assessment, but one element that was clearly foregrounded, and 
might not otherwise have risen to such prominence, was ice sheet modeling. 
While many aspects of WAIS could be better understood through observa-
tional studies, the demand to be able to predict its future behavior required 
modeling.

Modeling became widespread throughout the earth sciences during the 
period considered here, but a particularly strong preference for computer 
models of physical (and sometimes social) processes has become institution-
alized, especially within the IPCC, as both scientists and governments have 
devoted increasing resources to developing and running processed- based 
models to be used in IPCC assessments. These models are unquestionably 
valuable; the question is, what happens when reliable model- based results 
are not available? This occurred in the assessment of the risk of sea level rise 
from rapid WAIS disintegration in AR4. Lacking results from process- based 
models in which scientists had confidence, they left out of their highlighted 
numerical predictions any potential increased contribution from rapid 
WAIS integration, in effect assigning it a value of zero.153 This occurred de-
spite the fact that other estimation approaches were suggested by some par-
ticipants.154 The result was that the assessment offered numbers that many 
scientists acknowledged, even at the time, were at best incomplete and at 
worst severely misleading. The post- AR4 spurt of research served as a mid-
course correction, and AR5 succeeded in reducing this bias up to a point. But 
some scientists think the numbers in AR5 were still too low. And what other 
aspects of IPCC assessment have been subject to similarly biased treatment?
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The history of WAIS assessments also illustrates the anchoring effect 
of early assumptions and conclusions. The narrative arc of WAIS since the 
1950s starts with concerns over stability: It was understood that WAIS was 
a marine ice sheet, grounded below sea level, which might make the ice 
sheet structurally unstable. However, despite this understanding, the ear-
liest WAIS glaciologists contended that their observations indicated that 
WAIS would be stable at least for the next several centuries. Early three- 
dimensional ice sheet models, such as the one developed by Philippe Huy-
brechts and Johannes Oerlemans, considered the best available through the 
early 2000s, supported these claims.155

However, expert perspectives on WAIS stability were never uniform.  
For as long as Charles Bentley’s work suggested a stable ice sheet, other scien-
tists disagreed. Some glaciologists studying more dynamic areas of the ice  
sheet were more sensitive to potential instability and to the possibility of 
greater sea level rise. Other scientists may simply have been playing the 
role of devil’s advocate.156 But, as we have seen, the “conservative” position, 
wherein “conservative” is understood to be equivalent to reassuring, largely 
prevailed.

Eventually, though, observations started to shift in favor of the ice sheet’s 
near- term instability, and in the run- up to AR4 a great deal of new infor-
mation from satellite observations and other sources showed that the stan-
dard ice sheet model was seriously deficient. This upended the consensus 
for  WAIS stability. Yet the numerical values that were put forward for  WAIS 
contribution to sea level rise did not reflect this new situation. The conser-
vative position had had an anchoring effect; it took yet another assessment 
(AR5) to dislodge it.

Finally, we may note a change in the character of WAIS assessments, con-
sistent with the point made in chapter 1 that assessments for policy in the 
late twentieth century are distinctively characterized (in contrast to earlier 
reviews and commissions) by their institutionalization. WAIS assessments 
began as cozy and collegial ad hoc weekends in retreat centers; these gave 
way to workshops that included multiple drafts and review comments and 
then to IPCC assessment with rather formalized (although not entirely for-
mal) procedures. Among other things, these procedures ensure that a wider 
range of scientists is involved, including more government scientists, more 
scientists from around the globe, and more women. Procedural rules may 
also help to ensure continuity, diversity, a more consistent depiction of 
scientific uncertainty, and some degree of transparency. Accompanying their 
institutionalization, assessments now involve a much greater expenditure of 
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person- hours and money than they did in the past. Whether that increase 
in expenditure has been worthwhile depends in part on what effect recent 
assessments have on public policy, and that remains an open question.

w a i s  t i m e l i n e

1957– 1958

•	 Glaciologists begin multiyear research on WAIS as part of International 
Geophysical Year

1958

•	 Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research established

1968

•	 Paper by John Mercer links atmospheric warming with potential rapid 
disintegration of WAIS

1978

•	 Mercer’s “Threat of Disaster” paper published in Nature

1980

•	 April: Orono Conference

1981

•	 IIASA report Life on a Warmer Earth published

1982

•	 February: “CO
2
, The West Antarctic Ice Sheet, and Global Sea Level” 

workshop at SIO
•	 September: Carbon Dioxide Research Conference in Berkeley Springs, 

West Virginia
•	 IEA Coal Research report Carbon Dioxide— Emissions and Effects released

1983

•	 US Changing Climate assessment published
•	 EPA Projecting Future Sea Level Rise assessment published
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1985

•	 NRC report of 1984 Seattle workshop on “Glaciers, Ice Sheets, and Sea 
Level” published

1990

•	 IPCC First Assessment Report (FAR) published

1995

•	 IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR) published

2001

•	 IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) published

2007

•	 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) published

2014

•	 IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) published
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Patrolling the Science/Policy Border

i n t r o d u c t i o n

We have seen that the participants in our case studies view the character 
of the relationships between science and policy— and the borders between 
them— as a very important matter. In theory, the relationship between these 
domains is clear: scientists, acting as independent professional experts, self- 
assess their knowledge base and make this information available to those 
who may wish to use it (or not) to inform policy choices. In doing so, they 
enact the supposed fact/value distinction, which in its modern form goes 
back to the eighteenth- century philosopher David Hume and was devel-
oped in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by the positivist tradition in 
philosophy of science.1 Scientists, with their technical knowledge, are ex-
perts about facts, but the value decisions implicit in policy choices involve 
considerations that extend beyond their expertise. For all their technical 
competence, natural scientists lack the training and perspective to be au-
thorities in these value- laden domains, and in democratic societies it would 
be inappropriate for them to usurp the role of policy makers. However, in 
the practice of assessment, there are no absolute (or even consistent relative) 
standards for the relationships between facts and values, science and policy, 
and the technical and the political.

In the assessments discussed in this book, scientists frequently discussed— 
and in some cases disagreed about— the relations between science and pol-
icy. In chapter 2, we saw that the US National Acid Precipitation Assessment 
Program (NAPAP) was mandated by Congress to “identify actions to limit or  
ameliorate the harmful effects of acid precipitation.”2 Formally, policy rec-
ommendations were to be part of the assessment. However, in the hostile 
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political environment of the Reagan administration, NAPAP scientists were 
reluctant to engage with the development of policy options and attempted 
to draw firm boundaries between the assessment of the state of scientific 
knowledge and policy recommendations— mainly by focusing on the former 
and postponing the development of the latter. Yet, as some participants 
noted, the development of scenarios at the end of the 10- year program blurred 
this boundary or even effaced it. Value- laden decisions were made, for exam-
ple, about what the future energy system would look like.

In chapter 3 we saw that stratospheric ozone assessments occurred in var-
ious institutional contexts and were governed by different charges, but most 
participants agreed that it was crucial to distinguish scientific findings from 
policy recommendations. A range of strategies were employed to do this, in-
cluding scenario development, dividing reports into science and policy sec-
tions, and, in one case, commissioning two separate but largely simultaneous 
reports written by committees with overlapping staff and membership.

Participants in the assessments that we studied often stressed the impor-
tance of preventing the seepage of political considerations into their work, 
holding (sometimes with great vehemence) that scientists should tell gov-
ernments what is the case but not presume to tell them what do to about it. 
(One is reminded of Galileo’s famous quip that scientists may know how the 
heavens go but not how to go to heaven.) When asked why this is important, 
scientists often framed their answers in terms of neutrality and credibility: if 
scientists make policy recommendations, this will be viewed as compromising 
their (perceived) neutrality and therefore their objectivity, which in turn will 
result in loss of credibility. In other words, they believe they must be policy- 
neutral to be objective and must be objective to be credible and effective as 
advisers. Therefore, they must refrain from making policy recommendations.

Over time, ozone scientists came to view their role as providing “policy- 
relevant but not policy- prescriptive” information, a distinction that lives on 
explicitly in the policies and practices of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC).3 But a pithy slogan does not in itself constitute a 
solution to a problem.

Policy decisions are rarely binary choices. Typically, they involve a port-
folio of possible interventions, each of which can be implemented to a de-
gree, but none of which is fully separable from technical information and 
the way in which it is framed. For example, if our goal is to protect lakes, 
then we need to cut sulfur emissions enough to ensure that goal is reached, 
and this requires scientific knowledge to help determine how to do this and 
what level of reduction counts as protection.
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Consider another example. The objective of the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is to avoid “dangerous 
anthropogenic interference with the climate system.”4 Policy makers need 
scientists not only to help identify means for reaching this goal but also 
to help determine the level at which danger ensues. This need— for techni-
cal information to support a piece of governance— has over time led to the 
widely accepted view, now embedded in the Paris Agreement, that the world 
must keep the increase in global average temperature to well below 2°C in 
order to meet the UNFCCC objective.5 But 2°C is no magic number; it is not 
a physical constant like Avogadro’s number or the acceleration of gravity. It 
has no inherent physical significance. (Indeed, the Paris Agreement suggests 
that 1.5°C may be a more appropriate objective, and in principle one could 
propose 1° or even 0°.) If the West Antarctic Ice Sheet has already become 
unstable (as some scientists think), then “dangerous anthropogenic interfer-
ence” may already have occurred.6 In any case what constitutes “dangerous” 
goes beyond emissions profiles and the physics of ice sheets and involves 
social, economic, and biological facts that bear on not only disruptive effects 
but also the capacity to adapt. The choice of 2°C as the marker of “dangerous 
anthropogenic interference” emerged from a complex process in which sci-
ence and policy mutually informed (some would say deformed) each other.7

It is generally accepted, at least with respect to the issues that we discuss in 
this book, that the policy process should be informed by scientific informa-
tion, but less accepted and understood is the extent to which scientific work 
in assessments is itself informed by policy processes. The mutual influence 
between science and policy arises in part because of the indeterminacy of 
the border between them. Some issues that may look to an outsider like 
policy matters may be considered by scientists to be amenable to technical 
analysis, and some matters that scientists wish to avoid as “political” might 
seem to a layperson to be highly technical. Moreover, discussion of policy  
goals is sometimes explicitly part of the assessment or its charge (e.g., NAPAP 
and some ozone assessments). Some social scientists would argue further 
that scientific assessments by their very nature are part of a policy process, 
and scientists involved in assessments are for that reason involved in policy 
construction.8 By participating in an assessment, a scientist affirms at least 
to some degree that a particular activity or set of activities has created a prob-
lem: that it is “a matter of concern.”9 Acid rain, ozone depletion, and sea level  
rise became topics of assessments only after sufficient evidence had accumu-
lated for scientific experts to say that these matters presented at least a poten-
tial threat. In addition, some scientists who take part in assessments are 
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sentinels, calling attention to an issue such as acid precipitation or ozone 
depletion about which we might otherwise not be concerned or even aware. 
The sentinel warns of impending danger— but danger is not a scientific con-
cept but a social one, involving notions of harm, injury, peril, and menace.

Scientists’ views of their appropriate role in addressing policy questions 
have changed over the course of the past half century. In the 1950s and 
1960s, many prominent scientists felt it urgent to speak up on pressing mat-
ters of concern and felt justified in recommending remedies. Nuclear physi-
cists, most famously Niels Bohr, Albert Einstein, and Hans Bethe, spoke out 
vigorously on the threat of nuclear weapons and the need for arms control 
to address the threat. Biologists Garrett Hardin, Rachel Carson, Paul Ehr-
lich, and Barry Commoner addressed the threats of environmental pollu-
tion; Hardin and Ehrlich became aggressive public advocates of population 
control.10 Why did these scientists consider it appropriate not only to speak 
up publicly but also to offer solutions? Why did scientists in several recent 
assessments come to take a different view, concluding for the most part 
that they should refrain from making policy recommendations? And how 
have scientists in assessments attempted to build and sustain a recognizable 
boundary between the “policy relevant” and the “policy prescriptive”?

In order to understand how scientists in assessments have come to their 
present views, we step back and consider the scientists in the mid- twentieth 
century who embraced the dual role of sentinel and problem solver.

s c i e n c e  a n d  p o l i c y :  
a n  u n c e r t a i n  r e l a t i o n s h i p

In the years immediately following World War II, a number of prominent 
physicists began to speak publicly on the threats represented by nuclear war-
fare and the risks of a nuclear arms race. The most famous was Niels Bohr.  
Even before the end of World War II, Bohr began to speak strongly of the 
urgent need created by nuclear weapons for international cooperation to 
control their spread.11 At first Bohr tried to communicate privately to politi-
cal leaders; later he reached out to the United Nations as a political entity 
that might address the threat. Albert Einstein embraced a public role, speak-
ing out during the war against the Nazi threat and after the war for arms 
control (and in later years for Zionism, pacifism, socialism, and civil rights, 
and against McCarthyism). Both Bohr and Einstein became public intel-
lectuals speaking on diverse topics, many related to their expertise in mat-
ters nuclear, but others not. While their interventions were not uniformly 
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welcomed (after his meeting with US President Franklin Roosevelt in 1944, 
Bohr’s loyalties were questioned, and the US government limited his par-
ticipation in the Manhattan Project and placed him under FBI surveillance), 
these men were widely sought as public speakers and commentators, their 
views widely cited in mass media.12 Einstein, famously, became a celebrity, 
the iconic genius of the twentieth century.

Media coverage of these men’s views suggested that they were of more 
than ordinary value, in light of the exceptional brilliance of the men who 
held them. Their voices were taken to reflect the insights of science, per-
haps even the deliverances of reason.13 But their own argument was that 
they spoke not as geniuses but as experts— specifically physicists— who had 
a particular understanding of the threat that nuclear weapons present. Their 
view was that the US government, and the public at large, needed physi-
cists to impress upon them just how very concerning nuclear weapons were. 
They were soon joined in this sentinel role by other leading nuclear scien-
tists, including Robert Oppenheimer, Hans Bethe, George and Vera Kistia-
kowsky, and (in France) Frederic and Irene Joliot- Curie.14

Some scientists had spoken up against the atomic bomb even before 
World War II was over. In 1945, Leo Szilard, the Hungarian- born scientist 
who wrote the “Einstein letter” urging President Roosevelt to begin a proj-
ect to build an atomic bomb, began a petition drive at Los Alamos against 
the use of the bomb. Scientists at the University of Chicago led by physicist 
James Franck urged the US government not to use the atomic bomb without 
first inviting the Japanese to a test demonstration.15 Franck argued that sci-
entists’ intimate involvement in the question of atomic weaponry, including 
their “prolonged preoccupation with its world- wide political implications,” 
not only justified but imposed upon them the obligation to offer their views 
on how to control them.16

In the immediate postwar period, when nuclear weapons were new and 
few, Szilard, Franck, and others argued that physicists were in a unique 
position to understand the threat, communicate it, and protect the world 
from annihilation. Soon many US scientists began to argue something close 
to Szilard and Franck’s position: that they had an active responsibility to 
engage in discussions of the bomb’s future not only by virtue of their role 
in building it but also by virtue of their intimate knowledge of and proxim-
ity to the problem. The so- called Scientists’ Movement— initially an infor-
mal assortment of voices but later organized into the Federation of Atomic 
Scientists and then renamed the Federation of American Scientists— held 
that their familiarity with atomic weapons gave them a particular, specific, 
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and immediate responsibility to engage in public discussion of them.17 The 
environment of their interventions was historically unique, and for some it 
was this uniqueness that warranted their outspokenness. For others, it was 
a sense of special responsibility as scientists.18

Yet physicists were by no means unanimous about their role. Robert Op-
penheimer, chief scientist on the Manhattan Project, opposed the Szilard 
petition on the grounds that the bomb’s use was outside their domain of 
expertise.19 A young Richard Feynman went further, claiming to practice 
“active irresponsibility” as a matter of principle— indicating that he cared 
not what the consequences or applications of his scientific work were, nor 
should he.20 President Harry Truman agreed that scientists were not the 
appropriate experts to make the decision whether to use the bomb: he ig-
nored their opposition and, following the advice of his political and military 
advisors, used it against civilian targets in Hiroshima and Nagasaki with no 
advance notice.21

Oppenheimer’s opposition to the Szilard petition may have reflected his 
sense that it was his job to build the bomb, not to proffer advice on its use. 
But after the war, he began to change his views, allowing that it was “true 
that we are among the few citizens who have had occasion to give thought-
ful consideration to these problems.”22 In 1946, he would be coauthor, along 
with other Manhattan Project luminaries Hans Bethe, Arthur Compton, 
Walter Alvarez, and Glenn Seaborg, of the Report on the International Control 
of Atomic Weapons— known as the Acheson- Lilienthal report for the chairs of 
the committee that produced it— which advocated international control of 
fissile materials.23 The justification that these men offered for this foray into 
the political realm was the same that Szilard and Franck had offered: their 
intimate scientific knowledge of nuclear weapons gave them a particular— 
even unique— appreciation of the political and existential threat that these 
weapons represented. Scientists also insisted that the framework of pro-
tecting and maintaining “atomic secrets” was implausible; Soviet scientists 
would catch up quickly if they had not already.24 Even scientists like Sea-
borg who supported expanded weapons development nevertheless agreed 
that scientists should play a leading role in the control of fissile materials.

When the time came to consider the hydrogen bomb a few years later, 
Oppenheimer and his colleagues dove deeply into an argument that was 
neither primarily scientific nor technical. Leading physicists (including Op-
penheimer) initially opposed the H- bomb on moral grounds: asked in 1949 
whether the H- bomb should be built, a majority of the General Advisory 
Committee to President Truman, whose members were scientists, said no, be-
cause any use would necessarily kill civilians in copious numbers. A minority 
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of the committee— including Enrico Fermi— went further, arguing that, as a 
genocide weapon, it was “nec essarily an evil thing considered in any light.”25

This foray into morality had a cost. After the American decision to build 
the H- bomb was made, Robert Oppenheimer was humiliated and stripped 
of his security clearance, at least in part because of his opposition.26 Most 
leading scientists— including the conservative stalwart Vannevar Bush— 
defended Oppenheimer, but for scientists unsure of where or even whether 
they belonged on the ship of state, it was a clear shot across the bow.27 Many  
scientists were chastened by this episode and saw that reticence on pol-
icy questions was a safer strategy than candor.

The Rise of Select Committees

The US government recognized that it needed scientific advice, even if it did 
not like all the advice it received. Especially after the Soviet Union placed 
the first artificial satellite into space (Sputnik in 1957), the US government 
increasingly turned to scientists for help in prosecuting the Cold War. The 
need for advice on diverse technical questions was formally recognized by the 
creation of new institutional structures, most notably the President’s Science  
Advisory Committee (PSAC)— a strengthened and upgraded form of the 
World War II– era Science Advisory Committee— and the “Jasons,” a secre-
tive group of scientists that advised the US Department of Defense and the 
Atomic Energy Commission (later the Department of Energy) throughout 
the Cold War (and continues to do so today).28 Similar institutional struc-
tures were created in other countries.29

Despite Oppenheimer’s downfall, the scientists involved in these com-
mittees tended to define their role expansively, although PSAC members 
were mindful of the need not to overstep their authority, especially since 
their responsibility was explicitly to advise the president of the United 
States (the famous question of whether scientists should be “on top” or “on 
tap”).30 Many of the questions they addressed were not exclusively technical. 
Moreover, the argument was made— most notably by a president, Dwight 
Eisenhower— that the distinction between science and policy was too crudely  
wrought. President Eisenhower felt that his advisors would be more use-
ful to him if they could “liberate themselves from their ‘exact’ mind- set to 
see beyond the logic of technological determinism and take political factors 
into considerations in the policy realm.”31 Technical arguments, the presi-
dent believed, should be balanced with “those derived from other justified 
sources.” The president wanted his advisors to take these other sources seri-
ously and offer a full range of views.32
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PSAC in its day made many policy recommendations. The committee 
supported the Limited Test Ban Treaty and civilian control of the US space 
program against military opposition. Committee members criticized what 
they perceived to be misguided military projects, such as aircraft nuclear 
propulsion, and gave extensive advice about weapons systems and alleged 
Soviet missile number superiority.33 In these areas, PSAC scientists agreed, 
technical and political considerations were closely linked, if not inseparable. 
Discussing a review of the 1961 Department of Defense budget, for example, 
they wrote: “We have not found it possible to limit our review to purely tech-
nical considerations in view of the complex interaction between weapons 
technology and non- technical factors.”34 Meanwhile, scientists like Herbert 
York, the first director of defense research and engineering at the Pentagon, 
joined with PSAC members in arguing against “technological palliatives to 
cover over serious persistent underlying political and social problems.”35 
York was not alone in becoming an advocate for arms control in light of the 
futility of trying to solve the problems posed by nuclear weapons by build-
ing more of them, and President Eisenhower supported his approach.36

The overarching philosophy of PSAC in the Eisenhower administration 
was that “technical issues could never be neatly and completely separated 
from social, economic, and political factors, and what was technically feasi-
ble was not always desirable.”37 PSAC’s impact derived from this recognition 
and from its willingness to go beyond the narrowly technical in its analy-
ses.38 In the words of the nation’s first science advisor, James Killian, the 
“scientific” issues they addressed “involve political, ethical, and scientific con-
siderations in a way that . . . cannot be wholly disentangled.”39 This overall  
philosophy continued into the Kennedy and Johnson administrations. More 
focused on domestic policy than his predecessors, President Johnson particu-
larly wanted “scientists to help make life better for ‘grandma.’ ”40

This is not to say that PSAC scientists never attempted to draw lines be-
tween science and policy; at times they did. But they understood their role 
to be both scientific and political and believed that artificial distinctions be-
tween these domains could lead to flawed analyses and costly errors.41

In the 1960s and 1970s the Jasons were almost entirely physicists (though 
they have become somewhat more diverse in recent years), but that did not 
prevent them from giving advice when asked about military policy in Viet-
nam, the desirability of building a supersonic transport (SST) fleet, negotiat-
ing an antiballistic missile (ABM) treaty, and whether climate change was 
something to worry about. Much like the scientists who opposed developing 
the H- bomb in the 1950s, they argued against carpet bombing in Vietnam on  
moral grounds.42
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Before long PSAC would be accused of overstepping, precipitated by 
committee member Richard Garwin’s opposition to President Richard 
Nixon on the question of ballistic missile defense. PSAC had also opposed 
ABMs under Johnson— on political as well as technical grounds— a position 
that was adamantly rejected by Johnson’s Joint Chiefs of Staff but supported 
by Defense Secretary Robert McNamara. Johnson did not have strong views 
on ABMs, so the disagreement did not escalate or become public. Nixon, 
however, wanted an ABM system, and the public stance against them taken 
by some PSAC members, as well as their publicly expressed opposition to 
the Vietnam War, angered Nixon.43 This anger was compounded when Gar-
win testified in Congress against the SST program, which Nixon favored. 
Garwin’s public opposition to the president’s policy led Nixon in 1973 to 
dissolve PSAC.

The importance of appointed committees and panels should not obscure 
other ways in which scientists made their voices heard. While physicists were  
largely giving advice through formal channels, scientists in other fields con-
tinued to play the role of sentinel informally, particularly in the emerging 
arenas of environmental science and population. In 1962, Rachel Carson’s 
best- selling book Silent Spring thrust her into the limelight as Americans 
became aware of the risks posed by widely used pesticides.44 Biologists Paul 
Ehrlich and Garrett Hardin became public figures as they linked environ-
mental damage to population growth.45 Barry Commoner’s best- selling book 
The Closing Circle tied environmental destruction to wasteful industrialism, 
consumerism, and forms of governance that did not hold those responsible 
accountable.46

Meanwhile, physicists continued to advocate for and participate in arms 
control negotiations and agreements. In the early 1970s, Wolfgang Panofsky, 
director emeritus of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center and member of 
the US National Academy of Sciences Committee on International Security 
and Arms Control, helped to open a back channel to the Chinese government 
through his contacts in the Chinese physics community.47 In the fraught do-
main of arms control, personal relationships seem to have played an important 
role in building relations of trust. Elsewhere, for example, in the domain of en-
vironmental policy, elite committees and informal personal approaches were 
being overshadowed by the rise of organized assessments of science for policy.

The Rise of Organized Assessments

The rise of the formalized assessments that are the subject of this book does 
not quite coincide with the fall of PSAC, but it comes close: NAPAP was 
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authorized by Congress in 1980; the first successful international ozone as-
sessments were published in 1982 and 1986; the IPCC was created in 1988. 
If we take the end of the Cold War as a marker, a distinctive feature of 
the post– Cold War period is the existence of very large, international, and 
highly bureaucratic forms of scientific advice. Scientific advice for policy is 
no longer being offered primarily by celebrated individuals, famous for their 
scientific contributions, or by small groups of distinguished invited scien-
tists (who may also have been asked for their policy recommendations), but 
by large groups of scientists— scores, hundreds, or even thousands. Few of 
them are known to the public; most may be fairly described as “rank- and- 
file” scientists. So whereas in the mid- twentieth century scientific advice 
for policy was mostly offered by famous individuals working on their own 
accord and then for a time by select committees of hand- picked men (and 
the very rare woman) serving national governments, beginning in the mid-  
to late twentieth century large formal assessments, typically international, 
have become the dominant source of advice.

One reason given by scientific participants for the need for interna-
tional assessments was that they came to believe that international assess-
ments would be viewed as more objective— and would therefore carry more 
authority— than national assessments that would be perceived as tethered 
to the policy aims of the governments of the countries involved.48 This can 
be seen as part of a broad strategy of seeking to construct externally evident 
markers of objectivity, an important piece of which was to demarcate tech-
nical answers as distinct from policy recommendations.49

Like any periodization, the one offered here should not be too sharply 
drawn. During any of these periods, we can observe a spectrum of behav-
ior and rationales. However, we do find that the scientists in the assessments 
studied here have broadly concluded that external markers of objectivity 
matter, particularly the demarcation of the technical from the political. These  
scientists also generally affirm that they should hew to the technical side 
and not offer policy advice. Given the evidence that leading scientists in the 
1950s, ’60s and ’70s offered advice freely, and considered it appropriate and 
in some cases even necessary to do so, why do so many scientists feel so dif-
ferently now?

There are no doubt many factors that bear on a fully adequate answer to 
this question, but the history recounted here suggests an important factor 
that is not often noted: that when it comes to the relation between science 
and policy, contemporary scientists have transformed necessity into virtue 
and political reality into epistemology. The interplay between scientific at-
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titudes toward cultural engagement and the cultural attitude toward science— 
 and between the demands of objectivity and loyalty— suggests that to a 
significant extent, what scientists think they should do depends on both 
the perception and the reality of what they can do, given the prevailing 
political and social context. Many of the scientists working on the issues 
we have studied here either faced or were aware of potential resistance to 
their findings from their governments, from industry, or in the broader cul-
ture, and this has shaped the structure of scientific assessments. In what 
follows we show how participants tried to keep their assessments safely on 
the science side of the science/policy border, how they embraced neutrality 
as a marker of objectivity, and how they pursued inclusiveness as a defense 
against alleged bias.

b o r d e r  t r o u b l e s

Both NAPAP and early ozone assessments included both science and policy. 
Sometimes this was by design, as when scientists working on acid rain were 
asked to “identify actions to limit or ameliorate the harmful effects of acid 
precipitation” or when scientists assessing ozone depletion were asked to 
evaluate the urgency of the issue.50 Scientists were criticized for this— by in-
dustry representatives, by government officials, and by later commentators— 
but they were responding to their charge.

In chapter 2 we saw how NAPAP scientists were accused of compromis-
ing their credibility by blurring the boundary between science and policy, 
thus delaying regulatory action. In chapter 3 we saw how scientists at the 
US National Research Council (NRC) assessing ozone depletion were criti-
cized for wading into policy waters in their 1976 reports, despite their at-
tempt to segregate science from policy by writing separate reports. The 
questions that the NRC scientists were asked to answer— which included 
both whether chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) would destroy ozone and “the 
policy consequences of both our present knowledge and the knowledge we 
are likely to have in the future”— were partly scientific, but not entirely so.51 
To assess the threat and its policy consequences, scientists had to estimate 
the amount of ozone depletion that would occur over a given time frame 
and the extent of harm that would ensue. The policy and the science were 
necessarily intertwined.

Scientists were being asked to address a question that was at once scientific 
and political: How bad is this problem and therefore how rapidly do we need 
to address it? In essence, it was a question about the urgency of a proposed 
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policy goal. The scientists agreed that CFCs could destroy ozone— and this was 
a bad thing— but the severity of the threat was not easy to judge. As technical 
experts, these scientists were in a good position to offer their judgments— 
but they were making judgments, not reporting scientific facts. It was not 
unreasonable that they were asked to offer these judgments. Their expertise 
placed them in a position to give informed answers. But the answers they pro-
vided could not be purely scientific. As Eisenhower had recognized, the terms 
“science” and “policy” are too blunt to capture the subtleties of the issues at  
stake.

The participants in the NRC assessments recognized the challenge that 
they faced, but as they were grappling with the questions placed in front of 
them, the relationship between scientific experts and the US federal govern-
ment was also changing. The scientists did what they were asked to do, but 
by the time they had done it opponents were ready to challenge it. Industrial 
groups had already started to push back against the scientific evidence of 
ozone depletion, and so the NRC scientists tried to find a way to preempt the 
criticism that they anticipated while still answering the questions that had 
been put to them, by writing separate reports.

Consider another example, also from the ozone story (chapter 3). In 1975, 
scientists in the Climate Impacts Assessment Program concluded that the 
exhaust produced by a proposed SST fleet would pose a serious threat to the 
ozone layer. This was information that was policy- relevant but not prescrip-
tive: the scientists assessed the potential impacts of an SST fleet but took no 
explicit position on whether the airplane should be built and the fleet de-
ployed. However, assuming that one understood the role of the ozone layer 
in protecting life on earth, the conclusion was implicit. The bureaucrats in 
the sponsoring agency (the US Department of Transportation) distorted the 
message by writing an executive summary that deflected attention from the 
implicit conclusion. The summary focused on the effects of a small, near- term 
projected SST fleet (30 or so aircraft)— which were essentially negligible— 
and downplayed the possible effects that the scientists had addressed of a 
large, long- term projected fleet, which were not negligible at all. In addition, 
any potential adverse effects were cast in the executive summary as prevent-
able through future unspecified and as yet undeveloped technology. Scien-
tists objected, but the damage to their credibility had been done.

The crucial point here is that it mattered little whether the policy findings 
were implicit or explicit or whether or not there was a good- faith effort to 
police the science/policy border. Scientists had honored the science/policy 
border, but that did not protect their work or credibility from those who felt 
threatened by their conclusions.
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These episodes suggest that as much as scientists strive to be fair, neutral, 
and objective and to demarcate scientific findings from policy recommen-
dations, or even to avoid making recommendations at all, the intrinsically  
political character of assessments in the contexts in which they are produced  
and consumed makes it almost inevitable that there will be pushback. In-
dividuals, groups, institutions, and economic and political actors will chal-
lenge the science and even the scientists when they feel that their interests are 
threatened. Pushback of this sort will cause some scientists to retreat from 
the contested borderland, to situate their work as deeply as possible in the 
technical domain, and to become even more scrupulous about avoiding any 
suggestion of policy recommendation.

This was the lesson that Bob Watson and Dan Albritton took from these 
experiences: that assessments should work harder to articulate a bright line be-
tween science and policy. Assessments should be policy- relevant but “never . . . 
prescriptive.” Watson expressed pride in the formulation he  developed with 
Dan Albritton, citing the example of the finding that “Unless there is a 100% 
elimination . . . of all long- lived chlorine-  and bromine- containing com-
pounds . . . the Antarctic ozone hole will be with us forever.” This, he argues, 
was not prescriptive because it did not tell the governments what to do. “It 
was totally non- prescriptive,” he insisted. But the implications of Watson’s and 
Albritton’s formulation are obvious. Unless one thinks that it is acceptable to 
allow the ozone hole to persist forever, and life on earth to perish, then it is 
clear that there should be a “100% elimination . . . of all long- lived chlorine-  and 
bromine- containing compounds.”52

To avoid prescription and the pushback they thought it could provoke,  
both NAPAP and ozone scientists moved into the mode of “scenario devel-
opment”— outlining what- if (or what- if- not) options— that is now used exten-
sively in climate assessments. But, as several of our informants have noted,  
his still implicates them in choices that are not purely scientific. When climate 
scientist Jonathan Shanklin argued in an interview for the benefits of letting 
politicians “choose from a menu” of policy options, his colleague Michael 
 MacIntyre revised that to say that scientists should not present policy options 
but should say, “If you do this, then we think the range of possible [outcomes] 
is that.”53 Yet, whether it is a menu of options or a set of scenarios, scientists 
largely decide what is on the menu and which set of scenarios is reasonable 
and appropriate to analyze.

Watson’s choices for policy makers and Shanklin’s menu of policy op-
tions thus introduce an important tension. On the one hand, ozone asses-
sors now generally agree that it is not their place to make explicit policy 
recommendations; the international ozone assessments since the Montreal  
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Protocol have adhered to this ideal. On the other hand, assessors also agree 
that the assessments should present a clear set of options, menu selections, 
or choices. Climate scientists face a similar situation: the options they pres-
ent will inevitably reflect their preferences and orientations, at least to some 
degree, as well as their implicit recommendations. The IPCC presents a 
high- emissions scenario that is understood to represent “business as usual,” 
but the context of the report makes it clear that choosing that option would 
be profoundly ill advised.

This is one reason assessments come under attack as politicized by those 
who think that doing nothing is acceptable and perhaps preferable. As al-
ready noted, the very existence of the assessment suggests there is a problem 
about which something should be done. The IPCC “business as usual” sce-
nario (RCP8.5 in the Fifth Assessment Report) is presented not as a reasonable 
choice but as a means to demonstrate the adverse implications of continuing 
our current practices. In principle, business as usual is one of the options, 
but in practice there is an implicit message that it would be highly undesir-
able if not unconscionable. In the history of ozone assessment, it was always 
implicit that the goal was ozone protection; no ozone scientist ever publicly 
(or privately, so far as we can determine) suggested that the issue should be 
ignored.54 Skeptics did not argue that destroying the ozone layer was accept-
able; they argued that they were not persuaded by the scientific evidence 
that it would be destroyed.55

Assessors are not telling policy makers what choices to make, but they 
are deciding what choices to present and guiding policy makers to interpret 
those choices in certain ways. They are not presenting every option under 
the sun; they are presenting a set of options that seem reasonable to them. 
Scientists (and governments) routinely ignore options that others might 
consider reasonable. Prayer is one obvious example; grassroots organizing 
leading to rapid social and technological transformation is another. The 
conceptual virtue of scenarios is clear, but the strategy does not expunge 
judgment. The border between science and policy remains porous.

n e u t r a l i t y  a n d  c r e d i b i l i t y

Scientists and others are often concerned to distinguish science and policy 
because they interpret objectivity (at least in part) as policy neutrality and 
view objectivity as necessary for credibility. Edward Parson has criticized 
scientists involved in the NRC ozone reports for venturing into the pol-
icy domain, arguing that this “established a harmful model for scientific 
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assessments” because the scientists were perceived as taking sides.56 In our 
interviews, scientists made a similar point: that they should avoid making 
policy recommendations to protect their credibility. But scientists who raise 
concerns about this issue rarely offer any details or provide evidence of an 
assessment in which this sort of credibility loss occurred.57 Rather, the equa-
tion of objectivity with policy neutrality seems to be an article of faith. As we 
saw in chapter 3, some ozone scientists feared that their assessments would 
be viewed as biased if Sherwood Rowland participated because of the pub-
lic stance he had taken on the need to control CFCs. However, there seems 
to be little evidence that that fear was justified.

As noted in chapter 1, we can find examples from the nineteenth century 
in which scientists offered policy recommendations in assessments, with no 
evidence that they lost credibility among the government officials to whom 
their reports were addressed. We have also seen that many scientists in the 
1950s and 1960s took strong policy positions on diverse matters such as 
the hydrogen bomb, the Vietnam War, the threat of urban air pollution, and  
the costs and benefits of widespread DDT use. Eisenhower, we have already 
noted, wanted his advisors to give him advice not just regarding the facts 
of a problem but also on what to do about it. John Kennedy spoke of Ra-
chel Carson with respect and admiration.58 Mikhail Gorbachev stated that 
his motivation to control nuclear weapons and avert a nuclear winter came 
from learning from scientists about the severity of the problem; we know 
of no evidence that Gorbachev doubted the evidence because some of the 
scientists responsible for it had called for arms control.59

Many scientists believe that Carl Sagan lost credibility because of his vis-
ibility as a sentinel of nuclear winter; this is cited by scientists as a reason 
why they should be cautious about stepping into the limelight.60 But sci-
entists (and perhaps some commentators) have conflated three issues. One 
is whether an individual scientist should be excluded from an assessment 
because he or she has taken a public position on policy. A second is whether 
assessments themselves should exclude policy recommendations in order 
to be perceived as objective and therefore credible. A third is the impact on 
the reputation of scientists within the scientific community when they take 
public positions on policy. While it is outside the scope of this study to ad-
dress this last point, it seems that many scientists do frown upon colleagues 
who take public positions, and there is a risk that outspoken scientists may 
lose standing among those colleagues.61 But this is a different question from 
whether they, or their reports, lose credibility with the agencies or govern-
ments who have commissioned the work.
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Many parties had reason to want to delay regulatory action on ozone, just 
as many have reason to delay action on climate, and it is likely they would 
have found reasons to justify their position irrespective of what scientists 
had done. The IPCC takes great care to avoid policy recommendations, but 
this has protected neither it, as an institution, nor its scientists from attack. 
Indeed, over the lifetime of the IPCC, several of its members have been pub-
licly excoriated, most notably US scientists Benjamin Santer and Michael 
Mann, and the UK scientist Phil Jones. Santer was the convening lead author 
of the 1995 IPCC report chapter that stated that the human fingerprint in 
the climate system was “discernible”; Mann and Jones had helped to de-
velop important historical temperature reconstructions that demonstrated 
that recent observed temperature increases were outside of the envelope of 
the natural variability of the past millennia.62 All three have been the target 
of public vilification; Jones was the target of the stolen email affair that 
came to be known as “Climategate.”63 None has ever been shown to have 
committed scientific misconduct of any kind.64

After his work was challenged, Santer took pains to set the record straight 
with his colleagues— to ensure that he had not lost credibility with them. He 
did this because he understood that the future of his career depended upon 
it. But if either Santer or the IPCC lost credibility in this incident, it was not 
because they had strayed into policy space; the same is true of Mann and 
Jones. None of these men had advocated climate policy.

Nevertheless, a number of journalists and social critics blamed them, 
suggesting that they had brought these attacks upon themselves by being 
arrogant and advocating policy. Consider this comment by John Broder in 
the New York Times in the wake of the stolen email incident: “Climate sci-
entists have been shaken by the criticism and are beginning to look for 
ways to recover their reputation. They are learning a little humility and 
trying to make sure they avoid crossing a line into policy advocacy.”65 But 
Broder offered no evidence to support this claim— nor could he, because 
Phil Jones had never advocated climate policy, nor had Santer or Mann.66 If 
Broder were right— that avoiding policy questions helps to protect scientists 
from criticism— then we might expect to see fewer disputes about climate 
change and its assessment than we did for acid rain and ozone. But that is  
not the case. We have discussed how IPCC has made extensive efforts to be 
“policy- relevant but not policy- prescriptive,” but that has not protected it from 
politically charged critique. There are many reasons why climate science is 
contested, but in the context under discussion here, it makes more sense to 
see the retreat from policy— both on the part of individuals and in formal-
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ized assessments— as a response to political contestation rather than seeing  
 political contestation as response to an insufficient retreat from policy.  Sci-
entists have not been attacked because they have failed to separate them-
selves sufficiently from policy; they have been attacked because it is impos-
sible to separate their work entirely from social and political implications. As 
scientific findings about climate change have become increasingly alarming, 
accusations of “alarmism” have increased accordingly. But this is not because 
scientists have strayed into the policy domain.

The evidence presented here suggests that when scientists feel vulner-
able, they retreat from policy recommendations. Scientists in the late twen-
tieth century found themselves in a weaker position than their counterparts 
in midcentury, as the cultural preeminence of science declined, the postwar 
consensus frayed, and political polarization increased. As a result of these 
(and other) factors, opposition to scientific findings that challenged the sta-
tus quo became increasingly well organized and well funded.67 Since the 
1980s, scientists have faced pushback not just in the arena of climate change  
but also in domains related to endocrine- disrupting chemicals, lead poisoning, 
tobacco, the safety of vaccinations, and other matters.68 In this environment, 
scientists have looked to the traditional scientific norms of objectivity and 
value- neutrality to demonstrate their trustworthiness. Because their colleagues 
share these values, the choice is ratified by them, and scientists conclude  
that it is the right choice. This tells us much about the values of scientists, but 
it does not answer the question of what scientists should do in assessments 
to address matters of concern while protecting themselves from  politically 
motivated attack.

i n c l u s i v e n e s s  a n d  t h e  
b a l a n c i n g  o f  b i a s e s

Another strategy scientists have taken to protect themselves from accusa-
tions of bias has been to make their assessments more inclusive and ex-
plicitly international. In particular, by making their ozone assessments in-
ternational, scientists tried to address the complaint that they were biased 
in favor of their own governments’ views. They also began to expand the 
size of their assessments to include as many relevant experts as possible. 
This approach is implemented at the IPCC today, in which inclusivity is a 
guiding principle. Authorship must include men and women from many 
countries, and the IPCC attempts to reduce the historical dominance of 
scientists from the United States or Western Europe by actively seeking 
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scientists from elsewhere. In the IPCC, it is viewed as important that the 
author team be intellectually inclusive; to the extent possible, anyone who 
has significant expertise should be included in the process, if not as a lead 
author then at least as a contributing author or a peer reviewer. Anticipated 
accusations of bias are thus preempted through inclusionary processes: the 
intellectual presumption is that so long as diverse voices are heard, no one 
particular bias can prevail. We may call this a “balance- of- bias” approach— 
the assumption being that although bias cannot be eliminated, it can be 
compensated for balanced by opposing biases.69

The expansion of the IPCC to be as inclusive as possible can be viewed 
as reflecting a vision of objectivity as intersubjective agreement within a 
diverse community rather than as a characteristic of an individual.70 This 
underscores the argument introduced in chapter 1 that the modern assess-
ment reflects a significant change in scientists’ conceptions of expert knowl-
edge. In early modern science, the reliability of the knowledge produced 
was assumed to arise from the stature and reliability of the individual or 
individuals involved. As Steven Shapin and others have emphasized, early 
modern traditions placed the source of epistemic credibility in the virtues of 
the individual scientist. This view persisted into the mid- twentieth century, 
when we still find small groups of “wise men” called upon to offer up ex-
pertise on diverse subjects, in some cases ranging far from their disciplinary 
expertise.71 The intellectual presumption was that if good men were chosen, 
good answers would follow.

The modern assessment both reflects and creates a different epistemo-
logical standard, one that suggests that no matter how “good” any particular 
expert may be, his or her views alone offer an insufficient basis for reliable 
knowledge. Objectivity in assessments is displayed not by finding the right 
(unbiased) individuals but by finding a capacious and comprehensive mix 
of differently biased ones. Bias is viewed by scientists as a form of error that 
may be compensated for— if not entirely canceled— by opposing error. This 
represents a significant epistemic shift from locating the source of scientific 
objectivity and reliability in the individual to locating it in an institutional 
process. The balance- of- bias approach gives the scientific community an ar-
gument with which to respond to accusations of bias (whether it produces 
an epistemically more robust result is another matter).

Despite scientists’ commitment to locating objectivity in the assessment 
process, important cultural strands in the United States and Europe cling 
to the older, more individualistic model; this opens assessments to criticism 
even when they are inclusive and diverse. As already noted, opponents of 
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action on climate change have embarked on significant efforts to discredit 
particular individuals whose work has played a major role in IPCC conclu-
sions. Although the attackers may present themselves as “skeptics” offer-
ing scientific dissent, these attacks are largely driven by political consider-
ations.72 So we should not expect these “skeptics” to be persuaded by the 
various techniques that the IPCC has embraced to try to ensure a fair and 
objective product. However, we could expect that if the IPCC techniques 
were culturally persuasive, then attacks on individual scientists would have 
little cultural resonance. If journalists or other observers accepted the “bal-
ance of bias” model, it might not matter to them if one or even a handful of 
scientists were shown to be foolish, mistaken, or even venal. Yet press cover-
age and public opinion polls clearly show that it does matter.73 Assessments 
remain vulnerable to public attack in part because the model of objectivity 
applied is not one that has been generally accepted by the public.

t h e  s c i e n t i s t  a s  s e n t i n e l

Even in the 1950s, when the credibility of scientists seemed to be at its peak, 
questions were asked about how much deference to give to scientists. Niels 
Bohr was criticized not only by government officials who suspected his mo-
tives but also by civilian commentators who questioned his authority to ex-
pound on matters of international diplomacy. Was Bohr not speaking out of 
turn when he attempted to tell world leaders how they should pursue their 
affairs? Arms control is not, after all, a scientific matter; it is a social and politi-
cal one. Was it not ironic, even hypocritical, for the scientists who had made 
weapons of mass destruction to instruct the world on the necessity of peace?

These were reasonable questions in 1950, and they remain reasonable 
today. Should scientists speak beyond the domain of their technical exper-
tise? If they do, what obligations do they incur? Certainly, scientists have the 
same right as ordinary citizens to engage in public discourse, but do they 
have an additional obligation to alert the world to threats, challenges, and 
opportunities of which, by virtue of their scientific expertise, they are espe-
cially or even uniquely aware? Conversely, do they have a special obligation 
not to exploit their position of intellectual authority and social privilege to 
advocate for particular policies?

One way to approach these questions is through the following thought 
experiment. Imagine that Sherwood Rowland and his colleagues had not 
publicized their research demonstrating that CFCs had the potential to de-
stroy stratospheric ozone. Imagine, instead, that they had published it only 
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as articles in peer- reviewed journals and that, like most scientific work, it 
had been ignored outside their expert community. Now imagine that 30, 40, 
or 50 years later, dermatologists and oncologists began to notice a significant 
but unexplained increase in rates of skin cancer. Epidemiologists analyzed 
the available data and concluded that there was an epidemic of skin cancers 
around the globe, and it was especially severe in Australia and southern 
Chile, and among white South Africans. Meanwhile, plant pathologists and 
horticulturalists noticed increased UV damage in agricultural crops; veteri-
narians noted increased rates of cataracts in farm animals. Scientists would 
have begun to search for an explanation for this strange association of hu-
man, animal, and plant pathology. In time, someone would have come across  
Rowland’s work, connected the dots, and understood what was happening. 
Programs would then have been put in place quickly to measure strato-
spheric ozone, which would have demonstrated that the ozone layer had 
been severely depleted. But by that point, it would have been too late to avoid  
grave damage.

This thought experiment makes it clear that society owes a great debt 
to Rowland and his colleagues who acted as sentinels on the ozone issue. 
Society needs scientists to be sentinels on issues like ozone or acid rain 
or climate change (or emerging epidemics) because laypeople are not in a 
position to appreciate these sorts of threats or in some cases even to know 
that they exist. Scientists, by virtue of their specialized knowledge, may be 
in a unique position to discern things that are not apparent to others. In the 
1970s, ozone scientists (alone) understood the threat that ozone depletion 
presented. We needed them to be sentinels. We needed them to be discern-
ing experts.

However, it is one thing to alert society to a problem, another to tell soci-
ety what to do about it, and a third to instruct society on how to do it. This 
suggests that a possible approach to analyzing scientists’ role is to differen-
tiate problems from policies and policies from instruments. Rowland’s col-
leagues Bob Watson and Dan Albritton concluded that as physical scientists 
they should not make policy recommendations: it was acceptable to iden-
tify the problem and present their findings, but not to recommend a solu-
tion. The realm of solutions moved them into policy, and that was the realm 
of policy makers (and, of course, other types of expertise, including so cial 
scientific and humanistic).

But, as we have seen, the boundary between findings and recommenda-
tions is not always clear or even determinate. The questions, Do CFCs need 
to be phased out? and If so, how soon? were policy questions in the sense 
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that they were about what to do. (Similar questions arose about acid rain 
and climate change.) But they were also scientific questions because it took 
scientific expertise to determine how much CFCs needed to be reduced to 
protect ozone, just as it takes scientific expertise to answer the question, 
How much do greenhouse gases need to be reduced to keep global tempera-
ture change below 2°C?

The questions, Should we ban CFCs? and Should we put a price on car-
bon? are different still. These are questions about instruments: about how 
best to achieve a goal, assuming we agree on it. For Rowland, once one un-
derstood that CFCs were destroying ozone— and taking it as obvious that 
one did not want life on earth to be destroyed— it was a logical consequence 
that CFCs had to be controlled. But to decide how to achieve that control 
required different sorts of expertise: in economics, politics, law, or perhaps 
moral theory. We could call this second sense of policy the “how to do it”: 
with taxes, treaties, emission- trading regimes, or other policy instruments.

Rowland’s position implicated him in a value premise: the value of life 
on earth as we know it. If one wanted to protect life on earth, then it was 
necessary to prevent ozone depletion. For Rowland, the value of life was 
so obvious as not to need stating, so the implication that ozone needed to 
be protected was equally obvious— and none of his colleagues ever argued 
otherwise. At least in the early years, he did not advocate a specific policy 
instrument; he simply spoke strongly in public about the urgency of the 
problem. After 1986 or so, Rowland did call for a ban on CFCs, but even 
before that point some of his colleagues felt that he went too far— that he 
was too outspoken in calling for action and therefore should not be asked to 
serve on ozone assessments. How did they make that judgment? Why was it 
acceptable to imply that ozone- depleting chemicals needed to be controlled 
but unacceptable to say so explicitly?74

We have suggested that part of the answer lies in increasing external 
pressure on scientists in the late twentieth century. Our case studies show 
that leading scientists concluded that one way to protect themselves from 
criticism would be to stay away from policy (and therefore, implicitly, values) 
and to develop rhetorical and epistemic strategies that articulated and rein-
forced a border that they promised not to cross.75 This shift involves rejecting 
the role of a “total intellectual” who has “domain- general” competence in 
favor of that of a “specific expert” whose competence is “domain- specific.”76

As an example of scientists marking the limits of their authority in this 
way, consider the following case. When interviewed by the New York Times 
on the occasion of the release of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, cochair 
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Susan Solomon reiterated the IPCC conclusion that “warming was unequivo-
cal.” But when asked what should be done about it, Solomon replied, “It’s not 
my role to try to communicate what should be done.”77 Clearly there is merit 
in this position: outside their domains of expertise, scientists may be quite 
ignorant, often knowing little more than laypeople and sometimes knowing 
less as a consequence of their long years of specialized training and acutely 
focused work— what Pierre Bourdieu called their “militant craftsmanship.”78 
When scientists decline to comment on the policy dimensions of global warm-
ing, they are acknowledging the limits of their craft, as well as preempting  
the claim that their science is biased by their political preferences.

Yet our discussion should also make clear that many pressing issues such 
as the challenge of climate change cannot be solved by specific expertise 
alone. Diverse actors from Dwight Eisenhower to Bob Watson have noted 
that policy choices involve a good deal more than technical considerations 
and, as we have suggested, scientific assessments are embedded in complex 
webs of societal values. We have also seen that scientists in earlier genera-
tions gave advice on variegated matters, and often it was good advice (Niels 
Bohr was right about the arms race; Rowland was right about CFCs). At 
least one scientist of the generation who freely gave policy advice on diverse 
matters felt that Solomon was too reticent: former Caltech president Marvin 
“Murph” Goldberger, a member of PSAC during the 1960s and cofounder of 
the Jasons, felt that Solomon had missed an important opportunity.79

Societies need advice, and not just of the narrowly technical sort. One func-
tion of assessments is to bring together diverse expertise in order to avoid the 
pitfalls of overspecialization and to generate the integrating visions needed to 
solve complex problems. However, while scientific assessments bring together 
different areas of science, it is often only natural science. Expertise in commu-
nication, ethics, politics, theology, or morality is generally not included.80 This 
may be changing as the IPCC includes more experts in social vulnerability in 
Working Group II (on impacts and adaptation) and ethics in Working Group III  
(on mitigation of climate change). It is significant that the work of both groups 
is framed in the context of sustainable development— a concept that has a 
technical dimension but is primarily social, economic, and moral.81

w o r k i n g  f r o m  p r o x i m a t e  e x p e r t i s e

Let us return for a moment to our thought experiment in which Sherwood 
Rowland and his colleagues did not speak out publicly but only published 
their findings in peer- reviewed journals. While counterfactual, this idea is 
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not fantastic: it is essentially what did occur with asbestos and tobacco;82 
it could easily have been the case with CFCs. The argument is not that the 
world needed Rowland, as an individual, to sound the alert but that we did 
need someone in that epistemological community to do it.

Chemists or atmospheric scientists had to be the ones to alert the world 
to the idea that certain chemicals could destroy the protective ozone layer 
because they were the ones who had this information at their disposal. Once 
it was made known, then oncologists and dermatologists and many others 
could comment on the expected adverse impacts of increased UV exposure— 
and many did. Indeed, once ozone depletion was shown to be under way, 
then various forms of biological expertise became extremely important to 
understanding why it mattered. But it was chemists and atmospheric scien-
tists who first realized that ozone depletion might occur and therefore had 
to be the ones to sound the alarm. By virtue of their epistemic proximity to 
the problem, they were in a position to discern it. Thus we may conclude 
that the world needed ozone scientists to speak up about ozone depletion 
because they were the proximate experts. In speaking up, these experts did 
not step outside their disciplines, but they did step beyond the confines of 
their disciplinary norms, and it was this, perhaps, that made some colleagues 
uncomfortable.

We might nevertheless argue that it is one thing to say, “CFCs can de-
stroy the ozone layer that protects life on earth from damaging UV light” (a 
statement of scientific fact) and another to say, “We ought to take steps to 
control CFCs” (a policy recommendation). Moreover, the second statement 
is a consequence of the scientific information only when it is supplemented 
with the (in this case noncontroversial) premise that we want life on earth 
to continue. What Rowland and others were arguing, in the wake of their 
discovery that CFCs destroy ozone and this threatens life on earth, was

If we want life on Earth to continue, then we must control CFCs.
We want life on earth to continue.
Therefore we must control CFCs.

The NRC committees and World Meteorological Organization ozone asses-
sors then went further to suggest: Given the rate at which CFCs are destroy-
ing ozone, we need to reduce CFCs by x amount in y time if we want to stop 
ozone loss from getting worse.

Clearly, this moves us further in the policy direction, yet it is hard to credit 
the criticism that this was inappropriate, because using scientific expertise  
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to understand causes and rates is something scientists do every day. How-
ever, suppose that we say:

Therefore, we should implement an international treaty to phase out the 
use of CFCs by Annex I countries by 1996.

This is clearly a policy recommendation that takes us beyond science or the 
proximate expertise of an ozone scientist.

The point here is not that the policy recommendation violates some ideal 
of value neutrality; values are present all the way down. Rather, it is a point 
about proximate expertise. By virtue of their expertise, ozone scientists are 
in a position to go beyond the initial discovery that CFCs deplete ozone and 
to claim that we should control CFCs, to calculate the consequences of vari-
ous emissions scenarios, and to suggest the rate of CFC control that would 
be needed to protect the ozone layer. But to evaluate particular policy instru-
ments requires different forms of expertise.

c o n c l u s i o n

Despite decades of social scientific scholarship demonstrating the complex 
ways in which science and policy— facts and values— are intertwined, sci-
entists still strive to keep them distinct.83 We suggest that the injunction to 
keep facts and values distinct can be viewed as a regulative ideal, one that 
can serve useful purposes, including to remind scientists of the limits of their  
role and expertise, but should not be viewed as anything like a categorical 
imperative.84

Scientists involved in assessments generally recognize many of the com-
plexities involved, but in a variety of public contexts they sometimes fail to 
recognize when their expertise is proximate to certain kinds of questions 
and distant from others. It is our view that scientists should not be reticent 
about interventions where their expertise is proximate, but they should be 
reticent regarding interventions in which their expertise is not.
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What Assessments Do

i n t r o d u c t i o n

Scientists, representatives of governments and international organizations, 
and diplomats put enormous effort into assessments. But what precisely do 
assessments do? In general, scientists involved in assessments distinguish 
them from research. Clearly, assessment involves reviewing, evaluating, and 
judging knowledge, but how should the product be characterized? Do as-
sessments produce new scientific insights and understanding? If they pro-
duce new knowledge, what kind of knowledge is it?

The US National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) ex-
plicitly funded and oversaw research that created new scientific knowledge, 
but in this regard it seems to be exceptional. Many of those whom we in-
terviewed in the course of our studies drew a sharp distinction between as-
sessing an existing body of knowledge and creating new knowledge. Many 
of our informants said that the assessments on which they worked pro-
duced no new knowledge. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) explicitly states that “it does not conduct any research nor does it 
monitor climate related data or parameters.”1 If the fruits of research can be 
equated with “new knowledge,” this organizational statement would seem 
to close the matter. As we shall see, it is not so simple.

Assessments clearly do more than simply summarize existing scientific 
data. In our case studies there are instances in which assessors acted much 
as research scientists do, developing new findings that were sufficiently 
novel to be published as research (e.g., the 1983 National Research Council 
acid report discussed below). IPCC assessors, working in an institution that 
explicitly eschews doing research, nevertheless sometimes have done so, 
particularly when trying to assess highly uncertain science.
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One of the points of an assessment is to improve our epistemological 
position. This raises the question of whether new knowledge is produced 
in the process, since that is one obvious way of improving our epistemo-
logical position. Clearly, assessments can clarify what is known, narrow un-
certainty, increase our confidence in prior beliefs, lead to new hypotheses 
and explanations, and help integrate and update prior beliefs and models. 
But assessments can also widen uncertainty or decrease confidence in prior 
beliefs. The output of assessments can be characterized along a spectrum 
ranging from, at one extreme, new research that produces new knowledge 
or destabilizes old knowledge to, at the other extreme, reviewing and char-
acterizing existing research. In any case, the output of assessments is supposed 
to be more accessible and useful to policy makers than the knowledge that 
goes into it. But the very newness of all of the activities that occur within an 
assessment raises questions about the reliability of output that has not yet 
stood the test of time.

The reluctance to produce new knowledge may be well founded, because 
new knowledge is less well tested, and therefore may be less reliable, than es-
tablished knowledge. For something to count as established scientific knowl-
edge, it must be certified by the standards of expert communities for vet-
ting knowledge claims, such as peer review. If an assessment produces new 
knowledge, it will have bypassed the standard process. Assessments generally 
establish their own processes to review drafts of the reports they produce, 
and these sometimes have more stages of review and involve far more re-
viewers than the typical review performed by a professional journal. This is 
certainly the case for IPCC and for the international ozone assessments spon-
sored by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the US National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and several other agencies. However, 
assessment review generally lacks an independent arbiter with final author-
ity who has little or no stake in the outcome, such as a journal editor. Assess-
ment authors have far more leverage in deciding a contested issue than do 
paper authors, and they can be confident that in some form the chapter will 
be published.2

In addition, if assessors produce new knowledge as part of the assessment 
process, without independent vetting, it may undermine their neutrality as 
assessors. Individuals in an assessment may try to promote their own work, 
but the assumption is that this self- interest is balanced by the competing 
interests and perspectives of others in the group. However, if the group itself 
creates new knowledge, then that element of balancing interests may be 
missing. Manuscripts submitted to journals and then subjected to  evaluation 
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in an assessment are scrutinized in two independent processes: one by the 
journal reviewers and the other by the assessors. At best, new knowledge 
developed by assessment authors is vetted in only one process (which, like 
a journal review, may have multiple rounds), when the assessment itself is 
reviewed.

These considerations are especially important because the knowledge that 
an assessment produces is passed on to policy makers. The presumption is 
that any resulting policies are based on well- vetted underlying science. How-
ever, if the assessors have produced novel claims as part of the assessment, 
then that presumption is questionable. In addition, decisions made in the as-
sessment process can reframe a scientific problem and introduce conventions 
that have substantive effects on how a policy problem is understood and what 
counts as a solution. Examples include designating global mean surface tem-
perature as the measure of climate change and the choice of a particular pH 
value as the criterion for lake acidification.

Both scientists and decision makers see uncertainty as important to risk 
management, and the characterization of uncertainty is a major task of most 
assessments. However, “uncertainty” is dense with meaning and associated 
with diverse views about the relationship between science and policy.3 As-
sertions of uncertainty imply both the possibility of certainty and presumed 
paths from one to the other. Claims of uncertainty reflect and establish 
epistemological order and can suggest the need for both particular research 
programs and particular policy approaches. Scientific uncertainty mediates 
between the worlds of scientific knowledge and public policy formation by 
raising the question of how uncertainty and risk are to be managed— for 
scientific, social, and political purposes.

The three groups of assessments we have studied focused heavily on in-
tegrating knowledge, while reaching beyond the published peer- reviewed 
literature in order to characterize uncertainty in qualitative and quantita-
tive terms. If knowledge is understood to include relating different types 
of knowledge and elaborating uncertainties, then it seems that assessments 
normally result in new knowledge.

n a p a p :  c h o i c e s  a n d  c o n v e n t i o n s

Part of NAPAP’s mission was to fund a research program aimed at produc-
ing new knowledge, including basic scientific information about the sources 
of acid precipitation and its impacts. NAPAP did what it was asked. One 
example was the comprehensive study of the chemical characteristics of 
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lakes in the eastern United States. NAPAP also situated the data in a policy- 
relevant context by using it to model potential future change in lake water 
chemistry as a result of acid deposition.

In terms of objective and intended audience, the executive summary of 
the 1987 Interim Assessment (as opposed to summaries of its research pro-
grams) is akin to the assessment products (executive summaries and summa-
ries for policy makers) from WMO and IPCC on ozone and climate change, 
respectively. What sort of knowledge, or epistemological advance, did the 
process of developing the NAPAP executive summary produce? Addressing 
this question also provides some insight into the knowledge produced by  
the WMO and IPCC assessment processes.

Consider NAPAP’s assessment of the extent of acidic surface waters (e.g., 
lakes and streams). As we saw in chapter 2, the NAPAP executive summary 
defined an acidic lake as one in which the pH is less than 5, thus excluding 
as acidic some lakes in which there was evidence of biological damage but 
whose pH was 5.5 or 6. Since the scientific work was already under way, 
the choice of pH 5 in the executive summary did not interfere with NAPAP 
knowledge production about lakes with higher pH, but it effectively implied 
that damage occurring in lakes with pH above 5.0 was inconsequential. This 
resulted in minimizing the problem of acid precipitation and may have 
influenced future research directions. It also exacerbated the gap between 
the US and Canadian perspectives, since the Canadians (and Norwegians), 
guided by the biological evidence, used a reference value of pH 6. By defining 
lake acidification only in terms of a chemical characteristic and excluding 
biological, geophysical, and human interactions, the executive summary ef-
fectively “subtracted” knowledge that was available in the primary literature.

Even from a narrowly chemical perspective, the adoption of pH 5 as the 
criterion of acidification was an innovation. High school textbooks typically 
characterize acidity as involving a pH of less than 7. NAPAP’s choice was 
motivated by the fact that scientists had not found a great deal of damage in 
waters that were only slightly acidic. What appeared to be a purely chemical 
criterion was in fact based on a view about damages.

The conventions of a discipline, or those adopted in an assessment, 
help to determine what questions are asked and what counts as an answer. 
Where policy and science interact, as they do in the context of assessments, 
conventions and other boundaries take on critical importance. By choos-
ing a convention that defined the boundaries of the acid rain problem in 
chemical terms, NAPAP influenced what policy makers would focus on and 
therefore what scientific information they might have sought.
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Another issue that involves choice and convention is the scale of analysis. 
Acid rain assessors confronted the question of whether the relation of sulfur 
dioxide emissions to the concentration of acid in precipitation was linear or 
nonlinear (i.e., how constant is the relation between the inputs [emissions] 
and the outputs [concentration of acids]). At a sufficiently small geographic 
scale of observation (or modeling) or a sufficiently high level of precision, this 
relationship is inherently nonlinear (as are in any relationships in nature).

There are two levels of scientific interest: the process level, which consid-
ers molecular- scale interactions (e.g., chemical reactions of molecules of the 
acidic pollutant sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere), and the ecological level, 
which considers whole systems such as lakes, watersheds, or entire forests 
and emissions from groups of sources rather than any single smokestack. 
At the latter scale, one cares less about what might happen in any given day 
or week and more about long- term averages over seasons, years, or decades. 
Nonlinearities that are important to the disposition of any cluster of mol-
ecules emitted by any one smokestack tend to average out to linear relations 
connecting groups of smokestacks to impacts on extended areas occurring 
over years. Generally, the latter scale matters much more than the former 
one to ecologists, water- quality experts, and policy makers.

The National Research Council (NRC)’s 1983 assessment of the linearity 
question emphasized this large- scale aspect for the first time.4 It did so by 
drawing on a very limited amount of existing literature and also developing 
its own method of assessing the problem (based on the relative amounts of 
sulfate and nitrate pollution in precipitation). This was new knowledge for 
both scientists and policy makers. The NRC panel reframed the question 
by changing the scale of concern from the micro to the macro and then 
providing a plausible answer to the linearity question. As a side benefit, 
this approach yielded insights into micro- level processes of interest mainly 
to scientists. This shows that shifting the scale of interest can be central to 
producing new knowledge. The decision to reframe and restrict the bound-
aries of the scientific problem to the larger scale was essentially a matter 
of choice or convention— and when viewed at that scale the relationship 
between emissions and acidity was effectively linear, a result that was poten-
tially of great importance to policy makers.

Sometimes assessors confront the problem that the peer- reviewed lit-
erature, in either its content or its framing, is inadequate to address issues 
that are important in policy decisions. Once the NRC panel reframed the 
emissions/acidity relation as a macro- level question, they were confronted 
with the fact that there was insufficient literature to answer it. The panel 
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proceeded to perform some research— to create new knowledge— in a very 
limited amount of time. As we saw in chapter 4, even the IPCC, with its 
explicit goal of not performing research, occasionally makes the decision to 
perform new research as well.

NAPAP assessors chose a different course, launching a multiyear model-
ing project and creating the Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM) to 
explore the cumulative effect of the various micro- scale processes. In effect, 
NAPAP either resisted the redefinition of the scale of the problem or sought 
to answer the macro- scale question using a reductionist approach (i.e., by 
letting the answer emerge from the integration of micro- level processes that 
could be revealed by modeling). NAPAP could have developed new knowl-
edge on the linearity question in the way the NRC panel did, either in its 
summary or in the main body of the assessment, but it chose not to do so.

The NRC and NAPAP were working under different institutional condi-
tions and constraints. The small size and tight deadline of the NRC panel 
may have encouraged its members to offer an answer to the linearity ques-
tion. Scientists at government agencies experience different pressures and 
incentives than do scientists on NRC panels. Indeed, the departments in-
volved in NAPAP, particularly the Department of Energy, heavily and pub-
licly criticized the NRC approach. Chapter 2 explains the various reasons 
for this outcome: questions of politics and agency turf and priorities were 
clearly at work. In contrast, the NRC panel had six philanthropists as spon-
sors, and institutional priorities beyond those of the NRC likely played a 
much smaller role for the panel members than within NAPAP.

In summary, the characterizations of both acidity and linearity helped 
to determine the answers to key policy- relevant questions, the tools used 
to determine the answers, and the degree of their utility to policy makers. 
 NAPAP’s definition of acidity restricted the number of surface waters of 
interest and transformed the problem, reducing its scope for both scientists 
and policy makers. By excluding a large number of lakes from consideration, 
it reduced the opportunities for learning about those lakes. Whether this 
change was an epistemological improvement is debatable, but it definitely 
affected the level of certainty about the problem by excluding the most un-
certain part (i.e., impacts for pH > 5).

Had the NRC characterization of linearity been fully accepted by either 
scientists or policy makers, it would have constituted a very large step in 
reducing uncertainty (and creating new knowledge). Instead, its effect on 
uncertainty was limited because NAPAP persisted in keeping the linearity 
question open, pursuing RADM and criticizing the NRC’s macro- scale ap-
proach. As a consequence, uncertainty and even confusion persisted over the 
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linearity issue in the scientific world as well as the policy world. When the 
Clean Air Act was amended in 1990 to address acid rain, it effectively ended 
policy interest in this question, long before RADM could be completed.

o z o n e  a s s e s s m e n t s :  k n o w l e d g e ,  
u n c e r t a i n t y ,  a n d  i g n o r a n c e

The period 1985– 1995, beginning with the reported observation of the 
ozone hole, was characterized by extremely rapid development of scientific 
understanding of ozone depletion and an unusually intimate peacetime in-
teraction between evolving science and international policy. The Montreal 
Protocol was signed in 1987 and was followed by a series of amendments 
that progressively strengthened and broadened the protocol’s restrictions 
on production of ozone- depleting substances. Scientific findings were a key 
input to the political negotiations.

The Montreal Protocol had not eliminated the substances responsible for 
the problem, and the key policy issue after 1987 was how to phase in deeper 
reductions than those required by the protocol. As for acid rain, scientists 
sought to understand the relationship between the amount of pollutants in 
the atmosphere and the environmental damage that would ensue. In other 
words, if emissions were cut by a given amount, what benefits would ac-
crue? How much should emissions be reduced and on what schedule in 
order to induce recovery of the ozone layer?

The usual means for projecting the consequences of a policy intervention 
in such cases was to develop a “process- based” or mechanistic model based 
on the physics and chemistry that approximated the response of the atmo-
sphere to emissions of the chemicals causing the problem. But the appear-
ance of the ozone hole, which no model predicted, showed the inadequacy 
of the understandings on which the models were based. If assessors were to 
narrow the uncertainties and provide credible answers, they needed to tran-
scend the limits of the available models. Unencumbered by formal limita-
tions on what they were permitted to do, the assessors (in the 1990 and 1992 
international WMO assessments)5 broke new ground by applying surrogate 
measures of future ozone depletion: chlorine loading potential and equiva-
lent effective stratospheric chlorine. These metrics had been developed to 
allow comparison of the depleting effects of the various chemicals involved, 
not for projecting the effects of future emissions— the purpose for which 
they were now used. Assessors thus filled a critical gap for both scientists 
and policy makers until improved process- based models became available 
toward the end of the 1990s.
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In contrast, authors of the 1986 WMO- sponsored ozone assessment6 
shied away from pursuing the consequences of an identified uncertainty: 
the role of heterogeneous chemical processes in depleting ozone. As dis-
cussed in chapter 3, it had been hypothesized by some atmospheric scien-
tists that chemical reactions that occur on small droplets floating in strato-
spheric air (“aerosols”) could play an important role in ozone depletion. If 
this were true, then the potential for severe ozone depletion could be much 
greater than generally thought. However, the experiments needed to test 
this idea were extremely difficult to perform. In addition, much of the com-
munity assumed that the stratosphere had too few aerosol particles for these 
reactions to matter, and any reactions that did occur would be too slow to 
be significant. The reasoning based on reaction rates was sound given what 
was then known but turned out to be incorrect. The argument based on the 
absence of significant amounts of aerosol was also incorrect, but for a dif-
ferent reason: only a small number of atmospheric scientists familiar with 
the polar stratosphere knew that the cirrus- like polar stratospheric clouds 
observed there in springtime were in part constituted by such aerosol. Most 
of the atmospheric science community, focused on the midlatitudes above 
populated regions where observations were much easier, was ignorant of 
this. Thus earlier assessments had judged heterogeneous reactions to be 
insignificant. To the extent that assessments influence research plans, these 
earlier assessments took heterogeneous reactions off the agenda and con-
tributed to a substantial underestimation of how serious the problem of 
ozone depletion was becoming.

The 1986 ozone assessment, at the time the most comprehensive over-
view of the problem, mentioned the aerosol issue as an uncertainty but 
dismissed its importance. Rather than take the now- routine risk- based ap-
proach and assign aerosol processes a finite (even if small) probability of 
occurrence, the assessors essentially assigned the possibility a zero likeli-
hood. Alternatively, the assessors might have taken the approach adopted in 
the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) when projecting the ice dynamic 
contribution to sea level rise: declare ignorance and assert that the resulting 
projections could not be regarded as representing the outer limit of the pos-
sible (i.e., the upper bound).

Unlike the NAPAP assessors, the 1986 WMO assessors operated under 
no strong institutional constraints. WMO was not a strong organization, the 
Vienna Convention (out of which flowed the Montreal Protocol) was weak, 
and governments were not yet fully focused on the problem. The assessment 
scientists, mostly from the United States and United Kingdom, had a fairly 
strong culture of independence, even those employed by government labo-
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ratories and agencies. Like the 1983 NRC panelists dealing with the linearity 
issue relating to acid precipitation, the ozone assessors were not particularly 
bound by institutional constraints or by political demands for a timely re-
sponse: no regulation of ozone- depleting substances was imminent (which 
was also true for the 1983 NRC acid precipitation assessors). Yet, unlike the 
NRC panel members who actively explored new approaches to the linearity 
issue, ozone assessors set aside the possibility of heterogeneous chemistry.

Whether this was good judgment given what was known or “erring on 
the side of least drama”7 remains unclear. But as we saw in chapter 3, grasp-
ing the importance of heterogeneous chemistry ultimately required scien-
tists to break out of disciplinary silos— experts in the polar atmosphere and 
experts in atmospheric chemistry needed to collaborate unusually closely. 
While assessments can provide opportunities for such collaboration and the 
potential for new knowledge to emerge, it is difficult to achieve and in the 
ozone case was only precipitated by the discovery of an extraordinary and 
frightening phenomenon, the ozone hole.

i p c c  a n d  e x p e r t  j u d g m e n t :  
s e a  l e v e l  a n d  A R 4

We now turn to what proved to be the most fraught case of developing, or 
avoiding the development of, new knowledge. As discussed in chapter 4, 
authors of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report faced a quandary. In previ-
ous assessments, the IPCC had presented projections of sea level rise in 
the same manner as those for temperature, based on year- by- year output of 
models that represent the various processes contributing to warming and 
sea level rise. However, for AR4, IPCC stopped short of a complete sea level  
assessment because one of the three key processes contributing to future  
sea level rise, the transformation of parts of the Greenland and Antarctic 
Ice Sheets to ocean water, could not be reliably represented by any available 
model.

As described in chapter 4, ice sheets can both melt and flow into the sea 
(by forming icebergs), both effects changing land ice into sea water and rais-
ing sea level. The melting process is well understood, but the flow process, 
referred to as “dynamical,” is not. Existing models failed to reproduce the 
current effect of dynamics. Furthermore, observations that became avail-
able just before and during the Fourth Assessment convinced the authors 
that the dynamical processes might in the future rival or exceed the other 
contributors to sea level rise. However, without a trustworthy model, the au-
thors felt they had no basis to make a projection that attempted to estimate 
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how the dynamic component might change in the future. Instead of doing 
as ozone assessors did when they redeployed the chlorine loading potential 
and equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine metrics for the purposes of 
projection, AR4 authors published projections that included only the cur-
rent dynamical component, estimated from observations (rather than mod-
els), and made no attempt to estimate (with the exception discussed below) 
how much this factor might increase as the world warmed.

Our objective is not to judge the wisdom of that decision or to revisit the 
controversy that ensued but rather to understand its epistemological conse-
quences. The primary properties of the climate projected by the IPCC are 
global temperature change and mean sea level rise, and the decision on how 
to represent sea level rise was certainly not taken lightly (see chapter 4). Both 
institutional factors particular to IPCC and cultural factors in the earth sci-
ences as currently practiced contributed to the outcome. Here we focus on 
those factors pertinent to the “new knowledge” question.

As we noted above, IPCC’s “no research” rule is sometimes broken, and 
implicit understanding of this seems to be widespread within the IPCC 
community. This issue came to the fore in the AR4 ice sheet assessment.

The AR4 authors concluded that because they had no basis in modeling 
on which to offer an estimate of any increased dynamical contribution to sea 
level rise, they should not offer one at all. However, reviewers were dissatis-
fied and raised the question of why the authors did not attempt to estimate 
the dynamical component. In response, the authors sought a compromise: 
very near the end of drafting, a small correction was added, discussed in the 
text almost in passing, which provided one means to estimate the change in 
the dynamic contribution.

The “base case” assumption represented in the main sea level rise pro-
jections amounted to an assumption that dynamics would not change over 
the century. However, the dynamic term had already changed (and the au-
thors believed it was likely to change further in the future) so the authors 
could justifiably propose various magnitudes of change for this term and 
test the effect of each on projected sea level rise— a method called sensitivity 
analysis. After lengthy consideration, the authors chose one way to estimate 
dynamics, assuming that the contribution would increase in proportion to 
temperature. They then pointed out, correctly, that this was one of many 
plausible assumptions. However, rather than present results for some of the 
others, which would be the usual procedure, they merely stated that there 
was nothing special about the chosen assumption and left it at that. This was 
a choice for which they were later criticized by many scientists outside the 
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IPCC. In offering up a half- hearted attempt at sensitivity analysis, to which 
they were reluctant to grant too much credence, the authors produced some-
thing that was new but clearly incomplete and perhaps misleading.

One clear case of the IPCC performing research is an entire report, the 
IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES).8 The objective of this report 
was to fill a critical gap: the absence of agreed- upon projections of future 
emissions. While the literature was stocked with hundreds of scenarios, 
there was no agreed- upon basis for evaluating the relative plausibility of 
future emissions scenarios. Nor were there any means to compare the sce-
narios in a way that would contribute to understanding the underlying as-
sumptions of each in terms of socioeconomic factors such as population and 
economic growth, technological development, and lifestyle change.

By categorizing existing scenarios into classes on the basis of assump-
tions about the world and developing some new scenarios, SRES clarified a 
key contributing factor to the risk of climate change during the twenty- first 
century. While it is sometimes criticized for not quantifying the relative like-
lihoods of the scenarios it forwarded, SRES clearly advanced understand-
ing of the relationships among scenarios, a critical step toward allowing 
individual experts to judge the probabilities (which occurred subsequently). 
SRES may not have amounted to basic research in social science, but it put 
the field in an epistemologically improved situation by increasing clarity 
about potential emissions pathways.

In sum, the IPCC embodies conflicting tendencies and inclinations. On 
the one hand is the official dictum against performing research. On the 
other is the perceived need for flexibility in developing information use-
ful for policy makers. Sometimes this leads to inventiveness on the part of 
IPCC and its authors, of which SRES is an example. At other times, it leads 
to caution on the part of the authors, who in developing AR4 leaned in the 
direction of avoiding performing research. The result was an ice sheet as-
sessment that even some of the authors felt was not fully satisfactory and 
many observers felt was highly misleading.

r e s e a r c h  a g e n d a s ,  m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  
c h o i c e s ,  a n d  t h e  i n t e g r a t i v e  

f u n c t i o n  o f  a s s e s s m e n t s

Assessments strongly affect the production of knowledge by influencing re-
search agendas and priorities. The controversial way IPCC assessors han-
dled sea level projections, for example, spurred a raft of research and papers 
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aimed at improving understanding of the problem. Some of these efforts  
were contemporaneous with AR4 and were undertaken before the final re-
sult was in, and thus may not have been purely conceived as responses to 
the shortcomings of that assessment. Others were clearly and avowedly de-
veloped as a response.9 Either way, in the following five years many papers 
appeared in professional journals elaborating new methods for estimat-
ing the ice sheet contribution in the absence of valid and comprehensive 
process- based models. This response shows one way in which the IPCC ex-
erts leverage on the community’s research agenda.

Another route of influence on the development of new knowledge is also 
demonstrated by the ice sheet example. It is common for authors of IPCC 
chapters to write papers during the assessment process on the subject they 
are assessing. These papers are reviewed and, if successful, published and 
then assessed, if not in time for the current IPCC assessment then for fu-
ture assessments, sometimes by some of the same experts who wrote them. 
Inevitably, a strong back- and- forth develops between the gap- filling exigen-
cies of the assessment and the research done by some of the authors in their 
work outside the immediate IPCC assessment context. Thus IPCC creates 
new knowledge by mobilizing the research community, not only prospec-
tively but also contemporaneously.

One of the AR4 authors of a chapter relevant to the ice sheet case, Stefan 
Rahmstorf, noting the inadequacy of existing modeling approaches, devel-
oped a new and controversial way to project sea level rise based on actual 
observations of recent and past sea level, called “semi- empirical modeling.” 
During the AR4 assessment, Rahmstorf suggested that his method be used 
as one source of evidence in developing the sea level projections, but he was 
rebuffed by the authors of the projection chapter. Participants stated that the 
method was rejected not because the idea arose directly from Rahmstorf ’s 
IPCC participation but because it did not involve a process- based model. 
Rahmstorf went ahead and published the method and the projections based 
on it in a series of now frequently- cited articles, the first of which was pub-
lished almost simultaneously with AR4.10 During development of the Fifth 
Assessment Report (AR5), the issue of the utility of semi- empirical modeling 
of sea level rise arose again and this time was discussed extensively in the 
chapter. However, even though Rahmstorf ’s approach was now available in 
the peer- reviewed literature, the chapter authors decided once again that 
the method did not provide a useful basis for projection due to the absence 
of process- based information. While still drafting their AR5 chapter, several 
of the chapter authors published their reasoning in a peer- reviewed journal 
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article.11 The resulting IPCC chapter then drew on this article to make the 
argument against projecting sea level rise with semi- empirical models.

Assessments can also help to define research agendas by reformulating 
research questions and either answering them or stimulating research com-
munities to do so. For example, climate models generate projections of daily 
maximum temperatures. Very high temperatures are called “extremes,” and 
a heat wave is characterized as a cluster of days in which there are extreme 
temperatures (generally a period of three or more days when the maximum 
temperature exceeds some location- dependent value, e.g., 90°F or 95°F in 
the US northeast). Scientists studying the physics of climate are primarily 
interested in daily maximum temperatures, while climate impact experts 
and public health officials want to know about the likelihood of heat waves 
and their effect on human health. So the IPCC assesses both likelihoods 
of heat waves and likelihoods of extremely hot days. The same data from 
models and observations is assessed, but different questions are asked (and 
answered), useful to two distinct communities. By projecting the future 
chances of heat waves, the IPCC reframes existing knowledge about daily 
extremes developed by one expert community and produces new knowl-
edge for another.

The influence of IPCC assessments on research questions goes even 
deeper. The assessments rely on a uniform set of projections of future cli-
mate in order to examine questions such as how the frequency and intensity 
of heat waves will change in the future, how many additional deaths might 
occur as a result, and what the cost of overall damage attributable to climate 
change later in this century will be. Developing these scenarios requires 
multiple runs of the more than three dozen available climate models.

The job of producing and evaluating these projections for the IPCC con-
sumes much of the research time of scientists at key laboratories (generally 
governmental facilities) worldwide during each six- year IPCC cycle, a mas-
sive dedication of human and computer resources. This raises the issue not 
merely of the degree to which the IPCC determines allocation of people and 
resources but the degree to which questions not of interest to the IPCC are 
displaced from the global climate research agenda. For example, the focus on 
projections may come at the expense of improving understanding of the basic 
processes involved and implementing them in the model. In this respect, the 
IPCC plays an important role in producing new knowledge in some areas but 
also plays a role in inhibiting knowledge production in other areas.

The interests and exigencies of scientists in government laboratories also 
direct and constrain the questions the IPCC asks and the answers it offers. 
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For instance, with regard to scenarios of greenhouse gas emissions and con-
centrations in the atmosphere, climate scientists have in the past resisted 
requests to use a larger range of emissions scenarios, which limited the cli-
mate scenarios produced and the range of impacts that the IPCC was able 
to assess.

Stepping back from these particular ways of creating, extending, or limit-
ing knowledge, we see that assessments also produce value by integrating 
existing knowledge, often by breaking disciplinary boundaries. The NRC 
assessment of the linearity question and the post– ozone hole redeployment 
of ozone depletion potentials created a new synthesis and new understand-
ings from existing knowledge. The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment started down 
a similar path in estimating the WAIS contribution to future sea level but 
never quite arrived at the destination.

In summary, assessments are not independent overviews comprising 
only the results of previously published work. They are the products of 
highly interactive processes that continually shape the questions asked and 
the answers given, where the groups of assessors and the groups of scien-
tists whose work is assessed not only overlap strongly but actively work to 
redefine knowledge during the processes of assessment.

c o n c l u s i o n

Scientific assessments do not just summarize existing knowledge; they also 
produce new knowledge. Institutional differences play an important role in 
how, when, and to what extent this occurs. NAPAP’s development of “new 
knowledge” was guided and constrained by the particular exigencies of the 
agencies and their prerogatives within the NAPAP governing structure. When 
an outside assessor, the NRC, examined the linearity issue, it took advantage 
of its relative freedom to fill a knowledge gap, providing useful if incomplete 
insights that were timely in terms of the needs of the policy process. NAPAP 
used a different strategy to address the same issue, which relied on a mul-
tiyear large- scale modeling program that never attained its expected policy 
relevance. The IPCC took a broad view of the charge from its member govern-
ments to assess emission scenarios (SRES), but without specific guidance on 
ice sheets its authors made only a passing and unsatisfactory attempt to fill a 
critical knowledge gap. If IPCC member governments had asked for a special 
report on sea level rise, as they had asked for a special report on emissions 
scenarios, the outcome would likely have been quite different, and a more 
substantial body of new knowledge might have been created.
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Governments strongly influence directions taken by assessments, but as-
sessments also influence research agendas. This is especially clear in con-
temporary climate science: the IPCC exerts a strong influence on the re-
search agendas of government laboratories. While pushing research in the 
direction of creating new knowledge for the policy world, it also constrains 
the issues examined to those that are of direct usefulness to IPCC assess-
ments. This influence reaches well beyond scientists working for govern-
ments. There also is risk in such an arrangement: it entrains the possibility 
of scientists as a group running off in an unhelpful direction (i.e., “negative 
learning”).12

To the extent that policy makers rely on an assessment, they are also 
relying on presumed self- correcting mechanisms within science. The hope 
is that scientists working in the field will recognize the shortcomings in an 
assessment report and deepen the body of relevant knowledge through new 
research. Events do unfold this way sometimes, as in the case of ice sheet 
assessment. However, there is no guarantee that this will occur. Moreover, 
if an assessment judges an issue to be unimportant— as in the assessment of 
heterogeneous reactions and ozone depletion— scientists may neglect some-
thing that is in fact important.

Many people think of the assessment process as a kind of summation— a 
critical or evaluative summary— of the existing knowledge in a particular 
field or group of fields pertinent to a particular policy problem. Many of the 
scientists we interviewed expressed this view, and some scientific assessors 
explicitly disavow the goal of creating new knowledge. On this view, as-
sessors summarize, judge, and communicate policy- relevant knowledge to 
sponsors and stakeholders. From this perspective, the process can be viewed 
as a filter or screen that sends forward knowledge that is actionable, or, as 
Charles Kennel and Sally Daultrey have put it, “decision- ready.”13 The pre-
sumption is that the report is a critical summary of decision- ready knowl-
edge; knowledge that does not meet that standard is screened out. There is 
no doubt that assessments attempt to do this, and most information in an 
assessment may fit the description of “decision- ready.” But if some of the 
knowledge in the assessment is new, then this view of the assessment pro-
cess is incorrect, or at least incomplete.

This reliability of new knowledge mobilized in an assessment may be 
further compromised if it is based on reports or other literature that have 
not been subject to peer review. Peer- reviewed literature may be of vari-
able quality, but at least it has passed one established level of scrutiny, and 
the reputation of a journal generally bears some relation to the quality of 
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the papers published in it, so assessors can judge both the paper itself and 
its provenance. The inclusion of other sorts of materials, often called “gray 
literature,” puts an additional burden on the assessors to judge the qual-
ity of these materials. At minimum, this means there is a higher level of 
uncertainty associated with assessments that use materials that have not 
been subject to peer review than with those that restrict themselves to peer- 
reviewed materials only.

In the IPCC, there has been some confusion about this issue, as illustrated 
by the fracas caused by the error in the report of Working Group II in the 
Fourth Assessment Report on the melting of Himalayan glaciers.14 While no 
report can ever be guaranteed to be error- free— and the significance of this 
particular error was exaggerated by some parties for political advantage— 
part of the story involved the use of a source that had not been peer re-
viewed.15 The ensuing discussion brought to the fore the fact that IPCC 
scientists in some cases rely on reports of government agencies and non-
governmental organizations that have not been subject to formal scientific 
peer review. This occurs, particularly in Working Groups II and III, in part 
because some of the pertinent questions are not adequately addressed in 
the peer- reviewed literature, so scientists rely on what is available. But this 
means that to some extent they have mixed apples and oranges— or aged 
cabernet with Beaujolais nouveau— and the recipient of this knowledge may 
not have an entirely clear idea of these differences.

The issue of novelty also relates to the matter of consensus. If assess-
ments were simply exercises in reviewing and filtering existing literatures, 
then consensus could be easily achieved by identifying and reporting over-
lapping knowledge claims in the peer- reviewed literature. But assessments 
also have a transformative and creative function. Assessors often add to the 
literature during the time they are assessing, and they influence the research 
trajectory of the domain that they are assessing. Assessment is part of the 
evolution of science and a driver of science, not simply a snapshot. The con-
sensus forwarded in most scientific assessments is not a found object but 
also the product of human creativity.

Nor are scientific assessments simply a sink of scientific capital or a form 
of altruism through which scientists contribute to society but not to science. 
They are a form of scientific production. If the goal of science is to produce 
knowledge, then scientific assessments should be seen as one route toward 
achieving this goal, whether or not they succeed in satisfying the policy- 
related objectives for which they are typically established.
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Conclusion

i n t r o d u c t i o n

We have examined the practice of scientific assessment, focusing on areas 
in the earth and environmental sciences in which landmark assessments 
have been carried out: acid precipitation, ozone depletion, and the fate of 
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS). While modern scientific assessments 
differ from earlier attempts by experts to sort out troubling and contentious 
issues, assessment remains at its heart a process of discernment in which ex-
perts gather and judge evidence and attempt to discriminate among diverse, 
competing, and sometimes conflicting claims.1 Assessments are convened 
for various purposes: sometimes they are meant to contribute to policy, 
sometimes to delay policy, sometimes to contribute to developing science 
in a particular area. Sometimes purposes are multiple, overlapping, or even 
antagonistic. Moreover, the functions that assessments actually fulfill may 
be different from what those who convened them intended. Here we sum-
marize key conclusions from our work.

a s s e s s m e n t s  a r e  n o t  j u s t  s u m m a r i e s

Assessments are often presented or discussed by scientists as if they were 
simply summaries or syntheses of existing knowledge and do not create 
new knowledge. For example, the emphasis in the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) on relying largely on peer- reviewed publica-
tions contributes to this impression.2 We find that assessments are not just 
summaries but active sites of epistemic intervention. They construct as 
well as synthesize knowledge. This can occur when scientists grapple with 
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uncertainties, conflicts, or contradictions in existing scientific information, 
or when they lack adequate information to characterize key elements. As-
sessments may also set the agenda for ongoing research, such as when the 
process of reviewing existing work identifies areas where available knowl-
edge is insufficient to answer important policy- relevant questions. In these 
ways assessments can become sites of scientific knowledge production. This 
finding is important for at least three reasons.

First, the role of assessment in knowledge production is rarely recog-
nized explicitly, and sometimes denied, as in the IPCC’s “no research” rule. 
Rather than denying the knowledge- producing elements of assessments, 
thereby misrepresenting the character of the final product, it would be pref-
erable to recognize the various forms of knowledge production embodied 
in assessments and to encourage those that enhance the value of the assess-
ments to policy makers and perhaps discourage those that would be better 
undertaken in other settings (chapter 6).

Second, it is important to recognize that when scientists do produce new 
knowledge in an assessment, they find themselves in the position of assess-
ing their own work. This is a challenge within assessments generally, since 
assessors are almost always contributors to the scientific literature they are 
assessing. Scientists are chosen to participate in assessments on the basis of 
their expertise, which is generally judged by the quantity and quality of their 
published papers in the area being assessed.

Third, assessments are advertised as reflecting established, agreed- upon 
knowledge, but new or evolving knowledge claims expressed in an assess-
ment go beyond settled science. When the work being reviewed has been in 
the published literature for some time, there will be some independent sense 
of its significance and credibility based on how it has been received by the 
rest of the expert community, but when the work has emerged as part of the 
assessment itself, the assessors are in a weaker position to judge its credibility.

In addition to creating new knowledge, assessments can also act to create 
or sustain areas of ignorance.3 One way they do this is by exclusion: topics 
may be knowingly excluded because scientists do not know how to handle 
them (e.g., dynamic ice sheet loss in the WAIS, chapter 4), or they may be 
ignored because scientists have (wrongly) concluded that they do not matter 
(e.g., heterogeneous reactions in stratospheric ozone depletion, chapter 3). 
Ignorance may also be created or sustained when experts who are perceived 
to have been too outspoken are marginalized or excluded, despite their hav-
ing greater knowledge of the issue at hand than others who are included 
(chapter 5).
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a s s e s s o r s  d e f i n e  o b j e c t i v i t y  a s  p o l i c y  
n e u t r a l i t y  a n d  a  b a l a n c e  o f  b i a s

Assessments are convened by institutional actors in response to a perceived 
issue— a threat, conflict, or problem. The problem can be as universal and 
serious as the possibility of the elimination of all life on earth, as parochial 
as the desire to gain funding for a particular field of research, or as prosaic 
as helping political actors manage a controversial issue. Left to their own 
devices, many scientists would just do research in their laboratories or in 
the field without regard to social or political significance and without the 
added labor of communicating beyond their specialist communities. Assess-
ments can therefore be understood as responding to a need created by the 
social organization of scientific life, offering knowledge that responds more 
directly to the needs of governance than is generally the case with conven-
tional academic (or even some government- based) scientific research.4

Perhaps for this reason, many scientists see social engagement as a po-
tential threat to scientific objectivity. Scientists often view the purpose of 
assessments— to serve the goals of governance and help to enact policy 
interventions— as in tension with the scientific norms of disinterestedness, 
dispassion, and social disengagement. In particular, they worry about main-
taining objectivity in the face of these goals. Aware of the performative as-
pect of assessments, scientists also often believe that an assessment must 
be viewed as objective if it is to achieve the public purposes for which it is 
constituted.5 For these reasons scientists involved in assessments often feel 
the need to articulate a notion of objectivity that is adequate to the particu-
larities of the context.

Objectivity in the context of assessments is sometimes understood to 
operate on two levels, one individual and the other institutional. On the 
individual level, it is often construed as policy neutrality. As already noted, 
experts who have taken policy positions regarding the topic under consider-
ation are often viewed as biased and may be excluded. On the institutional 
level, objectivity is regarded as a group or team achievement, and so there 
is an attempt to include individuals representing a variety of viewpoints, as 
well as a range of demographic characteristics such as race, gender, nation-
ality (with the IPCC particularly concerned about including participants 
from both rich and poor nations), and type of employment (i.e., including 
experts from industry and nongovernmental advocacy organizations as well 
as from academia and government). Objectivity is viewed as a product of 
error cancellation: scientists’ personal views, perspectives, and social and 
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institutional locations and identities are viewed as potential sources of error 
that can be canceled by the presence of complementary sources of error. We 
call this approach a “balance of bias.”

What needs to be balanced, on this view, are explicit policy commitments. 
Scientists are of course also citizens, who may hold private opinions that 
dispose them toward particular policies on matters related to their scientific 
work. However, these opinions are not generally regarded as threats to ob-
jectivity or even as relevant to scientists’ participation in an assessment so 
long as they remain private. This creates an institutional disincentive for 
scientists to speak out on policy questions (at least so far as they might wish 
to participate in assessments).

Scientists may also hold strong methodological views— about the in-
terpretation of data, about the best analytical approaches, or about other 
matters that are understood to be “internal” to science. These preferences 
may also be a source of bias, but they are treated inconsistently.6 We have 
observed cases in which individuals with definitive scientific or method-
ological views were excluded (chapter 3), other cases where a range of views 
was sought (chapter 4), and still others in which the issue of bias was not 
addressed at all. Yet, as we saw in chapter 4, methodological preferences can 
affect outcomes as much as or more than policy preferences.

i n s t i t u t i o n a l  a r r a n g e m e n t s  
a f f e c t  e p i s t e m i c  o u t c o m e s

Many natural scientists assume that institutional arrangements do not affect 
epistemic outcomes. We find this is not the case: institutional arrangements 
affect outcomes, sometimes dramatically. As already noted, assessments are 
commissioned by institutions: governments and their agencies or nongov-
ernmental organizations. In every assessment, choices are made about who 
is invited to participate and who is not, how to define and frame the is-
sues, what terms and conventions are used to characterize the problem, and 
how to carve up the questions into manageable pieces. These decisions are 
sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit, and not always made by scientists. 
Individuals working in assessment institutions may be scientists, but they 
may also be professional bureaucrats or political actors.

Assessments begin with a charge that may be relatively narrow (e.g., many 
assessments of the US National Research Council) or relatively broad (e.g., the 
US National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program [NAPAP] and the IPCC). 
The scope of an assessment affects questions asked and the resulting answers.
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The charge helps to determine which experts are invited to participate 
in the assessment and which are not. Expertise is itself a matter of expert 
judgment; there are no formal rules for defining who counts as a relevant 
expert, and tacit assumptions about expertise may cause some experts to be 
overlooked or deliberately excluded. We have already mentioned how ex-
perts who have expressed policy views— or even the view that there should 
be a policy on the matter at hand— may be excluded as “biased.” But other 
considerations lead to exclusions as well. Social scientists, for example, are 
often missing from assessments of issues that have important social dimen-
sions. Even when social scientists are included, they often constitute a small 
fraction of the group.7

Moreover, insofar as assessments address complex, multidimensional prob-
lems, traditional markers of disciplinary expertise may be overvalued at the 
expense of other forms of expertise. As noted in the previous section, other 
factors— personal, institutional, geographical, epistemological— can also af-
fect the constitution of assessment teams, and the manner in which these 
determinations are made can affect an assessment’s conclusions (chapter 5).8

Assessments adopt particular conventions and vocabularies that affect how  
a problem is characterized. As we saw in chapter 2, the Canadian acid rain 
program set the pH reference value for acidification at 6, while the NAPAP  
Interim Assessment chose pH 5. Since one step down on the pH scale means 
a tenfold increase in acidity and significantly decreases the number of lakes 
recognized as acidified, many lakes that the Canadians would consider to 
be acidified disappear from concern in the NAPAP Interim Assessment. This 
definitional choice, which did not reflect an empirical disagreement, made 
the problem seem smaller than it might otherwise have seemed and thereby 
influenced both subsequent scientific work and policy discourse.

The way an assessment report is organized may also affect judgments 
that are expressed in the report. This is an important finding, because many 
scientists would expect that, with regard to matters of fact, the organization 
of a report would affect the order in which those facts are presented, and 
therefore perhaps the emphasis that different facts are given, but would not 
affect scientists’ judgments about those facts. In chapter 4 we saw that this 
expectation was not met: the manner in which the assessment was orga-
nized (omitting a chapter specifically addressing sea level rise) affected the 
result produced. The idea that social and institutional factors affect intellec-
tual outcomes is a familiar finding in the science studies literature yet has 
not been broadly assimilated by scientists and others who participate in and 
lead scientific assessments.9
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t h e  p e r m a n e n t  a s s e s s m e n t  e c o n o m y

Prior to the twentieth century, assessments were largely ad hoc: experts 
gathered to study a matter, offered their opinion in a report or other form, 
and then disbanded. In the twentieth century this changed. The IPCC, for 
example, exists as an institution that moves almost immediately from the 
completion of one assessment to the beginning of another. It has officers 
with fixed terms elected by the constituent governments and a permanent 
staff. (This election process adds an important element which we have not 
studied here.) The US National Academy of Sciences similarly has boards, 
committees, and full- time staff whose work continues from one assessment 
to the next. Assessments under the auspices of various boards and commit-
tees proceed on a continuous basis. (Indeed, the US National Academy of 
Sciences has at any point in time a queue of studies waiting to commence.) 
In this sense, we see the emergence of what might be labeled a “permanent 
assessment economy.”10

In the period we have studied, we observe a trend toward increasing in-
stitutionalization and internationalization of assessments. This appears to be 
motivated in part by the desire to achieve perceived objectivity via inclusiv-
ity.11 With increased institutionalization come more formal rules, and ever  
more elaborate review procedures for producing the final document (chap-
ter 5). This may be understood in part as an effort to demonstrate the fairness 
and legitimacy of the process in the face of actual or anticipated critiques.

The permanence of the assessment process contributes to the role that 
assessments play in creating scientific research agendas. Any assessment 
may articulate research needs and influence ongoing scientific work, but an 
assessment that is a prelude to another assessment is likely to have greater 
influence than one that closes up shop after writing its final report. This is a 
key element in how assessments have become scientific institutions in their 
own right and a locus of scientific knowledge production.

a s s e s s o r s  s t r i v e  t o  s e p a r a t e  
s c i e n c e  a n d  p o l i c y

Most of the assessments that we studied focused on science and refrained 
from policy recommendations. The most explicit statement of this is the ex-
pressed goal of the IPCC to be “policy- relevant but not policy- prescriptive.”12 
This requires IPCC assessments to define a domain of science that is distinct 
from policy yet pertinent to it. Most of the other assessments we have stud-
ied seem to have followed a similar rule, albeit often implicitly.
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One reason why many scientists involved in assessments are concerned 
to separate science from policy is because they view the assessment as a 
scientific project and therefore articulate their motivations primarily in 
scientific terms (to learn, to meet other scientists, to get up to speed in 
their subject area). They minimize or deny policy motivation or interest 
and downplay the salience of the political context. But this does not mean  
that the assessment itself is not motivated by political and social concerns, 
nor that the attempt to demarcate science from its political context suc-
ceeds (or ever could succeed). Nevertheless, many scientists speak as if they 
believe that such a demarcation is necessary, desirable, and achievable. In-
deed, they often seem preoccupied by the distinction between science and  
policy.

In contrast, the UK vaccination commission of 1885 (chapter 1) was ex-
pected to, and did, recommend policy, and some early US ozone assessments 
(chapter 3) made policy recommendations in ways that later international 
ozone assessments have avoided and that the IPCC now expressly forbids. 
While we do not have sufficient examples to draw firm conclusions, it seems  
to be the case that scientists involved in large international assessments 
in recent decades have been engaged more explicitly in what sociologist 
Thomas Gieryn famously labeled “boundary work”— the articulation of clear  
boundaries between science and nonscience.13

The attempt to demarcate science from policy is linked to scientists’ con-
cern with objectivity— both actual and perceived— which they often inter-
pret as requiring them to abstain from making policy recommendations. 
This raises the question of why scientists participating in internationalized 
assessments in recent decades have felt the need to refrain from policy in 
a way that their predecessors did not. Part of the explanation probably in-
volves broad social trends toward increased professionalization and spe-
cialization and the increasingly explicit construction of norms governing 
various professions. Some evidence also suggests that as assessments be-
come larger and more international, participants may feel a stronger need 
to demonstrate their independence and autonomy from (national or other) 
political pressures. One way to do this, it may be thought, is by articulating, 
respecting, and enforcing a clear separation between science and policy. It 
may also be the case that as the authority of science was increasingly chal-
lenged in the late twentieth century, scientists increasingly felt the need to 
demonstrate their objectivity in the hope that this would persuade others 
that they were worthy of trust.

No matter how strenuous the attempts by participants to disentangle sci-
ence from policy, however, they are never entirely able to do so.14 For one 
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thing, the assessment itself is a policy intervention, and simply by partici-
pating in the assessments, scientists become enmeshed in a policy process. 
As pointed out in chapter 5, the policy response to a problem may be the as-
sessment itself, which may have the effect of postponing or preventing other 
potential action. Moreover, even if scientists refrain from making formal 
policy recommendations in their report, that report is only one dimension of 
an assessment process that also includes interactions between experts and 
policy makers before, during, and after the publication of a report. As we 
saw in chapter 2, assessments may influence policy outcomes in other ways 
than through a written report.

The attempt to demarcate science and policy may in fact be undesirable, 
contrary to what many scientists believe, if it conflicts with or otherwise un-
dermines the role of the scientist as sentinel. We have argued that scientists 
are sometimes in a privileged position to alert society to problems that would 
not otherwise be noticed, such as stratospheric ozone depletion (chapter 5).15 
If scientists are restrained from speaking in strong or even clear terms about 
problems of which only they have knowledge, this will compromise their 
ability to communicate potential threats, at great loss to society.

Our work supports the various science studies scholars who have rejected 
linear models of the relationship between science and policy, and we have 
noted the various ways in which they are entangled. Yet despite these insights, 
many scientists and others involved in creating and using assessments con-
tinue to believe that science and policy can and should be disentangled. We 
suggest that the demand to separate science from policy can be understood 
as a regulative ideal that can serve useful functions, including reminding 
scientists of the limits of their own expertise. We also suggest that scientists 
should not be reluctant to intervene in policy debates when their expertise is 
proximate but should be reluctant to intervene when it is not.16

a s s e s s m e n t s  g e n e r a l l y  
a i m  f o r  c o n s e n s u s

Many scientists believe that the goal of an assessment should be to offer 
a consensus statement. Consensus is not viewed simply as something that 
may (or may not) emerge from the process, but something toward which 
participants should actively work.

The drive for consensus likely has several motivations. One of these in-
volves the performative role of assessments.17 Assessments have audiences, 
and participants are aware of being watched. They also have a sense of be-
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ing responsible, both to those who have commissioned the assessment and 
to fellow experts (although perhaps not so much to their fellow citizens, 
taxpayers, or some concept of society at large). This may lead scientists to 
want to speak univocally, feeling that expression of dissent will weaken the 
report. The thought is that univocality is requisite for influence. While the 
reward structure of academic life pulls toward disagreement, the demands 
of assessment push toward agreement (chapter 4).

The push toward agreement may be driven by a mental model that sees 
facts as what all reasonable people should be able to agree about versus 
differences of opinion or judgment that are potentially irresolvable.18 If the 
claims in an assessment report are disputed, then it may be thought that 
they will be viewed as opinions rather than facts and thus dismissed not 
only by hostile critics but even by friendly forces. The drive toward consen-
sus may therefore be an attempt to present the findings of the assessment as 
matters of fact rather than judgments of expert opinion.19

Our studies suggest that this impulse to achieve consensus can lead to 
undue conservatism— where “conservative” is understood to be reassuring 
rather than alarming conclusions—and “least common denominator” re-
sults reflecting the urge to find common ground. This may result in claims 
that are weak or incomplete (chapter 4). If consensus is viewed as a require-
ment, then scientists will put forward only those claims on which they all 
can fully agree. Thus scientists may avoid areas of controversy— even when 
these are recognized as scientifically significant— and underestimate poten-
tially severe effects (what elsewhere we have labeled “erring on the side of 
least drama”).20 The desire for consensus may lead to not reporting certain 
views or to excluding certain experts. Similarly, the Global Environmental 
Assessment Project critiqued the consensus approach,21 theorizing that au-
thors of consensus assessments would tend to avoid issues that engender 
controversy among experts, and provided supporting evidence from a study 
about the way climate assessments dealt with WAIS.22 In short, treating con-
sensus as a goal may undermine other important goals, including inclusiv-
ity, accuracy, transparency, and clear communication.

We suggest that scientists should not view consensus as a goal of all as-
sessments. Consensus should be viewed as an emergent property, not as 
something that necessarily needs to be achieved and certainly not some-
thing that should be enforced. Where substantive differences of opinion 
remain, they should be acknowledged and not downplayed and the rea-
sons for them explained (to the extent that they can be explained). We also 
suggest that scientific communities should be open to experimenting with 
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alternative models for making and expressing group judgments and to re-
searching ways in which policy makers interpret the various assessment 
findings that result.

The law may be instructive in this regard. Before John Marshall became 
chief justice of the US Supreme Court in 1801, judges would give their opin-
ions serially, as is still the norm in the United Kingdom. With Marshall 
came “the opinion of the Court”— a consensus statement of all the justices. 
It was not until the Dred Scott decision in 1857 that written dissents became 
common, and over the last century and a half they have had a profound 
influence on the development of the law.23 Just as statements of dissent and 
the reasons for them are an important resource in the law, so they may be 
in science.

Assessments do not need to express consensus in order to be useful. 
They can add value by supplying a range of interpretations of the body of 
scientific knowledge, and in some cases this is clearly the better choice. For 
example, the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment might have provided more useful 
guidance to policy makers if it had focused on the wide potential range of 
the ice sheet contribution to sea level rise rather than putting forward a 
partial projection of sea level rise that was widely derided and quickly out 
of date (chapter 4).

u n c e r t a i n t y

Uncertainty is a major focus of many assessments— its identification, articu-
lation, quantification, and, where possible, reduction. One reason for this 
focus may be that all science is uncertain to some extent, but when policy 
decisions need to be made, these uncertainties come to the fore. Since un-
certainty is often used as a reason not to act, those who believe action is 
needed are motivated to reduce those uncertainties.

In the assessments we studied, reduction of uncertainty was a central 
objective but was approached by the authors with a range of urgency. In as-
sessing the linearity issue, NAPAP characterized the uncertainty but, in con-
trast to the National Research Council panel, deferred attempts to reduce  
it, awaiting the findings of the Regional Acid Deposition Model (chap ter 2). 
In the wake of discovery of the ozone hole, assessors grappled with the 
difficulty of reducing the vast uncertainty in future ozone depletion absent 
a valid model describing the processes responsible (chapter 3). Eventually, 
perhaps goaded by intense concern on the part of policy makers (and them-
selves), they repurposed various metrics of ozone depletion to accomplish 
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the task. Scientists assessing WAIS in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment at-
tempted but failed to characterize uncertainty in the rate of dynamical ice 
loss and thus the ice sheet contribution to sea level rise.

For assessment authors, characterizing uncertainty is a two- step process. 
First, assessment authors need to establish the range of views in the scientific 
literature on the precision and accuracy of answers to particular questions— 
that is the review aspect of assessment. Second, they need to apply their own 
individual and group judgment about which if any of these views, or their 
combination, to favor— that is the critical judgment or discernment aspect 
of assessment. This act of discernment was carried out differently in each of 
our cases. If reducing uncertainty is viewed by sponsors as a priority objec-
tive of an assessment, then its authors need to consider their approaches to 
this goal at the beginning, so it can inform the process throughout and be 
explicit and transparent.

f i n a l  t h o u g h t s

Assessments are a major part of the contemporary scientific and policy land-
scape and are likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. We offer the 
following thoughts to governments, experts, and scholars for their consider-
ation and future research.

First, our studies support the ample prior work in science studies that 
challenges idealized models of the science/policy relationship based on a de-
marcation between the scientific and the social functions of the assessment.24  
Reality is patently more complex. Among other things, the authors of as-
sessment reports are typically mindful of how their work may be used, ne-
glected, or abused in political contexts, and they anticipate and respond to 
this in various ways. It is important for assessors to recognize, and for future 
research to continue to explore, the entanglements of science and policy in 
assessments, particularly how expectations of public reception or rejection 
influence what scientists do.

Second, we find that scientists in assessments typically approach the prob-
lem of objectivity via a “balance- of- bias” approach, working to create panels 
that are diverse with respect to race, gender, nationality, and, to some extent, 
employment type. In effect, they are implicitly accepting the view that ob-
jectivity is a social accomplishment. However, it remains unclear whether 
they do this primarily for political reasons (believing that the assessment 
needs to be perceived as inclusive in order to be credible and garner trust) 
or for epistemic ones (that diverse panels produce better scientific results). 
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Important questions remain as to how diversity is understood, how diverse 
assessment panels really are, and how well the various voices on panels are 
actually heard.25

Third, we find that many scientists believe that for an assessment to be 
impactful, it must express a consensus view; we find substantial reasons to 
question the wisdom of this view. We suggest that it would be worthwhile 
for scientific communities involved in assessments to explore and develop 
better means of handling and communicating disagreement.

Finally, we find that the entire assessment business— what we call the “as-
sessment economy”— has come to influence research agendas profoundly 
(chapters 4 and 6).26 This can be conscious and deliberate, as we saw in 
chapter 4, when early assessments of the threat of large- scale ice loss from 
the WAIS explicitly defined a research agenda for the community. However, 
it may also be inadvertent, as we see especially with regard to the IPCC. By 
establishing key questions and highlighting areas for future research, the 
IPCC now directly and indirectly influences the research of thousands of 
scientists, the questions asked and answered, and thus much of the knowl-
edge that is available to be assessed. Inevitably, some questions and areas of 
research that would have otherwise been pursued are relinquished, thereby 
contributing to the production of ignorance in areas lacking immediate 
policy concern.27 Governments, the organizations running assessments, and 
scientists themselves should be sensitive to this and find ways to ensure 
both that science and the assessment process continue to be innovative and 
that the assessment economy does not crowd out other forms of scientific 
knowledge production.
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